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ABSTRACT 

Thi~ study examined the nature and appl icabi lity of an approach to preventing crime 
through modifications to the environments in which it occurs -- the Environmental 
Design and Management (EDM) approach.- While drawing upon various antecedents, such 
as IIdefensible space" and "Crim~ Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)", 
the EDM approach reflects the most current views on how crime in residential environ
ments can be most effectively ~revented, that is, through a balanced combination of 
strategies aimed at modifying both the design and manage~nt of the residential 
environment. It is primarily because of this equal weighting of design and management 
components th~t the EOn approach diff~rs from its antecedents. which placed the 
greater emphasis on design elements. 

The five basic categories of design strategies in the EOM approach are: target-hardening, 
detection hardware, improving surveillance potential, controlli.ng access and escape,'and 
fostering territorial ity and social cohesion. The four groups of management strategies 
are organized according to the key groups that would be responsible for their implemen
tation: residents, landlords, police, and the community at large. The full report 
provides a detailed description of the strategies included in each category, and 
evaluates their likely impact. It also assesses the feasibility of implementing the 
EDM approach in the recommended manner, which. for each environment in which it is to 
be implemented, requires first, ~ careful analysis of the crime problem and contributing 
environmental factors. and an assessment of the relevant resources available; then 
selection of the appropriate EOM strategies; and, finally, a substantial degree of 
involvement of a range of parries concerned with the Occurrence of crime in the 
residential environment involved. 

Overall, the report concludes that the EOM approach makes sense, primarily for its 
emphasis on preventing crime before it occurs; for addressing a variety of factors 
which influence the occurrence of crime; for treating each environment as a unique 
situation; and, for involving a range of individuals and groups in crime prevention. 

To determine the need and potential for implementing the EDM approach in Canadian 
residential environments, the study conducted a survey of law enforcement and housing 
planning and management organizations in 25 major cities. The results of the survey 
and other related research indicated that rates of the EDM target crimes are increasing 
in Canada, and that in each of the sample cities there are residential areas and 
buildings that are clearly perceived as having higher rates of the target crimes than 
the city norm. The social and phYSical Characteristics identified as being associated 
wi~h high crime rates varied widely, even within individual cities. Th~ basic 
eonciusions to come out of these findings are first, that there is a need for the EOM 
approach in selected residential environments in Canada; and second, that the EOM 
approach is a particularly appropriate response to residential crime in Canada because 
it acknowledges thediffering .problems and needs of different environments. 

Kost of the organizations contacted in the research indicated already having implemented 
some of the EOM strategies, although not always for direct crime prevention objectives, 
but there were no cases found where a comprehensive program of EOM strategies had been 
tailored to the particular needs of individual environments. The study's recommendations 
are therefore focused on the need for the Federal Government to take an initiating and 
coordinating role in disseminating information on the EDM approach and in promoting its 
use am~ng the various groups who should be involved in its implemsntation __ the general 
public, planners, arChitects, developers, and the police. The recommendations stress the 
importance of addressing the needs of existing housing environments, where there is 
an existing and known crime problem. but also note that many of the design strategies 
of the approach can be most effectively, and least expensively, appl ied in new housing. 
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INTROOUCTION 

The past two decades have seen considerable attention given to the pre
vention of crime through modifications to the built environment. The 
t~rms most frequently used to describe this approach are "Defensible 
Space" and "Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTEO)". In 
this study we have introduced a third term -- the IIEnvironmental Design 
and Management (EDM) Approachll 

-- i!/ tarm which IOOre clearly emphasizes 
the need to incorpor.1te Management as well as Oesig,n strategies in 
effective crime prevention efforts. 

In commissioning this study. the MiniHry of the Solicitor General of 
Canada and the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation were interested in 
investigating: first, how various environmental design and management 
strategies to prevent residential crime had been applied in other 
jurisdictions, particularly in the United States and in Britain, and what 
lessons had been learned from such applications; and second, what was 
known about residential crime in Canada, with particular reference to the 
need and potential for implementing environmental desig-n and management 
strategies. 

To answer these broad que~tions, the studyl! investigations included three 
major types of activity: a literature review; iii su~vey of the relevant 
con~erns and experiences of -various organizations in major Canadian 
cities; and, a series of field visits, including interviews with repre
sentatives of key organizations, in cities in both the United States and 
Canada. These investi~ations addressed the following areas of inquiry: 

(1) What is the general state of knowledge about residerltial crime and 
the types of settings in which it occurs and, in a broad sense, why 
and how should considerztion be given to the concept of preventing 
residential crime. 

(2) How has the EDM approach evolved in terms of both theory and 
practice; 

(3) What specific strategies are used to prevent reside::iltial cr:mo ;nd 
what is known about their impact; 

(4) How can EOM strategies be most effectively implemented, and how can 
the potential of the EDM approach as a whole be assessed; 

(5) What is the residential crime situation tn Canada and is there a 
need for the EOM prevention approach; 

(6) What experience have individuals and organizations concerned with the 
occurrence of residential crime In Canada had with the EON prevention 
approach, and what is their attitude regarding ~ts potential; and 

(7) What, if anything, should be done about encouraging the use of the 
EDM approach in Canadian residential settings. 

This summary of the study's findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
will follow the sam~ sequential order. 
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t. RESIDENTIAL CRIME AND ITS PREVENTION -
Crime is a complex phenomenon related to a variety of physical ~nd social 
factors in the environments in which it occurs. The occurrence of any 
crime depends on the following conditivns being met at one point in time: 

the physical presence of the offender, ~nd the ~ppropriate psycho
logical, social, economic, and physical motivations and abilities of 
the offender; 
the physical presence of a target (person or object) of crime, and 
some degree of psychological, social, economic, or physical 
vulnerability of that person or object; 

~ specific physical location for both offender and target to come 
together, and a lack of physical controls inherent in that location; 
and, 

the socio-economic environment within which the offender, target, and 
physical location exist, and a lack of social controls within that 
environment. 

Research into the nature of residential crime1 is not yet able to identify 
the role that each of the above conditions plays in the occurrence of 
crime, let alone how these conditions interact to make a crime more or 
less probable. The information that has been gathered in this regard has 
primarily focu~ed on. the crime problem~ and related environmental features 
of public housing projects in the United Statas. While these can not be 
considered typical or all residential environments in North America, the 
environmental correlates associated with their crime problems must be 
reviewed since the related research findings have structured the develop
ment of EDM prevention strategies. 

The social characteristics of residential environments are the-major 
predictors of high or low crime rates. The populations most commonly 
associated with crime rates (as both victims and offenders) are comprised 
of low-income, often single-parent, families, with large proportions of 
juveniles and, occasionally, of elderly residents. These characteristics 
affect the crime rate by making the resident population both more 
vulnerable ~o criminal victimization and more motivated to commit crime. 

There are aiso some key physj~al ~haiacteiiztjcs of hi;h-crime re:idantiel 
areas which are considered to facilitate the occurrence of crime by 
increasing the vulnerability of residents. The physical characteristic 
most commonly associated with high crime rates in residerltial environments 
is the presence of substantial proportions of high density, multiple
family, highrise housing; such housing is considered to make poor 
distinctions between publ Ic and private space, .to provide t imited security 

For the purpose of this study, residential crime includes any of the 
following crimes when they occur in predominantly residential environ
ments: break and entry (burglary), robbery, theft, motor vehicle 
theft t vandalism, arson, trespass, indecent assault rape and 
homicide and attempted murder. ' • 
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features in terms of access restriction and surveil lance opportunities, 
and to exhibit an unattractive and often poorly-maintained appearance: 
These physical characteristics are considered to reinforce the problems 
-associated with the above social charaet~ri~tics. thereby increasing the 
likelihood that residents are perceived as vulnerabie by potential 
offenders. 

Crime prevention is considered to b~ the most practical response to the 
problems of high-crime environments. mainly because other forms of crime 
control -- the police, courts. and corrections -- are largely reactive and 
can therefore only affect a small proportion of the off~nders and victims 
involved in residential crime. Crime prevention is a proactive approach 
which attempts to make the commission of a crime less likely by changing 
the motivation of potential offenders, or by requirtng more sophisticated 
skills and tools for the commission of crime. or by removing opportunities 
for crime. Traditional crime control measures have focused on changing 
the motivation of the offender and have had limited success in preventing 
crime. Requiring more sophisticated ~kills and tools to commit crime is 
also considered to be of limited value since this can result in engaging 
society and the offender in a continuing spiral of .ttack and de~enset or 
in deflect!ng the potential offender to another target. Opportunlty
reduction, however. is a particularly promising approacn to crime pre
vention because it relates to a broad range of crimes and can affect the 
largest nw~ber of potential victims and offenders. 

Crime prevention is as equally complex a phenomenon as crime, and 
instituting a crime prevention program is far from a simple matter. Such 
a program must consider the possibility that crime may simply be displaced 
(temporally. tacticaily, spatially, functionally. and in terms of the 
target involved). It must also consider the fact that a crime problem is 
not simply defined by crime rates but is also a function of fear of crime. 
Although a crime prevention program ~ay decrease crime rates, it may 
concomitantly increase fear of crime by raiSing residents' awareness of the 
crime situation. Finally, crime prevention often must involve many 
secments of society to be truly effective. since there are limits to where 
th; police can go and how much they can observe, just as there are limits 
to how much formal policing society can afford. ~owever. it is one thing 
to allocate responsibility for crime prevention to various groups and 
~mother for those groups to accept and fulfill those responsibilities. 

All of these issues must be considered in the development or an effective 
crime prevention program. It is in response to these and related concerns 
that the Environmental Design and Management approach to crime prevention 
has evoived. 
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2. EVOLUTION OF THE EtlVIRONHENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO CRIME 
PREVENTION 

There has been a distinct difference in how design and management concepts 
for preventing crime have evolved in the United States and Britain. The 
United States has emphasized a design approach while Britain has emphasized 
a management approach. The British emphasis on managing residential 
environments to prevent crime reflects a longer history with crime 
prev~ntion in general, and a concern with a particular crime -- vandalism 
which clearly can not be completely 'designed out l of an environment (for 
example, no amount of improved design can prevent spray-painted graffitti). 
While British architects and housing authorities have acknowledged the 
importance of design elements in the crime-environment relationship. they 
have tended to view the physical design of a residential environment not 
as a direct determinant of crime, but as a determinant of how well that 
environment can be managed; it is then the quality of the management (by 
the landlord, residents, police, and other parties) that determines the 
vulnerability to crime of a residential environment. 

The emphasis on design elements In the United States. particularly in the 
"de fens i b I e space" work of Oscar Newman, came out of a concern wi th the 
crime problems of multiple-family. highrise public housing projects. While 
Nawman's early work identified the social characteristics of a residential 
environment as the prime determinants of high or low crime rates, he is 
best known for his proposed IOOdifica.tions to the physical environment. 
Newman was not, however. the first proponent of the concept of designing 
residential envil"onments to prevent crime. Jane Jacobs I "=yes on the 
street ll concept and Elizabeth Woodis emphasis on design which encoura~ed 
social cohesion were two important antecedents of Newman's work. Ne~'er
the less, it was Newmanls "defensible space" proposals that stimu!at~d U.S. 
federal.government involvement in this approach to crime preventi~n. Over 
the last decade, substantial government funding has been committed to 
related research and demonstration projects undertaken by Newman, 
Wi II iam Brill, Richard Gardiner, and the Westinghouse National Issues 
Center. Initially, these investigations were expected to provide 
definitive findings on the effectiveness of various design strategies 
intended to prevent crime (relating, for ex~mple, to restricting access, 
improving definition of zone.s of influence, and improving steet lighting). 
ihese tests sometimes Included attempts to improve the management of the 
environments being studied (for example, getting residents involved in 
crime prevention programs, and changing police patrolling practices), but 
the main emphasis was clearly on the design component. 

While these demonstration projects did have an impact on reducing crime, 
it eventually became clear that they could not provide any clear-cut 
answers regarding the specific impact of individual design strategies, both 
because the strategies' individual effects were inextricably mingled and 
because their effects couid not be considered independently of the specific 
environment in which they occurred. As a result. attention shifted to 
developing better data bases, for example~ through Brill's "vulnerability 
analysis", which provides guidelines for asseSSing the social and physical 
factors that affect a residential environment's vulnerabi1ity to crime. 
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Ho~e recently, rese~rch in the United States has concentrated on developin 
a.etter understanding of the broad environmental factors such a 9 
neighbourhood stability and cohesion, that may be related'to crim:. 

: good exam~le of a program taking into account factors related to the 
ro~der social. cultural, and economic environment as well as the ph s' I 

envlror.ment was the Anti-Crime Program implemented by the U S F d Yllca 
D:partment of Housing and Urban Development in 1973 Th' •• e era 
aimed at red' '" • I S program was 

. f uc~n9 crime In publiC housing environments through a balanced 
mixture 0 deSign and management strategies, all of which were to be 
dev:loped by the responsible housing authority in consultation with th 
reSidents, ,the po~ic:, and other interested parties. Although this e 
~rogrillm was tn: v~ctlr,j of budget cuts before its full potential could be 
emonst:ated. It IS the closest parallel to what we have in mind with our 

conception of an EDM approach to crime prevention. 
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3. STRATEGIES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

rhe EDM approach to crime prevention puts equal emphasis on strategi'es aimed 
at designing and managing environments to meet a crime prevention objective. 
In essence, tii'eEDM approaehacknowledges that without management strategies 
which encourage all concerned parties to work together to prevent crime, 
design strategies can have only limited impact. For example, it does not 
matter how many surveillance opportunities are designed into an environment 
if the users of that ·environment are not motivated to report or otherwise 
respond to suspicious behaviour. 

The design strategies i~cluded jn the EOM approach are intended to meet 
various crime prevention Objectives. Within each strategy. there may be a 
range of different design solutions or techniques. Although the ful I 
report identifies many of these techniques, it does not discuss them in 
detail for two reasons: first, these techniqlJes are already well sub
stantiated in the EDM-related literature; and, second, any emphasis on 
'specific techniClues would provide an overly detailed view of what is 
intended to be comprehensive and situation-specific approach to crime 
prevention. 

The design strategies of the EDM approach fall into five (somewhat over
lapping) categories: 

Target~Hardening 

Detection Hardware 

Improving Surveillance Potentia! 

ContrOlling Access and Escape, and 

Fostering Territoriality and Social Cohesion. 

The following is a brief description of the strategies included in each of 
these categories. 

3. , 

3. , .1 
i. 

ii. 

3.1.2 
i . 

i i . 

3.1.3 
i. 

c 

DESIGN STRATEGIES 

Target-Hardening 
incredsing the diffi~ulty of ill~gal access to residential buildings 
or units througn mechanical means $uch as improved locks. 
Using vandal-resistant materials to decrease the like! ihood and 
seriousness of vanaalism. 

Detection Hardwara 
Using alarms to increase the difficulty of undetected illegal 
.ecess • 
Using cameras to increase survei l1ance potential. 

Improving Surv~illance Potential 
Reducin2 concealment opportunities. for example. by avoiding the 
use of blind corridors. and of alcoves in corridors, lobbies and 
parking garagu. 
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iii. 

i v. 

v. 

3.1.4 
i. 

Ii. 

iii. 

3.1 .5 
i. 

i i . 

iii. 

Improving lighting in both the exterior areas around a residential 
building and in such shared interior spaces as parking garages. 
Improving placement of windows to provide surveillance opportunities 
from major activity are~s such as the kitchen and family room of a 
single-family dwel ling or the laundry rooms and stairwells of 
multiple-family structures. 
Improving visibility of locations for indoor and outdoc)r resident 
~ces and faciJiti~~, for example, by locating f~cilities such 
as laundry rooms, mail rooms and parking areas of multiple-family 
buildings where there is good potential for formal and informal 
surveillance both into and from these spaces. 
Increasing pedestrian and street traffic to increase the "eyes on 
the street" or the informa 1 survei I lance capabi I ity of the 
envi ronment. 

Controlling Access and Escape 
Controlling access to and escape from the aeneral area to decrease 
the likelihood that potential criminals wiil be acle either to 
fawiliarize themselves with an area or to enter or leave that area 
undetected {for example, by using restricted street layouts such 
~s t.ul-de-sacs}. 
Using real or symbolic b~rriers to control eicuiation within an area 
through the use of landscaping, fencing and other elements which 
define where public space ends and residents' semi-private or 
private space begin$. 
Improving eas~and speed of response to crime, for example, through 
improvements in the identifjc~tion of dwelling units and in 
lighting. 

.~9stering Territorial ity and Social Cohesion 
Clustering dwelling units to reduce the anonymity associated with 
large multiple-family buildings by decreasing the number of families 
using one single entry, lobby, and set of elevators. 
Distinguishing between resident and non-resident space and reducinQ 
conflicting uses both to make residents more known to each other • 
and therefore more alert to the presence of strangers, and to 
reduce the likelihOOd of confl icts between residents. 
Reducin differentiation between residential developments and the 
~rrounding community to ensure that speci ic developments are not 
perceived as distinct and separate targets for crime and to develgp 
a broader sense of neighbourhood community among individual 
residential developments. 

The objectives ancl proposed effects of these design ~trategies of the EDM 
approach blend inextricably with those of the management stra~egies. 
Without management strategies directed to drawing the goal of,crime 
prevention to the attention of residents, landlords, police, and the 
community at large, design strategies can have only very limited effects. 
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3.2 

3.2.1 
i. 

i i . 

iii. 

iv. 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

3.2.3 
i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

3.2.4 
l. 
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MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

Resident . 
Education programs through which residents can obtain adVice on 
crime prevention measures which they can undertake. . . 
Resident and community surveillance programs through wnleh reSidents 
keep an eye on their neighbl;')urhood in an organized manner (for 
Gxample. thro~gh community patrols). 
Self-help programs including beth organized services (escort 
services. hot-line security services, and apartment-watch), and 
behavioural restrictions which individual residents undertake to 
make themselves less vulnerable to crime. 
Resident/tenant associations which develop organi~ed r~sident groups 
that may be a prerequisite for the successful ';ndertaklng of other 
resident strategies. 

Landlord 
Private security personnel to increase formal security surveillance 
in semi-private areas where police tend to go only when there is an 
immediate need. . 
Improved building image and maintenance to improve a residentl~1 . 
environment's appearance b~cause vandal ised proper:y tend: to InVite 
further vandalism and becaus~ shoddy and unattractive environments 
do not encourage residents to feel concern about what 9o~s on there. 
Improved rental and eviction policies to weed out potential trouble
makers or criminals and develop social cohesion among residents by 
avoiding mixes of potentially incompatible residents (for example, 
elderly and teenagers). 

Pol ice . . . 
Consultation and liaison with planning/housing authorities to ensure 
that police expertise with regard to the design elements th9t 
facilitate crime is available and appl ied at the early stages or 
planning for new residential developments. . 
Public relations programs to encourage residents to report Crimes, 
and to ensure that the strengths and limitations of the police in a 
crime prevention program are clearly understood by all concerned. 
Team or n~i9hbourhood policing to create a greater knowledge of a 
patrol area among the officers responsible fo~ that area. to 
en~ourage interaction between the police and the fesi~ents or an. 
area and to make polic: input to other crime prevention strategies 
more'sensitive to the needs of a particular environment. 
Security surveys and inspection programs to help residents identify 
and safeguard the vulnerable areas of individual dwellings or 
dwe 11 i ng un i ts • 
Operation Identification. 

Community 
Improved r~creational facilities and programs to decrease an~nymity 
and to reduce juvenile involvement in crime by directing their 
energies to pro-social activities. . h I 
Improved social services and crrsis intervention services to e p 
ease some of the economic, emotional, or other pressures that,are 
possible contributing factors in motiv&ti~g ~e:ide~ts to commit 
Grime or making them more vulnerable to Victimization. 
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I , . Unfortunately, the likely impact of the above strategies is largely a 
matter of conjecture; there is I ittle em~irical verification of their 
specific effects on crime. Those strategies which are supported by the 
findings of related research are those which are the least complex in 
theoretical terms -- for example, target-hardening and improving lighting. 
One of the major problems in evaluating the impact of individual 
strategies derives from the fact that they are rarely implemented on their 
own, and it is therefore di~ficult to separate their specific effects. 
Further, their impact can vary depending on the nature of the specific 
environment where they are im~lemented. These points are very important 
considerations in the implementation of EDM strategies. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE EDM APPROACH 

Beyond the need to use both design and management strategies to prevent 
crime effectively, the second most important point about the EOM approach 
is that it probably should be applied differently in different environments. 
Each application should be custom tailored to the particul~r crime problems 
in specific environments. A basic implication of this point is that no 
one set of rules for implementing the EDM approach can be developed for all 
environments. The EDH approach is instead a philosophy of crime prevention 
providing general guidelines with regard to the types of actions that can 
be t~ken to ~ddress particular crime problems. 

The first step in implementing the EOM approach in a given residential 
environment is to analyse the crime problem and to identify the environ
mental factors that are considered to be related to that problem. It is 
only then that the need for specific strategies can be identified. The 
final selection of the strategies to be implemented and the precise design 
techniques to be used depends on the financial, hL.Jman. and other resources 
available and on a range of other objectives (for example, aesthetic and 
privacy objectives). A major reason that the EOM approach purposely avoids 
providing a set of rules for implementing sttategies is related to the fact 
that many strategies can conflict with each other or with other objectives. 
For example. strategies directed to controlling access and escape can 
conflict witr. those intending to improve the surveillance potential of an 
environment, and target-hardening strategies may conflict with fire safety 
design objectives. In such cases. traqe-offs will need to be made, 
depending on which Objectives are most important. 

The implementation of an EOH crime prevention program will also vary 
depending on whether the environment involved is a new or existing 
residential development -- each provides different opportunities and 
constraints. While many of the design strategies can be costly to implement 
in existing residential environments, they can involve little or no extra 
cost if they are considered early in the planning of new housing. On the 
other hand. implementation of the management strategies is almost entirely 
focused on existing environments where there is a resident population and 
a police force that can be involved in developing and applying the 
appropriate management strategies. 

These are the key points relating to the optimum implementation of the EDM 
approach. However. in order for the relevant organizations to cOrm1it 
themselves to the detailed p)~nnin9 and implementation process required of 
the approach, it is likely they wil I want some evidence that their efforts 
will be rewarded by a reduction in crime. Assessing the potential impact 
of an tOM crime prevention program is, however, virtually impossible given 
the current limited knowledge about crime and its environmental correlates. 
All that can be said is that the EOM approach makes sense -- with regards 
to its focus on preventing crime before it occurs; reducing the opportuni
ties for crime-presented by various social and physical features of 
residential environments; involving a range of groups in its planning and 
application; and, in many cases, potentially improving th~ general quality 
of life in residential environments as part of its crime prevention 
objective. 

Given this conclusion, the question is whether there i~ a need for this 
approach Co crime prevention in Canadian residential environments. 
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5. RESIDENTIAL CRIME IN CANADA 

While crime-recording practices make it difficult to separate data on 
crim:s occurring in residential environments from those on 011 crime 
occurrences, it appears that Canad i an rates of res i dent i a I cr ime, pa rt i ct.1 ar
Iy break and entry, are increasing more quickly than the rates of almost 
.ny other crime cat~gory. While the currently available data are not 
definitive on this m~tter, they suggest that residential crim~ is a 
particular concern in metropolitan areas in the western region of Canada, 
.reas which are undergoing rapid growth and social change. 

This is not to say that residential crime is not evident in other metro
politan centres in Canada. All the cities included in our study had 
residential areas that could be identified as having higher crime rates 
than the norm, at least according to the perceptions of the relevant 
police forces. Many public and private sector landlords could also 
identify specific residential properties which were perceived to have 
high crime rates. Given the lack of reliable data on the characteristics 
of these high-crime areas and buildings, our findings are primarily based 
on the perceptions of representatives of law enforcement and housing 
organizations. On an aggregate level, these perceptions indicate that 
there are some physical and social features common to many high-crime 
residential environments in Canada. The physical feltures most commonly 
identified were multiple-family hOUSing, non-residentiai land uses (such 
is major traffic arteries) either nearby or within the residential area, 
and poor surveillance opportunities. In terms of the social environment, 
high-crime areas and buildings were most frequently perceived as having 
low-income popUlations with substantial proportions of juveniles. 

These characteristics can not, however, be taken as accurate predictors 
of all high-crime residential environments in Canada, since there were ~ 
number of cases in which every other possible permutation of physical and 
social characteristics was identified as being associated with high crime 
rates, including Single-family housing and high-income populationz. We 
have therefore concluded that high-crime residential environments in Canada 
can not be as neatly cates~r!zed as in the United States. We have also 
concluded that given the variety of characteristics exhibited by high-crime 
residential environments in this country, the situ~tion-specific EDM 
approach would be the most appropriate response to these environments' 
crime problems. 

However, it is not enough to identify the EDM approach as appropriate; 
there must also be a clear need for it. The co~nents and responses of the 
representatives of the organizations included in our investigations 
indicaud tr.at they perceived a crime problem, and supposedly a need for 
crime prevention. In some areas in their jurisdictions. They could not 
identify whethl!r the residents of these areas, whose involvement is 
critical to the EOM approach, had similar perceptions. In a few juris
dictions, we four.d examples of residents organizing themselves because of 
crime-related concerns. In addition, several national surveys have 
indicated that crime is considered to be a major public issue affecting 
a substantial proportion of the Canadian population. Neverthe!ess, 
individual cit:izens or resident groups have not initiated much action 
because of their concern \'Iith cr'ime and it is difficult to say the general 
populace perceives a need for crime prevention in general, let alone the 
comprehensive ,EOM approach to crime prevention • 
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6. CANADIAN EXPERIENCES AND ATTITUDES REGARDING THE EDH APPROACH 

Many of the representatives of the law enforcement, housing, and pJann~ng 
organizations we contacted in our research app~a~ to have had ~ubsta~tlal 
experience with some of the EOM strategies, partIcularly th~se reiatln~ to 
target-hardening, improving surveillance potential, and police strateg~es 
sueh as security surveys and Operation Identification. In many cases In 
the planning and housing fields, this t;xperience was not the result of 
crime prevention objectives but part of an effort to improve the overall 
quality of residential environments. Not surprisingly, t~ose EDM 
st~ategies most familiar to th~ law enforcem:nt ~rganlzatlo~s were the 
least familiar to planning and housing organizatIons, and vlce-ver~a. 

The fact that the various organizations had not had experience with 
implementing some of the EOM strategies did not, however, appear to , 
condition their judgments of the potential effectiveness 0: these str~tegles; 
in many cases, 'the organi~ations involved gave. high e:fectlveness ~atl~gs 
to strategies with which they were completely Inexperienced. Overall. the 
EDM stiategies consiuered to have the highest potential effectiv7rH~ss for 
preventing a range of crimes were th07e related t~ ~arget:har~en.lng, 
improving surveillance potential. reSident educatIon and I~vo,vement~ and 
police programs. These strategies are the lea3t complex (In theoretIcal 
and practical terms) of all the EDM strategies, and can be the least 
expensive to implement. 

We can only ~ostulate how the EDM approac~ as a whole is likely t~ be 
viewed by the organizations and individuals \'1ho would nee~ to be,lnvolved 
in its implementation, since none of th~se have had experience With the 
approach as a whole. While responses regarding the EDM approach ranged 
from uninterested to extremely enthusiastic, a common thread consistently 
appeared. The EDM approach, and crime prevention in general, mu~t take 
its place in line with a range of priorities relating to the de71gn,and 
management of residential environments. In essence, many organlz~tlons 
appe~red to be saying 'show us it is worth our while to follow thiS 
through' • 

Experience in other jurisdictions suggests that the best way :0 do so is 
to eMphasize the costs incurred by crime -- to landlords, reSidents, and 
entire municipalities. The fact that in 1981 crime in Canada cost $1.3 
billion in insurance payments could be a starting point fer illustrating 
the potential costs involved in not yndertaking crime prevention measures. 
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7. RECOMMENDAT!ONS REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EOM APPROACH IN 
CANADIAN RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTS 

The major thrust of our recommendations on implementing the EDM approach 
in Canadian residential environments assumes: first. that there is a need 
for information on the potential of this approach to crime prevention; and 
second. that the Federal Government is the most appropriate agency to 
fulfill this need. We therefore recommend that the Federal Government take 
a lead role in disseminating information on the EOM approach to the various 
group5 that would be involved in its implementation: the general public, 
police forces, private security agencies, architects and planners 
(including municipal planning officials), developers (private, public and 
non-profit). and housing managers. Thjs information dissemination can be 
undertaken through various media including brochures and workshop 
sessions. 

Further, we recommend that the Federal Government consider instituting a 
program which provides guidance and financial assistance for the imple
mentation of the EDM approach in residential environments where there is a 
demonstrated need, willingness, and ability to develop and implement an 
EDM program for the purpose of reducing the target crimes. We would 
recommend that this program be responsi~e and not direc~ive, because we do 
not bel ieve there is any practical 'way for government to determine or 
measure relative need on a r.ational basis. 

We also recorrrnend, as part of this implementation program, that the 
participants be encouraged to uhdert~ke research relating to such issues 
as: spatial, temporal or technological displacement; the extent to which 
particular crimes can be defined as Jcrimes of opportunity'; the environ
mental stimuli that affect a potential offenderls perception of whether or 
not a particular environment is vulnerable; and the most effective means 
of maintaining the interest and involvement of the residents and manage
ment of a residential environment in working to prevent crime in their 
communities. 

In addition, we recommend that the Federal Government provide guidance and 
increased r.esources to police forces which indicate an interest in 
implementing the EDM approach and in collecting the types of info.maticn 
on crime occurrences which ar~ relevant to that approach. particularly on 
specific locational characteristics of criminal acts in reside~tial 
environments. 

Finally, we recommend that the Federal Government give serious consideration 
to incorporating a target-haruening section for crime prevention purposes 
in the National Building Code and to encouraging the National Research 
Council to develop appropriate performance standards for secure locks, doors 
and windows in residential structures. 
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1 • 1 STUDY PURPOSE 

The concept of preventing crime by impr~ving the design and management of 
the cuilt environment has received considerable attention over the past 
decade, particularly in the United States. Although there has been 
relatively I ittle formal investigatio,n of the potential for applying the 
concept in Canada, various organ:zations across the country, including 
police departments, publ ic housing authorities and Citi:en groups, have 
expressed an interest it'l undertak'ing related programs •. In response to 
this interest, this study was jointly corrrnission~d by the Ministry of tl-)e 
Solicitor General of Canada and the Canada r10rtgage and Housing Corpora
tion. 

The overall purpose ot this study was to determine whether there was a 
need and potential for implementing a crime prevention approach in 
Canada which focused on improving the design and management of residential 
environments. In order to fulfill that purpose, the study first 
examined the current understanding, in both theoretical and practical 
terms. of what is meant by the I des ign and mana.gement approach to 
residential crime prevention' and wh~t is. known about its effectiveness •• 
Second, it investigated the p~rceived neej for implementing this approach 
to residential crime prevention in Canada, and the related experiences 
and attitudes of agencies and individuals who would potentially be 
involved in its implementation. 

The above definition of the study'S purpc~e and research focus has several 
important impl icatians which will be emphasized throughout the report. 
First, the study was concerned with an approach to crime prevention. 
Consequently, the resulting findings and recorrrnendations should not b'! 
interpret~d as documentation of a total solution to crime (a common 
misinterpretation of th~ design and management approach to crime 
prevention). Second, the study's primary focus is the urban residential 
environment as the setting in which this approach to crime prevention is 
considered to be particularly appl icable;1 other components of the urban 
context (s~.ch as schools ancj commercial faci I it.ies) arethereforf:! 

As is discussed Ifter, the crimes which commonly occur in residential 
environments are often those ""hich are considered to entail a strong 
element of ooportunity (i.e. the criminal takes advantage or the 
oPPQrtunity presented by ~n area of vulnerability), and the design and 
m~nage~ent approach to crime prevention is particularly directed to 
decreaSing Guch opportunities. 
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mentioned only in terms of their impact on the incidence of crime in 
adjacent residential se~tin9s.1 Finally, it should be noted that the 
purpose of this study was to investigate and recommend an overall approach 
to implementing the design and management method of crime prevention. It 
was not intended to provide a definitive formula or set of rules for the 
universal ~p~1 ication of specific design and management strategies. 

ThiS is not to say that the design and management approaeh to crime 
prevention could not also be implemented in commercial environments; 
rather the need and potential for such implementation should be the 
subject of further research directed at the specific situations of 
co~ercial set:i~;s, which are neted in the relevant! iterature as 
varying considerably from those of residential environments. 
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1.2 STUDY PROCESS AND RESEARCH 

The investigations undertaken in the study and described in this chapter 
included three components: a revi~~ of the available literature, discus
ions with selected individuals and organizations in the United Scates, 
and research on the nature of residential crime and related prevention 
strategies in Canada. While each component involved a basically discrete 
set of activities. they were not undertaken in a strict sequence but were, 
to some degree, simultaneous. The literature review, in particular, 
continued throughout the work of the study in order to incorporate new 
material identified in the other research areas. 

1.2.1 Literature Review 

The I iterature review included both published and unpublished documents 
(listed in the selected b~bl iography in the Appendix) relating to the 
theory and practice of the design and management approach to crime pre
vention. With regard to the theoretical writings related to this approach 
to crime prevention, the literature search and review concentrated on 
documents which discussed the rationale for the approach; the types of 
crimes offenders and victims which it was expected to. affect; the nature 
of the-Physical ~nd social environments considered as being in need of 
this approach and suitable for its application; and, the consequences of 
implementing the approach. 

Whereas the review of I iterature on the theor'y of the design and manage
ment approach included British, Canadian and American sources, the r:view 
of material on its actual practice necessarily concentrated on experiences 
in the United States. This American focus reflected the fact that Canadian 
material was very limited and the fact that most of the organized attempts 
to implement components of the approach have been undertaken in the United 
States. In reviewing the documentation of such implementation and evalua
tion projects the primary concern was to identify those strategies which 
had be~n clea;ly proven to be successful in preventing crime in residential 
environments; the characteristics of the phYSical and social environments 
which were significant to the success of the approach; and, the lessons 
learned about the total implementation process, with particular reference 
to the roles of the individuals and agencies involved and their inter
relationships. This aspect of the literature review was aided considerably 
by the completion, halfway through our study, of a report commissione~ by 
the United States National Institute of Justice which assessed the crime 
prevention effectiveness of many of the physical design (but not the 
management) elements of this approach (see American Institutes for Research 
1980). 

As a result of the other investigations of the study -- the field visits in 
the United States and the research on residential crime and its prevention 
in Canada -~ additional documents were identified and reviewed. The 
material provided by the U.S. sources generally related to current imple
mentation projects and oMgoing research studies in the U~ited State:, and 
the Canadian literature primarily addressed crime and crIme prevention 
issues in specific cities or provinces. 
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1.2.2 U.S. Inves'tic:acions , 

Since che available literature could noc, by its very nature, address ongoing 
developments in the Field, discussions with key individuals and agencies 
and visits to significant projects in the United States were undertaken to 
obtain the most current views possible on the theory and appl ication of the 
design and management approach to crime prevention. Very early in the work 
of this study, a meeting was arranged with Dr. Richard Titus of the U.S. 
National Institute of Law EnFo~cement and Criminal Justice because of that 
agency's extensive involvement in commissioning research studies relating 
to the urban design approach to crime prevention. That discussion proviaed 
valuable insights not available in the literature, related to how the 
approach was evolving in the United States and its likely future. the 
specific individuals and agencies who were stil I or new1y active in the 
field, and current studies and projects which could be valuable to our 
research. 

Of particular importance, thediscussicn indicated that an intensive new 
federal program incorporating the design and management approach to crime 
prevention was just getting underway in public housing projects in several 
American cities under the aegis of the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUe). Interviews were thef'cfore held with HUO officials in 
Washington, D.C. to document HUe's general involvement in the crime preven
tion Field, the objectives of the new Anti-Crime Urban Initiatives Program, 
and its funding and administrative process. These interviews were supple
mented by discussion with crime prevention oFficers in the Arl ington, 
Virginia police force, \o/hich had previously been identified as one of the 
Few police departments in the country to be Form~lly involved in revi~Ning 
bu i I ding plans. 

Subsequent to these discussions with the initiators and administrators of 
the HUe Anti-Crime Program. two field visits were undertaken co examine the 
actual operation of the program. The selection of Toledo, Ohio and Chicago, 
ill inois for these field visits was primarily based on ~e fact Lhat they 
represented two ends of the scale in terms of the size and complexity of the 
cities and public housing authorities and projects involved. The Field ' 
visits included discussions with officials of the publ ic housing authorities 
and with administrators of the Anti-Crime Program, tours of the projects 
involved and. in the case of Chicago, interviews at the municipal planning 
department, which has been involved for some time in the Field of crime 
pre'lention:hroughenviron'mental design. As part of the Chicago visit, 
discussions were held with researchers at Northwestern University who are 
c~rrently involved in a study on how the characteristics of neighbourhoods 
are related to crime and fear of crime levels. 

Further insights into the U.S. experience with the urban design approach 
to crime prevention were provided by a discussion with Douglas Frisbie, 
then of the Minnesota COl1'l11unity Crime Prevention Center, during one of his 
lectwres at the Canadian Police College. This opportunity to monitor his 
lectures was also valuable in indicating what type of formal exposure Co the 
approach is currently provided to me~bers of police force$ in Canada. 
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It was as a result of these first two stages of the study's investigations 
-- i.e. the literature review and the examinationoftherrost recent devel
opments in the field in the United States -- that the term 'Environmental 
DeSign and Management (EDM) , was coined to describe the approach to crime 
prevention being investigated in this study. The specific reasons for 
creating this term instead of continuing with the "Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTEO)II or "defensible spacell terms, best 
known through the U.S. experience, are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
Basically the intent was to Incorporate a reference to 'managing' the 
environment in order to !~Iustrate and emphasize the increasing signifi-

'cance being given to the need to use both design and management strategies 
as part of a comprehensive approach to preventing crime in residential 
env i ronmen ts • 

1.2.3 Canadian Investiaations 

From the commencement of this study, it was acknowledged that the resi
dential crime situation in Canada could not be assumed to be identical to 
that found in other jurisdict ions. Therefore, in order to determine the 
need and potential for implementing the Environmental Design and Management 
approach to preventing crime in Canadian residential environments, a basic 
requirement of the study was to gather as much information as possible on 
the nature of residential crime in Canada. Given the !ack of useful nation
wide statistics on crime in residential settings, it was decided that 
gathering information on the situation in each of the 23

1
Census Metro. 

pol itan Areas (CMAl s as identified by Statistics Canada) was the most 
effective means of developing a comprehensive understanding of the nature 
of residential crime and crime prevention methods across Canada. To that 
end a set of questionnaires was developed to solicit data and perceptions 
directly from those agencies concerned with crime occurrences in residential 
environments and/or with Its prevention through design and management 
methods. 

The six types of agencies to whom questionnaires were directed in each CMA 
were the municipal pol ice, the major private security agencies servicing 
residential properties, the public housing authorities, the principal 

Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Regina. Saskatoon, Winnipeg, 
Thunder Bay, Sudbury, Windsor, St. Catharines·Niagara. London, Kitchener
Waterloo, Hamilton, Metropolitan Toronto. Oshawa·Whitby, Ottawa-Hull, 
'Montr~al Urban Community, Chicoutimi-Jonquiere. Quebec, Saint John, 
Halifax, St. John's. In those CMA's containing more than one city, 
except for Ottawa-Hull, the study solicited data only for the largest 
city in that CMA. The study also sol icited information from selected 
agencies in Fort McMurray and Charlottetown; the former city was chosen 
because of Its rapid growth characteristics and the latter in order to 
ensure tha~ Prince Edward Island, although not containing a CMA, was 
included in the research. 
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developers cr IIIQnagers of private sector rental housing, the CMHC branch 
office and the municipal planning department. In addi tion, general 
letters of inquiry on the subject were directed to each provincial police 
commission and to the office of the provincial Attorney General and/or 
Sol ici tor General. In a broad sense, each type of questionnai re requested 
information on that agencyls knowledge and/or perception of reside:"ltial 
crime ~n that cit~ and on that ~gency's involvement in and judgments 
re~ardlng t~e En\!lronmental. Oeslgn and Management approach to preventing 
crIme. ObViously, the level of detail and knowledge expected from each 
type of agency va1"i 7d, with the most intensive information requests beir.g 
dIrected to the polIce and most general to the municipal planning depart
ments (a detailed description of the nature of the questionnaires and of 
the survey method is provided in the Appendix). 

In 20 of the CMA's, the relevant questionnaires were distributed by mail, 
accompanied by an introductory document describing the nature of the study 
and of the Environmental DeSign and Managel.:l!nt approac."l to crime prevention 
(a~ is discussed later in this section r in the other 3 CMA's the question
nal res were administered in personal intel'views). In most cases the . . , 
a~prcpr~ate ag7ncles and contacts were first identified oy telephone 
dlScu:Slons whlc.~ also determined that the agency was willing to partici
pate In the sur~ey. A total of 237 questionnaires and letters of inquiry 
were sent by ma It. After the reques ted return date, the agenci es wh i ch 
had not yet responded were contacted by telephone, which resulted in a 
s~all proportion of additional responses. The return rate was generally 
higher. f~r the public secto~.agencies (police departments, public housing 
authorltle:, CMHC bran~~ ofrlces and muniCipal planning departments) than 
for the private landlords and private security agen~ies. In the case of 
the latter two agencies, the smaller companies to which questionnaires were 
sent frequently indicated Chat they either could not spare the time to 
cc~plete the ~uestjonnaire or did not have useful information to contribute. 
ThiS was partIcularly the case with agencies in Quebec, which as a province 
had a low response rate in general. 

As a follow-up to the questionnaires, more intensive investigations were 
~ndertaken in several eMACs which appeared to have particularly useful 
dat? and experience related to residential crime and the Environmental 
Des ~ gn and Managemen t approacn to its prevent i on. In fi e I d vi s i:s to 
Hal~fax, Toronto~ and yancouver, interviews were conducted with represen
~a~lves ~f agenCIes which had responded ta the questionnaire. and other 
Inrorm~tlon s~urces such as residents' associations were also contacted 
regardIng their concerns relating to crime and its prevention. A further 
o~jective of these field visits was to obtain photographic documentation 
or the characteristics of specific residential areas of the C~A and of 
s~~cifjc residential buildings or projects which nad been identified as 
having substantially higher or lower crime rates than the City norm. 

To complement the necessarily general inv~stigation5 undertaken in the 
majority of the CMAl s , more detaiied examination of the residential crime 
and crime pr~v~tion si~uation was undertaken in the remajni~g three C~A'5 
-~ ~algary, Hamilton ana Montreal -- ana in the city of Burnaby. ihese 
cItIes ~ere chosen as case Studies, both because the key agencies relevant 
to the study's concerns had indicated an interest in jmple~en:ing the ~OM 
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crime prevention approach and because they represented a range of physical, 
social and organizational characteristics. These case studies were under
taken under separate contracts with the Ministry of the Sol icitor General 
by? were directed and monitored by the Consortium. As part of the case 
st~dies researchers famil iar with the cities personally interviewed 
individ~als of the same agencies which had received the mailed question
naires in the other 20 CMAls, and additional organizations such as the 
municipal councils, service agencies, residents' associations, and in some 
cases, ex-offenders. The intent of this intensive field work was to 
clarify and enlarge upon the results of the cross-Canada research by 
developing the most comprehensive picture possible of the nature of 
r'iSsidential crime in those cities and of the related concerns and 
activities of both the publ ic and private sector agencies involved, and to 
identify precisely the qual ity of data on residential crime that is 
currently available. 

Further to these investigations, inquiries were directed to various 
organizations regarding interests and concerns that co~ld more gener~lly 
affect or be affected by any implementation of the EnVironmental Des~gn 
and Management approach to residential crime prevention. At the national 
levels these included the Urban Oesign Institute, the Housing and Urban 
Development Association of Canada, the Canadian Housing Design Council, 
and the Insurance Bureau of Canada. At the provincial level, members of 
the consulting team discussed the study at a meeting of the Ontario Police 
Force Planning Association to obtain its members' views on the pote~tial 
for applying the Environmental Design and Management Approach to crIme 
prevention. 
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1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The following reporting of the study's iNvestigations is organized 
according to a logical progression intended to satisfy different 
readers' needs for background information. The report is basically 
divided into four parts. The first part, comprising this and two ocher 
chapters, is intended to provide the background for understanding the 
nature of the Environmental Design and Management Approach to crime 
prevention. The two further chapters included in this part therefore 
provide a general discussion or the current understandi"9 of residential 
cri~~ and its correlates and the rationale for crime prevention, and a 
description of the evolution of the EDM approach to crime prevention. 
For the reasons noted previously. these chapters and the subsequent five 
chapters comprising Part 2 of the report concentrate on the U.S. experience. 

Part 2 represents the core of the report in that its Five chapters 
delineate the overall nature of the Environmental DeSign and Management 
approach to crime prevention, its component strategies, and the signifi
cant issues and criticisms relating to the theory and practice of this 
approach to crime prevention. 

The focus of Part 3 is on the Canadian situation. The two chapters 
comprising this .part of the report discuss the nature of residential 
crime in Canada, and the experiences and attitudes of the relevant agencies 
regarding the application or the Environmental DeSign and Management 
approach in Canada. 

Tne last part of the report includes only one chapter, which summarizes 
the findings and conclusions of the previous chapters and presents 
recommendations on the implementation of the Environmental Design and 
Management approach to preventing residential crime in Canada. 
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Chapter 2 

Residential Crime and Crime Prevention: 
Issues and Orientations 



1· 
2.1 II~TRODUCT I..QJ::!. 

This report is concerned with investigating an approach to preventing 
crime through the design and management of residential enviTonments. 
This Environmental Design and Management (EDM) approach is founded on 
several assumptions: that there are relationships between the occurrence 
of crime in residential environments and the design and management of 
those environments; that these relationships can be manipulated to 
prevent crime; and that crime prevention is a worthwhi·le objective to 
cons-ider in the design and management of residential environments. 

This chapter provides an overview of what is known ~bout the relation
ships between residential crime and the environment in which it occurs, 
focusing on those characteristics and issues which are considered to be 
relevant to the EDM approach as it is disGu~sed in subsequent chapters. 
It also reviews the general character ane orientation of crime prevention 
and how these fit into the concept of EOH. Since the purpose of this 
chapter is to provide a general bac~ground and framework for t~e chApters 
that follow, it is important to note that many or the topics introduced 
here are treated in more detail in later chapters. 

In both this and subsequent chapters, the discussion focuses on crimes 
which occur in residential environments (which precludes such crimes .~s 
shoplifting, fraud, and others), and withIn that focus, on crimes 
consid~red to be particu!arly amenable to prevention through the EDM 
approach. For these and other reasons which will be discussed in more 
detail later, the 'EOH target crimes' are defined as: 

Burglary (ereak and Entry) 
Robbery (primarily street robbery) 
Thef" 
Motor Vehicle Theft 
Vanda 1 ism 
Arson 
Trespass 
I"decent Assault 
Other Assaults (wounding', bodily harm, pol ice, etc.) 
Rape 
Homicide and Attempted Murder 
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Although this, list excludes c~rtain crimes which Occur in residential 
environments, it includes those residential crimes considered to be 
most important from the combined vie\vpoints of seriousness, f!"equency, fear 
of cr-ime, and costs incurred by victims and the r.riminal justice system. 

In summarizing the state of knowledge about these residential target crimes 
and the environments in Itlhic" they Occur, this chapter concel'trates on the 
contributions made by authors aS$ociated with various components of the EOH 
approach to crime prevention. This focus allowed us to ~xamine the large 
body of material on crime and crime prevention in a structured manner and 
has the added advantage of providing the reader with an understanding of 
how those authors view crime and crime prevention -- an ~nderstandin9 that 
is important for appreciating why the EOM approach has evolved into its 
present form. The redder Should, howeve~, remember that the findings 
presented here and in subsequent chapters are derived mainly from Studies 
conduc:ed in jurisdictions outside Canada, most notably in the United 
States. Part 3 of this report attempts to balance such findings with data 
specifically related to the Canadian situation. However. there are some 
significant differences between the residential crime situation in Canada 
and other juri~dictions, and the reader is cautioned that the findings 
presenced here may not always appiy directly to the Canadian situation. An 
obvious and important impl ication of this is that far more Canadian research 
is required to support the formulation of crime prevention policy whiCh is 
relevant to Canadian environments. 

Finally, the reader should also keep in mind the fact that any discussion 
of the natureof crime and the potentl.31 for crime prevention can noe 
adequately-address the complexity of the inter-relationships I inking crime 
prevention with the many SOCia-economic. demographic, psychological, 
POlitical, and legislative factors which may exist in an environment. Not 
only is it argued that the complexity of these inter-relationships far 
exceeds the measurement capabil ities of existing research techniques, there 
is a general consensus in the field that the data currently available on 
t~e factors ~nderlying criw~, on crime occurrences, and on crime prevention 
techniques are woefully inadequate. It is therefore not surprising that 
the remainder of this chapter (and later chapters) is able only to cite 
evidence allowing for informed guess. as opposed to unequivocal conclusions 
such as I factor x or prevention strategy y has this particular effect on 
cri~~ Zl. Considerable sums of money have, however, been mis-spent on 
various crime prevention measures in other jurisdictions, partly because 
the expectations of the agencies and individuals involved in implementing 

Primarily those 'residential I crimes which involve domestic violence and 
drug or alCOhol abuse, \vhich are c~;lsidered to be only indirectly and 
minimally susceptible to environmental prevention stragegies. 
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these measures were untempered by knowledge of the uncertain an~ 
conflicting evidence that is currently available. Perhaps by SImply 
statinc what is and is not presently known, this chapter can ensure that 
simila; mistakes are not made in Canada. 
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2.2 NATURE OF RESIDENTIAL TARGET CRIMES 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The relationships between crime and th~ many physical and social factors 
present in an environment have for ma~y years been the subject of research 
by behaviourial and social scientists; however, it is only during the last 
two decades that such research has been widespread. 

Before discussing particular research results, it is important to state one 
obvious general conclusion of our investigations which is Simply that· 
relative. to the experience in the United States, there has been I ittl~ 
systematic research on the distribution and frequencies of crime and the 
circ~mstances surround~ng its occurrence in Canada. It is only recently 
and In scattered locations that Canadian police forces and criminologists 
have begun to record and investigate detailed crime data with a view to 
understanding the patterns and correlates of crime. Our investigations 
also indi~ated that it will require some time to get detailed crime analysis 
underway In Canada. due to the lack of technological hardware and sufficiently 
complete data bases (see Engstad and Evans (1979:1-3). , 

Further, other agencies and individuals who are concerned with and affected 
by residential crime in Canada (e.g. publ ic housing authorities managers f . , 
o. ~rlvate sector hou~in9 developments, social service agencies, private 
cItIzens) know very little about the incidence and nature of crime and 
methods they might use to redyce its occurrence •• despite the fact that 
loss and darruges incurred as a result of criminal actions ~y- cost them 
hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. Thus, our knowledge in this 
araa is generally incomplete, and is Qased in large part on studies uncier
taken in non·Canadian settin9S. 

Opinion varies as to whether changes in certain factors Icause l chanaes in 
certain residential target crimes, or whether the changes in those s;me 
factcrs and crimes are simply correlated. For example, the latter might be 
the case if both factors and crimes were each separately related causally 
~o changes in other factors not considered in the analysis. In the field 
of so~~:~ science, it is relatively easy to hypothesize causal relationships 
b~t dlr, Icult to prove them. It does Seem logical that many of the factors 
discussed belo\'i do cause, either directly or indirectly, the high incidence 
of crime experienced in different environments, but empirical verifications 
of :hese rel~tionships are few. We therefore have chosen to talk of 
'correlations ' rath~r than specific causal explanations of crime. 

It is also important at the outset to differentiate. as does ?erlgut 
(1966:6), among certain aspects of the crime 'problem': 

I~en investigating the problems of crime, one shouid not 
raIl into the trap of thinking that the criminal act 
itself is the only subject to be studied. One helpfu! 
tc.lol is a three-dimensional definition of the crirr.e 
problem which has been developed by William Sril I 
Associates (1976b-c-d). These three dimensions are: 
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3. 

Victimization, which is the criminal act against a 
person, a housing unit, or some property. 

The fear of crime. which is the degree one fears 
for oneself and one's family and regards the 
environment as dangerous and threatening. 

Altered behaviour, which is the extent to which one 
alters benaviour to improve security.1I 

2.2.2 Environmental Factors Related to Residential 1'arget Cri~ 

EOM crime prevention strategies, by their very nature. are aimed at parti
cular types of environments (rather than. say, particular types of offenders 
across all environments). This discussion of factors related to the EOM 
target crimes will therefore focus on the characteristics of criminally 
victimized residential environments. 

The majority of the information currently available on the social and 
physical char~cteristics of criminally victimized environments is derived 
fran research in the United States which concerned pubJ.ic housing develop
ments. particularly developments experiencing high crime rates. Admittedly, 
this research focus was a reflection of the fact that, in many cases, the 
publ ic housing developments involved did have higher crime rates than any 
other residential areas in the particular cities. Ho\~ever, the focus on 
public housing environments can also be attributed to their 'publ ic' 
nature (e.g. more records were available and residents could be more easily 
interviewed than in private sector developments) which made them both 
easier to study and more clearly defined as discrete environments for study 
purposes. 

Whether the findings resulting from this research are broadly applicable to 
other environments {whether middle or high income or even low income, 
private sector housing environments, or other public housing developments} 
is open to question. However, since these findings are the most detailed 
presently available, the only choice possible is to consider them, mai~tain
ing a constant awareness that the characteristics of criminally victimized 
environments discussed in this section are the characteristics of those 
environments which have received the most study, and are not necessarily 
representative of all high-crime environments. 

i . Social Characteristics of Criminogenic EnvironmeMts 
Social characteristics of criminally victimized residential 
environments discussed in the lit~rature include: income and 
unemployment, family structure, age composition of reSidents, 
degree 01 social cohesion and organization, and political 
capability or leverage. Newman (1976:20) concluded that: 

" ••• the social characteristics of the resident population 
were stronger predictors of crime rate [jic] than the 
physical characteristics of d~sign. Varying aspects of a 
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~amily's makeup. income, and age of its members affect 
Its adaptability to diff~r&nt ' 

I .... eovi ronments. and its vu neral:IiJity to crime.1I 

With regard to economic 'bl 
relationship between inc~:~I:nde~~ tnere se7ms to ~e ~ fairly consistent 
American cities it is possible to f~~noffcrlme •. Wlthln mos~ North 
(e.g. by their inhabitants and ~he POl~ r certain areas which are known 
rates of crime. Newman (19"16'15ff) /ce to have comparatively high 
resid7ntial areas of cities/i~ the Unjor example, no~es that within 
vary Inversely with the income of ted,Stat7s, crime rates tend to 

p 

the income, the higher the cr' the r1esldentlal population: the lower 
. lme rate. (An except' Income encla."es are located n a I' Ion Occurs when higher-

f er ower-Income areas e ' h' area 0 many cities; in this ca"e 1'1' • ,.g. Wit In the core 
likely to experience a relative; t.e h,g~er-,ncome population is also 
Newman (1976:Z0ff) reports that r hlg~ c~,me rate.) More specifically, 
prominent in predicting the . ~ 0 t e three social variables most 
America? housing projects hec:~::i~:~e for.mos t categories of crime in the 
p~pulatlon receiving welfare (exclud' wer~. ~he pe)rcencage of resident 
disposable income of the proJ'Actls In~dt e e derly and the per capita ... resl ents. 

In a review of the econo t' I' 
(1974) reac;hed a similar~o~lc ~terat.ure ~n deterrence of crime, Silver 
relationship between an ind·C!~SI~~ r:gardlng the probable negat:ve 
to commit crime. IVI ua s Income and his or her propensity 

Many of the residents of low income high c ' 
COlTmOn I y n I d ' r I me ra te eFlv i ronmen ts a i"C 

, U emp oye or have aver 10 . 
~rther part of Single-parent fam'~' w ~ncome, and are also frequently 
percentage of teenage children 3" les eaded by a female2 with a large 
composition of the popUlations t forh are eJd:rly citizens. Often the 
stantial proportions of minor'eo t ese enVironments also exhibits sub
althouch t"e proportion of et~n~/r~ups .of a variety of ethnic backgrounds 
a particularly strong determinan m~nor~ty groups has not been Found to be' 
Populations with all of the ab t 0 ~rlme rates (see Newman 1980:91). 
housed in public housing proje~~: sO~lo-e~onomic characteristics are often 
cnaracteristics of the residents a~n a~ edwman (1972:38) comments, t~ese 

e re ate to the Occurrence of crime: 

The central cores of American ci . 
However, the incom- of t~e ~Ies are frequently lower-income areas 

• ... iJ area IS presulT'.ab I' • crime determinant than is eM . I y,more Instrumental as a 
within the city; even a curs~ simp f g70graph~c~J location of the area 
shows high-crilT'~ areas locate~.an~ yS!S of CIties such as Toronto. 
(e.g. the Jane-Finch area). In OW-Income suburban neighbourhoods 

~lewman (1976: 20ff) found tn h 
predicting crime in America~th~~:i~econd,most important variable in 
famil ie! headed by a female r :'.9 prOjects was the percentage of 
program, JlAid to Families Wit~c~lvln~welfar7 through the American 
variable has obvious relevance a:pen ~m~. Ch,ldren (AFOC)II. This 
as well. an In Icator of Jeconomic conditions J 

Newr"an (n.d.: 1 14) notes that the ma'o' (10 
New York and Boston publ ic hou' J r~ ty 75 .. ) of those arrested, in the 

sing prOjects he examined were teenagers. 
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"There are many factors contributing to crime rates in 
housing projects Qther than the physical characteristics 
of the bui Idings and the nature of their grouping. 
Housing developments are often located in high crime 
precincts, and New York City Authority Police statistics 
indicate that a housing development's crime rate usually 
reflects the crime rate of the surrounding community. 
Similarly, but for very different reasons. the greater 
percentage of elderly in a project. and the greater the 
percentage of teen-agers, the greater the crime rate. 
The elderly tend to be easily victimized and so suffer 
a greater number of crimes than members of middle-aged 
families. As long as records on crime rates have been 
kept. they have shown that the ages between twelve and 
twenty are the most prone to crime. Projects with more 
teen-agers therefor~ tend to have more crilne. J' 

Another common characteristic of criminally-victimized areas is the 
deficiency of amenities and opportunities Gommon to middle-class 
communities. Teenagers in these areas are often deprived of even 
minimal recreational facilities and job opportunities (Newman n.d.:114). 

Certain writers. in hypothesizing causal relationships between such 
area characteristics and crime, speculate that residents are vulnerable 
to criminal victimization in a number of ways. For example. female
headed families a~d the elderly are deorivec of the security afforded 
by husbands and the extended family (Perlgut 1979:9), and the poverty 
of these residents means they neither can afford to hire the kind of 
protection (such as security personnel. mechanical surveillance aids, 
alarms, etc.) available to higher income groups, nor can they afford 
to move into middle-class environments which experience lower rate~ of 
crime (see Newman 1976:32-33). 

Although such a causal chain has not been demonstrated empirically, it' 
is also postulated that, although the majority of residents in low 
income residential areas are not criminals, sub-cultural differences 
(racial tension, conflicting values and lifestyles. distrust), 
frequently aggravated by high rates of transience, undermine the social 
organization of these neighpourhoods and mitigate against the develop
ment of natural sociai controls which would curb the motivation towards 
crime. particularly among youth (see Newman 1980). it is further 
postulated that this lack of social organization also undermines the 
residents I development of a strong social cohesion or community spirit 
and the kinds of neighbourly mutual support that can act as a natural 
protection against criminal activity. 

A number of observers consider the lack of social oTganization. social 
cohesion and informal social controls to be critical in the occurrence 
of crime (see, for example. Rainwater 1970. Montgomery 1977. Rosenthal 
1975. Krop 1976 and Wilson 1975). Many public housing projects in the 
United States have been noticeably lacking in these social features . 
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Brill (1973), for example, observes that social relations in these 
projects are marked by distrust, the social posture of residents is 
defensive and insular and there is a good chance that many Feel 
al ienated from the larger society as well. In addition, the same 
kinds of resident attitudes (i.e. feelings of isolation and neglec:) 
extend to th~ housing authority and local agencies responsible for 
management. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals (1973:10) comments that: "Indeed, with each 
citiZen looking OUt for himself only, there is no community, no 
strength in numbers, but rather a fragmentation that can serve only 
to embolden criminal elements." 

rinally, as well as being socially and economically deprived, these 
(American public housing) residents ar~ politically deprived as well. 
Unlike richer neighbourhOOds, they usually have very I imited or non
existent political leverage and are unable to obtain the kinds of 
police protection l and other social services which are common in 
middle- and upper-income neighbourhoods (see Newman n.d. :114). 

This portrayal of disorder is supported by Brill's (1973) observations 
Chat, white some American publ ic hOusing projects are very good, those 
that exhibit high rates of crime tend to share the following social 
characteristics: residents are Fearful and SOcially isolated; few 
know more than a handful of people in the project even though the 
vast majority had lived there several years; many of the residents 
are poor and black with incomes below the poverty line, derived 
largely from public assistance; households are invariably female
headed; children and teenagers abound; and, few adult men Jive in 
the project with the result that the ratio of children to adult men 
could run as high as 100 to 1. He comrr~nts (lbid.:26-27) that the 
problem of security in public housing does nO~m simply from 
improper deSign and layout, but is also the consequence of "weak 
social structure of the residents. the absence of supporting groups, 
and a lack of interpersonal trust - all factors that inhibit people 
from protecting and helping each other." 

The authors of this report would readily agree that such a situation 
does perhaps not exist at pres~nt as frequently and to the sane degree 
in Canada. However p the reader should be aware that certain Canadian 
environments are at least beginning to exhibit similar characteristics 
to those described in the American literature. The possibil ity of 
more serious conditions developing here should thereFore not be 
dismissed out of hand. 

See Gandy and Cooke (1973) for a discussion of law enforcement and 
race relations in ioronto. 
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ii. Ph sical Characteristics of Criminooenic Environments 
Looking further at predominantly American public housing) low income 
residential environments with high crime rates, one finds the follOWing 
common physical (as opposed to social) characteristics: 

a higM proportion of multiple-family dwellings; 

• a poor distinction betHeen the spaces intended for public, semi
public and private use; 

limited secul"ity features, either in terms of surveillance 
capability (e.g. proper lighting, potential for observation by 
casual observers or public/private police), or adequacy of locks on 
doors and windows; which in turn relate to 

limited control of access to the buildings and th~ir surroundings by 
illegitimate users; and. 

an unattractive appearance and poor maintenance (see Brill 1973). 

First, regarJing the proportion of multiple-family dwellings, Newman 
(1976:22-23) claims that in the pUblic housing projects he studied, 
three physical-design variables were significant in explaining their 
crime rates: (in order of importance) the height of the bui ldings, 
the total number of dwelling units in a housing project, and the 
number of other public housing projects in the area. Although it 
would be extremely difficult to test empirically the causal relation
ships implied, Newman claims that it is not height ~ ~ tha~ is 
significant with respec,t to crime, but the consequences associated 
with highrise buildings. For example, he notes that highri5e bui ld
ings tend to have a larger number of apartment units and people using 
a single lobby, entry and set of elevators. He argues that this, in 
turn, produces greater anonymity among residents with the result that 
residents are not able to distinguish between neighbours and strangers. 
He further postulates that the anonymity thus produced inhibits 
casual interaction and the development of social ties among residents. 

Newman considers the number of dwelling units in a housing project to 
be a physical feature because it can be controlled through physical 
design planning, i.e. projects can be broken up. Its significance 
with respect to crime, however, is claimed to be more in the social 
realm insofar as in public housing developments it concentrates large 
numbers of socially deprived people together and thus magnifies the 
social problems enumerated in the previous subsection that are 
Characteristic of these people. Low-income projects, he postulates, 
tend to degenerate into " ••• conglomerations of the most helpless of 
our society, the elderly poor and fami lies with female heads of 
households. Such projects house, as well, concentrations of teenage 
ch i 1 d ren, the mas t cr i me-p rone e I emen t of any sod ety ••• " (Newman 
1976:23-24) .1 

What is being considered here is high concentrations of poor, socially 
deprived people •. Whether the same eonclusions apply to high concentra
tions of economically and socially advantaged people is open to questicn. 
The effects of denSIty ~~ are discussed later in this section 
(see 2.2.2. i v) • 
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The number of other public housing projects concentrated in the same 
area is also felt to contribute to this same problem. Newman (.!..!:..!.!.) 
cenci udes that: 

liThe 'Subculture so created not only operates against the 
majr.rity of residents who are trying to maintain a crime
free existence; it may also work against the surrounding 
community. Some criminals make use of the large, 
anonymous environment of th~ housing project as thuir 
base of operation. A large housing project composed 
solely of low-income residents produces a subculture 
thac. although not condoning crime, Is Incapable or 
unwilling to pay the price of resisting it." 

The second physical characteristic common to high-crime environments 
inadequat.e distinctions between public, semi-public and private 

space -- is considered to be related to the crime rate because, put 
simply, people are felt to be more likely to exercise responsibility 
over space they regard as being under their control. Further, it is 
proposed that potential criminals are sensitive to whether residents 
are exercising this sense of responsibi lity. Large highrise housing 
developments are considered to pose particular problems in providing 
clear distinction between public and private space because of the 
relative preponderance of semi-public spaces such as the lobbies, 
stairwells, elevators and corridors. Such areas, which are not clearly 
identified. as being either public or private, appear to be particularly 
risky Spots with respect to criminal activity. For example, the U.S. 
Department of HOUSing and Urban Development (1973:14), reports that 
in buildings of six and seven storeys, 40.2% of the crimes taking place 
in or on the grounds of these buildings occur in the interior public 
spaces, whereas in buildings or thirteen storeys o~ more, 55.8% of 
the crimes occur in interior public spaces (22.6% in elevators, 10.8% 
in halls, 8.1% in lobbies, and 5.9% in Hairwells) (New York Housing 
Authority Police Data for 1969). 

Proponents of the design and management appr~ach to crime prevention 
also consider the proper s~ructur;n9 of land-use (e.g. zoning fr~m 
.::,ublic to private spaces, strategic location of recreational facilities 
and amenities) to be important in fostering residents' feelings of 
territoriality and proprietary interest in what goes on in their 
neighbourhoods. I Newman and Franck (1980b), for example, found that 
in the public housing projects they studied there was a correlation 
between the way residents used the space around their residences and 
the degree of crime (i.e. burglary, robbery and assault) experienced: 
" ... the larger the building, the less frequently residents will use 
the space outside their homes, and in turn, the greater tne crime and 
fear of cri mel I (~. ~. 20-23). 

Next, apart from the ways in which th~ physical characteristics of 
environments can influence the social dynamics of residential 

For a discussion of collective community responses to crime which grow 
out of concern with land-use issues, see Lavrakas (1980) and Lewis and Salem (l!;SO). 
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settings, physical features are also considered to contribute to the 
incidence of crime in their own right, for example by decreaSing the 
degree of surveillance within environments and by facilitating access 
to victims and crime targets. 

A number of writers have documented the relationship between the level 
of surveillAnce opportunities and crime rates (e.g. Angel 1968; Brill 
1973, 1979; Luedtke and Associates 1970; Molumby 1976; Newman J972, 
1976; and Reppet:o 197~). Surveillance problems arise when there are 
areas within and aroynd a residential building or complex where 
surveillance (by residents, ~anagement or security personn~l) is 
severely restricted; for example. grounds not overlooked by windows, 
poorly lighted areas, hidden areas such as stairways, shrubbery 
surrounding entrances and windows, poorly placed amenities such as 
laundry rooms near basement entrances that are concealed from Sight, 
and so on. Highrise buildings are thought to present particular 
potential problems in this regard since they contain considerable 
proportions of interior semi-public space which is hidden from view, 
e.g. stairwells, corridors and elevators. 

Lack of access control refers to the ease with which non-residents and 
potential criminals can penetrate the environment. Brill's study of 
the Millvale public housing complex reported that the two highest 
crime areas in the complex were near the perimeter of the complex 
where there is no access control to prevent non-residents from easily 
moving on and off the grounds (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 1977). Similarly, Newman's Studies and those of Bevis and 
Nutter (1977), the Brantinghams (1975), Molumby (1976) and Phelan 
(1977) all concluded that open, uncontrolled access represented a 
serious security problem for the sites they examined. 

Finally, it has been proposed (Brill 1973 and Newman 1980) that 
residents' proprietary feel ings and concern for what goes on in their 
neighbourhoods are affected by the quality of the initial design and 
ongoing maintenance. Specifically, it is hypothesized that drab, 
institution-like, oppressive and poorly maintained structure5 contribute 
rc a feeling of indifference among residents with respect to what Oc=urs 
in their area. 

iii. Interaction of Social and PhYsical Characteristics 
For analytic purposes we have distinguished between social and 
physical characteristics of criminogenic environments. However, 
it is clear that in many cases their ultimate impa~t on crime 
is a consequence of the interaction among both types of factors. Thus, 
for example, highrise buildings and the anonymity they engender need 
not necessarily result in high rates of crime if the social character~ 
istics of residents (e.g. middle-class, childless, homogeneous 
ethnicity) are favourable with respect to their correlation with crime. 
Newman (1976:26ff) argues that although the socio-economie character
istics of the residents are, as independent factors, the strongest 
predictors of the crime rate, the physical characteristics of the 
buildings ar.d surroundings can strongly counterbalance the social 
factors. Newman (~.) goes on to state: 
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iv. 

liThe more complex and anOtlymous the envi ronment, the 
more difficult it is for a code of behavior following 
societal norms to become established ~nd to be 
maintained. It is difficult for moderate-income 
fami lies with two adult heads of household to cope 
with crime and vandalism in poorly designed environ
ments: but wh~n poor and broken families are 
grouped together in such a set~ing the results prove 
di sas trous. 1I 

-

He provides slJlTIIlaries of his empiricol studies which show that whereas 
low- and moderate-income residents of highrise bui Idings w! J I .Jlways 
experience more crime than those living in walk-ups, moderate~income 
two-parent fami I ies fare better in highrises than do broken and low~ 
income families. Newman claims that his findings indicate that the 
crime rate suffered by middle-income families in a twenty-storey 
building is similar to that exnerienced by a low-income Family in a 
six-storey building. 

It is not only social factors such as age of reSidents, income and 
family :tructiJre that play an important interactive role wit'h the 
design of buildings and the amount of crime experienced. A high 
degree of recognition among neighbours has also been shown to 
produce relatively low c:r-ime rates. Newman (1976:29) claims that the 
extent to which r,ecognition occurs among neighbours is in turn a 
function of the follOWing! 

the degree of similarity between them as defined by shared ages, 
lifestyles, and backgrounds; 

• the number"of years of continued residence In the same building or 
housing development; and, 

the degree of interaction among them resulting from similar life
styles, particularly as expressed in their sharing common !'leeds fol' 
and use of facilities in their immediate residential environments. 

Accordingly, what is critical to any understanding af the factors 
affecting the incidence of crime in residential environments is a 
~nowleage of the comparative suitabi lity of different types of housing 
to the needs of different residents. It is felt that iF the design 
of environments does not f,acilitace, or if it impedes. the harmonious 
interaction of residents, a breakdown of the natural protective 
mechanisms occurs thereby providing greater opportunities for criminal 
activity. 

Densitv 

Density is an environmental characteristic which is both physical and 
social in nature. Because there are many misconceptions regarding the 
meaning of the term 'density' and conflicting views regarding its 
relationship with crime, we examined the findings related to density 
and crime in considerable detail. 

Frequently, high c:rime rates are associated with high density areas. 
This may be partially attributed eo a North American r.:,ultural aversion 
to high density living and a tendency to link bad effects (crime) with 
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perceived bad 'causes' (e.g. high density). It may also be partially 
due to an imprecise understanding of Newman's studies in which he 
relates high crime rates to highrise buildings (commonly thought to 
be high density build'ings). In any case, since in contemporary urban 
environments we are currently witneSSing an ever-increasing demand to 
build at increaSing denSities, it is important that we examine the 
relationship of density and crime more closely. 

First, as we pointed out ea~ljer. Newman does not explain his finding 
of an association between high crime rates and high density buildings 
in terms of the density of the buildings ~!!. Instead, he claiMS 
that all other factors being equal, it is the height and siZe of 
these buildings and the resulting factors commonly associated with 
height and size (e.g. poor distinction of space in and around these 
buildings, anonymity, etc.) that explain the high rate of c~ime: 
"Crime rate may not correlate specifically with density, but it ~ 
correlate with building height and siZe" (Uewman 1972:194, 
emphasis in the original; see also Newman 1973a:63 and Newman and 
F~anck 1980). Niebur; (1974:42) also refers to this poInt when ne 
wr i tes: 

"Density of population and regional locations are nOt 
significant variables determining the crime rate. The 
organization of space is the only significant variable; 
it explains disparities within the same public housing
project, where one side of the street is lowurise 
cubicle design (low-crime) and the other is high-rise 
open space (high-crime)." 

Despite these clarifications and qualifications, it is difficult to 
dispel the notion that high densities produce high crime rates. This 
notion has an intuitive appeal because of the perceived problems and 
strains that are often associated with high density. For exampie, in 
a dense area there is competition for use of space and facilities 
which may produce tensions that lead to crime (see Booth ~~. 1976: 
292). Booth and his col leagues enumerate a variety of ways whereby 
those living in densely crowded environments may cope with strains 
endemic to these environments. They may: (a) try to escape by the 
use of drugs or alcohol; (b) become aggressive; (c) try to get more 
money either to move out of the area or to provide themselves with 
luxuries which mask the overall pevarty of their living situ~tions. 
It is possible that any of these tactics may result in crime {e.g. 
assaults stemming from alcohol or drugs andlor aggression, or property 
crimes}, Booth et al. ~.:293-295) go on to point out that there 
are other reasonS-why one might expect higher crime rates in densely 
populated residential areas: 

Ill) Sod a I con t ro I s based on a gene ra I i zed fee ling of 
resP0,sibility for other people1s welfare are more 
limited. Interpersonal overloading causes inhabitants 
to develop mechanisms to protect themselves. 
Offenders rely on the likelihood that bystanders 
won't interfere. 
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2) P~tentia~ deviants are more likely to halle contact 
WI tM devl an t ro Ie Illode lsi n conges ted areas, because 
there are more of them and therefore they can more 
easily learn the required ways and means of crime. 

3) Concentration of people and targets means greater 
opportuni ties. 

4) Extremely high concentrations of people and 
bu~ldings make formal surveillance and, therefore, 
cl"'lme control more difficult." 

Given these arguments, these authors examined whether or not densely 
populated eommunities did, in fact, exhibit higher incidences of 
property as well as personal crimes than less congested areas They 
~sed :WO measures of crowding: (1) household crowdjng, and (i) • 
awe) lIngs per square mile (areal density). They also controll'ed as 
far as was possible, for such things as: percentage of non-whit;s 
percentage of foreigners, median age, percentage with income less' 
than S3!OOO, pe:centage with less than five years education, total 
popu:atlon of.city, and cityls regional location. Their findings 
albeit tentatIve, were that: • 

"- household crowding had virtually no affect, except in 
areally dense ci~ies, where it is positively 
associated with the murder rate. 

neither of the crowding variables explained much 
variation in the manslaughter rates. 

- areal density related to a greater extent with 
property cri mes than persona 1 cri me~. 

u but househoid crowding is little related to either 
kinds of crimes in the large cities. 

in large cities of high areal density, however, 
household crowding is associated with personal crimes 
against prope:-ty.ll 

(~,:303) 

While this study lends some support to the view that density is 
~sso~ia:ed ~ith crime, what is more interesting about this report 1s 
Its ~n~ICatlon of the importance of distinguiShing between types of 
d~!Ms~tle~ and types of crimes. Gillis (1974:308-309) for example 
distinguIshes between three types of density: (1) internal densit; 
-- number of person5 per room; (2) building density -- number of 
pe~sons per b~ildin9; and (3) external density .- number of persons 
pe: 5~uare un~t of space. He notes that internal density and 
bUIlding denSity seem to b. clearly separate dimensions of density 
External d7nsity. h~ever. is related to building type, i.e. the • 
~~re occuPI~d.hlghrlse apartments in a given area, the higher the 
external denSIty of that area. Internal density is weakly 
cor:eJated with external density. Based on his research, Gill is 
(lbld.:311) concludes that: 

II. internal d!nsity is more....,highly corl".elated with social 
allO\~ance _or deJ inquencr! than is extel"nal density 
external density is a stronger correlate of 
delinquency than is internal density 

c 
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when effects of income and national orIgin are remove~ 
building type is the only measure of density that 
correlates significantly with _"linquency and social 
allowance. 11 

Gillis comments that it is difficult to determine whether or not these 
relationships are causal, e.g. whether bui Iding type produces delin
quency or attracts families containing delinquents. 

Thus we see that, depending upon how density is conceived and what 
crimes are being examined, different kinds of findings emerge which 
have different theoretical and empirical implications. For example, 
considering the finding by Booth et ale that areal density (the 
number of dwellings pe.r sauare miie)is related to a greater extent 
with property crimes than personal crimes. it is theoretically 
possible to understand why this would be the case. Property crimes 
such as theft and burglary have, as a fairly substantial proportion 
of their targets, dwelling \Jnits. Therefore, it follows that when 
there are more dwelling units per square mile. there would be more 
property crimes of this Soft. With personal crimes, there is only a 
weak correlation between the number of people contained within 
dwel ling units (internal density) and the number of people per square 
unit of space (e.g. square mile) (Gillis 1974). 

With respect to these observations, Boggs (1966) has suggested that 
crime rates shoul~ be calculated on the basis of the types of targets 
involved, rather than simply as rates per capita, as is the usual 
practice. Thus, in calculating burglary rates, the denominator used 
should be the number of dwelling units; rapes should use number of 
women; corrrnercial robberies should use number of cOITlilr::rcial establ ish
ments, and so on. When she employed such methods, 60gg3 found that 
cOlTlilercial areas which had previously been perceived to have high 
rates of burglaries compared to residential areas (using ~rime per 
capita rates), did not, in fact, exhibit such relatively high rates 
when these were computed on the basi~ of available tarsets. 

Other authors have questioned the r.~thodologies of studies which 
report a correlation between density and crime. Gillis and Hagan 

. (1979) discuss the problems associated with using official crime 
statistics, e.g. idiosyncracies stemming from the official reporting 
of offences. and the processing and adjudication of offenders. As 
discussed earlier, they note, for example, that pol ice tend to view 
certain sectors of the city characterized by a high proportion of 
multiple-family housing as likely trouble spots, and, that behaviour 
is more rather than less visible in high density environments. This 
results in higher complaint rates from citizens which affect and 
combine with police attitudes and activities to produce higher rates 
of official del inquency (Hagan, Gillis and Chan 1978). Add to this 
the tendency of the courts to deal differentially with members of 
lower-class segments of the population compared to higher-class 
members (i.e. who tend to live in l~s$ densely populated areas) 
(Gillis and Hagan 1979:5) and one can see that there is considerable 
room to doubt whether densely-populated lower-class areas do, in 
fact, have higher rates of crime. Gillis and Hagan (1979) report 
that when they used self-report and victimization data, there was no 
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relaclonship between delinquency rates and the bui Iding density of 
the areas inhabited by juveniles. They suggest that IIhigh density 
areas may suffer from a surfei t of forma I control rather than a 
shortage of informal social control" (Ibid. :6, emphasis in the 
original). Pursuing this hypothesis further, tr.ey examined the rates 
of juvenile del inquency (marijuana use, auto theft, fighting) 
as~ociated with two types of densities: building density (single 
detached, semi-detached, four-pi ex, rowhousing, back-to-back row
housing, maisonettes, walk-up apartments, and highrise apartments) 
and household density (number of juveniles sharing a bedroom). They 
ask whether it is the presence of formal controls (pol ice) or the 
absence of informal controls which produces the relationship between 
del inquency and density. 

Using self-report data, they found that building density did not 
predict the juveniles' involvements in theft, auto theft and fighting, 
but it did predict marijuana use. They argue that this finding is 
consistent 'Nith the view that the built environment may impede 
informal social control (e.g. may provide places of concealment for 
smoking marijua~a). However, they note that the absence of a signi
ficant relationship between building density and self-reported 
delinquency challenges the view that high density designs directly 
contribute to theft and assaults on the part of j~veniles by impeding 
soc i a I con t ro I 5 • 

Given these differences between marijuana use and other types of 
delinquency, Gillis and Hagan (1979~18) suggest that particular 
behaviours, legal or illegal, areassociatedwith certain spaces or 
designs. while others are not. They propose that subsequent 
investigations of the relationship between the built environment and 
criminal or del inquent behal/iour should focus on specific behaviours 
that fit logically with environmental factors, and not be concerned 
with more general activities which have only their deviant status as 
a unifying principle. 

They conclude by noting that building density is the single best 
predictor of pol ice presence which, in turn, is a significant 
predictor of police contact. This supports the idea that high 
density housing attracts formal agents of control, independent of 
the apparent level of adolescent deviant behaviour (i.e. as indicated 
by self-reports). They comment further that impaired informal control 
(as described by Newman 1980 and Yancey 1972, among others) may 
result in increased formal control, I.e. an environmentally-induced' 
impairment of traditional inFormal control may have resulted in a ' 
compensatory (or even an over-compensatory) increase in the activities 
of the agents or form. I control: 

lilt is possible, therefore, that the transition from 
informal to formal control that has accompanied urban
ization ane modernization on the macro level ••• has bee;', 
paralleled on the micro level in the housing environ-
ment." (~.:18-19) 
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Roncek 11975) has also questioned the methodologies of studies which 
report an association between density and crime. Common methodolo
gical defects include: (a) excessive aggregation of data; (b) poorly 
chosen indicators of variables; and (c) a lack of statistical control 
and improper use or reporting of statistics. 

First, regarding excessive aggregation, essentially the problem here 
is that, frequently, data based on census t.racts or similarly large 
areal units are used to talk about individual-level relationships. 

As the degree of aggregation increases, so does the magnitude of the 
correlations, and the poorer they become as a measure of individual
level relationships. This is due to the heterogeneity of land uses 
and varying densities within areas over which average density figures 

. are calculated. It may be that crimes are corrrnitted, or criminals 
reside, in low density or uncrowded parts of these areas -- or that 
the area may contain high density, high-crime pockets. However, 
neither hypothesis can be tested using data aggregated over large 
areas (Roncek 1975:845-846). 

Second, the 'indicators of variables' problem largely relates to the 
use of official statistics. Further problems emerge when there is 
no attention paid to the degree to whiCh the offender rate correlates 
with the offence rate (as is discussed in the next subsection) and 
the extent to which these rates correlate with density (lbid.:847). 

Third, the statistical control problem refers to the type of statis
tical methods used to analyze the data. Roncek ~.:854Q855) 
claims that frequently researchers misuse factor analysis, multiple 
regression or predictive attribute analysis and methods,. and distort 
the significance of their data. 

Given these weaknesses in m~ny studies of crime and density, Roncek 
presents a number of recommendations and conclusions. First, he 
suggests that block-level statistics should be used to avoid the 
problem of excessive aggregation. Second, for measuring the dependent 
variable (crime rate) he suggests that primary data should be drawn 
from "offenses known to the policell data which, he points out, does 
not depend on apprehension and conviction variations or the vicfim's 
memory (~.:855-856). He concludes that given the methodological 
weakn~~ses of previous stu~ies, it is difficult to determine whether 
or not density affects crime rates, i.e. as an indeoendent effect 
after controlling for other variables. However, t~ere does appe~r to 
be some evidence that overcrowding is related to b~th the occurrence 
of Juvenile crime and the location of juvenile delinquents, although 
its effects seem to be smaller than those of social-structural 
variables (lbid.:858). 

One last point regarding density v'emains. It should be clear that the 
association between crime and density varies from culture (or sub
culture) to culture. It is easy to point to other countries (e.g. 
Japan or Mexico) and observe that urban density does not appear to 
have an effect on crime, The studies we have reviewed are Canadian 
and American studies -- countries in which the social and cultural 
mores are considerably different from, say, those of Japan or other 
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countries with high-density cItIes. On a more micro-level, the same 
point applies. The social structure of specific housing developments 
may influence the impact or density on crime. What is more impor'tant 
is that the social structure may b~ influenced by the pnysical design 
of these developments, but changes in the physical design mal net be 
able to completely overcome the ills of a weak or deteriorating social 
~nvironment. Freedman (1975:n.p.), for example, argues that: 

"If the situation can be structured so that people do not 
feel isolation, if thei feel friendly and open .•. if they 
get to know and trust their neighbors ••. high density 
should intensify these positive feelings .•• If, however, 
the social situation is fear-proaucing or lacks ~ sense 
of community or territorial attitudes on the part of 
residents, physical design changes alone will have 
minimal impact." (Emphasis added) 

In summary, it can only be concluded that the reiationship between 
crime and density is a complicated one which is largely unknown at 
this time. What does appear to be certain is t~at the relationship, 
if any, depends upon the type of density to which one is referring, 
che type of crime, and the presence and nature of other social and 
cultural variabies. 

2.2.3 Soecific Issues Related to the Nature of Residential Crime and 
Criminogenic Environments 

The previous subsection examined the nature of residential crime from the 
viewpoint of what is currently known about the environments in which such 
crime most cOmm:lnly occurs (acknowledging that the research which developed 
that knowledge has been I imited in scope). Here we investigate in more 
detail several specific issues related to the nature of crime because of 
their signifi~ance for the Environmental Design and Management approach to 
crime preventIQ". 

i. Victimization from Within o~ Without 
One major factor to consider in developing preventive responses to 
crime in a particular area is the extent to which the area is victim
ized by people living inside or outsjd~ these areas. With regard to 
the distinction between low- and middle-income areas, NeNman claims 
that 1I ••• we have found that one characteristic which most disting
uishes crime in publ ic housing from crime in moderate and middle
income housing is that most publ ic housing crime is initiated from 
within. wher!as middle-income housing crime is inltated from with
out ll (written communication from Oscar Ne't/mal'l, July 5, 1978). In 
effect, it Is argued that the circumstances and characteristics of 
residents in low-income, high-crime areas make the~e residents more 
vulnerable to criminal victimization than residents in middle- and 
upper-income areas who, because of their relative wealth, cultural 
homo~~neiey and stabil ity, are better able to protect themselves 
against criminal victimization. From the perspebtive of potential 
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criminals, it is also noted that these high-crime areas contain or 
attract people from nearby locales who are motivated toward crime for 
a variety of reasons: either because they are young and/or poor, 
with few prospects of bettering their social-economic situation, for 
example, or because they recognize the relatively easy opportuntities 
for crime p~ovided by the vulnerable circumstances of the local 
res i dents. 1 

Cr~minologists argue that it is important to recognize the relation
shIp between an area's 'offender rate' {proportion of offenders living 
in the area) and its 'occl.'rrence rate' (proportion of crimes occurri;,!] 
in the area) (see, for example Mawby 1977:171). For some crimes, 
there appears to be a close correspondence between offender rates and 
occurrence rates. Boggs (1966:903), for example, reports that in the 
American cities she studied, there is a strong correspondence between 
the offender dnd occurrence rates for homicide, assault and residential 
burglary; a moderate correspondence for 'highway robbery' and 'miscel
laneous robbery'; a slight correspondence for auto theft; and no corres
pondence for forcible rape, grand larceny, non .. residential burglary and 
bus i ness robbery. 

When the nature of these crimes is considered, it ·is perhaps n"t sur
prising that there should be a correlation between the offender rate 
and.occu:rence rate for only certain types of crimes. With regard to 
reSIdentIal burglary, for example, Boggs (lbid.:907) argues that while 
the social and economic deprivations to wh~lower-class populations 
are SUbject partially explain the motivation behind this offence, the 
fact that the offenders tend to victimize their own residential neigh
bourhoods might be explained by the fact that: 

" ... familiarity with the neighbourhood may precipitate 
illegitimate entry into other peopl~'s houses for purposes 
of theft. The kinds of knowledge useful to burglars __ 
knowing when the premises are occupied and unoccupied, 
how to get in and out of the buildings without detection, 
w~ere to look for objects, when and where po lice and 
watchmen are present, etc. -- are doubtless more readily 
known and more easily obtained about their own neighbour
hoods than other ~reas." 

For instance, B099s (1966:902) comments that " ••• one possible explanation 
for the differential distribution of crimes is that conditions conducrve 
to producing offenders also provide opportunities for crime, and 
offenders are most likely to exploit the opportunities in the areas where 
they live. I' What this suggests is that the characteristics of low-income 
areas which experience high rates of crime produce a situation in which 
both the criminally-vulnerable and the criminally-motivated are concen
trated in the same area. 
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Business robberies, grand larceny and so on can be similarly analyzed, 
whereas rape presents no distinguishable pattern as might be expected. 

Such observ~tions argue strongly that any analysis of crime in an area 
must differentiate between types of crimes·- and that alternative crime 
prevention measures must be evaluated in terms of tneir probable 
differential impact on different crime types. 

The for~gojng observations also intrOduce the useful hypothesis that 
a great ~~ny crimes, particularly property crimes, are 'crimes of 
opportunity'; that is, they occur as a result of potential criminals 
perceiving an opportunity for the crime. The possibility is thus 
opened that, if the immediate opportunities were removed or made to 
seem prohibitively difficult or risky, would-be criminals might be 
deterred from committing the crime and would not, in most cas~s, 
purposefully seek further targets. 1 Nieburg (1974:45) comments in 
th is respect: 

"lf action tends to be opportunistic (regardless of its 
background incentives and causes) then planning and 
social policies t~at i~telligently eliminate certain 
kinds of opportunities 0.ithout inadvertently creating 
ne~ ones) may in fact have a positive impact upon 
behaviour itself. All the demiurges of crime may vent 
themselves harmlessly in a variety of ways other than 
by adding to the criminal statistics. 1I 

Differential Crime ~eoortin2 
Some authors question whether so-called high-crime low-income areas 
(identified by official crime statistics) actually do experience 
these higher rates of crime compared to wealthier districts. Hagan, 
Gillis and Chan (1978) fo~ example. have suggested that police 
develop conceptions of areas exhibiting high incidences of deviant 
behaviour in exaggerate~ correspondence to the pattern of citizen 
complaints. They suggest further that the people in dense " under 
ci asslJ areas report: "more i nci d"!nces of devi an t behavi our -- For the 
simple reason that both legal and illegal activities are more detect
able i~ these a~eas. and residents of these areas have comparatively 
limited access to unofficial means of resolving disputes, tnereby 
resulting in a greater reliance on the police and the courts. Thus, 
they argue. lithe same act detected, reported and recorded as i II ega I 
in a dense, underclass are~. n~y ga undetected, unreported, and 
IJnrecorded in t!\e more sparsely populated middle and upperclass 
areas ll (lbid.:338-389). io the extent that this hypothesis may be 
corrobor~ by empirical analysis (and the Hagan. Gillis and Chan 
report did provide some verification), this argument presents import
ant insights aoout the distribution of :unofflcial l crime. From the 
point of view of crime prevention, however, this perspective suggests 
that middle- and upper-income areas are better able to handle deviant 
or ilJeg~1 behaviour than low-income areas, and therefore a logical 
place to focus crime prevention efforts is in the lower-income areas. 

See, however, the discussion of 'displacement l in subection 2.3.3.i 
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There is however, evidence that residents of lOW-income, multi
problem, 'high-Crime areas -- even those with very high densities 
do not report crimes for fear of reprisals from the offenders 
inv~ed. In our discussions with organizers of the Anti"Crime 
Program in the Robert Taylor Homes publ ic housi?g d:velopme?t ~n . 
Chicago, it was explained to us that one of their biggest difficulties 
was getting victims and/or witnesses to report crimes (see also 
Newman 1972) •. This provides further confirmation for the proposal 
that low-income, officially high-crime areas are in need of crime 
prevention programs. 

Clusterina of Different Types of Crime 
In analyzing crime patterns as a first step ~n choos!ng prevention 
strategies, it would also be useful to know If certain types of 
crimes tend to occur together (i .e. cluster) in either a temporal or 
spatial sense. 

B09gs {J966} netes that. the distribution of diffe:ent ty~es of.c:imes 
appear to exhibit certain patterns. For 7xamp~e, In Amer!can CItIes, 
crimes such as homicide, assaults and reSidential burglaries tend to 
occur together in urban areas characterized as lower-class, non-white, 
and anomic lsee also Reppetto 1974). Along similar lines, Boggs 
points out that offences associated with business and commercial 
activities, e.g. business robbery, non-residential burglary, grand 
larceny, auto theft. and to a lesser extent, highway robbery, form a 
second cluster of crimes which occur together. Forcible rape and 
miscellaneous robbery, however, do not seem to be correlated with 
each other or with any other crimes (Boggs ~.). 

There is also evidence that certain types of property crimes (e.g. 
burglaries) have been shifting ~ay from commercial 10ca:ions into 
residential areas (Newman loco Cit. and Toronto, Metropolitan Board of 
Commissioners of Police 19BT:Appendix A). 

Finally although studies addressing this 'clustering' issue have been 
rare in'Canada, a recent study at the Ministry of the Solicitor . 
General (Hung 1981) provides information directly related to the t~PIC. 
In a factor analysis of crime data for 1974 and 1975 for 115 Canadian 
cities with populations of 25,000 or above, the study found ~hat the 
crime types studied 1 can be described in tt;rms ~f ~our groupln~s 
(factors), with the frequencies of each crime w~thln.one grouping 
being associated with the frequency of other crimes In the sam: gro~p
ing and significantly less associated with the frequency of crl~S In 
other groupings. The four groupings were: 

• minor offences (minor property offences and assaults) 

major offences (major property offences and robbery) 

victimless offences (prostitution and g~ming) 

The structu~e of the: findings is similar when either 25 or 13 categories 
of crime are considered. 
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. violent offences (homicide and sexual offences).l 

Additional conclusions of the study were: 

"- There is no definite variation of crime patterns among 
the city size classes. The common notion that cities 
of similar size have similar crime patterns is proved 
invalid in this study. 

• On the other hand, crime patterns do have regional 
variations •••• 

- The results show great concentration of prostitution
gaming activities in particular areas of a 
metropolitan area, usually the core. The study also 
confirms the common belief that crime rates are 
higher in the central core than in the periphery or 
the suburbs ."2 (~. :42-43) 

Although such attempts to identify whether and how crime types tend to 
cluster are in their infancy, they have obvious potential values for 
reducing the costs of data collection, facilitating a simpler, more 
easily grasped description of crime, and for identifying potential 
economies of scale for crime prevention measures (assuming that crimes 
within a grouping are susceptible to particular crime prevention strat
egies). 

Leve 1 of Crime 
An awareness of the factors responsible for crime in a particular 
environment is obviously important in choosing the most effective crime 
prevention strategies to implement in that environment. However, in 
choosing whether or not to engage in crime prevention measures at all, 
~r in deciding how intensive the crime prevention effort should be, one 
must also consid~r the ~vels of I:rime in the environment .. 

Some of the specific questions that must be asked are: 

• Is there a sufficiently high level of crime (or feMr of crime) to 
ensure that the private and public groups responsible for potential 
crime prevention efforts will actively participate in those programs? 

• Is there a sufficiently high level of crime (or crimes of sufficient 
severity) to ensure that the cost of crime prevention measures can be 
justified in t~nns of at least the potential reduction in the levels 
and costs of crime? 

Offences in this last factor grouping are the least frequently 
associated according to the faetoral analytic perspective. 

The intracity analysis was undertaken for the Census Metropolitan Areas 
of Vancouver and Mon t rea I on I '/. I n eva I uat i ng th i 5 I as t conc I U'5 ion * 
one should remember the comments made earl ier in this chapter, 
especially those regarding the use of appropriately small geographical 
units. In the above study, the geographical units used were cities 
within the Census Metropolitan Area. 
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• Is the level of crime high enough so that there is at least a reason
able probability that a particular offender will come under the 
influence of a particular crime prevention strategy? 

Even though most of us would feel uncomfortable about any level of 
crime in a time when demands for crime prevention resources must 

' " comoete with increasing demands from a bread range of other serVices, 
sucn questions must be addressed. 

Although "popular wisdom" (McDonald 1979) leaves one wi:h the impres
sion that crime is on the increase in Canada and the United States, 
th~re Is considerable doubt as to whether this is in fact the case. 
Hany argue, for instance. that much of the apparent in~reases in " 
'lawlessness' can be explained by such things as: reVised reporting 
practices by police and increases in police officer numbers, or 
changes in the rates of opportunities for criminal violations. Far 
example McDonald (Ibid.) reports that 97% of the variation in traff~c 
violati;ns over the past few years can be explained by the increase In 
the number of registered motor vehicles. 

Nonetheless, Statistics Canada reports (Globe and Mail. August 21. 
1981~9) that in 1980, Canada experienced a 9.8% increase ~n the number 
of Criminal Code offences, the greatest yearly increase since 1974. 
This brought the total number of such offences to 2,037,697. a number 
just under 10% of the total number of persons in Canada. Regardin~ 
speci fi c EDM target cri mes. "Another decrease was reported for homl
cides t COnti.luing a trend that began with the abolition of the death 
penalty in 1976 •..• homicides number 593. a decline of 6 percent. 1I 

(Ibid.). (See also McDonald 1979 and Giffen 1979). The ~ver~ll 
iiiC'i=ease w~s "Iargely a result of a significant upward Shift In non
violent property t;rimes (12.1 percent increase). In particular, 
there was a 27. I percent increase in house break-ins reported to the 
police. I

' This brought the number of residences broken into t~ 208,75~ 
which represents approximately 3% of the total number of resld:nces In 
Canada. As well, thefts over 5200 increased by 31.8%1 .and therts over 
$200 from motor vehicles rose 42.1% to 109.073 (approximately 1% of the 
number of passenger vehicles registered in Canada in 1~802~. Fi~ally, 
robberies involving weapons increased 24.9% and robberies InvolVing 
firearms rose 15.5% (see Statistics Canada 1981). 

Partly explainable by inflation, which moved the value of m~ny goods from 
under S200 to over $200. 

This percentage would drop to 0.8% if the calculations wer~ based on the 
total number of all motor vehicles (j.e. passenger autorr.oblles an? trucks, 
buses, motorcycles and mopeds) rather than just pass~nger automobiles. 

t 
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There were also differences among cities and regions of Can . 
tha~ IIProper~y crimes rose substantially in all metropol't ada, In 
Hall fax. I: Vlole?t crime rose 12,3% in Montreal but decr~a:~d a~eas but 
QU~bec CIty. HamIlton-Wentworth, London and Windsor. ProvinCia7J 
crIme rates "wl!re lowest in the Ea t d h' h' 'I, 
BritiSh Columbia rate was double t~ata~f th

,g 
;st 'An tlhe ~est ••. ~ and the) 

(~.) e .our t antIc; provlnces.1I 

T~e significance of these data on the incidence of crime in Canada is 
~,sc~ssed in mor: detail in Chapter 9. At this Icage in the report, 
.. he Important po,nt being made is ·that res idential crime is a complex 
phenomenon. Level of crime is only oneof several issues of c 
to be consider-ad ' . on sequence h - In any attempt to understand the complexity of this 
Pfenom7~on •. :t f~llows, then, that the issues involved in thE prevention' 
~ resl,entla crIme are also complex; the purpose of the next section 
IS. to d:scu~s the na:ure of crim~ prevention as a whole and those crime 
pr_v:?tl~n Issues whIch are partIcularly relevant to the ensuing 
desc. 'ptlon an~ assessment of the Environmental DeSign and Manag~~ent 
approach to crime prevention. 
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2.3 CRIME PREVENTION 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Despite the fact that there are some questions regarding whether crime is 
on the increase in Canada and how different factors influence crime, an 
almost ubiquitous feature of life in many North American cities is citizen 
concern with and fear of crime (see CMHC 1979:3 and Environics Research 
Group ~imited 1981:30). Whether this Is du~ to isolated and short-lived 
increases in certain types of particularly alarming crimes, or to sensa
tionalistic media coverage of crimes (McDonald 1979), or perhaps to the 
'swing-to-the-right ' currently emerging in Canada and the United States, 
demands for increased crirne control may require governments to make crime 
control a major priority in the coming decade. At the same time. ha~ever, 
governments are becoming increas ingl y aware of both the 1 imi ted effects on 
crime and the heavy costs of the more traditional methods of crime control 
(e.g. reactive law enforcement. sentencing and prisons). increasing 
attention will therefore be directed to crime prevention and other 
alternatives to the traditonal crime control responses of the criminal 
justice system. 

There are many interpretations of Icrime prevention ' • Sometimes crime 
prevention is understood to be synonymous with deterrence and the latter's 
implications regarding the sentencing and treatment of offenders. A less 
expansive definition of crime prevention restricts its application to 
thos~ measures which are initiated before the commission of criminal acts. 
Perhaps one 0; the clearest. definitions is that proposed by the National 
Institute of Crime Prevention (1978:1-2): crime prevention is the antici
pation, recognition and appraisal 0; crime risk and the initiation of 
some action to remove or reduce it.1 Although this meaning may include 
post-apprehension measures, its primary applicati~n pertains to the 
redlJction or elimination of criminal opportunities. As Jeffery (1971:20) 
claims: 

I~e may attempt to treat offenders or rehabilitate 
them after they have become criminals, but we should 
not confuse the treatment of criminals with the 
prevention of crime. 1I 

, 

In this sense, crime prevention is distinguished as only one aspect of 
society's overall crime control strategies (see Lejins 1967:2). However, 
given this definition, certain-of the advantages of crime prevention versus 
other crime control measures become apparent. In particular, one does not 
have to refer to allegedly soaring crime rates or the public's fear of 
crime to jystify increased attention to crime prevention. Crime prevention 

See Brantingham and raust (1976) and Alderson (1978) for their 
definitions of differ~nt levels of crime prevention. 
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makes sense under any circumstanc~s because it is concerned with fore
stalling crimes before they occur and is thereby aimed at reducing the 
fear, inconvenience and suffering caused by criminal behaviour, not to 
mention the considerablelcosts associated with the activities of the 
criminal justice system. 

It is generally recognized that the number of crfminals who are actually 
apprehenoed, convicted and effectively deterred from further criminal 
involvement is a miniscule proportion of the overall offender population 
(see Canada, Ministry of the Solicitor General 1979:13). It is argued. 
therefore, that interventions occurring furtner back In the progression of 
events and circumstances leading to crime are more I ikely to have a 
greater impact on crime insofar as the interventions affect Q greater 
number of potential and active criminals than are apprehended and deterred 
by the criminal justice system (see. for example, Patricia Brantingham in 
liaison 6 (5) May 1980). Accordingly, crime prevention strategies are 
considered to be particularly powerful ap~roaches to control because they 
are prirnari Iy appl icable before the c:oITillL'ision of criminal acts and there
rore 3frec: a far greater numoer of potential offenders. A further 
advantage of crime prevention is that it has the capabil ity of affecting 
a large number of potential victims as well. 

2.3.2 General Crime Prevention Orientations 

One way of categorizing different crime prevention orientations is to 
consider the nature of the prevention strategies used and the groups most 
I ikely to use them. From this perspective, five separate general 
orientations to crime and del inquency prevention can be identified: 
punitive prevention, corrective prevention, mechanical prevention, 
environmental prevention, and structural prevention (Lejins 1967:3; Angel 
1968:3-4). Punitive prevention, traditionally ~f primary concern to the 
criminal justice system, refers to the prevention of crime by investiga
tion and apprehension activities of the pol ice and the trial and 
sentencing activities of the courts. Gener~lly speaking, traditional 
urban ~Ianning has been concerned, admittedly to a small degree, with 
corrective prevention: it Emphasizes the reduction of overcrowding, 
creation of viable neighbourhoods, rehabilitation of slums, and provision 
of recreation and community health clinics. MeChanical prevention focuses 
en hardware (e.g. improved lock~, doors, etc.). Environmental prevention 

For instance, recent Correctional Service of Canada estimates place the 
average yearly COSts (excluding capital costs) of imprisoning an offender 
i~ penitentiaries at 535.766 in maximum security, $22,604 in medium 
security and 518.345 in minimum security, (Globe and MaiJ. May lB. 1981). 
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entails the manipulation of the physical design of urban environments to 
reduc.e the motivation towafds and opportunities for crime. Lastly,·· 
structural preventiOI,. being more the concern of philosophers and political 
theoreticians, refers to the conceptualization of crime and Its causes 
(Perlgut 1979:11; Re;lpetto 197Gb). 

Alternatively, one can categorize crime prevention orientations in terms of 
the variaoles through whiCh specific St;rategies are expected to affect c:-ime. 
To do this it is useful to note that crime pr.:;vention should take into 
account three types of factors which must be present for a !;rime to be 
committed (National Crime Prevention Institute 1978:1-2): 

the desire or motivation of the criminal 

the skills and tools required 

• the opportuni ty for crime. 

i. Motivation Change 
Whereas many traditional crime contrQI strategies have focused on the 
offender and his/her motivation, past experience in this area has not 
provl~n this approach to be very practical or encouraging. Tradition
al1y~ the concentration of effort in this area of crime control has 
been undertaken by the criminal justice systeM, ;ocial services, and, 
in some cases, private citizens, after the apprehension of the offender 
(e.g. treatment and rehacilitatio~grams, youth counselling and 
diversion programs, etc.). Generally, these programs reach an insig
nificant number of offenders and come too lat~l to be truly preventive. 
Their effectJveness, even for this relatively small group, has also 
been the subject of much debate. 

P:e-apprehension programs, such as youth recreation programs, counsel
lIng and employment programs for both youths and adults, crisis inter
ventiOI, programs (battered wives, child abuse, drug abuse, Alcoholics 
Anonymous) also generally reach a small proportion of potential offen
ders and/or victims and frequently service a segment of the population 
least in need of the programs, although there aie some encouraging 
signs that these types of programs are being more widely used. iwo 
major problems with crime prevention strategies (either pre- or post
apprehension) which are exclUSively oriented towards changing the 
offender1s motivation are that: 

• it is unrealistic to expect that these programs will ever be able to 
overcome the overwhelming macro-social factors which play such an 
important role in the motivation towards crime (e.g. unemployment, 
racial discrimination, inequalities in all areas of social endeavour). and . • 

• they fail to COme to grips with the total confluence of circumstances 
which produce the criminal event, of which motivation is only one 
element (as mentioned in section 2.3.2 earlier). 
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Engstaci \1975a:l), for ~xample, commer.ts that: 

"Crir..e prevention schemes based on offender-change have fai led. at 
least in part, from the fact that offender-cased theories typically 
ignore environmental variables affecting cri~.e occurrence. As such 
they may be too far removed from the actual occurrence of crimina.1 
acts to generate programs which will significantly affect the 
incidence and pattern of crime or the criminal propensities of 
knewn offenders." 

This does not mean that these approaches to crime prevention do not 
hava a valuable contribution to make, but rather suggests that they 
are unlikely to. be sufficient to provide a significant impact on crime 
in and of themselves because of their limited scope~ 

ii. Skills and Tools 
Strategies which dre oriented towards the skil!s and tools required 
for the cOl'Mlission of crimes consti tute target-hardelning teChtliques 
(e.g. fences, stronger doors and locks, etc.). These strategies also 
have ~ l;mit~d impac: due to the fact that they are aimed at prevent
ing only certain types of crimes (e.g. those involving forcible entry) 
and because the criminal and society are continuously engaged in an 
t!\scalating spiral of attack and defense. In addition, these kinds of 
strategies are extremely difficult to implement on a universal basis: 
this is always another target close by.1 Nevertheless, like motiva
tion-oriented strategies, they have a contribution to make towards 
the prevention of ciilT'e. 

iii. Oocortunity-R~duction 

The opportunity for crime includes a number of elements: perceptions 
of gain, perceptions of risk, and accessibility of targets/victims 
(see Brill 1973:28ff). Crime opportunities are reduced either by 
eliminating crime targets or by making it (s~em) more difficult a~d 
risky to commit a criminal act and successfully escape. Opportunlty~ 
reduction, therefore, may incorporate target-hardening teChniques but 
goes beyond these measures to encompass a broader range of strategi~s. 
In comparison to crime prevention strategies concerned exclusively 
with either offender motivation or the skills and tools required, 
opportunity-reduction strategies are considered by some (and especially 
those advocating an EOM approach) to be capable of providing greater 
securi:y against crime because: 

• they can reach a greater proportion of potencial offenders and 
vic: t i ms, ~n d 

• they address a very broad range of crimes. 

On the other handt opportu~ity-reduction st~ategies have been 
criticized on the grounds that they may only displace, as opposed 
to forever prevent~ crime. It is to this specific issue that we 
new curn. 

See the disc~ssion or 'di~placementl which fol lows in 2.3.3. 
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2.3.3 Soecific Crime Prevention Issues 

In this subsection w~ deal with three specific issues related to crime 
prevention which are particularly important to the Erlv'ironmental Design 
and Management approach: displacement. fear of crime. and responsibil ities 
for prevention. 

i. Displacement 
Many of the EOM strategies discussed in later chapters place 
particular reliance on the prevention of crime thro\.~gh opportunity
reduction. As just stated, however, the broader effectiveness of 
opportunity-reduction depends to a large extent on whether 
opportunity-reduction prevents or simply displaces crime. 

Views regarding displacement are mixed. For example, ~t one end of 
the scale, Stanley (1976:13) claims that displacement. in terms of 
crimes, does not appear to be significant. Engstad (1975a:5) reports 
that the evidence to date suggests that creating obstacles through 
environmental design will result in a nominal amount of IIspecificll 
displacement (i.e. displacement of crimes which are functionally 
equivalent and which have similar social and personal significance) 
but that it is unlikely that these Obstacles will produc~ a 
IIgeneralll displacement (i.e. the substitution of other types of 
crime for which different internal and external sanctions apply) 
(see Great Britain Home Office Research Unit 1975). At the more 
pessimistic end of tr.e scale. Reppetto (1974:87) has suggested that 
displacement "looms as one of the major Obstacles to any strategy 
for the control of residential crime". 

Probably :he most real istic assessment of the possibility of 
displacement is that it is not an 'all or none' type of phenomenon. 
Instead it depends on the type of cri~~ prevention strategy being 
used, what type of displacement one is referring to, what type of 
crime, who the perpetrators are, and the characteristics of any 
given area as well as those of surrounding areas. Each of these 
considerations may operate individually or in conjunction with each 
other. 1 

Reppetto (1976a) has enumerated five different types of displacement: 

1. Temporal - the offender continues to commit the same type of 
crime, in the same places, against the same tar9~ts, using the 
same tactics, but at a different time. For example, intensive 
police patrol at one time may suppress crime at that time, only 
to reappear at a different time. 

IFor a discussion of the problems of analysing displacement see Gabor (1978). 
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2. Tactical - the offender continues to commit tne same type of crime, 
in the same places, against the same targets, but uses differ~n~ 
tactics or modus operandi. For example, the installations of aiar~s 
may result in a shift from burglaries involving actual bodily entry 
towards rno~e smash and grab burglaries. 

3. Target-related - the offender simply shifts to another target. For 
example, an increase in police patrol in the New York subway 
resulted in an apparent increase in bus robberies. 

4. Spatial - the offender simply shifts locations. For example, target
hardening in one building may result in i shift to adjacent buildings 
(Fairley and Liechenstein 1971:49). 

5. Functional - the offender changes from one type of crime to another: 
e.g. from burglades to street robberies or 'Ike-versa. Sorr~tim!s 
this type of displacement, when it involves a shift frem less 
serious (e.g. burglary) to more serious (e.g. rObbery) types of 
crimes is called "escalation" (Clendinning n.d.: 19). 

~hether any of these types of displacement will occur depends, as we 
have mentioned, on a variety of factors. Apart from the nature of the 
crime prevention strategy being used, the potentia"l for displacement 
is also dependent upon the type of crime concerned. It is unlikely. 
for example, that certain types of arson (e.g. revenge or insurance
motivated arson) will be displaced. Similarly, vandalism is also 
unl ikely to be displaced owing to the rlature of this crirr.e, i.e. 
vandalism is often a response to a specific opportunity presented in 
an environment, whether thac response is motivated by ritl.lalistic 
rule-breaking, random play activity, ideology or malice (see Cohan in 
Ward, C. 19i3:Z.3-53). 

Other types of fac:ors, such as the characteristics of offenders, will 
also affect the possibility of displacement. Some authors argue that 
many crimes perpetrated by drug-addicts are unlikely to be deterred by 
crime prevention strategies and that displacement is inevi table. On 
the otner hand, when the offenders are juveniles, it is speculated 
that displacement will he minimal owing to the limited skil Is and 
expertise of juve~iles, their generally limited knowledge of surround
ing areas, and the socially opportunistic nature af many of their 
delinquencies Reppetto (1976a:177) argues that: 

"Some crimes are 50 opportunistic in nature that their 
preventiqn in one circumstance will not lead to their 
reoccurrence in another. Even in the more likely 
instance -,yhere offenders blocked in one sphere would 
wish to operate in another, there are real limits or 
costs to tneir dOing so, and tnese limitations and 
costs wi II lessuf1 thei r frequency of operation and 
therefore reduc~\ the overall crime rate.'1 

i 
i. 

Similarly, the National Crime Prevention Institute (1976:3.6 to 3.j) 
notes. that: 

"I t has been obse rved, for examp Ie, that many - if not 
most - opportunistic, impulsive criminals (particularly 
the younger, less experienced individuals who appear 
to be responsible for the great bulk of criminal 
incidents) will only displace their activities to a 
limited d~gree. They operate most comfortably within 
their 'home turf l

• If opportunity is denied them 
within that familiar are~, they may go somewhat beyond 
it to comni t crimes ~~. By the same token, it 
appears that the impUlsive, opportunistic criminal who 
is denied opportunity for 'low skill' crimes (for 
example, random burglary or vandalism) is unlikely to 
tackle more difficult crimes." 

There appears to be a strong connection between crimes of opportunity 
and the various kinds of displacement. Newman (1972:205) concurs with 
this perspective and claims that "since a Sizeable percentage of 
crimes in housing projects is utimated to be crime of opportunity, 
the reduction of opportunity may, therefore, result in less crime 
rather than displacement". 

It has been claimed, for example by Reppetto (1~76a:177), that sputial 
displacement represents one of the most worrisome types of displace
ment because it. could be the most common: 

"Among various displacement possibilities, it has been 
hypothesized that geographic relocation to adjacent 
areas is most likely. This suggests that the most 
effective crime prevention strategies are those applied 
across fairly large geographi~ areas, particularly 
those where serious cr imes such as robbery are concen
trated. The most appropriate strategies appear to be 
those which permit wide ar~a coverage, leYeraging of 
,'esources and flexibility.1I 

The difficulties surrounding the implementation of crime prevention 
strategies on a sufficiently widespread basis so as to avoid spatial 
displacement ar~ considerable. Newman (1972:20S-2D6) acknowledges 
this problem and asks whether a pattern of uniformly distributed 
crime is preferable to one in which crime is concentrated in partic
ular areas. He argues that the second alternative is more desirable 
and would like to see crime displaced, if displacement is inevitable 
for some crimes, to the commercial and industrial sectors of the city 
-- i.e. areas whiCh are inherently more easily served by formal pol iCE 
protection. He recognizes. however, that this would be both difficult 
to accomplIsh and would entail moral dilenrnas. 

What the authors mean in this sentence is that there a~pears to be a 
strong inverse relationShip bet ... ,een distance and the desire to commit 
cri mes. 

__________ ~ ________________________ d~ ____________ .~~ __ ~t. __ ~~ _____ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~~ 
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In short, displac:e,.:ent is a relatively unknown phenomenon at this 
time. MOSt authors appear to downplay its significance .- particularly 
with respect to opportunistic crimes. However, there has been little
analysis of opportunity and crime, and the implications regarding 
displacement, and there is clearly a need for further research in this 
area. 

Fear of Cd me 
Although much of the literature on the environmental approach to crime 
prevention presents this approach as ~ means of preventing fear of 
crime as well as the incidence of c~ime (e.g. see the American 
Institutes for Research [1980] review). we have del iberately chosen to 
disc~ss fear of crime and mE3SUres to reduce fear of crime as separate 
issues. Although th~r~ is some evidence that fear of crime may be 
associated with some of the factors considered by EDMI (see $ection 2.2 
of this chapter) and may be reduced either directly or indirectly (i .e. 
by reducing crime itself) by the EDM strategies, it is also argued 
that fear of crime emerges from a variety of factors, only some of 
which are addressed in the environmentol approach. Moreover, as will 
be pointed out later in our discussion of the merits and disadvantages 
of the EOM strategies, seme of the strategies may .increase the fear of 
cri~e. Newman (1973b:56), for example, comments that: 

" ... with every additional lock and security guard, there 
is a corresponding escalation by the criminal and an 
increase in the fear and paranoia of the victim, witn a 
decrease in the natural mechanisms that have once 
operated to ensure the safety of our streets.1I 

One perspective concerning fear of crime is that it i~ the consequence, 
direct or vicarious, of the rate of criminal victimi~ation. This view 
implies that if one wants to reduce fear of crime, then one should 
reduce the incidence of crime. This view has been called the "victim
ization perspective"!:Iy L.ewis and Salem (1980:35). They write: 

liThe victimization perspective ... postulates 'crime' as 
an event experienced by the individual as either a 
direct or indirect victim. Fear, from this perspective, 
is a consequence, a response in time, of having had 
contact witn crime ~vents. If direct victimization 
faiTs to account for particularly high levels of fear, 
then indirect contact usually through the media ~r 
personal communication is postulated as the mechanism 

Examples of studies documenting the relationship between fear of crime 
and the level of surveiJlarce are Oingemans (1978), Malt and Associates 
(197Jb). and Rausa and Rubenstein (1978). 
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through which the experience of cri~ affects the 
individual. Fear then becomes an indicator of the 
effect of victimization on the individual. Fear is 
seen as a direct conSequence of crime expo~ur~. 
There is a direct linearity to this scenario which 
is assumed and rarely tested." {Emphasis in the 
original) 

Empirical studies attempting to demonstrate this relationship have, 
however, frequently met with little success and sometimes have produced 
some surprising findings. Skogan and Maxfield (1980:388-389) point 
out that some of the difficulties associated with empirical studies 
of fear and victimization rates stem from the fact that victimizat
tion is a relatively rare event. They conclude that, when properiy 
analyzed, fear is related to victimization but they also observe 
some interesting associations. For eX2mple. their st~dies of fear 
in several neighbourhoods in three American cities revealed that 
young males are disproportionately victimized by violent crimes but 
are generally less fearful than other members of the population. 
Conversely, women and the elderly were less likely to be victimized 
but generally reported greater fear of crime. Skogan and Maxfield 
note, however, that women and the elderly are c~rtainly relatively 
more vulnerable to victimization (in terms .of their abilities to 
resist a criminal attack) and, in this respect, their fear makes 
sense even though it may not be objectively justified from the point 
of view of probabilities. 

As a result of the studies at Northwestern University (Skogan and 
Maxfield 1980, Lewis and Salem 1980) in the "Reactions to Crime" 
series, the researchers involved have proposed an alternative analysis 
of fear of crime which goes beyond the victimization perspective. 
They argue that the victimizat'on perspective is too narrow an inter
pretation of fear and fail$ tv take account of the political and 
social structures which play an important part in shaping the fears of 
citizens (Lewis and Salem 1980:2). They suggest, instead, that four 
factors appear to be significant correl~tes of fear: 

1. Victimization - direct, personal experience with crime is directly 
re I ated to fear. 

2. Vulnerability - i.e. physical and social vulnerability, where 
physical vulnerability refers to powerlessness to resist attack, 
and social vulnerability reflects frequent exposure to th~ threat 
of victimization. It was found that measures of physical Vt!lrler
ability had a stronger relation to fear than social vulneraoility 
measures. (Interestingly, they did not fin~ that persons who are 
more vUlnerable are more attuned to conditions around them.) 

3. Vicarious Exper'ience - e.g. media and personal conversations. They 
could not document any discernible impact of the ~dia, but did 
find that conversations carried news of great signIficance to the 
people they interviewed. Conversations tended to magnify the 
importance of each local incident and had equal importance f~r both 
low and high risk groups. 

.. 
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4. N~ignbourhood Conditions ~ it was found that pessimism regarding 
neishbourhood conditions and future trends (more pronounced 
among blacks and the poor) was strongly related to fear. But 
when neighbourhood residents were relQtively more integrated, 
there were lower levels of fear. (Skogan and Maxfield 1980:388-
393) (see also Newman 1972a:92-93) 

In view of these various dimensions of fear, LeNis and Salem 
(1980:3) propose a "social control perspective" towards fear of 
crim~. This perspective proposes that fear is the consequence of 
an incapacity of local institutions to exert social controls and to 
m~~~tain the integrity of the local moral order. Or, put 
dlr,erencly, the level ~f fear in a community is a consequence of 
the level of social disorganization perceived by its residents. 

Lewis and Salem (1980:Chapter 2) enumerate a variety of conditions 
which are perceived by residents to be signs of social disorganiza
tion: for example, abandoned buildings, vandal ism (disregard for 
property), youths hanging around on th~ streets, perceived drug use 
(inappropriate personal conduct), and other incivil ities such as 
garbage, brok~n fixtures and facil itif!S, graffit.i, etc:. In Some 
instances, neighbourhoods may be 'invaded' by businesses and 
industry which weaken traditional norms. They argue that a IIfaarful 
neighbourhood ••• is one in which the signs of disorganization (e.g. 
invasion) give rise to ill sense that th,e cOCIVTIunity standards are no 
longer enforced or conformed to ••. Comnunities whiCh have few signs 
of disorganization will have very little fear.11 (Jili.: 18- 19). 

These authors also argue that social disorganization not only causes 
fear but causes crime as well and that the way to prevent crime is 
therefore to work through and with the local people and institutions 
to strengthen the commun j ty I S capac i ty to en fo rce "va I ues cons is ten t 
with the standards of conve'ntional societyll (Lew!s ar.d Saiem 1980:12). 
They bel ieve that it is certain feacures of city I ife, and not 
individual pathologies, that produce crime. Crime and fear can be 
prevented by counteracting the disorganizing effects of city I ife and 
reinforcing natural social controls. Crime is the product of value 
erosion; therefore, one should attempt to reinstate values. What 
this means is that crime ~nd fear can be prevented only if social 
institutions (rather than the criminal justice institutions) are 
strengthened (~.:12-14). 

They go on to propose that a c~munity's capacity to regulate itself 
depends on two types of factors: 

external forces (e.g. demographic, urban land-use, economic condi
tions) impinging on the community, and 

the strength and viability of those local Institutlon$ which ~xert 
soc i a I con t ro t • 

Accordingly, crime pre¥ention, from their perspective, should have a 
neighbourhood, as opposed :0 an individual istic, orientation. Neigh
:ourhooci conditions such as shifts In population, density, business 
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growth or decline, all affect the development af social problems which, 
in turn, affect crime and fear of crime. (.!lli.: 14-16). 

In short, the social control perspective advanced by these aL~hors 
directs attention to a broader range of variables in the analysis of 
fear of crime. -Whereas the victimization perspective looks primari Iy 
at individual motivation, the social control perspective examines 
differences between communities rather than between individuals. It 
also acknowledges a broader range of fear-engendering ct,nditions and 
recognizes the relev~nce of both citizens' perceptions of these condi
tions as well as the actual sources of social control enabJ ing citi
zens to cope with them (lbid.:49). According to these authors, a 
primary implication of t~ocial control perspective for policy and 
opf'rations aimed at reducing fear of crime entai Is the pol itic:al mobi
lization of local citizens, e.g. citizen collective· action which is 
neighbourhood-based (I~id. :135ff). 

Newman's studies lend some support to the Northwestern analysis. In 
public housing projects studied by Newman, which often exhibit severe 
signs of social disorganization, "fear of crime is by far the greatest 
single problem identified by residents" (NeW1'Tlan 1972a:94). Newman 
notes that although fear is roughly correlated with the actual danger 
of victimization, the design of buildings lnfluence~ the perception of 
risk. Physical design factors influenCing fear of crime include: 

1'1. The division of projects by public streets. Public 
streets provide a haven of safety, especially if they 
are faced by project windows and building entrances. 

2. Project paths are safe If defined by buildings. The 
path systems through projects, defined by building 
entrances and walls containing windows, provide a 
corridor of safety through the project and create 
areas outside the home In which parents allow their 
children to play. 

3. High-rise buildings induce anonymity and isolation. 
High-rise buildings with a large number of families 
and thoir guests sharing a single entry ~~ke it 
imposs:ble to distinguish neighbors from intruders. 
Where tenants can come to recognize their neighbours, 
they can be more alert to strangeness or breaks in 
routine." (Ibid. :95) 

In addition to physical design modifications, some writers have 
proposed social-action programs. along the lines suggested by the 
Northwestern authors, as a means of reducing the fear of crime. 
Escort services, apartment watch programs, resident patrols, tenant 
associations and liaison with police and management, are all viewed 
as potential strategies Igain$t fear. One report included in the 
Northwestern 'fReactions to Crime" series, examine,:l the kinds of 
motives which lead people to engage in crime prevention responses. 
Lavrakas and his colleagues (lsaO) hypothesized two basic motives. 
The first motive stemmed from II risk~avoidance disposition which was 
thought to be 1 inked to fear of crime and victimization experiences, 
and the second motive stemmed from participation in formal voluntary " 



organizations in their c~nunity, Along with these two types of 
mo~ivations, Lavrakas ~!l. enumerated three types of reactions to 
crime: (I) behavioural restrictions, (2) household anti-crime 
measures, and (3) neighbourhood/communitY-based anti-crime measures. 

T~e~ argue that behavioural restrictions aimed at protecting individual 
Citizens from personal victimiZation appear to be linked to risk
avoidance ~tives. e.g. perceptions of risk, seriousness of risk, and 
:ear of crl~e. These in tum are related to (a) assessments of danger 
In local neighbourhoods (including both crime and incivilitIes) (b) 
p:rson.l cha:act7ristics (e.g. Sex, age, race and income), and (c) 
direct and VIcariOUS exposure t~ victimization. For example the 
c~ar~cteristjc~ of being female, young or old, black, poor, ~ past 
Vict,m or knOWIng other local victims are largely associated with 
greater fear of crime, incn:ased perceptions of risk and seriousness, 
and a greater concern for local crimE: and incivility (~.:I1-13). 

Household-based anti-crime measures appear to be linked to both rlsk
avoidance and partiCipation in local organizations. For example past 
experience as a burglary victim, knowledge of local burglary vjc~ims 
and concern for local crime appear to lead some citizens to take 
household crime preventions. There also appears to b~ a correlation 
between the social participation motive and the irtstallation of house
hold anti-crime measures. but Lavrakas and his colleagues (lbid.:13) 
note that the chronological order in which these take p/ace-;S-unclear. 

Neighbourhood/communitY_based anti-crime measures seem to be connected 
primarily to the social participation motive. Citizens become involved 
i~ a ~ollec:tive anti-crime effort as a consequence of their participa
tion In some VOluntary group or organization in which crime prevention 
has been put on the agenda. The resultant kind of anti-crime effort 
has a territorial base, i.e. to protect their own turf (Ibid.). -Further, in their examination of cieizen responses in three American 
c!ties Lavrakas !!!l. found that avoidanc= or behavioural restric
tions (stemming largely from fear of crime) appeared to be the most 
prevalent response of citizens. most particularly among females 
younger (and sometimes older) adults, Blacks and Latinos those'in 
lower~inc~me br~~kets. renters and central city resident~. Community 
org~nlzat~ons.tend:d to "?ve a problem-solving orientation, e.g. the 
proolem WIth JuvenIle delinquency is that the children and youths do 
not have adequate recreational facilities (or 50 it is bel ieved) __ 
therefore create more parks and programs. Most citizens who partici
pate in these neighbourhood-based anti-crime efforts do so as part of 
their participation in these community organizations and not as a 
consequence of their fear of crime. 

LavFakas and his colleagues draw several tentative conclusions from 
their findings. If what is desired is an increase in the extent to 
which citizens engage in behavioural restrictions, increasing their 
fear of crime would be the most effective means of ensYring this, 
particularly among WOmen and the elderly. This would also increase 
the use of some household anti"cl"ime measures. If. on the othel" hand 
what is desired is an increase in the extent to which citizens engage' 
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in household anti-crime measures, it appears that this could result 
not only from increasing the fear and concern for crime. but also by 
providing incentives and opportunities for social participatiOn in 
neighbourhood-community groups which see crime as a local problem 
worthy of their attention. In addition. if incentlv~s and opportun
ities for social participation in local groups were Increased, one 
would expect an increasea citizen involvement in collective ant~-crime 
measures providing crime was perceived as a large enough local Issue 
to address (Ibid.). They conclude by noting the commonly observed 
paradox facing-crime prevention: resource-P?or.people.do least about 
crime prevention but are more likely to be VIctims, whIle the 
resource-rich are least likely to be victims and yet are generally 
mor~ greatly involved in anti-crime measures. The challenge, there
fore. is to somehow increase the security and safety of resource-poor 
people. 

In contrast to those views which look to social (either individual istic 
or collective) action strategies to reduce fear of crime, the American 
Institutes for Research (AIR) report (1980a:64) claims that "We believe 
that chances in the physical environment are probably the fastest way 
of reducing fear of crime. Sin;e the r:sponse is to the ~rogramls 
inputs (I ighting, fences. security statIons) rather than Its outcomes, 
almost instantaneous impact can be expected." (Emphasis in the 
original.) This view is in keeping with the opinions of some ~f th: 
Northwestern writers cited above, e.g. reduce the signs of SOCIal dIS
organization (incivil ities, broken fixtures, faulty equipment, etc.) 
and one reduces the fear of crime. 

The authors of the AIR report go on to note, however, that they do not 
see any particular advantage in strategies exclusively aimed at reduc
ing the fear of crime unless the incidence of crime is also re~uced •. 
In contrast there is some evidence from the Northwestern studies which 
suggests t:,~t If fear of crime is reduced, then people may begin to 
trust one another (and eschew the 'fortress mental ityl) and ther7by 
contribute to the prevention of crime via the build-up of community 
relations and the natural protection mechanisms (e.g. more 'eyes on 
the street', incre~sed recognition of strangers, greater will ingness 
to intervene. etc.) that result. 

In conclusion, we can o~ly observe that the causes of fear and the 
role of fear In crime prevention is a compl icated issue. We do not 
know whether fear of crime is an important factor in the prevention of 
crime nor is it absolutely clear what the nature and extent of the 
impact of crime is on fear of crime. In some situ~tion:, for some. 
crimes, for some people, and with respect to certain crlme,preventlon 
measures there appear-s to be a very strong, almost refleXive, rela
tionshiP'between crime and fear of crime. In other instances, the 
relationship between these two phenomena appears to be rather tenuous. 
Whi Ie some of the EOM strategies to be discussed may help to reduct: 
crime there is also the r!~1c, that they may inadvertently increase 
fear.' At this point in time, the available empirical studies only 
offer ext~emely tentative concrete guidelines or insights into these 
issues. 
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iii. Responsibi lity for Crime Prevention 
The Final specific issue related to preventing crime (or reducing fear 
of crime) to be discussed in more detail in this section is the issue 
of the allocation of responsibilities For crime prevention among che 
numerous public and private groups who are affected by. and who could 
affect, the occur~ence of crime. 

In the past, industrialized societies have tended to delegate respon
sibility for the control of crime to their criminal justice systems 
(police. courts, corrections) which, in turn, initiate most of their 
interventions after the completion of a crfminal act. In its discus
sion of community crime prevention, the National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973:8) observed that: 

"Community I~adership appears all too wi I J ing to delegate 
(or defaulti its responsibi lity for dealing with anti
social behavior. Eventually that responsibility is 
assu~d by large, public agencies ••• The extremely 
expensive serVices of these agencies never seem to catch 
up with the need. They come too late to be 'preventivel 
in the most desirable sense of :he word. Moreover, the 
policies are controlled from political and administrative 
centers far removed from the Igrass rootsl •••. where 
delinquency and crime originate through obscure and 
comp I ex processes .1' 

Within the criminal justice system, the majority of responsibility for 
the control and prevention of crime has been allocated to the police. 
By and large, policing operations have been reactive (as opposed to 
proactive) and as such have had a limited impact on preventing many 
crimes. In an article which specifically addresses the issue of 
responsibilities for crime prevention (Engstad and Evans (1979:5 4 6). 
1 is t a number of reasons advanced by di Herent authors \.;hy pol ice 
effectiveness in controlling crime has been limited: 

" ••• the pol ice have di rected Ln&i,. resources t.oward 
improving the traditional means by whi~~ police 
services are delivered, and have paid insufficient 
attention to the substantive Cut~ome of police 
p r,::IC t ice on the p roo I ems they are ca I I eo upon to 
handle (Goldstein, 1979). 

.•. the numerous underlying Icauses' of crime over which 
legislators and the police have virtually no control 
(Coates, 1974). 

••. as much as 60% of serious crime occurs in private 
places which are ordinarily inaccessible to the police 
(Farmer, 1976). 

••• the failures of courts and the correctional system. 

••. exponential increases in opportunity for crime. 
•.• the existence of the tremendous volume of non
violent property crime which occupies an enormous 
amount of police resources but which the police, by 
themselves, have little hope of controlling (Heywood, 
1979 a • 19 7~b; Gran t , 1979). 
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••• and, finally, in addition to being a serious social 
concern, 'crime is a source of fun, a means of profit, 
a source of occu~ation, and a mainstay of entertainmentl 
(Coates. 1974) .11 

Disillusionment with traditional practices can also be illustrated 
by the testimony of one pol ice witness for the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice (1976: 
2) : 

"I have spent my 1 ife enforcing the laws. It is a 
stupid procedure, and has not. nor will it ever, solve 
the problem unless it is supplemented with preventive 
measures. II 

In summary, it is increaSingly recognized that the police alone, even 
allowing for more police, with better equipment, responding ever more 
rapidly to calls, will never be able to effectively control crime 
(Engstad and Evans 1979:4). 

As a consequence, there has been a grOWing treNd toward sharing the 
respo~sibility for crine control among various groups and agencies, 
including private citizens and community organizations. Engstad and 
Evans (1979:6-7) refer to Parkinson's comments in this respect: 

IIPO! ;ce departments throughout North America have begun 
to move towards various forms of 'community policing' 
programs in which they attempt to re-define their own 
role in the community, to establish new and more helpful 
relationships with the community, and to act as 
catalysts to involve other professionals and citizens 
in sharing responsibility for things which have been 
seen as problems for the police alone ••. We are going 
to see growing acceptance by communities that social and 
economic ills are indeed community problems and to hold 
the police accountable for the level of crime is totally 
illogical. 11 (Parkinson, 1977:,31) 

Goldstein, H. (1979) "Improving pol icing: a problem oriented approach" 
Crime and Delinquency 25 (2): 236-258: Coates, J. (1974) "A future 
perspective" Community Crime Prevention and the Local Official Washington, 
D.C.: Office of Uroan Services; Farmer, M.T. (1976) "Direct crime 
prevention: a state of the art" Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation 
(unpublished manuscript); Heywood. R. (I979a) "Traditional an.cI innovative 
policing" Proceedings: Workshop on Police Productivity and Performance, 
P. Engst~d and M. Lioy (eds.) Ottawa: "Solicitor General of Canada; 
Heywood, R. (J979b) "Keynote Address" Proceedings: National Symoosium on 
Preventive POlicin2 Ottawa: Solicitor General of Canada: Grant, "A. (1979) 
"Some pnilosopnical, political, policy and operational concerns in the 
delivery of police services" ProceedinQs: Workshop on Police Productivity 
and Performance P. Engstad & M. Lioy (eds.) Ottawa: Solicitor G~neral of 
Canada: Kelling. G.L. (1978) "Police fj~ld services and crime: the 
presumed effects of a capacity" Crime and DelinQuencv 24 (2): 173-1804. 
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There are a variety of approaches to crime prevention which are 
oriented,.either directly or indirectly, towards opportunity-reduction. 
In, the United States there has been a general flourishing of community 
crl~ ~rev~nti~n programs involving citizen responsibility for and 
partiCipation In programs designed to protect persons and property 
f:om criminal v~ctimization (see Lockard, Duncan and Brenner 1978, and 
Yin 1979:114-11,). Many of these community programs are educational: 
they attempt to acquaint citizens with crime risks and measures they 
can, tak: to protect themselves. Other programs are e;:tplicitly pro
active In the sense that they involve citizens in the active patrolling 
of their neighbourhoods. 

Howev7r! even when the constraints placed upon police departments' 
capaCities to undertake effective cri~ prevention measures are 
reco~nized, it is important to note that the police will (and should) 
continue to have a major role to play in this area. Whether in terms 
of guid!ng and ~acilitatin~ greater community responsibility for crime 
prevention, or In undertakIng prevention programs under their own 
auspices. pol ice involvement is cri tical to the prevention of crir.:e. 
Pol ice forces have become increasingly morl!! active in the realm of 
crime.p:eve~tion: e.g. educational and inspection programs, Operation 
I~entl:lcatlon programs, shoplifting prevelilticn programs, and consulta
tion With regard to targe(-hardening techniques are now fairly common 
services provided by the police. 

Obviously the impact of these programs will depend critically on the 
police ~epar:men~s:.wjl~ingness and ability to provide these programs, 
and t~elr sUitability wlth respect to the nat~re and incidence of 
crirr.e in their jurisdictions. On the other hand, while the more 
active role of police in these types of Cr"iITXII prevention programs can 
be a valuable addition to what are considered to be their 'traditional' 
servi:es, it is als~ ~cvious that the police, acting largely on their 
own With these speCifiC types of programs of limited scope, can be 
expected to have only a limited effect on the prevention of crime. 
What is.needed is a wider variety of crime prevention programs and the 
~ssumptJ~n,or g:eater r:sponsibility by many public and private groups' 
ror the InitIation and Implementation of those programs. 

2.4 SUMMARY 

As an introduction to the next chapters' detailed discussion of what is 
entailed in the Environmental Design and Management approach to crime 
prevention, this chapter summarized the relevant characteristics of 
residential crime and criminooenic environments. In this regard, it has 
been ~rgued that what is particular to many criminogenic areas is an 
unfortunate combination of poverty and social deprivation, indadequate 
social cohesion, and physical design faults. Although most of the 
research in this area has focused on (American) publ ic housing develop
ments, which in many jurisdictions do exhibit relatively high rates or 
crime, it has also been found that other types of residential environments 
can have high crime rates. In general, while all criminogenic environ
ments may not possess all of the above characteristics, most do appear to 
exhibit some of the social and physical features which are hypothesized 
to make their residents more vulnerable to or motivated towards crime. 

In addition, it has been proposed that the physical and social features of 
an environment can reinforce their individual impacts and thereby render 
residents of a criminogenic environment even more vulnerable to crime. 
What is admittedly lacking at this point in time, with regard to both the 
individual and combined ~ffects of such physical and social factors, is an 
understanding of just how the relevant factors operate, for example, 
regarding their range of valUES and their relative weights, their combined 
effects, and their impact on different types of crimes. 

Crime prevention is considered to be a promising approach to tackl ing the 
pro~lem of crime since its focus is on forestalling crimes before they 
occur, and thereby having a greater impact, in terms of both the potential 
criminals and victims affected, than other more traditional crime control 
responses (for example, relating to the sent~~cing and treatment of 
offenders). Crime prevention can address either the desire or motivation 
of the criminal, the skills and tools required to commit a crime, or the 
opportunity for crime presented in an environment. None of these orien
tations is considered to be perfect in its abil ity to address the many 
problems associated with crime. 

Some of the issues which need to be considered in assessing the potential 
of any crime prevention approach relate to th~ extent to which the approach 
might cause the displacement of crime, affect fear of crime, and allocate 
responsibilities for crime prevention. While there are manyvie\'/s regarding 
the potential for crime prevention strategies causing crime displacement 
(in terms of the time it is usually committed, the methods used to commit 
the crime, the target to which the crime is directed, the iocation in 
which it is committed, or the type of crime itself), the state of knowledge 
regardiJ'9 this issue is inadequate to suggest more than that the possible 
effects of displacement must be considered in the development of a crime 
prevention program. The situation is similar with the issue of fear of 
crime, which in some cases has been found to be closely related to the 
actual incidence of crime but in other cases to be only tenuously 
connected. The picture with regard to the allocation of responsibil ity 
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f~r crime prevention is mere clear, in that it is widely acknowledged t~at 
wnile any effective crime prevention program must draw on the expertise and 
resources of the police, its effectiveness is likely to be increased if 
there is the active participation of other groups from beth the public and 
private sectors. 
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Chapter 3 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

As noted earlier, this study developed the term 'Environmental Design and 
Management' for the approach to crime prev~ntion discussed here largely 
because the various antecedents of the EDM approach (such as '~efensible 
space" and IICPTED") were, in our view, inadequate expressions to describe 
the current concept regarding how a crime prevention program needed to be 
designed and appl ied, that is, by utilizing both design and management 
strategies in sensitive combination. We do not, however, wish to imply 
that the Environmental Design and Management approach is entirely our 
invention. Rather, the strategies incorporated in the EDM approach, and 
the orientation taken to its impl~mentation, draw on the experience of 
various individuals and groups in different juriSdictions. The purpose of 
this chapter is to summarize that experience to illustrate how this study 
arrived at its definition of the Environmental Design and Management 
approach to crime prevention. It focuses on the key actors -- individuals 
and organizations -- \'Iho have been involved in the development of cOmp~nents 
of the EDM apprOach in order to illustrate how th~ir various a~eas of 
interest influenced hew the oViSrali eonc~pt evolved. It also looks at the 
different emphasis given to various elements of this approach to crime 
prevention in the United States and in England. 

This overview of the evolution of the EDM approach concentrates on develop
ments d';l"ing the last two decades. This is a somewhat arbitrary time frame 
since the concept of designing living environments to be secureagainst crime 
has been an integral part of the history of urban society< Locks, bars and 
gratings on doors and windows are not new, and the purpose of having security 
personnel is basically the same whether they are limiting intrustion to a 
Roman villa, a sultan's harem, a medieval castle or a high-rise apartment 
building. (Robert Gold 1970~ has documented the u~e of environmental 
design and form as a means ofprotect;on against acts of violence at least 
as f~r back as the Cities of the Middl~ Ag~s.) 

Those types of approaches to crime prevention may have served the needs of 
historic urban societies; times, and 'Jrban landscapes, have changed and 
today's society has to op'erate in a much more complex and expanded envir'on
ment. Many elements of the modern urban environMent -- from extensjv~ 
transportation systems to hi9hri~¢ buildings -- are relatively new, and 
their impact on social behaviour has become the subject of considerable 
research. p~rticularly in the field of sociology. The related work con. 
ducted at the Chicago School of Sor.iology in the 1920's can be cQ~5idered 
an important intial step in the development of the EDM approach because it 
stimulated and focused research aimed at do~Ymentjn9 the behaviour-environ
ment relationship. Until mQre recently, however, such research was prima
rily concerned with the social environme.lt and rarely addressed the hypothe
sis that the urban environment could be changed to encourage or prevent 
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particular types of behaviour. As the body of knowledge about the 
behaviour-environnent relationShip has expanded to include the physical 
environ~entl, it. has attracted the interest of a wide range of discipl ines 
including psychology, geography, archj~ecture and urban planning, that are 
particularly in:erested in applying this knowledge to the effective design 
and management of ~he environment. 

ihe fact that elements of the EDH approach have received more attention in 
the United States and Britain than elsewhere reflects their mut~al concern 
with the incidenc~ of crime in residential environments. particularly in 
the large public housing p~ojects (cal led 'council estates' in Great Britain) 
which are common to each country. The different emphasis given to various 
components of the approach in these two countries to some degree relates to 
the nature of the crime~ which are t~ir respective concern and to their 
respective ol"ientations to crime prevention ~nd ho')sing design and manage
ment. For example, the incidenc;.e of crimes against the person, whiCh have 
a strong effect on the public's perception and fear of crime, is a much 
greater concern in the United Scates than in Britain, where chere is a 
particular problem with vandalism. Vandalism. no matter ho~ extreme or 
extensive, is usually considered to be a victimless and therefore less 
serious crime and arouses less publ ic l:oncern than assault, for example. 
One British reviewer or Newman's book Defensible Soace noted that the 
orientation to crime prevention proposed therein "requires translation not 
into English, but into an England with so relatively Iowan incidence or 
violence as to make SOme of the factual pemises on which this book is 
predicated all but incomprehensiblell (Cunliffe cited in Banham 1974:109). 

The attention given to the design elements or the approach in the United 
States was stimulated. to a considerable degree, by concern about the high 
crime rates associated with highrise buildings (particularly with buildings 
of double-loaded corridor2 design) which housed large proportions of welfare 
families, and in particular, single-parent welfare famil ies (see Ne,wman 
1972). The use of this type or building design is somewhat ~~re orevalent 
in the United States than in Britain, where there has be~n a stronger focus 
en deSigning housing which is appropriate to the needs of the users, and 
where high-density housing needs have therefore been met by a wide range of 
building types, including Single-loaded corridor buildings, rowhou$ing, 
ga'cen apartments and Others. Perhaps because the concern in the United 
States initially focused on building desi~.o as a criminogenic faCtor, the 

2 

Jeffery (1971:185-190) provides a useful summary of how sociological and 
Psychological theory developed to include ehe pnysical environment 
(ecology) as a determinant of behaviour. 

I Ooub! ~-I oaded corr i dor' j s an arch j tectura I term for bu i I d j ngs \'/ j eh 
indiVidual units located along each sidQ of an int~rior central access ha I !way. 

c 

U.s. experience with the EDH approach to crime prevention has generally 
tended to favour the design-oriented strategies whereas the BritiSh have 
leaned more tow~rd management strategies. This is not to say that the 
management element has been iQnored in the United States or desicn 
improvements in Britain; theF; has, however, been a difference i~ emphasis, 
and the majority of the tests and demonstration projects of design 
i mprovemen ts have taken p I ace in the Un j ted States. 
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3.2 ~T~ 

Crime ;:lreverltion in general has a longer and more extensive history in 
Britain than in the United States. When the new Metropolitan Police of 
London was established in 1829. the instructions of one of its first joint 
commissioners, Sir Richard Mayne, were that: liThe primary object of an 
efficient police is the prevention of crime; the next that of detection and 
punishment of offenders if crime is commi tted" (Marshal I 1971a: 101). For 
the n-ext century and more, the police forces in London and elsewhere in 
Britain continued to emphasize crime prevention as their major role, 
primarily through uniformed police patrols; the detective capability of ::ne 
police increased only as it bec~me evident that not all crime could be 
prevented, and was not the initial raison dletre of the police. 

In the period following World War II, there was an increase both in crime 
occurrences and in the gap between crime occurrence and clearanc= rates. 
In consequence, some poliee forces in Britain initiated campaigns to oncour~ 
a;e the public to take simple and elementary crime prevention measur~s to 
protect their homes and property and some forces develooed a crime preven
tion specialty in 1 target-hardening' (i .e. the installation of better locks, 
alarms, etc.). Then in 1950-1951, the first organized c3mpaign for crime 
prevention took place in Britain. The next major related development was 
in the early 1960 ' s, when a committee of the Home Office recommended the 
adoption of crime prevention as a full-time specialization by all forces, 
and the establ ishment of ;J central crime prevention training centre (the 
Home Office Crime Prevention Centre opened in 1963 in Strafford). 

The implications of these recommendations can be best illustrated by the 
experience of the Metropolitan Police in London, which in many ways serves 
as an exampie to other police forces throughout Britain. In 1967, the 
Metropolitan Police was increased oy ninety officers to staff its crime 
prevention service, which was "believed to be the largest corrmitment to 
full-time crime prevention activities by any police force in the world" 
(Marshall 197Ib:50). The majority ~f the crime prevention staff then and 
now are mature Gnd experienc~d constables or sergeants. Their role as 
local crime prevention officers is to be ~ully alert to crime trends and 
criminal methods in thei r area, to establ ish effective t .... 'o-way corrmuni cation 
with other officers to ensure a maximum orientation to crim~ prevention, and 
~o corrmunicate with the public, concetl(:rating on those sectors most at risk 
and most likely to act upon police adVice. Because of the connecti'Jn with 
the EOM approach to crime prevention. it is important to note that the cri~4 
prevention officer's commynications with the public inclUde diSCUSSions with 
residents' associations and municipal officials with regard to security 
planning for new developments, and that the officers gain some expertise in 
this area as part of their month-long basic training course at the Crime 
Prevention Centre, which includes lectures by archi tects and other profes
sionals in the e"vironm~ntal design field. 

It is a m.tter Qf conjecture whether or not the traditional crime prevention 
role of police in Sritain has had a major influence on deter~in9 the 
incidence of c~ime. ~s there are many other physical and social factors 
characturistic of Che British environment which may also have had a signifi
cant effect. In any caSe, the prominent role of the aritish police in crime 
prevention represent~ a major difference in th~ way crime prevention has 
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been approached there and in the United States. In 1970, a senior British 
police officer made an extensive visit to various urban centres in the 
United States, and concluded that: 

"Crime prevention as a specialized police activity 
involving full time use of police trained in the 
techniques of target hardening is almost unknown 
amongst major city police departments in the U.S.A. 
This contrasts sharply with Britain where every force 
has this capacity and makes good use of it. The one 
exception encountered, Oakland, has approached the 
problem systematically and the added support provided 
for their work by bui Iding security ordinances is a 
logical extension of legisla'tion from the field 'of 
fire safety regulations. 1I (."Iarshall 1973: n.p.) 

The lack of emphasis given to the crime prevention function in police work 
in the United States ~y be attributed 1:0 the American perception that "the 
function of the poliee ha::; traditio;,ally been to apprehend criminals" 
(Newman 1972:14). 

Police involvement is considered to be an important element in the manage
ment part: of the Envi rcnment·"'t Design and Management dpproach t'-' crime 
prevention. The historical commitment of the BritiSh police to preventing 
crime wa~ summarized above both for this reason and because it suggests why 
crime prevention strategies which are oriented to managing the environment 
have continued to receive considerable attention in Britain. For example, 
at a 1974 BritiSh conference on architecture, planning and urban ~rime, the 
major; ty of the recorrrnendations for action or research on crime prevention 
related to improving the overall management of the environment rather than 
to deSigning it differently. As noted by one of the participants. 

" ... buildings on their own, no matter how carefully 
researched their deSign, are not enough. The way the 
decision to b~ild is reached and the way these buildings 
are to be allocated and controlled may crucially 
determine their worth. This fact is frequently high
lighted in the provision of new community facilities in 
housing ... It's no good simply thinking in terms of 
Spaces and walls enclOSing them ••• One's got to think 
much more fundamentally in terms of what kind of social 
institution, using that term sociologically, are we 
wanting. as community facilities and community services 
in housing?" (Burbridge in Ash !.E.!l. 1975:39) 

thus, muc;h of the EOM-related crime prevention activities in Bri'tish hOUSing 
nave !:Ieen concerned with developing means of managing the environment more 
effectively. With regard to public hOUSing, the partic~lar focus has been 
to encourage more tenant involvement in management and better tenant-council 
(i.e. housing authority) relationships. This emphasis can also be 
attributed to th~ lessons learned from such major public housing projects 
as Park Hill In iheffield whi~h was built in 1961 to house 2,800 people, 
displaced by slum clearance, in 995 units. The design of this project 
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app:ars to run count~r to many of the guidelines for designing a crime-free 
environment, and, according to such guidelines (particularly as developed by 
Newman as discuss~d later in this secrion) "Park Hill ought to be a behavior
al sin~" (Sannam.1974:112) .. Almost fifteen years after its opening. however, 
Park.HIII was.stlll a :elatlvelycrime-freeand successful living environment. 
par~lcuJarly. In compa;lson to a more recently build adjacent project. the 
d7slgn of which benefited from the ar~hjtectural lessons learned from Park 
HI II. The success of Park ~ill has been largely attributed to the efforts 
of the arChitects and the local housing department to ensure that the 
original tenants wct'e fully in"formed about the project and were encouraged 
to develop a sense of community. One of the first tenants was a trained 
social worker, appointed by the housing department, who acted as a liaison 
betwe~n tenants and officials and who wa~ instrumental in helping the 
tenants to or~anize themselves into a residents· ~ssociatjon. Banham (Ibid.) 
noted that thIS approach to averting social probh'ems in publ ic housing -
~oul~ b~ considered.paternalistic, but he also suggested that there was a 
caring component 'n such p~ternalism which could and should be retained in 

order to replicate the success of Park Hill in other projects and that a 
"caring.attitud<ell on the pa."t of official bodies responsible for housing 
could, In fact. generate a secure living environment despite the presence 
of major arch i tectura J fl aws. I 

It should not be assumed that: because the British experience with crime 
pre~ention has ,concentrated on management approaches that it has ignored 
~e:i~n approa7he~; rat~er there has been a greater emphasis than in th~ 
Initial work In th~ United States on using the ~o approaches in a complem
en tary "!ay. Th ismay be due to the fact tha t many of the EDM- re 1 ated cri me 
prevention strategies which were tried in Britain were developed in response 
to th7 concern about ~andalism, which as noted previou$ly, is stressed in 
the I. terature as a WIde-spread problem in both urban and rural areas in 
Great Bri tain. 

AI though vandal ism may not appear to be as seriOL;S a crime as the robberies 
and assa~Jlts which are a concern in the United States (particularly in terms 
~f ~reatlng a fearful population), it can incur significant direct and 
Indlrect.costs. In 1979. the direct costs of vandalism in England and Wales 
't/ere estimated to be a minimum of 100 mi II ion pounds a year (The Desie" 
Council 1979:7). The indireCt costs of any crime are i~possible to ~asure 
but some of those attributed to vandalism include the :nconvenience and • 
potential danger (in case of emergency) reSUlting from broken elevators. 
tel 7phones and s~reet li~ht~ a~d the frightening atmosphere created by a 
~erlou:ly ~anda!ls7d envlr~nmen~. Further. while much of the publicity on 
landallsm In Britain has given Immoderate attention to discrete incidents 
caused by the h~0li9anism of soccer craNds ~nd y~uth gangs, a report of a 
govern~ent committee on crime prevention indicated that vandalism was much 
IT'Or~ WIdespread than such publicity might indicate and that "the scale of 
vandalism in some spheres -- housing departments in particul~r _. defeated 
at:te~ts to keeP.track.of it" (Great Britain Home Office St~nding Committee 
on Cr'~ ~r~ventIO~ 19/?:7~. Thus, while the threat of vandalism may not 
deter Indlvlduals In Britain from pursuing their normal activities (as the 
~ot:ntjal for being vic~imjzed by other crimes does in the United State~), 
.t IS nevertheless a major source of concern in that country and as noted 
has been the seimulus for most of the EOM-related activity in Britain, ' 

~ ; 
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: : Until the last decade, efforts to combat vandalism in Britain were basically 

of the tar9~t-hardening variety, i.e. using materials whiCh were hardy 
enough to withstand purposeful damage. Although target-hardening strategies 
are considered part of the design component of the Environmental Design and 
Management ap~roach to crime prevention, they do not really reflect the 
emphasis on what can be called "opportunity-shapingll (Stoks and Wise:19BJ) 
which forms the basic rationale for most of the other design-oriented 
strategies in the EDM approaeh. 

The historic~l British emphasis on target-hardening to combat vandalism was 
largely based 01'1 the assumption that vanaalism was a homogeneous crime and 
that all ~cts of vandalism were meaningless or wanton in nature,l The 
targ~t-hardening approach therefore was aimed at lessening the effects of 
supposediy inevitable ~cts of vandalism and not at preventing their occur
rence. Through the 1960·s, prevention efforts were primarily in the area 
of extensive media campaigns initiated by public and private sector agencies. 
Such ~ampaigns could be only peripherally considered part of the EDM 
approach; however, their questionable success may have provided the impetus 
for considering other prevention measures. On reviewing the impact of ten 
years of int~nsive anti-vandalism propaganda, the Working Party of the Home 
Office Standing Committee on Crime Prevention noted that there appeared to 
be a need tlfor great caution in its use, for it can be counter productive 
and .t best there is 1 i tt'le evi dence of its effi cacyll (loc. ci t. 1975:20).2 

By the ~ar!y 1970's then. both privat~ and public sector agencies in Britain 
were giving serious attention to other ways of approaching the continuing 
problem of vandalism and other crimes. Publications such as Vandalism 
(Ward 1973) provided both new perspectives on the nature of vandalism and 
various design guidelines 3 for preventing its occurrence. These guidelines 
were based on the experience of numerous authorities and organizations 
·involved in the design, construction and management of housing developments 
in Britain. While most of the guidelines related to appropriate finishes 
and other construction detai Is, tha total design of the environment was also 
considered bec;ause of the growing belief that attacking "the problem at the 
overall and detailed planning stages will alleviate or even eliminate the 
later problems encountered in the selecti~n of appropriate finishes, 
materials, componeri'ts and details" (Leather and Matthews in Ward, C. 1973: 
iI9). Thus, some of the design considerations noted, particularly regarding 
the provision of surveillance opportunities and the encouragement of 
residents' sense of territoriality, can be seen to relate to the 

2 

3 

See Cohen in Ward, C. (1973:23-53) fo~ his comparison of the stereo· 
typical perception of vandalism with the current understanding of the 
range of meanings and motivations behind vandalism. 

See also Cohen in Ward, C. (1973:215-257) for a discussion of the problems 
associated with such publicity campaigns. 

See Leather and M~tthews in Ward. C. (1973:117-172) 
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environmental design concepts laid out. in Oscar Newman's Defensible Space 
(1972) which was receiving considerable attention in Britain at that tim~. 
Even in such design guidelines however, the concept of managing the environ
ment effectively was still a significant feature, with reference again to 
encouraging territoriality and to ensuring the attractiveness and proper 
maintenance of the total environment. 

More general recor.~ndations for preventing vandalism were proposed in the 
1975 report of the H~ Office Working Party mentioned previously. As with 
t~e des i gn gu i de lines proposed by Lea the rand Ma t thews. these recol11'nenda
tIO~S, to a large de¥ree, reflected the experience of such agencies as the 
police. local authority hOUSing departments and the building industry. (In 
c~ntra:t. as. is ~iscussed in detail la:er in this cha?cer, the development 
or.deslgn gUIdelines for crime prevention during this same period in the 
Un I ted States was clased on somewhat more ri gorol,/S attempts to eva I uate the 
effectiveness of different methods.) 

In brief, the recommendations of the Working Party assumed that a basic 
requirement for preventing vandalism was concerted action by the public and 
that "puclic reaction is unlikely to he fully mobilized on social grounds 
alone; an appeal to the 'pocket' is far more likely to succeed" (Great 
Britain Home Office Standing Committee on Crime Prevention 1975:28). The 
recommendations therefore emphasized: the need for more precise statistics 
on the cost af vanda I ism and for more pub I j ci ty about th i s expense' the 
need for more positive action by the police and for the support of'parents 
and teache,'s; the need for more research on the nature of vandalism with 
particular regard to the potential of ('"onstructive youth pr'ograms (~nd of 
less conv~ntional activities For youths who typically rej~ct imposed or 
structured acti~ity programming) for redirecting the energies of young 
~~ndals; and, finally, a series of disparate requirements including the need 
to 'design out.: opportunities for vandalism through the provision of improv
ed_f~rmal a~d Informal surveillance opportunities and the use of vandal
proor materials, the need to encourage and publicize more severe pet1alties 
for vandalism, and the need to maintain uP-to-date records of successf~i 
anti-vandal measures (l2l£.:28-31). 

These recommendations of the Working Party neatly summarize the difference 
in emph~sis in environmental desig~ and mar.agement approacnes to crime 
preven~IO? as ~hey Cvo!ved in Britain and in the United States, the major 
emphaSIS. In BrJt~ln being to change public attitudes rather tMan to change 
the ?hyslcal environment (undoubtedly, this approach is more likely to appear 
feaSible when the crime ~n question Is vandalism than when it is assault or 
murder). F .. rticular features of the housing environment which represent a 
major area ~f concrrn in the United States -- such as highrise apartments 
-- are mentioned only peripherally in the recommendation regarding the role 
of police: " ••• the police and local authoriti~s will need to come to terms 
with the surveillance problems brought about by new types of housing partic-
ularly high-rise flats •.• " (lbid.:29>' ' -
The lack of specif!city in the :ecommendations of the Hor.~ Office Worki~9 
Party.was per~ap~ !nevltab!e, gtyen the broad mandate of the study. Other 
agencl~s and IndiViduals With more clearly defined concerns have also under

w ~aken.re7earch o~ the crime-environment relationship over the last decade 
In BrItaIn. Again. however, tne environment is usually understood to 
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include physical (design) and management components, which are rarely consid
ered in isolation in the conclusionsof the various researchers. Whi Ie some 
criminologists such as Mawby (1977) did examine the relationship between 
physical charccteristics of the housing environment and the occurrence of 
crime, such investigations were often undertaken in reaction to the "crude" 
(Mawby 1977:175) methodology and research techniqUeS used by Newman in 
developing the "defensible space" concept, and the resulting recommendations 
emphasized the need for more rese~rch on the crime-design relationship before 
useful g~idelines could be establiShed. Newman's theories, while they 
received a great deal of attention in Britain in th~ mid-1970's (particularly 
by critics of highrise developments) generally Jeft the BritiSh "conspicu
ously under-awed" (Banham 1974:109). While Sanham ackno.-lledged that this 
might be due to "anti-colonial" snobbery, he also suggested that it was more 
likely because the Bdtis" have learned from "slowly accumulated experience 
••. that it is infernally difficult to show any statistical, let alone 
causal, relationship between better design and social melioration ll (lli.:!..). 

Most of the recent British research relating to the EDM approach to crime 
prevention has been commissioned by such government agencies as the Home 
Office Research Unit and the Department of the Environment. The policies 
which have come out of this research h~ve continued to emphasize management
related actions, for example with r~gards to avoiding housing children in 
highrise buildings, providing adequate play facilitie~ and programs, improv
ing tenant-management relationships through increased consultation, and 
improving the ~4intenance of buildings (see Ash!1!l 1975; Wilson 1~7?; 
The Design COUN~il 1979). Perhaps the best summary of the current BrItIsh 
stance regarding the design and management approach is provided in The 
Design Council's recent publication on designing against va~dalism (1979). 
While this provides extensive instructions regarding the design of site and 
buildi"~ e!ements, the importance of considering these elements in their 
overall context is repeatedly emphasized. This is best illustrated in the 
following quote from Alison Ravetz, of Leeds University, whcl has been 
actively involved in researciting the crime-envi ronlM;nt relationship: 

" •.• instead of needing more and more sophisticated designs 
to achieve tighter and tighter control over their effects, 
the designer could regard himself as only one agent among 
others providing built environment. Though his role is 
indispensable. improvements in levels of use do not 
devolve on him alone, but might more property be the 
concern of users and rnanClgers. 1I (The Desig" Council 1979:57) 

There has been frequent reference to how this BritiSh approach to EDM-related 
ideas differs from the situation in the United States. ihe purpose of the 
next section is therefore to ~xamine hovi various components of the EDM 
apprpach to crime prevention evolved in the latter country, 
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3.3 UNITED STATES 

The Idea of designing environments For the purpose of preventing crime has 
received ",,?re.attention !n the Ilnited States than in any other country.' 
BeFore,revlewlng how variOus elements of the EOM approach developed in the 
U.~ •• It would be use:ul to summarize sema of the developments in housing 
which are. somewhat unique to the United States and which motivated this 
level of Interest. 

Throu9h~ut thj~ c~ntury. the U.S. population has become increasingly concen
trated in dense urban environments. HOWEver. in the second half of this 
century, the composition of these environments has experienced radical 
chan~e. Accord i ng to Newman, these changes took place ma i n I y because lias 
h~u: I n9 ,and educa t: ana 1 oppo rt un i ties for blacks opened up in ou r no r~he rn 
cItIes In the 1950 s. there was a dramatic shift of population from 
southern towns and cities to the large metropolitan areas of the Northeast 
Great Lakes and Northwest" (Newman 1980:26). The increased numbers of • 
b!acks, in the Northern cities were primarily housed in lower-income loca
tlO~S In th~ metropolitan cores, p~rticularly in the large public hOUSing 
prOjects which were the result of the federal government's commencement of 
its housing assistance programs in the 1940's. While this influx of the 
black population was a contributing factor, other economic and social devel
opments through the 1950's and 1960's led to deterioration of the urban 
cores of many ci ties in the Uni ted States and a consequent desertion of the 
core areas by middle-class families who moved to new suburban housing devel
opments. This population change furthfu reduced the stabi I ity of the core 
areas and rising crime rates in these areas became a matter of increasing 
pub I j c con ce m • 

Initial investigations into the causes of thes~ crime rates were quick to 
iden~ify the simil?r cha:acter of high-crime areas. These usually comprised 
lOW-lnc~e.poPula~lon~ With ~ubstantiaj numbers of minority ethnic groups, 
hou~ed In large hlgh~,se proJects, and particularly in public housing 
pro~ects. 8eca~se or the ec~nomics of constructing public housing. su~~ 
projects were otten located In the less desirable areas of the urban co~e 
(e,g. adjacent to industrial and expressway developments) and had poor 
acces~ ~o services,such as shopping, recreation and educational faci lities. 
For !-Imllar economIC reasons, much of this public housing had been bui It to 
house a maximum dens; ty of re;sidents in the land avai lable and I'li en minimal 
regard for the design needs of the families who would reside there. As the 
correlations bet"rleen high crime rates and building or neighbourhood design 
became more and more evident, concerned individuals and organizations 
becarrw: increasing1y involved in considering how to amefiorate ene problems 
aSSOCiated with living in American cities. 

Two,of the earliest prop~nents of the specific notion that the physical 
e~vlron~nt could be deSigned to prevent crime, and in particular residen
:Ial crIme, were ~ane Jacobs and EI izabeth Wood. Thei r respective wri cings 
In t~e e~rly 1960,$ focu~ed on the bread need to improve the general quality 
of lIfe In the bUilt enVironment, citing crime prevention as one important 
element 0; that need. Jacobs (1961) was interested in the operation of the 
urban environment as a whole and particularly in the role that "eyes on the 
street

ll 

could.have in maintaining informal control of public urban spaces. 
Jacobs empnaSlzed that: 
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"The fi rs t th i ng to unde rs tane is that the pub 1 i c peace 
- the sidewalk and street peace - of cities is not kept 
primarily by the police, as necessary as police are. 
It is kept primarily by an intricate, almost unconscious 
network of voluntary controls and standards among the 
people themselves and enforced by the people themselves /I 

(Jacobs 1961 :31). 

Jacobs' theories reflected an increasing concern, evident in most urban 
centres in the IJnited States, with the architectural and urban planning 
trend to provide housing in massive highrise projects surrounded by undiffer
entiated areas of open space. Beginning in the 1930's, this trend became 
increasingly popular after World War I I and obtained particular prominence 
in the production of new federally-subsidized housing. 

Jacobs claimed that one of the flaws in this urban development trend was the 
el imination of the "eyes on the street ll informal survei J lance as a resul t of 
economic and planning policies which (a) restricted mixed uses (and therefore 
decreased ongoing street activity) and, (b) which encouraged the development 
of isolated highrise housing projects whose physical design discouraged a 
sense of community and constrained the potential for maintaining control of 
the environment through informal surveillance. Jacobs I claims were largely 
based on her personal observations ~ftd experience of urban life, and have 
been criticized for that reason by more scientific researchers. Neverthe
less. her suggestions on designing neighbourhoods to increase the surveill
ance and informal control potential of their residents were significant to 
sur,sequent developments in EDH-related ideas. 

Elizabeth Wood was more directly concerned with the design and mclnagement of 
the residential environment. As a consultant to the Citizens' Hc)using and 
Planning Council of New York, wood deveioped a social theory of housing 
des i gn wh i ch focused on Issues re I at-ed to the pub 1 it- spaces in h;: gh dens i ty, 
highrise public housing projects, and how these could be designed to make 
" .•• ~ossible the development of a social structure by means of which people 
can create their own social controls, and do their own self-policing" 
(Wood 1961:6). Wood noted that her theory could apply to all high density 
urban resi~ential areas but chat highrise public housing was the major area 
of concern because of its very high population densities, partiC,!Jlarly in 
terms of Children, and because the low-income residents of public housing 
nad the least resources to satisfy their social aod recreational needs, and 
were therefore more tied to their immediate hon~ environments than high
income residents of private highrise apartments. In brief, Wood recommended 
th&t the design of indoor and outdoor public spaces in highrise apartment 
buildings should pay greater attention to satisfying the varied I~eeds of the 
residents and to encouraging the development of a cohesive so~jal fabric. 
She criticized the design of typical highrise apartment projects in New York 
~d elsewhere in tnat they !I ••• seem designed to minimize or to prevent 
accidental and casual communications between people ~nd the informal gather
ing of people, and to provide minimum facilities for th~ formal gatherings 
of people" (lbid.:S). In Wood's view, designing buildings to accommodate 
these types of activities would not only meet some very ~eal social needs 
of people but would also craate opportunities for the surveillance and 
social eontrol of otherwise undefined areas of a housing proje~t. Further, 
Wood noted that good design was not the tot~l solution to the problems of 
high density, highrise living and emphasized the need for enl ightened 
building management practices a~d a balanced neighbourhood population, 
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Throughout the 1960's researchers from a variety of disciplines started to 
examine the relationship between crime and the residential environment in a 
more rigorous way (for example. B09gs 1966; Rainwater 1968). These investi
gations were generally exploratory in nature in their attempts to document 
the spatial and socio-economic correlates of certain crime types. Shlomo 
Angel (1968) was one of the first of this generation of investigators to 
propose specific physical configurations which would deter crime. Angel 
also coined the term "environmental prevention", which in a few years had 
evolved into "crime prevention through environmental design" or CPTED. 

From the late 1960's on, the majority of the work in the CPTED field was 
commissioned by U.S. federal agencies, and was therefore usually undertaken 
with a ~iew to policy and program development at the federal level. The 
Department of Justice, through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) and its research ann, the National Institute of Law Enfor~ement and 
Criminal Justice (NILECJ) start~d to fUfid a series of exploratory research 
studies in 1969. The establishment of this research arm, and its subsequent 
involvement in commissioning C?TED-related research and allocating local 
grants to test C?TEO ideas, were primarily a result of the government's 
growing awareness of the problems in the courts and correctivnal systems at 
all levels in the United States.! 

The initial emphasis in the research commissioned by NILECJ was on factfind
ing, i.e. documenting the relationship between the physi'cal design of neigh
bourhoods and buildings (particularly in public housing projects) and 
citiZen fear of and vulnerability to crime. The study undertaken by Gerald 
Luedtke and Associates (1970) for NILECJ exernplifies this initial emphasis. 
The Luedtke study analyzed the crime rates and socio-economic and physical 
Characteristics of selected areas of Detroit with a view to determining 
what environmental features (e.g. location of structure on blOCk, nature of 
adjoining land use, traffic density) could be instrumental in facilitating 
or decreasing the probability of crime. Such studies were intended to build 
the information base necessary to make design judgements rather than to make 
immediate recommendations on appropriate design guidelines for crime preven
tion. 

However, the results of one of these initial studies commissioned by NILECJ 
were interpreted as the basis for re-designing buildings and neighbourhoods 
with high crime rates. This was the research program conducted by Oscar 
Newman (1972) which examined the physical and social Characteristics of 
several public hQusing projects in New York City in tenns of how these 
related to the, respective crine rat~s. As a result of his investigations, 
;-I;e'i'#man. an urban planner and arcnicect, developed llis "defensible space" 
theory which "te defined as "a model for residential environments which 
inhibits crime by creating the physical expression of a social fabric th~t 
defends itself" (Newman 1972:3). The concept of defensible space has been 
wideiy criticized, both for its questionable empirical foundation and for 
its implied support for fortress-living. In many ways however, defensible 
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Thus 1 crime prevention became an issue of consequence in the United States 
only after the responsible agencies accepted that the traditional apprehen
sion-sentencing focus of the criminal justice system was proving inadequate 
as a deterrent or control measure. This contrasts with the griefsh 
situation where crime prevention has traditionally been the major 
component of the British efforts to control crime. 
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space has been misinterpreted; when reduced to its essence, defensible space 
design is concerned with more ~han fortress-living. Ra:her,. it is :oncerned 
with util izing the following characteristics of the reSidential environment 
in a way that deters crime: 

" .•. the capacity of the physical environment to create 
perceived zones of territorial infl~ence .•. the cap~c~ty 
of physical design to provide surveillance opportunities 
for residents and their agents ••• the capacity of design 
to influence the perception of a project's uniqueness, 
isolation and s~i9ma ••• (and) the influence of geograph
ical juxtaposition with 'safe zones' on the security of 
adjacent areas." (Newman 1972:50) 

Newman's ideas were favourably received by administrators at the Department 
of Justice and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. ~ILECJ 
therefore continued to provide substantial grants to Newman and hiS 
colleaaues at the Institute for Community Design Analysis to continue. to 
resear~h, implement and evaluate architectural guidelines for preventln~ 
crime (Newman 1973a and 1976; Newman and Franck 198?a.and 1980~). In hi: 
work for the federal government and for various muniCipal h~u:lng ~uthor~
ties through the 1970's. Newman concentr~ted on. Furthe: .reflnlng h~s.deslgn 
guidelines for creating defensible space, i.e; IncreasIng op~ort~nl~les for 
casual surveillance and heightening residents sense of terrItoriality .. 
The initial focus of Newman's work was on improving the design and configur
ation of multi-family buildings or building projects and their sites to 
clearly indicate the way in whic~ the spaces comprising a project were 
allocated to public, semi-public or private use. S~~ of Newman's propo:als 
for defining these zones of influence included prOVIding real .a~d symboliC 
barriers transitional spaces and recreational and other amenItIes. Newman 
and his ~ssociates have applied these and other si~ilar site design guide
lines to modify the environments of publ ic housing projects in :everal U:S. 
cities. One of the most successful and well known examples of Implementl~g 
these modifications is Clason Point Gardens located near the South Bronx In 
New York City (see Newman 1980:247-256). The basic lntent 0: the cha~ge: to 
this large row-housing project was to define clusters of reSidences wl~hln 
the project a~d to then define the private areas allocated ~o e~ch reSloence 
within the clusters. These modifications led to a substantial Inc:ease of 
residents' interest in and care of their own yards and of the publlc.spaces, 
and more importantly, to a 50% reduction in t~e project's overall crime rate 
in the two years following the modifications (~.:256). 

From the development of his initial hypothesis in the early 1970's, Newman 
reserved particularly strong criticism for the poor defenslb~e space charac· 
teristics of many highrise buildings, and in fact the defen:lb~e sp~ce . 
concept largely grew out of his comparison of the characterIstiCS or lowrlse 
and highrise buildings which had respectively lower and higher crime rates. 
His criticism of elevator buildings, particularly those of doubl:-Ioad:d 
corridor design intended for low-income families, was based on hiS belle:. 
that limiting the number of families sharing an entry, elevator and corrloor 
was critical to the development of residents' sense of terr!tori~lity •. I~ 
SOME of his earliest work, Newman was involved in implementing s!te modifi
cations to improve the allocation and definition of the surrounding spac7. 
However, while he developed detailed designs for encouraging the clusterIng 
of residential units in highrise buildings (Newman 1973a:40 and 1980:180-187) 
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according t", an "organic" approach to deSign (as opposed to what he calls 
the traditional "compositional ll approach). it appears that few of these 
designs have been implemented as yet. Most of the interior mQdifications 
carried out in highrise buildings by Newman and his associates have involved 
changes to the lobby design and performance to improve the surveillance 
potential, and the use of electronic surveillance equipment in both exterior 
and interior ~ublic areas. The Success of Chese modifications in preventing 
crime in cne long term is as yet unknown. 

Newman's theories have suffered from considerable over-simpl ification in 
the past. For example. the work of Newman and his associates has not 
~een SOlely concerned with highrisetpublic housing projects, as might be 
Inferred from the above discussion; however. a major part of his influence 
on the entire concept of deSigning and managing the environment to prevent 
crime derives from his work regarding such projects and it is emphasized 
here for that reason. Newman's ideas and concerns have also expanded over 
the decade Me has been involved in the EON field. As he notes in his moSt 
recent publication, Co~munity of Interest (19Ba): 

Olin my previous research activity ••• my purpose was to 
find ways, through the mechanism of physical design, 
of improving the security and utility of the housing 
environment for lOW-income families with children 
living in public housing. 

In this book, I examine many different types of 
housing environments - middle- as well as lOW-income 
developments, those serving elderly and working 
couples as well as those serving families with 
children, detached single-family units as well as 
multifamily units - I also examine the ways that 
housing environments function a3 sociopolitical 
entities. Residential environments are examined as 
settings which not only answer housing needs but 
which also Influence residents by the social milieu 
they offer, the I ife-style that can be pursued, and 
the capacity to influence activities within the 
development and the areas beyond." (lbid.:5-6) -

It is more than likeiy that Newman's proposals fOcusing on the issue of 
"col1'mlJn~ty" of interest" :-,ill also be subject to Oller-simplification, partic
~Iarly In the popular media, since these proposals address such emotional 
ISsues as: the need to develop optimum economic and racial mixes (through 
quota systems) to ensure corrmunity stability, and t~e need to ere.He "small 
d;s~inCt subhabi:a~ions within the larger urban milieu which are clearly , 
def~ned for speclTIC groups and designed to answer their specific needs" 
(~.:2t). However those ideas are received in the long term, it is impol"
:ant to nOte that Newman now views physical design and the concept of deFensQ 
Ible space as only one element contributing to the effective and safe operation of resictentlal environments. 

See, for example. his ~ian Guide for Imcrovino ReSidential Secu~ity 
(U,S. Department of HOulling and Urban Development 1973 wnich aCdress(,S 
the security needs of a broad range of building types. 
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Newman is unquestionably the most prominent individual associated with the 
early development of the EOM approach to crime prevention in the United 
St~tes, and the commercial publication of his book Defensible Space (1972) 
contributed to the broad dissemination of his views. 1 However, othcr indiv
iduals and organizations in the United States were also active during the 
1970's in the development and implementation of what was commonly called CPTED. 

... 
The tenn CPTED is most often associated with the implementation and evalua
tion projects undertaken by the Westinghouse National Issues Center, also 
with NILECJ funding assistance, during the mid-1970's. Three major CPTED 
demonstrati~n projects were implemented by Westinghouse to evaluate the 
effectiveness of defensible space c~ncepts (which had until then been 
applied almost exclusively in public housing environments) when they were 
directed to preventing crime in other environments.2 These demonstration 
projects involved a more balanced mix of design and management crime preven
tion strategies than had been implemented in the United States up to ~hat 
time, reflecting a growing awareness that the Success of physical chatoges 
was greatly affected by attitudinal changes in the people who used or 
managecl a particular environment. 

The CPTED demonstration project undertaken by Westinghouse in Hartford, 
Connecticut (see Hollander and Brown 1978) is of the most interest to this 
present study because it was concerned with reducing residential crime. 
The Hartford project included a combination of phYSical and social changes 
aimed at increasing residents' sense of control Over and responsibility for 
what occurred in their area. The physical or design changes were mainly 
directed to changing automobile and pedestrian traffic routes and densities 
through street narrowings and clOSings; the social or management strategies 
included changes to the policing procedures (i.e. the institution of neigh
bourhood team policing) and the development of programs aimed at encouraging 
residents' involvement in crime prevention (e.g. Neighbourhood Watch). As 
with most of the other CPTED demonstration projects, the Hartford project is 
now viewed by NILECJ as being terribly expensive for wha§ was obtained 
(interview with Richard Titus, NILECJ on July 10, 1980). The project took 
several years to research, implement and evaluate and the evaluation results 
did not satisfy the high expectations with which the study had been initiated. 
The evaluation which took place during and one year after the three-year 
implementation period indicated that there had been a substantial reduction 
in burglary rates and residents ' fear of burglary and that a rise in the 

2 

3 

Banham (1974:112) cynically comments that the world-wide photo coverage 
of the dramatic demolition of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe project, at almost 
the same time as Defensible Space was published. could not have b~en 
bettered as a promotion stunt for Newman's book. 

These demonstration projects included a private residential area of 
Hartford, Connecticut; a commercial area of Portland, Oregon; and schools 
in Broward County, Florida. 

The Westinghouse research contract for all of the CPTEO demonstration 
projects ~otalled S4 mil lion; additional funds of approximately SI 
million ~ere expended directly by NILECJ on implementation. 
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rates of robb~ry/purse Snatching had been halted and may even have been 
reversed (Hollander and 9rown 1978: viij). However, the durability of this 
initial Success wa~ questioned because it was attributed primarily to the 
increased resident involvement, and since the area population had a high 
rate of transi~ncy, it Could not be assumed that such inVOlvement would 
endure wi thou t con t i nu.! lin te rvent i on or re i n forcemen t. 

Because of its concern regarding the time and cose involved in such demon
stration projects, and ~egar~in9 the validity and b~oad applj~ability of 
their findings, in the latter part of the 1970 1 5 NILECJ decided that there 
was a need for more fac:t-finding researr;l'IsimiJar to the Luedtke and Newman 
Studies it had commissioned ten years previously. The current view, as 
expressed by NILECJ representatives, is tMat more comprehensive and detailed 
information on the physical and social characteristics of the urban environ
ment is required before usef~1 ~ecOmmendatjons can be developed on how and 
where CPTED strategies can be most effectively applied. To that end, NILECJ 
is currently aSSisting s~udies such as the one being conducted by Lavrakas 
(1980a and 1980b) and his colleagues at Northwestern University to develop 
a broader picture of what makes neighbourhoods in general work, e.g. what 
factors facilitiate or discourage citizen involvement in anti-crime activi
ties. This Clearly represents a shift from the initial emphasis of the 
NILECJ research programs on physical or design changes to a more comprehen
sive or holistic treatment of the total environment in which EDM strategies might be implemented. 

The Nawman and WestinghClUSe studies do not represent the sum total of all 
EDM-reJated activities Sponsored by the Department of Justice through the 
LEAA or N/LECJ; these have been ~mphasized here because of their concern 
with implementing a broad range of design and management crime prevention 
strategies. Other studies funded by N/LECJ have addressed specific EDM
related issues, including research on the specific hOUSing security needs 
of the elderly (U.S. Department of Justice, LEAA, N/LECJ 1972); a res~arch 
and evaluation study on street lighr:ing (Tiet) et al. 1979); and researcn and 
deve!op~.c!'Jt work on citizen crime prevention programs (U.S. Oe;:artment of 
Justice. 1977 and 1979b). The Department of Jystice has also been respons
ible for organiZing a number of major seminars on crime prevention through 
environmental design and management. In addftion, ~his department has used 
the results of its research to assist the Department of Housing and U~ban 
Development (HUO), the Other major Federal agency involved in the EOM 
approach to crime prevention, to develop, for example, minimum building 
security'guidelines for public: hOUSing (U.S. Department of Justiee 1971). 
These r:~~o federal departments also cooperatively funded a publication by 
Richard Gardiner (1978), which drew on the finding: resulting from Hartford 
and other demonstration projects r:o develop "a comprehensive planni.ng 
process for analyzing and understanding neighbournood crime problems anc! 
generating envi ronmenCal solutions ll (Gardiner 1978: J). This manual is . 
dj~ected to the urban planning and design professions and is con7er~e~ With 
the total design and operation of neighbourhoods, as opposed. to Indlv:dual 
buildings or housing developments. Ir: represents one early 111~stra~lon of 
the increaSing tendency to balance design and management needs In crime 
prevention planning.' 

This manual also pub} ic:ized yet: another term -- "Envi ronmental Securi ty 
(E/S)" (Gardiner 1978) -- to add to the E:DM-related lexicon. 

.. 

Since the concept of implementing design and management changes to prevent 
crime was initially developed in response to the high crime rates evident 
in public housing environments, HUe has had an ongoing interest in the 
concept because of its federal responsibility fOf public housing. Through 
the early 1970

l
s, HUDls involvement in the EDM field was mainly restricted 

to disseminating related information on the subject to municipal housing 
authorities. HUD initially emphasized the environmental design types of 
strategies, rather than the management types, aSIa natural consequen.:e of 
its orientation as a Ibricks and mortar J agency. 

HUO's major involvement in actual research and implementation programs was 
through its funding of the work undertake~ by William Sril I Ass~ciates,. II 
Inc. in the mid-70

I
s. 8rill's comprehenSIve IIApproach to Securrty PlannIng 

was developed through his studies of the security features in public housing 
projects in ten Cities ticross the United States. As a result of these 
studies, HUD publ ished a series of four manuals which provide guidelines for 
assessing and improving a public housing environment in order to prevent 
crime (Sri II, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c:, 1979d). Sri II's ~pproac:h to security 
planning il ;ustrated the increaSing emphasis being given to improving both 
physical and social elements of the environment, and focused on the 
importance of developing a mix of improvements which would have a syner
gistic or mutually reinforcing impact. The two main components of applying 
Brill IS approach include undertaking a "residential vulnerability analysis

ll 
aimed at identifying those features of the social and physical environment 
that contribute to residents becoming victims of criMe or fearful about 
crime; and then preparing a comprehensive plan which addresses the problems 
identified in the vulnerabil ity analysis through improvements to the Site 
and building deSign and through reinforcements of residents' social 
~efenses. Although Srill 's approach has not been evaluated, HUD indicated 
that it published the manuals I~ith considerable confidence ••• clearly 
organized and easily understood, they are the first books in the literature 
to offer comprehensive, specific. and practical guidel ines to security 
planning ll (Sri II 1979a: i). 

While H'IDls support for Brill's work approach indicated the departmentls 
growing awareness of the need to treat social problems in its crime preven
tion efforts in publ ic housing, the programs in which HUD \',as inv91ved after 
1977 formalized its commitment to address thes~ needs. This commitment can 
be attributed to two factors: first, the reports on the large CPTED demon
stration projects carried out in the mid-70 ls questioned the effectiveness 
of design changes instituted without strong resident/management involvem7nt 
and supportj and, the Urban Initiatives Program set up by the Carter admin
istration (whiCh came into power in 1977) encouraged the development of 
comprehensive programs which fostered citizen self-help activities (WhiCh 
are considered part of the management component of EOM) directed at improv
ing the general quality of urban life, including thOse elements which con
tributed to crime or fear of crime. 

As noted in our December II, 1980 interview with Or. Lynn Curtis of HUD, 
in the past HUe has tended to pay more attentjon to building design and 
construction issues than to management issues both because these more 
directly relate to HUD's mandate and because they are Simpler and easier to resolve. 
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T~eH~~~en/I~Ogr.: are, as of the An ti -Crime Program "Ie re summari zed 
• S Irst nua Report to Congress on the program: 

"I. Public Housing Auenority (PHA) Action 
1.1 
1.2 INlpro~e? PH~ management of public safety 

RehabilitatIon of anti-crime facilities and 
phYSical design. 

2. Citizen Action 

2.1 Tenan~ anti-crime participation 
2.2 Youth employment 
2.3 Spe~ial anti-crime services -- youth, elderly 

an:'~dr~g/a!cohol abuse, victim/witness, ' 
crISIS Intervention. 

3. Local Action 

3.1 Additi~nal and more sensitive law enforcement 
3.2 Area-WIde Public/private partnerships 

targeted on the public housing sites and 
surrounding ne i ghbourhoods.1I 

(U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 1980:10) 

as follows 

~s. is evident from this list of the program areas, the emphasis of the Anti. 
rl~ programl was. more on the management end of the EDM -pproach Th-

envlronmenta deSIgn element r d I • • 
variables which, in HUO's viewep~::~~~etoo~ y one.~f the seven program area 

~r~omprehensive program for :rime preventio~. co~~~ :r~~c!~f~~h~~ ~~ed~~:~p 
Sta:/;ogram fhund~ c)le~rly Illustrates the recent shift in the United 

rom a P YSlca QeSlgn focus to a balanc f d . 
sCra;egies for. crime prevention. As noted in t~eORep~~~g~oa~~ management 
-cntloned preVIously: ngress 

It is worth noting that. ( I'~ the ~iew of the then director of the Anti-Crime 
Program, Dr. Lynn Curtis InterViewed December 11 1980) . 
tion of the inter-agency agreements represented the bUlk'o~h~h~r~~~~z:~d 
pro~~ems invol~ed in establishing the program. and required considerable 
patIence and diplomacy on the part of the organiz~rs. 

:, I 

!.l 

"F'ift',·-or.e percent is for 'softwar~' programming •.• for 
salaries. ant!-::-l.'Tle and criminal justice services, 
aa~i~istration, technical assistance and evaluation. 
Forty-nine percent of the funding is for 'hardware' 
programming -- the pnysical and environmental changes 
possible through the HUO modernization loan authority. 
Past Federal experience and widespread criticism of 
'hardware' suggests that 'software', people-oriented, 
cOlTlnunity, criminal justice and other service 
intensive programs can have a greater, more cost
effect i' ve impact on cd me prevent ion for the do I I ar 
-- and 50 HUO will continue to seek 'software' funds." 
(~.:5-6) 

The allocation of the Anti-Crime Program funds to local public housing 
authorities was basically determined on a competitive basis. HUD first 
Jdvised all local authorities of the nature of the program and invited 
applications from any authority whichcouJd identify a particular high-crime 
public housing project that might benefit from participating in the program. 
In reviewing the one hundred and seventy applications received, HUO paid 
particular attention to those which included a eomplemen,tary mix of the 
different program areas and which reflected tenant involvement in and 
commitment to the selection of program directions. From this review, it 
appeared that some authorities had submitted applications to the program 
more because it was a source of "free dollars" (cited by Dr. Imre Kohn, 
Housing Program Specialist, HUD, personal interview, December II. 1980) than 
because it would satisfy a crime prevention need. Once the thirty-nine 
final participants were selected (each in different cities and representing 
a range of project sizes and types). HUD staff assisted the authorities in 
refining their work plans; the actual administration of the program in each 
housing project selected was then turned over to an Anti-Crime Program 
Coordinator hired by the authority expressly for that task. 

An important component of the Anti-Crime Program was to be an extensive 
evaluation, undertaken by an outside agency, of both the proc~ss and 
product of the program. It is unclear whether that evaluation will be 
completed since the Anti-Crime Program itself was terminated mid-stream in 
the summer of 1981 by a decision of the Reagan administration. However, 
discussions with HUD staff and visits .~o two Widely varying examples of the 
housing projects participating in the program suggest some general conclu
sions that can be made about this type of crime prevention program and how 
it represents a major step in the evolution of the environmental design 
and management approach to crime prevention. 

First, the environmental design aspect, as evidenced in the CPTED imple
mentation programs, is by no means the answer to crime prevention. 
Environmental design needs to be part of a comprehensive approach which 
addresses a range of environmental factors which are facil itating or 
contributing to the occurrence of crime. Second. any effective crime 
prevention program must ensure citizen involvement as this is critical 
to Successful implementation and is also the least expensive type of 
crime prevention. The importance of this point was made very clear by the 
experiance of'two different public housing projects involved in the Anti
Crime Program -- one In Chicago, Illinois and on~ in Toledo, Ohio. The 
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Chi~ago housing aut~c~i~v 1s much larger and more ~omplex than the one in 
~oledo (the fir:: aC-;~;;cers 50,000 units, th~ latter 4,500 units) and the 
ror'i'lerfs interest in and ability to ensure tenant involvement in programs 
like the Anti-Crime Program are more limited by bureaucratic constraints. 
I~ Toledo, for example, the personality and commitment of one key administra
tor in the housing authority was 'able to have a considerable effect on the 
total development of the program there and particularly on ensuring that the 
tenants pldyed a key role. Also, the high-crime housing project selected in 
Toledo (centred around the Brand Whitlock project) was much more manageable 
in terms of its size and problems than the Robert Taylor Homes project in 
Chicago, and tenane participation was much more easily obtained in the form
er example. In the absence of evaluation results, it is impossible to state 
conclusively whether the implementation of the Anti-Crime Program in the 
Toledo project is likely to have a greater impact on the crime problem than 
it ~s likely to have in the Chicago example; however, the per~eption of HUO 
starf (Or. Lynn Curtis, personal interview, December II, 1981) early in the 
~rogram~s implementatio~ ~as that the program was likely to have a greater 
Impact In the smaller Cities such as Toledo, because those housing authori
ties showed a gn:eater interest in and cOlMlitment to the program and were 
?ble t.o e~sure the extensive involvement of the tenants 'in designing and 
Implementing the program. 

It is very difficult to foresee what direction EDM-related crime prevention 
app:oac~eswill take in the Uni\ced States in the future, now that the 
Anti-CrIme Program has been cut. As is evident in the example of that 
program~ the commitment to and direction of crime prevention in the United 
States IS very sensitive to political priorities, particularly at the 
fed:~al level" De:pite the decreasing ~mphasrs given to purely physical 
deSign strategies In the evolution of EDM components in the United States 
some of the individuals involved in that evolution have expressed a conce;n 
that the focus could shiFt again back to the less complex less effective 
and e~sier to administer design emphasis (particularly in'design-Orientaa 
agenCies such as HUD) depending on the personal ities and politics involved 
at the federal level (Or. Lynn Curtis, personal intervie-• ." December 11 1980) • , , 

Predicting the future of EOM elements in the U.S. is further compl icated 
by the fact that not all of the EOM·related work has been undertaken at 
the fe~eral level. Some states such as California and Minnesota have 
establlshed.crime prev:ntion institutes which promulgate some EDM ~ompon
ents for crime prevention and occasionally undertake related research 
Police forces and muniCipal planning departments in cities such as • 
Arlington, Virginia; Chicago, Illinoi5; and Oakland California have 
developed building security codes and/or formal working relationships to 
ensure that crime prevention concerns are addressed in new urban design 
and development. This type of EOM-relaced activity is TTkely to continue 
and even in~resse as its potential becomes more widely recognized. How
eve~. the treatment of crime problems in existin~ environments is more 
~omplex and prOblematic and only the federal government has accepted a 
clear responsibility ,for addressing those problems. the economic and 
POlitical,prioritie: establ ished by the Federal go~ernment will therefore 
b7 the prime determInants of whether or not crime prevention activities 
w! II b~ encouraged :hroughout the United States, and if 50, what their 
direCtion or emphaSIS wil! be. 
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This chapter has reviewed the ways in whi~h crime prevention appr,:.aches to 
designing and managing the residential environment have been appl ied in 
Britain and the United States. The major finding to come out of that 
review is that there is a growing acknowl~dgment of the importance of 
combining complementary design and management strategies in order to 
prevent crime effectively. 

There are several other important conclusions which can be drawn from 
these countries' EDM-related experiences. First, evaluations which attempt 
to define the specifi~ effects of various interventions on ~rime or fear 
of ~rime are unlikely to provide findings which are broadly.appl icable 
(i.e. to other environments). This is primarily because current data bases 
and research techniques do not allow researchers to identify precisely what 
effects can be attributed to particular interventions; it is also because 
some interventLons appear to be effective in preventing some crimes in some 
Situations, and not necessarily the same or other crimes in other situations. 
Thus, it has become clear that there is no on~ set of principles or rules 
which should be adopted in order to prevent ~rime in every environment. 
Instead, the incidence of crime and the ~ircumstances surr9unding or 
causing its occurrence are seen as a variable phenomenon requi~in9 a 
different approach in ~a~h of the environments in which they occur. 

A further ~onclusion to come out of other jurisdi~tions' EDM-related 
experiences is related to the importance of combining deSign and management 
strategies, more specifically to the importance of obtaining the commit
ment of a range of groups, particularly residents and police, in designing 
and implementing a crime prevention program. As indicated by current 
directions in EOM-related programs in Britain and the United States, the 
current view is that these groups possess both knowledge and concern 
relating to ~rime in their particular environments, and tapping their 
potential is critical to ensuring that a ~rime prevention program is 
effectively designed and implemented. Thus, the findings which have come 
out of the ""ol-k to date in implementing EDM-related components indi~ate 
that a crime pr"evention approach oriented to changing the environments in 
which crime occurs must recognize: 

that each environment represents a special set of circumstan~es related 
to the incidence of crime; 

that these ci~cumstances in~lude a myriad of both social and physical 
environmental factors; and 

that responsibility for ~rime prevention must be shared among a number 
of private and publ ic agencies, including individual ~itizens. 

These findings are al I important to tne Environmental Design and Management 
approach to crime prevention; the purpose of the next part of this report 
is to discuss precisely what is entailed by the EDM approach. 
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Chapter 4 

Rationale and Objectives of 
the EDM Approach to Crime Prevention 
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4. 1 I NTRO DUCrr Oft 

The term 'Envi ronme"ul Design and Management (EDM)', as noted earl ier, was 
developed during the Course of the early stages of this study's research. 
The reasons for developing this term, instead of continuing wi th "CPTED" or 
"defensible space",~ were two-fold. FirsT;, the concept of clasigning and 
managing environments in such a way as to prevent crime has evolved consid
erably from the initial "defensible space" and IICPTED" ~heories and experi
ments and the development of a new term was considered necessary both to 
illustrate that evolution and to ensure that it is clearly understood that 
we are now talki~9 about something different from those earlier concepts. 
Thus, the second reason for developing the term EDM was to clarify a'nd 
emphasize the major element which distinguishes EDM frorn its antecedents, 
i.e. its formal incorporation of management "strategies as an integral part 
of an effective crime pr~vention program. The Environmental Design and 
Management (EOM) concept should not, however, be viewed as a completely new 
approach to crime prevention. Rather, it Is an approach which builds upon 
the current state of knowledge regarding the nature of residential crime, 
the environment in which it occt..'rs, and the impact of various types of 
crime prevention strategies. 

The EDM approach. as it is descri.':Jed in this and the subsequent four 
chapters, can be viewed from sever'al different perspectives. For example, 
t.'e e:DM approach is both simple an,~ complex in nature, in that many of its 
strategies are ,\)ased on common senSe but their effective: appJ ic:ation 
requires a sensitivity not only to the intricate inter-relationships 
between strategies, but also to tho~e existing in the environment in which 
they are implemented. Further. the EDM appmach can be ,considered both an 
e3tabl ished and novel approach to crime prevention, in that it proposes 
using many traditional crime prevention strategies but in a uniquely comprehensive manner. 

On the Whole, it is easier tu state what the EOM approach is not, rather 
than what it is. First, EDM is not a replacement for other crime prevention 
Strategies. Second, EDH is not solely a set of phYSical design strategies. 
Third, EOH is not a set of solutions that can be universally appJ ied to all 
environments. And finally, EOM is not an approach whose underlying 
assumptions and effectiveness have been theoretically ilnd empirically validated beyond diSpute. 

At least the first three of the above statements might have applied to (or 
been claimed by) various antecedents l of the EOM opproach. However, the 

For example, "defensible space", "Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design (CPTED)", and the IIs ituational approach" proposed by the United Kingdom Home Office. 
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EOM app~oach, as it has developed as a result of this study's ~esearch. is 
not just a set of strategies but is instead a 'philosophy' of c~ime pre
vention that entails the discriminate use and matching of strategies 
speciFically tajlo~ed to each environmental situation. Some strategies 
will be better suited to ce~tain environments than othErs, and the inter
action among strategies within any given environment iSlexpected to 
produce, if suitably implemented, a synergistic effect. EOM is thus not 
a particularly new approach with respect to the types of crime p~evention 
strategies which it proposes as potentially useful. Strategies Such as 
citizen patrols, target-hardening, youth programs, certain police patrol
ling practices, etc. have been in existence For decades, and in some 
cases, since the beginning of crime. What is uniqu~ about the EOM approach 
is that it attempts to combine only those strategies which appear to be in 
accordance with the specific needs and vulnerabilities of speciFic environ
ments. It does not advocate a universal application of anyone type or crime prevention strategy. 

Further, while the environmental approach to crime prevention began, in the 
works of Oscar Newman and others, with a specific emphasis on modifying 
physical features of an environment, it is now generally recognized that 
phYSical factors Form only one aspect of the criminogenic Factors surround
ing crime. Physical factors are important in that they can reinforce or 
undermine citizens' ability to protect themselves from criminal victimiza
tion, but they are not the sole nor in many cases even the most critical 
Factors involved in the perpetration of crime. Social Factors are of at 
least equal significance and the interaction between social and physical 
factors Cgn be decisive with respect to whether a neighbourhood experiences 
a high Or Jaw rate of crime. However, since these Factors vary from 
environment to environment, the EDM approach places considerable emphasis 
on the need for a detailed crime analysis phase as an early step in any crime prevention effort. 

From the perspective of crime prevention per se, recognizing this relation
Ship between physical and social factors,-recent proponents of an environ
mental design approach to crime pr~vention (see, for example Newman 1980) 
now include social management strategies as well as manipulation of the 
physical features of an environment. Thus. a comprehensive approach to 
environmental crime prevention entails not only arChitectural strategies 
but also social strategies such as citizen-action programs, building manage
ment strategies, POliCing strategies and so on. 

The EOt-! philosophy thereFore advocates that responsibil ity for crime 
prevention should usually be dispersed or shared a~on9 a variety of 
public and private agencies, and should no longer be entirely a police 

As noted in Chapter 3, the term 'synergistic' is Closely associated with 
~ill;am Brill's work and means that the cooperative action of several 
strategies produces a sum effect that is greater than the indfvidual 
eFfects of the single strategies. 
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responsibility. Responsibility would also be assumed by housing authorities, 
tenants' associations, private security agencies. and ~b2s citizens' 
groups. In particular, citizens. either by themse!v~s or !n concert.with 
other authorities. groups and agencies, would participate In p:ot

7
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themselvas against crime. As a social and political force, thiS Involvement 
would ensure, it is argued, that a greater concentration of reSOL'''ces a?d 
skills would be brought to bear on the crime problem, and that a lilOre Wide
spread and timely attack on crime would result. 

Finally the EOM philosophy emphasizes crime control through alleviating 
the cau~es of, and in particular, in minimizing the opportunities for, crime. 

This conceptualization of EOM as an approach or philosophy rather tha~ a 
cookbook list of do's ang don'ts will undoubtedly be a disappointment to 
those people looking for ~ concrete set of rules or p~rnc!ple~ rega~di?g 
the design of physical environments (for example, aVOid hlghr~se b~lldlngs, 
or avoid densities over 100 people per ~cre, or place all reSidential 
entries six feet away from pedestrian walkways, etc.). Similarly, recog
nizing the fact that each environment represents a unique pattern of 
social and physical features means that EOM does not propose a common :et 
of principles of the order that team policing is preferable, o~ Operation 
Identification programs should be implemented,.etc. How;ver, It sh~uld 
be clear from the analysis of the nature of crime and crime preventl~n 
presented earlier in this report, that to suggest that any set of crime 
prevention strategies would work the same in all environments would be 
naive at best, and counterproductive at worst. 

This having been said, it is still important that the EOM a~proach be 
subjected to a more detailed analysis. The remainder of thiS chapter 
therefore outlines the rationale for. and obj~ctives of, the EDM approach 
to crime prevention. Chapter 5 which follows describes the desi~n 1 
strategies of the approach, and Chapter 6 the management str~tegles .. In 
these two chapters, each strategy is critically examined __ with particular 
attention given to its specific nature, rationale, Objectives and effectiveress. 

Chapters 7 and B then return to an examination of the EOM appro~ch as a 
who'le The first of th~se chapters provides an overall assessment of the 
EDH a;proach to crime prevention and the second examines specific issues 
related to the implementation of the EDM approach. 

As will become obvious, there are important inter-relationships and 
inter-dependencies between the design and management components. The 
separation here is only to facilitate diSCUSSion of the basic 
strategies. 
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It should ?e noted t~at the compilation of Information and judgments 
pres:nce~ In these five chapters represents the results of a comprehensive 
examInation of the EDM-related literature. To our knowledge this type of 
assembly of the EDM strategies has never been undertaken pre~iously and it 
can :herefore be considered a major contribution of this study to the 
growing bOdy of knowledge about this approach to crime prevention. 

4.2 RATIONALE FOR iHE EDM APPROACH TO CRIME PREVENTION 

One of the most important underlying ~Jements of the EOM approach to crime 
prevention is that the approach directly addresses the fact that a partic
ular crime is not something that results solely from the psychologic~l 
makeup, social and economic $ituation, and physical abilities and motiva
tion of the offender (see Cohen and Felson 1979). For a crime (and 
especially the EON residential target crimes of concern here) to occur, a 
number of conditons must be met! 

• the physical p.resence of the offender, and 
•• the appropriate Psychological, social, economic and physical motiva

tions and abilities of the offender; 

• the physical presence of a person and/or object to be victimized, and 
•• the necessar.y (indeterminate) degree of psychological! social, economic 

and physical vulnerability of that person or Object to victimization; 

• a specific physical location for both offender and victim (and/or object) 
to come together, and 
•• the necessary (indeterminate) lack of physical controls inherent in 

that location; and 

. the socio-economic environment within which the offender, victim or object, 
and physical location exist, and 

the necessary (indeterminate) lack of social controls within that 
en .... i ronment. 

Finally, for the crime to occur, all of the above conditions must be met at 
an identical point in time. However, it is the converse of this statement 
that is especially important for our purposes here. The possibility is 
opened that the criminal event. could be prevented by alterIng any of the 
above conditions related to the offender, victim, physical location, a.,d 
socio-economic environment. 

Brantingham and Brantingham (1975a) note that the interest in the EDM 
approach to crime prevention stems drrectly from this shift in criminological 
thought l : a shift that focuses on the criminal event as opposed to a 
previous emphasis on the criminal offender. The 6rantingnams point out that 
solwtions to crime over the past 100 years have been primarily directed 
towards the offender: modify hiS/her ~ftitudes, income, education, chiJd
rearing practices, social standing, etc. This ~pproach, they claim, repre
sents an overly simplified orientation and ignores the totality of the 
criminal event: " ••• the criminal event is holistic and divisible only for 
analyticconvenience" (lbid.:4). In eontrast,the EOM perspective argues that 
the holi~ti~ total situatiOn must be changed sufficiently to deter the 
offender from committing the crime '.- and that this total situation can be 
modified more efficiently and easily by altering the other ~onditions or 
elements of the criminal ~vent (i .e. conditions other than the Psychological 
and soejo-e~onomic eharacteristics of the offender) (~.:4-5). 

S~~t for example, Mohr (1965). 
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At the extreme. some persons associated with the EOM approach would take the 
cri..,inaJ 15 motivation GS a given, and instead attempt to thwart the ac:iva
tion of tbis motivation through the reduction or elimination of criminal 
cpportunities (se~ Cohen and Felson 1979). However, most proponents of the 
EOM approach today would not go that far. They would argue that one must 
not exclude consideration of the offender, but that one must treat him/her 
as only one aspect of the entire criminal event. 

Next. in choosing which conditions of the 'holistic total' to modify. the 
EDM perspective would argue that the first step is to identify the "discrim
inative stimuli and cues" (Akers 1975:54) which can trigger or abate crimin
al behaviour according to the interaction between the potential offender's 
image or scheme of the 'right' environment for the commission of a particu
lar crime and his/her perception of the environment in which (s)he finds her/ 
himself at the crucial moment (Brantinghams loco cit.). - --
The second task of crime prevention efforts would then be to identify the 
most critical cues and, among those, the ones that can be changed (Branting
hams loc. cit.:17-19). In deciding which cues are critical, many of the 
proponents-oF EOM would argue that one should focus on cues which indicate 
to the offender whether or not an envi ronment is I safe or unsafe'. (The 
Brantingham's study of burglary in Cambridge. ~nglandJ for example, suggests 
that burglars tend to pick "safe" sites over "high-gain" sites.) 

In essence, the I
cues ' which are considered salient in the 'safe' perpetra

tion of c~ime concern such things as: 

• the offender's perception of Jow-risk situations __ i.e. low probabilities 
of being detected or apprehended, and 

. the ready availability of Suitable targets/vic:ims. 

These cues in turn are believed to be dependent on a number of Facto~s, including: 

ease of access to victims/targets (e.g. low demands in terms of time and/ 
or ski lis requi red to cOlllTli t the crime) 

undefended victims/targets (e.g. passive or unprepared victims, or 'soft' targets) 

ease of escape 

• aOsence of witnesses or presence of unwilling witnesses (e.g. witnesses 
who are unwilling to intervene)~ and 

anonymity o~ invisibility of the potential criminal (e.g. ability to move 
in on a target without being noticed even in the presence of potential wi tnesses) • 

T 

tent on the characterMany of the above fa:tors are dependent, to ~~:~e~Xexte~t they depend on 
istics of the potential offender, but tOn~s90r elements of the criminal 
the characteristi~s ~f the o~he~ c~~~~:tion and the social environment}. 
event (i.e. the Victim. the p Y:lca n ion efforts should also include 
It is therefore atgued that crime pr~ve ~h 'cues' related to these latter 
specific strate~ie: dir~cted tochan:h~~9 fo~ms the basic rationale for the 
components and It. IS th~s argument. r im rtant to the EDM approach, 
fOM approach. While thiS argument IS vehYdoe~not ignore the motivation of 
it should also be noted that the.app~oa~ ome of the fOM strategies, 
the ~tent;al ~ffende~·te~h~or~!~~~:i~9 ~~essoCial environment, is, in fact. 
particular y t ose r: a that these strategies will prevent crime by based on the assumption , . . 
changing potential offenders motivations. 
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4.3 06J~CTIVES OF THE EDM APPROACH TO CRIME PREVENTION 

The ove •• 11 objective of the EOM app.oach is, obViously, to P.event c.ime 
thnough the use of two type, of c.ime p.eventlon 't'a'09le,: de'ign strategies and management strategies. 

The objective of the deSign st.ategies is to prevent c.ime by altering the 
h sical characteri'tics of the built envIronment. Certain change, to the 

bUIlt environment are expected to prevent c"me Independently 'nd directly 
by .'tering particular elements of the criminal event (e.g. by making 
specific victims/objects and locations physically more difficult to 
Victimize or by modifying the cues which indicate vulnerabil ity to a 
POtential offender). Other ehang~s to the built environment are expected 
to prevent crim~ indirectly, by altering the same or other eJp~ents of the 
criminal event (e.g. by fost.ring a sense of Social cohesion which in turn 
is expected to improve Surveillance effectiveness within. community). 

These deSign strategies build on the growing body of information from the 
eCOlogical psychology field supporting the concept Chat man's behaviour 
is, in part, a reaction to the physical environment or to his perceptions 
of that environmen,. This informatIon ;s particularly important for crime 
p~eventjon efforts for two reasons. First, the vast majority of crimes 
OCcur in built-up settings (i.e. cities); and, second, there is consider
able Potential for altering the built environment (or building it 
differently in the first place) so that it deters, or at least does not 
encourage or facilitate, criminal behaviour. 

ihe EDM deSign strategies can be further broken down according to the 
different means by which they attempt to manipulate the Cues that 
determine the actual or perceived safeness of enVironments. If this is 
done, the fol lowing five types of deSign strategies result: 

t~rget-hardening, 

improving hardware for detection of crime, 
improving surveillance, 

increaSing control of access and escape, and 

fostering territoriality and/or social COhesion. 

The specific design Strateg;.s within each of 'he above types are shown in Flgure 4.1. 

Although these deSign strategies playa significant role in the EDM 
approach to crime prevention, it should be clear from the previous section 
that current researchers in the EOM field would also advocate chat 
alterations to the built environment alon~ would be a far from oPtimal 
approach. One must also use management strategies, that is, strategies 
whiCh aim to prevent crime by altering or 'managing' the social aspects of 
an environment. This group of strategies is certainly not restrictea to 
those availab~ to 'hOUSing managers'. ·In fact, the list of specific 
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management strategies presented in Figure 4.2 reflects the EDM bel ief 
that crime orevention is a responsibil ity of a wide range of individuals and organizations. 

It should be noted that the division of these strategies into ~wo groups, 
deSign and management, is based on the nature of the strategy Itself! and 
not on which element of the criminal event (i.e. offender, vlct~m/ObJect, 
location, social environment) the strategy is .ttemp:ing t? alte., or the _ 
way that alteration is expected to change the cues signalling to the poten 
tial offender whether or not the environment is safe. ~or exampl7' both 
design and management strategies can be used to acc~mpllsh wha~ might be 
termed the sub-objectives of the EDM approach to crime prevention: 

• to control access and escape -- i.e. to make it more.aifficult f~r . 
illegitimate users or criminals to penetrate the enVironment (bu, Idlng or 
grounds) and to escape after the commission of a crime if they do manage to gain entrance. 

to increase the surveillance capability of the environment __ i.e. to 
facilitate Observation of suspicious or illegal behaviour by both casual 
observers (residents, service people, etc.) and formal law enforcement 
personnel (police, private security personnel). 

to improve the social organization of residents i.e. to reinforce 
residents' sense of community and willingness to intervene in the event 
of suspicious or illegal behaviour. 

to induce proprietary feeling among residents -~ i ,e. to f?ste: a,concern 
for what goes on in their neighbourhood, a feeling of territoriality. 

• to increase the technical difficulty and risk attendant upon the commission 
of a criminal act -- e.g. plaCing targets and victims behind stronger 
doors and locks, (target-hardening) and using electronic surveillance 
devices (e.g. cameras, video, intercoms). 

These EDM sub-objectives are a common thread linking the detaile? discuss
ions of the specific strategies in the next chapters. All contribute to ~n 
attempt to decrease the buil~ environment's and its inhabi~ants' vulne:a~1 1_ 
ity to criminal attack. Finally, both as a mea~s to redUCing vulnerabf Iity 
and as an end in itself~ most attempt to maintain or develop a stronger 
social organization within the environment affected. 
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FIGURE 4,1 

EDM DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR CRIME PREVENTION 

Target-Hardenino 1 

i. Improving hardware (e.g. deadbolt locks) which restricts illegal 
access to buildingsor bui Iding units 

ii. Using vandal-resistant materials (e.g. ceramic instead of plaster 
wallcoverings) which decrease the likel ihood and seriousness of 
vanda Ii sm 

2. Detection Hardware 

i. Al arms 

i i. Cameras 

3. Improving Survei Ilance Potential 

i. Reducing concealment opportunities 

ii. Improving lighting 

iii. Improving placement of windows 

iv. Improving visibility of locations for indoor and outdoor resident 
service and activity areas 

v. Increasing pedestrian and street traffic 

. 4. Con tro 11 i n9 Access and Escape 

i. Controlling access to and escape from the general area (e.g. 
through restricted street configurations) 

ii. Using real or symbolic barriers to control circulation within the 
area (e.g. defining zones of infl~'~ce) 

iii. Improving ease and speed of response to crime (e.g. improving 
access for police/security personnel) 

5. Fostering Territoriality and Social Cohesion 

i. Clu5tering dwell inq uni ts 

ii. Decreasing neight and size of developments 

iii. Distinguishing between resident and non-resident space 

iv. Reducing incompatible or conflicting uses of space 

v. Reducing differentiation between specific environments and 
neighbouring areas 

Obviously, this group o~ strategies overlaps with the next group __ 
detection hardware -- whie.;h in turn overlaps with the next -- improving 
surveillance potential. Th,;)se groups of strategies are separated here 
because, despite their simiJJr objectives, they are quite different in 
nature and impact, as is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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FIGURE 4.2 

EDM MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR CRIME PREVENTION 

1. Resident Strateoies . 

Education programs (e.g. talks, newsletters) 

ii. Resident or community surveillance programs (e.g. Neighbourhood 
Watch) 

iii. Self-help Programs (e.g- escort services, hot-line to private 
securi ty) 

iv. Resident or tenant associations 

2. Landlord StrateQies 

3. 

g 

i. Private security personnel 

ii. Improved building image ~nd maintenance 

iii. Improved rental and eviction policies 

Police Strateaies 
s 

i. Consultation ~nd liaison (e.g_ with planning/housing authorities) 
ii. Public relations programs 

iii. Team or neighbourhood policing 

IV. Security surveys and inspection programs 

v. Operatio~ Identification 

4. Community Strategies 

i. Improved recreationa! facilities and programs 

ii. Improved social services and crisis intervention services 

Preceding page blank 
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Chapter 5 

Design Strategies 
of the EDM Approach 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

, 
In this s~ction, each of the EDH ciesign strategies listed in Figure 4.1 
earlier will be discussed in turn. Particular emphasis is given to the 
nature of the strategy, the way in which the strategy is assumed to prevent 
crime, the types of target crimes felt to be especially susceptible to the 
strategy, and both the theoretical and empirical evidence and common~ense 
logic supporting or critical of the strategy. 

Two important points. about the EDM des ign strategies, as they are described 
in this section, require clarification. First, it should be clear that on 
the whole what is being discussed here is a set of strategies which are 
considered to meet certain objectives related to crime preventi~n (e.g. to 
control circulation within a residential area). Within each strategy, 
there can be many individual techniques or design SOlutions; for example, 
the use of specific types of fences or other physical barriers and the use 
of landscaping, changes in grade or other symbolic barriers are some of the 
techniques which could be used as part of the circulation control strategy. 
Throughout the discussion of the design st.rategies, there are brief 
references to the most common techniques used in each strategy. However, 
these are not listed or desc;'ibed in great detail for the following two 
reasons: most of the techniques are already well documented and illus
trated in the EDM-related literature; and, more importantly, the effective 
use of specific techniques must be even more s~nsitive to the particular 
environment involved than the overall strategies (e.g. brick walls might 
be more appropriate in one environment and wood fences in another) and 
focusing on specific techniques is therefore of I imited value (and might 
even be detrimental) in that it could encourage the reader to concentrate 
on fine details while ignoring the larger picture. 

The second point which is important to the discussion of the deSign 
strategies relates to the way in which they are organized. As indicated 
in Figure 4.1, the design strategies are organized according to the 
fOllOWing five categories: 

1. Target-Hardening 

2. Detection Hardware 

3. Improving Surveillance Potential 

4. Controlling Access and Escape 

S. Fostering Territoriality and Social Cohesion 

There is an obvious set of overlaps in this organization, in that some of 
the strategies related to both target-hardening and detection hardware 
could also be categorized as part of the next two groupings __ improving 
surveillance potential and controlling access and escape. They are, 
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however, treated as separate categories because not only are target
nardening and, to a lesser degree, detection hardware the strategies most 
commonly associated with the concept of deSigning to prevent crime, these 
strategies are in many ways the simplest strategies in conceptual terms 
(and therefore, usually easier to evaluate) in that they are more direct 
and mechanical in nature and appear to have a more straightforward 
connection with preventing crime in a specific location than do most of 
the other design strategies (which are-often concerned with preventing 
crime in an enti re envi ronment or neighbourhood). 

It 

II 
I '. 

2 

5.2 TARGET-HA~DEN I N~ 

This category includes two different types of strategies: those aimed at 
preventing illegal access to buildings, primarily through the prOVISion of 
physical devices, and those aimed at decreasing the impact of vandalism on 
elements of the physical environment. (Note: since the term Itarget
hardening' is most commonly used in reference to the first objective, and 
the second set of strateg i es j s most often referr-ed -to as 'yanda I-proof i n9' , 
the follOWing subsection will distinguish between the two strategies by 
using these terms.) 

i. Improving hardware which prevents illegal access 
Specific examples of target-hardening techniques which increa~e the 
technical difficulty of illegal access $t a specific location include 
improved quality in door and window frames, adequate hinges, stronger 
glazing, solid doors, adequate fenCing and grills. Such target
hardening devices have been advocated for a considerable range of 
applications, one set of which can be found in the document, lh! 
Housing Manager's Resource Book, produced by the National Center for 
Housing Management, Washington D.C. (1976)1, and partially reproduced 
here as Figure 5.1. As will be d1scussed in more detail in Chapter 10, 
::arget-hardening is one of the most corrmon EOM strategies prOl1"Oted in 
Canadian crime prevention activitie$.2 

Target-hardening strategies are, as noted previously, perhaps thos
7 most frequently associated with the physical design approach to crime 

prevention and are responsible for its being. incorrectly in our 
view perceived as a reactive, selfiSh and myopic 'urban fortress' 
appr~ach. Nonetheless, because of their high visibili~y: relative 
ease of implementation, relative low cost, and availability, ta:get
hardening devices are often the first thought of {and/or advertised} 
among the many EOM strategies. 

Through increasing the teChnical difficulty of comm~tting a crime, 
target-hardening devices are expected to prevent crime: 

• because the potencial" Grf~inal will net easily possess ehe necessary 
skills or tools to neutralize the device, ind 

• because the time required to overcome the device will be sufficient
~y long to seem prohibitive due to fear gf detection or apprehension. 

Target Crimes. . • 
The crimes Which are conSidered to be t:lost susceptible to prevention 
through target-hardening are: bre.ak and enter (burglary, ~ousebreak
ing)· theft· and to a lesser degree, vandalism, motor vehicle theft 

' , , f 'f ' and certein t~pes of arson (e.g. arsons done by teenagers or un 
or, say, I revenge I arson). 

The relevant portion is contained in U.S. Department of Housin9 and 
Urban Developrnent (1980:Appendlx 6,17-19). 

See, for example. the CMHC (l9S1) publication Protecting Your Home 
Against Burglary. 
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Assessment 
As noted above, compared to some other types of crime prevention 
strategies, target-hardening is relatively inexpensive and can be 
relatively easy to implement and enforce. 

There are several studies which relate poor locks doors and windows 
to higher than average rates of crime (see Newman'1973a, 1976; Brill 
19~~, 1979c; Pope 1977; Scarr 1973a). The City of Chicago Planning 
Ohlce (l980:3) reports, for example. that "if entry can be delayed 
for on~y f~ur minutes,.a burglar will abandon the attempt." Target
hardenIng IS also conSIdered to have the additional advantage of 
reducing the fear of crime when citizens know that their dwellings 
are secure (American Institutes for Reseatch ~AI~ 1980a:7). 

However, the AIR document also reports that "although the rise of 
hardware strategies is widespread, only a handful of methodologically 
sound studies have assessed thei r effects on crime and fear of crime" 
(l~id.:15). For example, Seattle conducted a pre-p~~t study on the 
effects of deadbolt locks, solid case doors, construction of shart 
walls to prevent exterior access to interior door latche~, and the 
restriction of window openings to nine inches, in four public housing 
developments. It was found that in three of four developments there 
~as a signi ficant decrea,se in burglary rates (AIR- Ig80a: 16). However, 
It was also f~und that tne mode of entry of offenders changed after 
target-hardening: there was an increase in the proportion of entries 
through unlocked doors and windows. The authors of this report point 
out that this finding suggests the need for concurrent education 
pro~rams for residents so that they may become sensitized to the need 
for securing doors and windows. Another fairly successful crime 
~reve~tion p:oje:t. at the Cabrini-Green public housing development 
In Chicago, Instituted such measures as enclosing lobbies (so that 
people entering the buildings must pass through a locked door control
led by apartment buzzers), installing intercoms, locating security 
personnel at entries, and putting locks on doors and stairways (to 
decrea~e interior crimes). The evaluation of the crime prevention 
program at C .. bini-Green showed Ila marked decrease in crime and fear 
of crime in lobbies and interiors of buildings with access control" 
(~·:J7). 

On the other hand, a number of criticisms of target-hardening have 
been ra~sed, ~rimarily relating to the issues of limited scope, 
escalation, displacement, safety, alienation of residents de-activa
tion by reSidents, increased fear of crime, the fostering'of a fort
ress mentality, and cost and other difficulties in implementation. 

First, it is pointed out that target-hardening is intended to prevent 
only those crimes involving forcible entry (se~ Harvey 1980:6, and 
Rouse.and ~ub7nstein 1978:13). Second, with respect to these types 
of crimes It IS argued that target-hardenin~ could result in escala-
tion and/or displacement. • 

Escalation refers to the possibility that potential criminals will 
simply escalate their attack and adopt more sophisticated m.o.ls 
(sometimes escalation is called "tactical" displacement) (see Brill 
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I. TABLE 5.1 

EXAMPLES OF AREAS OF TARGET-HARDENING APPLICATIONS 1 

AREA 

Supplies, meter, 
boilers, etc. 
Roof 

Basement 

Eleva tors 

Stairwells 

Fire Doors 

. Entry Door 

Doors 

Door Frames 

Lod:s 

Windows 

Alar!l1s 

WHAT TO DO 

r~ark whatever you can for identification. Lock meters and 
supplies. 
Secure skylights (tamper-proof grills, bars). Fire exits 
should open only from inside. and sound alarm if opened. 
Access from basement should be only to ground floor. Keep 
exits to rest of building locked from outside. 
Provide: 24-hour, vandal-resistant lighting; waiting area 
fully visible from lobby, or beyond, with no blind corners; 
convex mirror in upper back corner; audio-intercom or cerv, 
recessed against vandalism; heavy plastic shield for indi
cator lights; stainless steel mushroom call buttons; . 
capacity of guard to stop elevator if intruder pushes 1n; 
eliminate ererge..''lCY stop button if local c:x::Ces pe.mit. 

Use 24-hour, vandal-resistant lighting. Restrict entry 
from stairwell to upper halls. 
Use panic hardware (vertical bolt, crash bar) inside, 
nothing outside, with automatic closing and possible alarm 
when opened. 
Install intercom system with buzzer and telephone hookup to 
control access. Preferably only one entrance door. All 
doors should be as strong as main door and monitored ~n 
same way. 
Minimum 1 3/4" thick, preferably metal or metal sheathed 
(solid core wood ;s the next best). Should be flush to 
~al1 (if panels, these must be 1/211 thick minimum). If 
sliding glass, should be break-resistant ~nd.'ock.from 
inside. Barlock vertical. Peephole. 1/4 w1th w1de angle 
lens. Chain latch not recommended, easily broken. 
Should be flush with wall. Heavy-duty (metal preferable), 
solid, minimum 2" thick, if wood. Tamper resistant 
connec tors. 
Well-made 1" dead latch, key-in lock, with 6-pin brass 
cylinder.' Also vertical bolt or 12" horizontal bolt, 
strong metal. If lock extends beyond door, it needs 
bevel ring, escutcheon plate. Spring latch not recommended. 
Need locks, preferably key-type. Security screen 
(re~ovable from inside), grilles or bars (steel t not 
alu~inum, for accessible windows). 
Use local alarm (contact switch, foil strips on windows, 
motion detectors, etc.) and/or central alarms (connected 
to police or other security persons). Possible distress 
~;gnal for the elderly. 

0' .I' 
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AREA 

Lobby 

Mailboxes 

La undry /Soc ia 1 
Rooms 

Storage Rooms 

Office 

Garage 

Fencing 

Lighting 

Parking Lot 

Recreation 

Landscaping 

Fire Escapes 

TABLE 5. I (continued) 

WHAT TO DO 

24-hour, vandal resistant lighting. Lexan/glass on inner 
doors for visibility. No dark Corners or hiding places. 
CCTV or other monitoring system. Control access to lobby. Doors should open out. 

Heavy (16-gauge) metal, no perforations. Use cylinder 
(5-pin) locks. Openings as small as possible. Standard 
design for easy repair. Keep inside lobby, visible 24 hours. 

Relocate near lobby if possible (basement bad). Use 24-
hour locK, CCTV or other monitoring system. Tokens in 
laundry or vending machines preferable~ not coins. 
Separate area for teenage socializing. 

Windowless (basement). Extra strong doors and locks. 
Locked bins for resident storage. 

Visible frem lobby. Safe bolted to floor. Grilies, bars, 
alarms for collection windows. Soeeial locked' cabinet for 
master keys, etc. Keep records of per sonne 1 '!<Ii th keys. 
Self-closing doors, key or card operated. Doors to building 
as strong as main door. CeTV or other monitoring system. 
Decorative (chain fence is too institutional). Leave no 
area undefined (i.e. open to all). 

5-10 footcandles, minimum. High intensity (mercury, sodium 
vapour, floodlights). Plastic translucent globes. Use 
taller light stands (cover more area, hard to vandalize). 
Needs good lighting, cerv or other monitoring system. 
Restricted access. Door(s) to buildings must be heavy duty 
and secure. Preferably, lot should be visible to tenants. 
Limited access, eCTV or other monitoring system. Clear 
demarcation from adult areas. 

No dense shrubs or trees that offer hiding places. Benches and proper lighting. 

Lowest ladder nor~al1y 12' from ground. Visibility from 
ground underneath. 

See U.S. Department of HOUSing and Urban Development (1980: Appendix 6,17-19). 
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1973:36 and Harries 1980:100-101). It is argued that target-hardening 
devices could cause escalation because they signal to the potential 
offender that somethil'lg of value is being protected. 

Third, various types of displacement could occur as a consequence of 
target-hardening: the potential offender could switch to a different 
kind of target (called "target" displacement by Harries Doc • .£ll.J ) or 
to a different geographical location; (s)he could change the type of 
burglary from those requi ring actual -entry to 'smash and grabs'; or 
by blocking minor forms of criminality, target-hardening may increase 
the likeJihnod of more serious types of crimes being committed (e.g. 
robberies, muggings). (Harries ~ cit) calls this latter type of 
displacement "functionaJlI displacementT This type of displacement 
is proposed as being particularly likely in the case of criminals who 
are not tempted to commit a burglary simply because the opportunity 
presents itself but who are highly motivated and determined to steal 
(e.g. drug addicts) (see Sri 11 1973:36-37). 

Fourth, there is a risk that target-hardening could conflict with 
'life safety considerations' by hindering emergency exit and rescue 
attempts. The City of Chicago Planning Office (1980:3). for example, 
points out that the installation of burglar bars .on windows which have 
no release mechanism have contributed to many fire deaths because they 
obstruct exit in times of emergency. 

Fifth, it is argued that target-hardening could be misunderstood by 
residents -- they may think it is being directed against them. Brill 
(1973:36-37) argues that this is a real danger in public housing and 
would have the unfortunate further effect of increasing the level of 
alienation already endemic to many of these developments. He empha
sizes, therefore, the importance Of consultation with residents before 
the installation of these devices. 

Sixth, target-hardening may cause inconvenience to residents with the 
result that they find ways to circumvent the devices and thereby 
render them ineffective. For example, in the Cabrini-Green public 
hous i ng deve I opme" t (re f~ rred to above) it was found that the res i den ts 
Objected to the locks placed ¢n stairways because it inconvenienced 
them when they wanted to visit each other from floor to floor. As a 
consequenc~, residents took to propping doors open, thereby completely 
undermining the lOCKS (Interview with Harvey Peck, Chicago Housing 
Authority, March 5, 1981). 

Seventh, and in a similar vein, it is sometimes alleged that the 
effect of target-hardening on residents' fear of crime could baCkfire 
and residents could become more fearful once confronted with a panoply 
of locks, grills, fences. and so on. It could aggravate a feeling of 
vulnerability rather than diminish this feeling (Brill 1973:36-37). 

On the other hand, residents often choose target-hardening devices Over 
other available physical changes with potentially wider-ranging impac: 
on crime, as was the case with the residents in the Toledo site of the 
U.S. Anti-Crime Program. 
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Eighth, it has been hypothesized that as residents depend more and 
more on target-hardening devices. the natural protection stemming 
From social cOhesion is undermined. It is on this premise that 
target-hardening is considered to breed a 'Fortress mentality': 
residents Feel saFe only behind their closed and locked doors and 
interaction and mutual trust is diminished. ' 

~inally, although it is claimed that target-hardening is comparatively 
!nexpensive (i .e. in comp~rison ,to more large scale design strategies), 
It nevertheless does require a fair amount of money and, to be done 
properly, a considerable amount of planning and organization. Con
fronted with the usual citizen apathy and inertia, it is extre~ly 
diF~~~Ultlto get cit!ze?s to unde r tak7 target-hardening on their own 
VOI, .. lon. The publiC IS frequently Ignorant about the proper kinds 
of doors. hinges, locks. Frames, etc. that would be most suitable for 
thei: d~ellings and ~ulnerable places are Often overlooked. According
ly. It IS felt that In order to capitalize on the full benefits of 
target-hardening it would be necessary to: educate the public and/or 
inspect each home, and make it widespread and/or mandatory. The 
political ramifications involved, not to mention the org~nizational and 
administrative costs, could be considerable (see Chapter 8 following). 
Summary 

As with most, crim: prevention strategies, after revieWing the avail
able I!valuatlv~ literature one cannot state unequivocally that the 
target-hardening strategy either works or does not work. There are 
however, in the case of certain target-hardening devices and espec~ 
!ally in the case of reasonably good locks (see AIR 1980~;66). suffic
Ient commonsense arguments and at least a minimum of experiential 
observaeTons to make the general assumption that target~hardening 
~ould preve~t ~any crimes -- particularly property crimes of Opportun
Ity. Sut, It IS also argued that. in view of the Possible disadvan
tages of this strategy. it is necessary that resident and/or building
owner cooperation be obtained and that it be implemented in such a w~y 
that it does not produce the undesirable effects noted aoove. 

This strategy is also one about which it would seem there is suffic
ient commonsense knowledge to allow the development of specific guide
lines For specific target-hardening efforts. A detailed examination 
of target-hardening in general was exclUded from the mandate of the 
current project. However, a number. of quite acceptable sets of 
target-hardening guidelines have been developed and presented in other 
publications. The intereSted reader is referred to those works.2 

See Chapter 10 fora diScussion of past problems with implementing target
hardening in Canadian residential environments. 

Examples.OF target-hardening guidelines; Canada Mortgage and HOusing 
CorporatIon (1980); u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(1980:Appendix 6,17-19); Hopf (1979), see espeCially !lOak/and Model 
aur~lary Secur!ty Code" (lbid.:4.6-4.ll); and Califo;nia Crime Prevention OFficers ASSOCIation (197~ 
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ii. Usinc v~ndal-resistant materials 

1n addition to specific devices whiCh are primarily intended to make 
illegal access to a dwelling or its grounds more difficult, target
hardening also advocates improvements with regard to a broad range of 
design features with the aim of making acts of vandalism both less 
serious and less likely. With regard to making the impact of vandal
ism less serious, the vandal-prooFing component of target-hardening 
includes such techniques as the use of vandal-resistant finishes 
(such as ceramic mosaic or glazed tiles on walls, rather than easily. 
scratChed plaster) and the use of plastic glazing in place of glass 
in high risk areas. Some of the design techniques recommended to 
make vandalism less likely Include concealing mechanical fixings, 
service ducts and rainpipes, recessing and screening I ight fixtures, 
raising .planted areas. protecting susceptible plantings (espeCially 
young trees) with other prickly or thorny plantings, ensuring small
unit hard landscaping (e.g. ;.obblestones, brick) is securely laid, 
using vertical rather than horizontal boarding in fences. and 
securing copings of low walls (e.g. with concrete stop ends and corners) • 

Target Crimes 

This strategy is obViously directed to preventing vandalism. However, 
vandal-proofing can indirectly prevent other crimes and fear of crime 
by decreaSing environmental opportunities for criminal activities by 
improving the total image conveyed by an environment. As noted by 
Bural J (see The Design Counci J 1979:7). "vandal ised street lighting 
can ••• encourage thieves; and the general air of neglect created by 
graffiti, broken windows. and other Signs of the vandal can be frightening." 

Assessment 

To our knowledge. vandal-proofing has not been empirically evaluated. 
However, this does not really pose a problem with regard to assessing 
this strategy since the recommended techniques and guidelines which 
have been developed reflect years of experience with the problem of 
vandalism (who commits it, what locations and materials are most 
vulnerable. etc.) and the solutions whiCh have evolved are therefore 
more firmly based on empirical evidence than many oth~r EDM strategies. 1 

As noted in Chapter 3, concern with vandalism has been a primary motiva
tion behind BritiSh involve~ent with EDM-related strategies, and this 
involvement has resulted in several useful publications on target
hardening techniques to prevent vandalism (Miller in Ward C. 1973:96-111; 
Leather and MattMews, in Ward C. 1973:117-172; and The Design Council 
1979). A critical point made in these and other guidel ines for deSigning 
against vandalism is that the arChitect or designer must be constantly 
aware of the fact that every deSign decision may have an impact on 
facil itating or deterring vandalism. 
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90th the OCcurrence and prevention of vandalism are closely related to 
a number of broad issues relating to the total design and managa~ent 
of the environment, many of which are considered in other EDM stra
tegies. For example, a group of local housing authorities in Britain 
which investigated the extent and nature of vandalism in local 
housing projects came to the conclusion that: 

" ••• the 1 ikel ihood of vandal ism qccurring was affected, 
broadly, by two things: first. the general building 
design - its siting, ~he relationship of adequacy of 
play space 1 and circulation space~J its robustness in 
areas of high use and risk of attack, the relation
ship of its parts and the overall atmosphere created; 
and secondly, detail design and the choice of materials 
and f itt i ngs." 

(The Design Council 1979:46) 

Thus it is proposed that vandal-proofing on its own (in terms of the 
finishes and other materials used in an environmenc) is less likely 
to be effective than when it is an integral part of an environmental 
design and management approach which is sensitive to the total 
obje~tive of preventing vandalism. This point is neatly summarized 
in a statement by a British architect, Oliver Cox; involved in 
deSigning against vandalism: "From thedesign point of view, you 
have to ask how is the building going to be managed, then design it 
so it's possible to Manage it, then manage it properly" (The 
Des i gn Counc i I 1979: 57) • 

Vandal-proofing in many ways is just good design. What is interpreted 
as vandalism (but which may be the result of normal wear-and-tear or 
of unintentional damage caused by children's play activities) is 
actually an indicator of lIa serious mismatching of the designers' 
intentions and the users behaviour" (lbid.:54). Thus, an effec:ive 
design strategy to prevent vandalism is one \;Ihich understands how 
the environment under consideration is or will be used, and one 
which can benefit From past mistakes. One ~xample for ensuring such 
design in new residential environments is the system established by 
the Greater London Council heusing authority (Ibid.): -

"Here, the architect is obliged to seek expert advice en 
maintenance, security, and fire prevention at the time 
he is working on the element of the building. In this 
way he can, at an early stage balance the conflicting 
demands of, say, security and fire safety: the general 
requirement for secure windows may have to be modified 
to provide access for thu fire brigade for fire 
fighting or rescue services. 11 (Emphasis in original) 

In this connection, Wilsonls survey of vandalism in London publ ic housing 
"shows quite clearly that child density is a critical Factor determining 
degrees of vanda Ii smll (~. :52). 
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Where there are vancalism problems in an existing environment, the 
critical element in effectively preventing such occurren~es is, in the 
British experience, related to the extent to which both the housing 
management and the residents are willing to communicate and work 
together to develop solutions. It is clear from several examples in 
Britain that prevention measures imposed by authorities often have a 
negative effect and lead to increased vandalism. In addition, using 
the traditional vandal-proofing techniques may prove to be more 
expensive than providing what the residents feel is needed to 
decrease vandalism (suchas a playground) (see The Design Council 1979: 
30-42). In effect, it is believed that vandal-proofing techniques 
must work in concert with many of the management-related EDM strate
gies discussed in the next chapter, because, as has been noted, 
there a re bas i ca II y two ~'ays to 5 t?P vanda I ism: 

" ••• ei ther you can try to prevent people from wi I fully 
damaging their surroundings, or you can try to stop 
them from wanting to do so. To impose security to a 
degree where vandalism could be completely eradicated 
would not be practicable .•• The alternative is 
arguably more difficult, but in the long run ml.lst be 
far more satisfactory.1I (lbid.:30) .. 

This point is particularly important in 1 ight of the fact that one of 
the most COntnon types of vandalism -- using aerosol paint cans to 
~rite slogans Or deSigns On walls, doors, etc. -- is almost completely 
Invulnerable to any vandal-proofing design. It is only through 
management strategies which change potential vandals' motivations and 
attitUdes that ~his type of v~ndalism is likely to be prevented. 

Some vandal-proofing '~echniques are more expensive than others and 
the decision to USe a particular technique should therefore be based 
on a.clear understanding of the needs and (likely) problems of a 
~artlcular environment. Beyond this point, however, there are two 
ISsues which affect the Successful implementation of vandal-proofing. 

First, in new hOUSing, there are often problems (see The Oesign 
Council 1979:47) in convincing the authority responsible for capital 
costs that the use of more expensive and durable finishes, hardWare 
etc. w!11 prove ~ore economical in ~he long term by decreasing the' 
operatIng costs Incurred by both maIntenance and crime problems.' 

Second, w!th ;egard to existing housing where vandalism is a problem, 
the solution IS more complex than just putting grilles over li~hts 
a~d windows Or j~st fenCing in la~dscaping. The proper implem:nta-
tlon of a vandalism prevention strategy requires a great deal of 
thought and consultation, and it can be very difficult to stimulate 
the coordinated effort required among both bui Iding managers/owners and residents. 

This is a problem common to other EOM strategies, target-hardening in particular. 
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One final point regarding vandal-prooFing is that the Finishes and the 
fixtures employed should not "create an institutional atmosphere, not 
unl iI~e that achieved in Our worst hospitals and pl"isonsll (Newman 1972: 105). 
In Newman1s experience with public hOusing projects in the United States. 
unattractive vandal-proofing can convey a negative image to residents __ 
"one that begs chem to test their ability in tearing it down" (Ibid.). -
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5.3 DETECTION HARDWARE 

The detection hardware category includes alarms, intercoms and electronic 
surveillance devices such as cameras and CCTV (i.e. closed-circuit television). I 

The primary objective of detection hardware is to deter crime through 
increasing the ofFender's actual and perceived risk of detection and appre
hension. (This objective, as noted previously, overlaps with those of the 
next two design strategy categories to be discussed in this chapter.) 
Cameras and similar devices could also aid in the successful prosecution 
of suspects by supplying evidence. Finally. it is also thought that detec
tion hardware might reduce fear of crime by assuring residents that activi
ties are being monitored (AIR 1980a:7-8). 

Target Crimes 

Depending upc.;n how and where this hardware is used. it could help to 
prevent all of the EOM target crimes, but the detection hardware strategy 
is more commonly thought of as contributing to the prevention of burglary, robbery and vandalism. 

Assessments 

Specific assessments of ~larms and electronic surveillance devices will 
first be presented separately. Those subsections will then be followed by 
critical and summary discussions relevant to both types of devices. 

i . AI arms 

Alarms are more commonly used in commercial and indusIrial locales, 
and occaSionally in schools. than in residen·tial settings. As a 
result, there have been very few evaluation studies of their effect
iveness in preventing residential crimes, the foc~s of the current 
study. Nevertheless, one study has examined the effectiveness of 
alarms in over 100 businesses and schools and found that: 

" Alarms had the effect of significantly redUCing 
attempted crime. There was a reduction of approx
imately 55 percent in burglaries of business places 
with alarms from 1970 to 1971, as compared with a 
reduction of only B percent for the control group_ 

Arrests at the scene were significantly higher for 
places with alarms. There were arrests at the 
scene in 31 pe~cent of the cases in the exp~rimental 
group, but in only 6 percent of the cases in the 
control group • 

• Clearance rates were higher for places with alarms. 
For the stores with alarms. 46 percent of the 1971 
burglaries were cleared, as compared to a 27 percent 
clear3nce rate for the control group and a 31 
percent rate city wide. 

See CMHC (1980:36-37) for descriptions of four basic types of residential 
burglary alarms; see Hopf (1979:Appendix A) for a useful security 
product directory (U.S.-based). 
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Alarms also were effective in the school demonstration 
effort. Burglaries decreased by 75 percent from 1970 
to 1971 in :he schools with alarms. and by less than 
25 percent In the control group." (AIR 1980a: 18-19) 

The :indings of this study have been supported by those of two other 
Studies: one by Conklin and Bittner (1973) and one by Reppetto 
(1974) (see AIR 1980:19). The AIR report (lbid.:19-20) concludes that: ____ 

fl. Alarms increase the probability that security 
personnel will intercept a crime in progress or Soon 
thereafter. 

• Alarms increase the perceived risk of apprehension 
by offenders (as shown by the reduction in attempted 
crime and by interviews of offenders). 

• Alarms increase the real risk of apprehension (as 
shown by the increase in clearance rates). 

Alarms reduce Successful crime (as shown by lower 
crime levels and less gain per crime)." 

False al~rms and their attendant costs are the major problem associat
ed with this type of detection hardware. Police report that false 
alarms often run as high as 80% of all alarms. 

Carner-as 

Evaluation studies of cameras have shown' less Successful results than 
those of alarms. As summarized in the American Institutes for 
Resea~ch document, one study of cameras in a public housing develop
ment In Bronxdale, New York found that: 

II 

The surveillance system took three years to put into 
place due. to vandalism. bureaucratic tie-ups. and 
construction delays. 

Only 14 percent of the respondents used the equipment da i 1 y. 

No tenant had observed a crime on T.V. 

• There was no sign'ificant change in crime rates after 
the experiment. 

• There was no significant difference in resident 
atti tudes about crime after the experiment." 

liThe authors concluded that the experiment (which cost 
approximately SI.5 million) was. failure. The post
test took place only three months after final install
ation of the system; but, in this inseance the short
term indicators are presumably an acc~rate'predictor 
of longer-run impacts." (AIR 1980a:20) 

Similarly. the camera!> installed in the Cabrini·Green development did 
n~t appear to be Successful (see AIR 1980a:22 and noted in interview 
With Harvey ?eck. Chicago Housing Authority. March 5, 1981). 
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Assessment 

There are few POSitive arguments made in the literature for the installation 
of detection hardware in order to prevent crime in residential environments. 
This is most likely because evaluations of such hardware have been undertaKen 
in multiple-housing projects. It is our hypothesis t~iat management 01" crime 
prevention consultants installed such hardware for e~~erimental purposes and/ 
or as the easiest crime prevention measure available/(i.e. using detection 
hardware demands, in the short term, less effort th9Jn other design strategies 
particularly because it is not necessary to obtain the views and convnitment 
of residents). There may be many good arguments to be made for using 
detection hardware in single-family dwellings, hONever thes~ argu~nts are 
not documented as yet • 

Criticisms corrmon to both alarms and electroniiC cameras (but in particular 
to the latter) revolve around the issues of cpst. displacement, operation, 
privacy and fear of crime. " 

j 

Expense is a major drawback to alarms and e.~pecjally to electronic cameras. 
Not only are the initial costs substantial, but additional maintenance 
costs due to vandalism and wear are also extremely high. 

In addition. because this kind of equip,!liea"t seems to invite vandalism, it 
is frequently out-of-service. Further: because of expense, it is generally 
not possible to 'saturate' an environment with these devices with the 
result that there is a high likelihood of displacement. This means that the 
scope of these devices in preventjng certain types c)f crimes (e.g. muggings, 
assaults, rapes in underground garages) is limited. 

It has further been noted that to be effective as a deterrent, these 
security devices do not n~cessariiy need to be operative (deVines 1973a:44) 
but to effectively detect crime, security devices must be operative and 
must be responded to. Because ordinary residents do not always pay atten
tion to their signals, these deyiices are often monitored by security person
nel which means the incursion of additional costs. On the other hand, 
security guards do not always use these devices properly either and so 
this extra expense may not be cost-efficient (interview with Winston Moore, 
Chicago Housing Authority, March 5, 198t). 

I 
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In order for the devices to 'be effective as a deterrent, offenders must be 
aware of their presence. Sometimes this can be accomplished by installing 
signs that report thei r presence whi Ie, at the same time, removing the 
devices from reach or tampering. In ~ther cases, there is no alternative 
but to place the device where it is accessible -- but this means it will be 
seen by both serious criminals and vanda.ls; either of these may then render 
the device inoperative.," , 

Resid~nt reaction to detection hardware can be negative. As with target
hardening. they maY,feel it infringes on their privacy or is being used 
~gainst them. thereby increasing their feelings of alienation. For 
example. we were i'nformed that the residents of Cabrini-Green, who are 
largely women living without husbands, objected to the cameras in the 
lobbies and elevators because they monitored the presence of boyfrie~ds who 
were living with them illegally according to the housing authority's rules 
(interview with Harvey Peck. Chicago Housing Authority. March 5, 1981). 
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In view of the problems that surround surveillance technology with respect 
to tenants I rights to privacy, A.F. Westin (see Fairley and Liechenstein 
1971, Appendix 8:107) has suggested that five basic questions should be 
asked before public and private authorities consider the introduction of 
such devices: 

What is the seriousness of the need? 

Are there other ways less violative to privacy and civil liberties? 

• Will surveillance instruments provide the desired degree of reliability 
and effectiveness? 

• Has the proper expressed or implied consent to surveillance been 
obtained (or is non-cons~~t permissible in this situation)? 

Have the proper measures for setting limitations and controls on the 
surveillance been developed and can they be effectively applied? 

These devices could have negative effects in two other respects. Rather 
than decreaSing fear of crime, it is hypothesized that fear could increase 
due to the implicit message these deviGes convey: i.e. 'this area requires 
surveillance -- theref~re, this area is unsafe ' • Second. like target
hardening, it is argued that surveillance hardware could foster the 
fortress mentality, thereby undermining asettirtg's natural protective 
mechan isms. 

Finally, others (e.g. Brill 1973:34-35) have pointed out that there is a 
risk that cameras, for example, will be put to unintended uses __ e.g. by 
exh i bit i on i s ts • 

Surrmary 

There has been little research regarding the effectiveness of alarms in 
residential settings. Although their effectiveness has been demonstrated 
in commercial and school settings, they do however suffer many of the 
cirawbacks noted above. Electronic surveillance cameras suffer all of those 
same drawbacks, particularly those related to privacy and cost, and the 
available empirical evidence indicates that they also should not be consid~ 
ered a particularly promising crime prevention strategy. 
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5.4 IMPROVING SURVEILLANCE POTENTIAL 

Basically, the argument for increasing the surveillance capability of resi
dential environments is that it would: 

increase the risk of detection of would-be offenders and thus act as a deterren t, and 

• increase the likelihOOd of the offender's being apprehended after a 
crime is committed . 

Although the chief aim cf surveillance is not to keep intruders out but to 
keep them under observation, it may have the former effect if the would-be 
offender perceives that the chances of being observed are high. 

The surveillance capability of an environment has two dimensions: surveil
lance by formal agents such as police and private security personnel, and 
natural or informal surveillance by residents th~mselves (or servicemen and 
casual paSSerSby) in the course of their day-to-day routine activities. 
Many of the strategies that have been P~Oposed by EOM are directed at faci
litating either formal or informal surveillance, While others are aimed at 
promoting both. This Tection discusses five deSign strategies to improve survei I lance potential: 

i. reducing concealment opportunities 
ii. improving lighting 

iii. improving placement of windows 

iv. improving visibility of locations for indoor and Outdoor resident 
service and activity areas, and 

v. increaSing pedestrian and street traffic. 

After separate discussions of each of these strategies, a summary section 
provides an overall assessment of the surveillance design str~te9ies. 
i. Reducin~ Concealment Opportunities 

Essentially these strategies are'aimed ~t deterring crime through 
increaSing a would-be criminal's fear of detection and apprehension. 
They are also purported to have a signi ficantimpact in redaJcing felir of crime. 

Tiere are many suggested techniques for redUCing concealment Oppor
tunities with regards to the landscaping. the external design 
elements of a building, and the interior deSign of multiple-family 
dwellings. The first two groupings of techniques are relevant for 
every type of residential building and include such recommendations 
as: avoiding solid fenCing and shrubbery which conceals windows or 
doors (see Figure 5.1); locating exterior service elements, including 

Mechanical devices for improving surveillance (e_g. cameras) were 
discussed in the previous section. 
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garages, storage buildings and parkil'lg areas so they do not provide 
hiding places (particularly if they are close to potential targe~s, 
etc.); avoiding partitions around entry poines; and with particular 
reference to multiple housing, avoiding breezeways and other building 
elements whi~~ provide concealment opportunities (see Figure 5.2). 
Recommended techniques which particularly concern the shared interior 
space of multiple-Family buildings inclUde avoiding blind turns in 
corridors and alcoves or other recessed areas in corridors, lobbies and parkIng garages. 
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Figure 5.1: Chain-link fence and low 
snruooery allow a good view of the property 
(CMHC 1981 :3). 

Figure 5.2: Dark breezeway, 
providing poor surveillance 
opportunities and good potential 
for concealment, can increase both 
crime risk and fear of crime 
(Stoks and Wise 1981:110). 

Target Crimes • 

These strategies are considered to be predominantly helpful in the 
prevention of breaking and entering, assaults and rape and, co a 
lesser degree, crimes such· as vandalism. theft and other types of robberies. 

Assessment 

Essentialiy, these straltegies are aimed at deterring crime through 
Fear of detection and apprehension. They are also considered signif
icant in the reduction ('.)f fear of crime. The AIR document (1980a:)I-
32) reports that two studies established a direct link between the 
opportunity for concealment and the level of crime (i .e. Molumbv 
1976 and Oetrick 1977). Other studies (e.g. Clay 1972 and Brili 1974 
and lSS1) report that fear of crime appears to be directly related 
to the existence of an area of concealment near residents' dwellings. 
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Finally, the study by Phelan (1977) claims that concealment is a 
factor in burglars' choice of targets. Unfortunately, there have 
been ~o evaluation studies which have attempted to measure the impact 
on crime after improvements with respect to concealment opportunities 
have been made to an environment (AIR l£s.~.). 

Clearly, implemen};ing these kind.s of strategies is much less expen
sive if they are instituted at the construction stage, rather than in 
subsequent retrOfitting of a house or building complex. In addition, 
it is generally recognized that strategies which reduce concealment 
opportunities are not, by themselves, suffiCient to have a significant 
impact on crime. What is also required is for the public to become 
aware of potentially dangerous places and to take precautions. For 
example, in our diSCUSSion with the staff of the Chicago Housing 
Authority we were informed that trap doors in elevators (placed there 
for maintenance purposes) were a serious problem because muggers and 
rapists could climb through these trap doors and hide on top of the 
elevator until a likely victim entered the elevator. To Circumvent 
this problem, all that would be necessary would be to fasten trap 
doors from the inside of the elevator with wing nuts. Then, all the 
potential victim would need to do is check to make sure these wing 
nutE were in place before entering the elevator. Creating this kind 
of precautionary awaren~ss within the pubiic is, however, not an easy 
task. Simi larly, removing places of concea-lment, and thereby making 
the criminal more visible, has little advantage if witnesses to 
suspicious or illegal behaviour are unwilling to intervene (either by 
raiSing an alarm or by reporting Such Occurrences to the police). In 
other words, what is also necessary for these types of strategies to 
be truly effective is for the public to be educated about crime risks 
and motivated to intervene. (For a discussion of strategies for 
encouraging this motivation, see later sections.) 

It has also been pointed out that these strategies could be in poten
tial conflict with other considerations. For example, residents 
could object to a reduction in shrubbery or fencing because of aesth
etic or privacy Gcnsiderations (Waller and Okihiro 197Bb). As well, 
these strategies could be in conflict with other crime prevention 
strategies such as us-ing shrubbery and fencing to create a feeling 
of territoriality, or to define linfluential zonesl, or to channel pedestrian traffic. 

Summary 

Strategies of reducing concealment opportunities seem to be effec
tive in reducing crime and fear of crime. However, their degree of 
effectiveness is improved considerably when: 

they are implemented at the initial design and construction stage, 

they are implemented in such a way £0 as to not conflict with 
other strategies or design objectives, 

they are implemented in conjunction with other straotegies (e.g. education programs), 

there is a sensitive and motivated population which will respond 
to suspicious or illegal behaviour, and 
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• there is support for these strategies from the residential population. 

Improving Lighting 

Like ocher surveillance strategies, improved lightin9 is considered to 
be a deterrent to crime through its effect on increasing the risk of 
detection and apprehension. It is also considered to be important in 
the reduction of fear. 

It is recognized that in order for lighting to be improved, decisions 
must be mad7 re9ardi~g the p~acement of lights (height and spacing), 
the prot7ctlve covering of lighting (to avoid vandalism). and the 
wa,ttage Involved. 1 Proper lighting is particl,llarly needed in under
ground ga:ages. interior corridors and stairwells, and walkways (e.g. 
alleys, Sidewalks surrounding the exterior of buildings). 

Target Crimes 
All of the target crimes are considered susceptible to prevention 
through this strategy. but property crimes and muggings are consider
ed particularly susceptible. 

Assessment 
Compared to other design strategies, lighting improvements are 
:elatively e~sy to implement and are relatively inexpensive. There 
IS als~ a ~alr amount of empjric~J evidence which supports the claim 
that 119htlng reduces fear of crime (Tien et al. 1979). In addition 
this is one strategy which citizens are likelY-to support (see AIR • 
1980a:30). 

Unfortunately, ocr haps due to the considerable methodological 
problem~ surr~unding the evaluation of this strategy, there is no 
co~clus've eVidence that improved lighting reduces the incidence of 
crime (~IR 1980a:27ff and Tien !!!l. 1979:20-24, 40-46). Tien et 
!l. (~.:35) conclude that if J ighting is to be effective it mUSt 
b7 ~ombined with other strategies which will concomitantly improve 
clt~zen response to their detection of suspicious or il legal be-
h~v lour, an~ strate? i:5 wh i ch "Ii II al so improve po I ice performance 
(,n responding to Citizen complaints and in conducting surveillance). 

Another limitation of this strategy concerns the problem of displace-
ment. In the study by Tien and his colleagues (lbid.:72), displacement 
was found to occur in Kansas City and Portland eViTUations: 1I ... nighc 
street robbery, assault and larceny in residential blocks were 
displaced to non-relit residential blocks ••• the largest effect was 
fot' robbery, for which a fourth to a thi rd of the night street robber
ies were displaced to non~relit blocks.1I 

Othel" concerns with improving lighti"g relate to problems of vandalism 
and energy and maintenance costs, and, in some cases, citi~en objec
tions to night lighting outside their residence on the grounds that it 

See Weibel in Hopf (1979:14,1-14.21) for a detailed discussion of the 
choic:s available from which the most apPr'opriate securi ty 1 ighting can 
be selected. 
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is "l ike daylight. 24 hours a day". In .ddition. there is the possib
ility that it could be put to unintended uses (e.g. by exhibitionists).1 

Lastly. although improving lighting may be inexpensive compat'ed to 
other types of strategies, it neverth~less entails considerable 
liaj~on between mu'nic:ipal authorities, citizens, contractors, and so 
on. The study by iien et ,,1. (lbid.:20ff) documents. at great length 
the problems that were encountiridiby many municipalities. 

Sunrnary 
There seems little doubt that lighting improvements can nave a signif
icant impact on the fear of crime. However, the evaluations of the 
effects of such improvements on the incidence of crime have been 
inconclusive. Furthermore. if lighting improvements are to be effec
tive, it is argued that citizens, police, and private security must 
be motivated to respond to the suspicious or illegal behaviour 
observed. 

ImorovinQ Placement of Windows 
The pJac~ment of windOWS is considered important in affecting the 
informal surveillance capability of an environment; improving this 
capability is expected to increase a wouJd~be criminal's risk of 
detection and apprehension. The security guidelines for residential 
developments published by the City of Chicagols Department of 
Planning (1979:44-45) recommends: 

"Proper location of windows of sufficient size will 
minimi%e the likelihood that parking areas, open 
spaces and similar portions of development grounds 
will be unobserved. The location of windows on 
lower floors is of particular importance, as these 
are most likely to be of use for surveillance 
pu rposes • II 

Newman (1980:223) has even developed a multiple-unit building design 
for elderly use which includes windows (of non-breakable, fire
resistant glass) in each apartment to pr~vide views of the interior 
corri dor. 

This strategy emphasizes that windows should be ioe~ted in the 
major activity areas of a residence (e.g. kitchen, family and living 
rooms) to ensure that residents l opportunities to watch over the 
exterior areas (particularly parking aredS and children's play areas) 

Another unexpected side effect was noted by a probationer interviewed 
as part of the case study research undertaken in Hamilton, Ontario 
for this project. That probationer pointed out that better lighting 
in underground garages may scare off amateurs. but also served to make 
the approach of possible witnesses more visible to the offender -- and 
made it easier to find and remove the screws holding car stereos in 
place. 
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T~is strategy incorporates a variety of recommendations regarding the 
site and ~ui lding design. For example, it is recommended that where
ever PossIble, resident facilities such as laundry rooms lockers 
parking areas, recreational areas and transportation fa~ilitjes ( 
bus Stops), should be placeo in the 'line of sight' of residents :~~. 
casual observers (e.g',Service men) in a residential complex. It is 
also argued that grouping compatible activities (e.g. laundry rooms 
and toddlers I play areas) in proximi ty to each Other will resul t in 
an even greater degree of casual or informal surveillance. 

Target Cr imes 

Afl' of the.targ~t crimes are considered Susceptible 
o str~tegleS With special ~~phasis on assaults to these types 
robberies and vandal ism. ' rape t street 

Assessment 
Wh i I e t~theo ry b h' d h . . 
sense, there do no~ ~;pe~rl~oS~;~:'llance strategy appears to make 
evaluate its effectiveness. bee~ many empirical studies that 
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are maximized. It assumes that such windows, particularly those at 
ground floor level and beside entry doors, are securely built (with 
regards to the frame, glazing and lock, and in the case of windows 
beside doors, the protective grille).1 It has also been proposed 
that ~tindows providing views into and out of semi-public areas in 
multiple-unit buildings (including lobbies, laundry rOoms and stair
wells) would improve both informal and formal surveillance of activi
ties occurring in these areas and in the building site as a whole. 

Target Crimes 
Improving the placement of windows is proposed to have a deterrent 
effect on all of the target crimes, most particularly vandalism, 
street robberies, theft of and from motor vehicles and where 
windows provide views to other resident unit entri~s, burglary. 

Assessment 
The argument for improving the placement of windOWi is based more on 
common sense and general observation than on empirical evaluations, 
since to our knowledge there have not been any cases of modifying 
buildings to improve window placement in order to decrease crime. 
However, the c:olTlTlOnsense logic behind this strategy appears to be 
quite strong given several conditions. 

First, the windows must be well secured if they are easily accessible 
(either to potential burglars or vandals). Second, as with all other 
strategies aimed at increasing informal surveillance opportunities, 
residents must be motivated to respond if they observe suspicious or 
illegal behaviour. And finally, the number and size of windows 
provided must be balanced by other objectives such as residents' 
desire for privacy and energy and maintenance concerns. 

Imcroving Visibility of Locations for Indoor and Outdoor Resident 
Services and Faci lities 
As noted, increasing the surveillance capability of an environment 
is thought to deter would-be criminals due to fear of detection and 
apprehension. It is argued that locating amenities and services in 
more accessible and visible areas will not only deter crime but will 
also encourage residents to interact more often and get to know each 
other -- thereby facilitating the recognition of strangers or 
intruders. This increased interaction among residents could also 
improve the social cohesion of an area and reduce the fear of crime 
(see AIR 1980a:9-11;U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
1973a:8-10j and Rouse and Rubenstein 1978:20). 

A very common and secure method for rmproving the surveillance potential 
at entry doors is the peephole or optical viewer. In effect, optical 
viewers can be categorized as small windows in doors. 
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v. Increasing Pedestrian and Street TraFfic 
Li,e th~ foregoing strategy. this strategy is viewed as a way of 
increasing interaction among neighbours -- thereby contributing to 
their ability to recognize intruders and perhaps strengthening the 
social cohesion of a neighbourhood. In addition, by increaSing the 
number of 'eyes on the street', the potential criminal may be 
deterred due to fear of detection and apprehension. Lastly, it, is 
thought that ti1is strategy may reduce fear of crime. 

~ays Of. increaSing s~reet,and pedestrian traffic inclUde: (a) provid
Ing,a mixture of reSidentIal and desirable l commercial uses (e.g. 
variety stores, grocery sto:"es, banks, dry cleaners, etc.) iN a resi
dential area, (b) locating desirable outdoor a~~nities around residen-
tial buildings (e.g. tennis courts, children's play areas, benChes . 
fOr" strollers in parks, and so on), and (c) developing street config
urations which a~~ieve the desired traffic patterns. Related to the 
goal of increaSing 'eyes on the street' are two other types of Strate
gies: removing abandoned and derelict buildings which tend to 
obs.truct vision and discourage normal ci rculaeion, and control I ing the 
numoer of alleyways which run behind residential streets. Both of 
these types of land-uses represent Jow-activity areas with poor surveillance canabi)ities. . 

Target Crimes 

All of the, target crim:s are considered susceptible to this strategy, 
most espeCIally vandalism, street robberies, assaults and rape. 
Assessment 

It is important to note that there is good reason to bel ieve that 
there is a point at which increased traffic becomes counter-pro
ductive in the sense that too many people may facilitate a criminal 
attacK.by offeri79 more ~argets/victjms and by making it easier For 
the crImInal to blend' Into the crowd without being challenged or 
7top~ed. Angel (1968), noting that most crimes OCcurred where there 
IS either a very small or a very large volume of traffic concluded 
that there is a "critical intensity zone" such that the '~rjght 
amount

ll 

of traffic is a deterrent to crime (see also Brill 1979a). 

r-"'=---------_____ _ 
The literature (e.g. Brill 1979a) and our Canadian research emphasize 
the importance of avoiding 'undesirable' uses (e.g_ liquor stores, taverns, 
pinball parlours. etc.) in or near residential areas as these uses can be 
generators of both crime and fear of crime. 
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A more recent study (Stoks and Wise 1981:62) concludes that pedestrian 
paths in pub Ii c hous i ng projects "tend to increase yanda Ii sm rates 
above both the project and street averages, and that the actual vanda
lism rate is proportional to the amount of pedestrian traffic ••• The 
orientation of dwelling units with respect to the path near which 
they are sited affects the susceptibility of these units to vandalism. 
Arrangements that provide greater opportunity for surveillance are 
less susceptible to damage." Thus. the location of pedestrian paths 
can have significant impact on the extent to which they facilitate or deter crime. 

It is also noted that city planners and citizens should take care with 
respect to the types of commercial enterprises that are allowed into 
a residential neighbourhood: uses such as bars, arcades, pool halls, 
discos and record stores (which attract potentially undesirable and 
disruptive users) are clearly less desirable than grocery stores, 
banks, and so on. 

While a number of studies (see AIR 1980a:33ff and Molumby 1976) have 
documented the relationship that exists between traffic density (both 
high and low denSities) and crime, there do not appear to have been 
many studies which evaluate specific attempts to make changes or 
Improvements in this respect. The Hartford project referred to in 
Chapter 3 did include changes to street configurations to reduce 
through traffic which was considered to be a crime generator. How
ever, since this project included the implementation of several 
other design and management strategies to prevent crime, the specific 
impact of reduced traffic densities could not be determined. 

As with other strategies. implementation of this strategy could pose 
problems since it would require the cooperation of city planners and 
could require a strong resident lobby in the event that there are 
Opposing pressures from commercial interests and traffic control 
authorities. It is also difficult to dictate who the pedestrians 
should be: teenagers and teenage gangs are considered to be more 
crime-prone; certainly, they can increase fear of crime if not the 
Incidence of crime. And, once again, it requires the cooperation of 
residents and street-users to report or intervene in suspicious 
ci rcumstances. 

Summary 

"The best sutrmary statement of the relationship between pedestrian 
traffic activity and crime is that it depends on who the pedestrians 
are" (AIR 1980a:35). Clearly, the issues involved with this 
strategy are very sensitive, and implementation would probably require 
cateful and thoughtful negotiations. 
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Overall Surrrnary: . Strategies for Improving Survei Ilance Potential 

The preceding subsections have discussed five physical design strategies 
most commonly suggested as methods for improving an environment's surveil
lance capacity: 

• reducing concealment opportunities 

• improving lighting in and around residences 

• improving placement of windows 

improving visibility of locations for facilities and services so they 
are in line of sight of residents and casual observers 

increasing pedestrian activity and/or density of street traffic.i 

Certain issues have arisen repeatedly in those discussions. Interestingly, 
these entail social responses whiCh are felt to be necessary for the 
physical strategies to be effective: 

the potential offender must perceive that his/her risk of detection and/ 
or aoprehension is high, and 

residents unci casual passersby must be wiliing to intervene (either by 
reporting or raising an alarm). 

Luedtke and Associates (1970) reported that a large proportion of muggings 
and purse .snatch i ng5 in the pub 1i c hous i ng deve 1 opmen ts they stud i ed 
occurred during the day when surveillance opportunities were supposedly 
good. In view of these findings it has been concluded that surveillance 
alone ma: not deter crime -- or may deter only certain types of crime. 
Equally Important are residents' reactions and offenders' perceptions. 

The:e is some evidence that offenders are not as rational and receptive to 
envIronmental cues as the environmental psychologists would have us 
believe. For example, Goodman et al. (1966) found that the offenders inter
viewed by them reported that they did not consider such factors as visibil
ity a~d prese~ce of.\l/itnesses before committing their crimes. The sample 
of ofrenders ~ntervlewed by Goodman and colleagues consisted of incarcerated 
offenders, which may have some bearing on this finding. In contrast, other 
a~thors (e.g. Phelan 1977) report that the convicted burglars they inter
Viewed did take surveillance into account (see AIR 1980a:39). These 
conflicting findings raise important ques~ions: Do offenders differ in 
their sensitivity to environmental cues and if so, in what ways? Are some 
cues more compelling than others? Which ones? There seems to be a need 
for further work in this area before the environmentalist theory can be 
fully understood and documented (see AIR 1980a:40). 

See AIR (I980a:23-24) for a summary of studies which provide empirical 
evidence on these strategies. 
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A similar problem pertains to residents' and casual observers' reactions. 
It is not simply a question of residents' willingness to intervene, but 
also a matter of their being able to 'read' crimes as crimes. The 
experienced and busy 'casual observer' may not become suspicious when (s)he 
sees a van pull up outside of a neighbour's house during normal working 
hours. 1 (S)he may simply think her/his neighbour is having some repairs 
done. Add to this people's natural embarrassment ana reluctance to 
challenge suspicious people lest they 'make a fool I of themselves, and it 
becomes evident that proper surveillance by residents is a highly uncertain 
phenomenon. 

Accordingly, the success or physical design strategies aimed at improving 
surveillance and thereby deterring or preventing crime is dependent upon 
social responses (of both offenders and observers) and as such is a very 
problematic issue. This is borne out by empirical studies. Most of the 
empirical studies relating to this aspect of crime prevention document an 
association between poor surveillance and crime; very few have documented 
the effectiveness of improved surveillance on crime. Improved surveillance 
does appear to have a noticeable and positive impact on reducing residents' 
fear of crime, but its impact on the incidence of crime remains undemon
strated. This does not mean that improvements in surveillance are ineffec
tive, but it does underline the significance of the intervening variables 
(social responses) and the methodological problems surrounding verifica
tion of the surveillance principle. 

With respect to implementation. it has been pointed out that there could 
be considerable costs (financial and administrative) in the institution 
of most of these strategies, particularly in existing housing developments. 
In view of the uncertainty of the benefits of these strategies, retro
fitting may not appear to be ve.ry cost-effective except In the I1lOst serious 
situations. On the other hand, the costs involved for implementing these 
strategies in new developments would not be anywhere near as formidable 
since all of these strategies, except for improving lighting, depend on 
more thoughtful and informed design rather than on the provision of 
additional or better building elements. Therefore, despite the lack of 
empirical substantiation, the compelling logic of the surveillance 
strategies, supported by reports by some offenders about their relevance 
and importance, might be seen as ample justification for their implementa
tion, depending on the need. 

It appears that most residential bur"glaries occur during the day 
a~cordin9 to both the statistics collected in the United States (Scarr 
1973a and U.S. Department of Justice 1981:25) and the views of the 
Metropolitan Toronto Police (interview April ~,1981). However, 
Waller and Okihiro (1978b:42) found that victi'ms reported a larger 
proportion of burglaries occurring at night than did police statistics. 
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5.5 CONTROLLING ACCESS ANO ESCAPE 

This section concentrates on design. as OPPOsed to mechanical or electronic 
strategies for control I ing ac:c~ss and escape. Many of these strategies 
while having !:he primary function of controlling access and escape, may 
also contribute to the development of social cohesion and territoriaiity. 

There are three major types of strategies for controlling access and 
escape. The first are methods to discourage through traffic from entering 
general residential areas by using cul·de-sacs and other types of 
restrictive street configurations (e.g_ I~I and IT' intersections and one
way ~treets) and by locating residences away from through traffic. Tne 
second involves the use of real or symbolic barriers to restrict unwanted 
traffic within the residential area by providing better differentiation 
of public and private space and by creating territorial zones of infl~ence. 
and by clarifying the intended uses of space in and around residences. 
The last type involves improving the degree to which residents and security 
dgencias can quickly provide assistance Or agpreh~nd offeRdars by improving 
identification of dwelling units, and by improving access for pol ice/ security personnel. 

Although these three types of strategies are often interdependent and 
similar with respect to objectives and rationale, each will be described 
and assessed separately. Assessments common to all three will then be presented. 

Target Crimes 

All of the strategies for controlling access and escape are prinCipally 
aimed at preventing trespass and burglary, and to a lesser degree, 
vandalism, street robbery, theFt, rape, and assaults. 

i. ControllinQ Access to and escape from the General Area 
With respe2t to the 'use of restricted street configurations' and 
'locating resid~nces away from through-traffic', the primary aim is 
to prevent outsiders and illegitimate users from freely entering 
the general area. This reduction of the "penetrabilityll (Brill 1979a) 
of an environment is expected to have the following effects: 

it may reduce the eas~ with which potnetial criminals familiarize 
themselve~ with an area to get to know likely targets and escape routes, 

it may faci! itate the residents' ~biijty to recognize strangers or those who do not Ifit in', 

it infor.ns outsiders that they are entering a semi-pub!lc area __ 
an area 1n \"hich their pI"eSence and activities are liable to bl4 
noticed and perhaps question!d (see Newman 1973a-e, and ROuse and Rubenstein 1978:14), 

it may contribute to the social and geographical integrity of a 
residential area thereby encouraging territorial interests and 
proprietary feelings about what goes on in the area, and 

it may contribute to the social cohesion of the neighbourhood, 
a sense of cOtrlnun i ty. 

Overall controlling access through restricted street configurations 
i s expe~ted not orll y to make it more d i ffi cu I t ~or ?ffende rs to ~et 
in and out of an area but also to increase theIr rIsk of detectIon 
and apprehension due ~o the fact that they will be noticeable as 
outsiders (see AIR 1980a:ll-12). 

Assessment .. 
A numbertof studies have documented an association betwen acceSSIbi
lity to residential areas and crime. For example, Bev!s and Nu~ter 
(1977) studied types of street intersections: a crOSS~lntersectlon 
('+') ~vas considered most accessibl~, stre:ets that formed 'T' OF !LI 

intersections were considered less accessible, and streets that were 
cul-de-sacs were considered to be least Qccessible. C,:mtrolling for 

• -J.. f ., . I c: ~n r1 such social variables as race, Income. nu,,~er 0 poor jUVen! .e __ ~ 
so on, Bevis and Nutter round a highe~ frequency of residential 
burglaries in·the most accessible blocks and cens~s tracts. (where one 
would expect heavy pedestrian and vehieular traffiC) (AIR .980a:3S). 
Similarly, Brill (see U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
1977) found that in public housing developments, those ~!partments near 
parking lots, streets and recreational areas, where escape routes are 
more readily available, experienced higher crime rates than other 
apartments. The Brantinghams (~975b) a!so.f?und that.blocks on the 
border of a neighbourhood experIenced SIgnificantly hIgher burglary 
rates than those in the interior. Other s~udle~ fe.g. ~ep~ettc 
1974 and Luedtke and Associates 1970) prOVide SimIlar fll,dlngs (see 
AIR 1980a:36). 

Ha.-Iever, the AIR document (Ioc:. cit.) concluded that "nOl,e of these 
studies provides adequate eVIdence-on the speciric :elat~onship it 
examined. But in sum, they point to a st.rong relationshIp betwe

7
n 

access i b i , i ty and expos!.! re to eri me." Pe :naps the on 1 y 5 t~dy wh ~ cn 
attempted to evaluate the effect of restrIcted street ConfIgurations 
on crin~ was the Hartford experiment (see Hollander and Brown 1978). 
Although this experiment did report reduce~ rates in bur~lary and 
street robbery, it is impossible to determine whether thiS was a 
consequence of the street changes or of other components of the 
experi ment. 
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In contrast to the arguments that favour restriCUd street confi
gurations. Newman (see U.S. Department or Housing and Urban 
Development 1973a:5) reports that residencial developments conSisting 
of large super-blocks. devoid of interior streets, have been found 
to suffer from higher crime rates than projects of comparaole size 
and density in which eXisting city streets have been allowed to 
continue through the site. HUO claims that through streets bring 
safety inco che housing projects by: 

Facilitating direct access co all buildings in the project by car 
or bus, 

bringing vehicular and pedestrian traffic into the project and 
thereby providing an important measure of safety that comes with 
the presence of people, and 

facilitating police patrol by providing easy access, and 
identifying building locations. 

This conera3ting view can be taken not as an indication of the 
unsoundness of this strategy but as an illustration that the 
effectjvene$~ of any sp~cific EOH strategy depends on a variety of 
factors which should be assessed before deciding which stracegies to 
adopt. In this case, the siZe and type of residential development 
concerned (i.e. super-blocks of highrise buildings) is particularly 
relevant and it may well be that the crime rates referred co by HUD 
were suffiCiently high and of such a nature that they were suscepti
ble to reduction due to the presence of through traffic. In other 
situations, say a less concentrated and distinct lower-middle or 
middle-income area, the presence of through traffic could have the 
reverse effect. Thus, the decision to implement this strategy to 
control access or the strategy aimed at increasing traffic to improve 
surveillance (see 5.4 above) will have to take into conSideration, 
among other things, the physical and social charac~eristics of the 
environ~~nt, what the crimes are, who is doing them, and the nature 
of police and citizen response. It is also important to note chac 
jmpl~entation of this strategy must be sensitive to other design 
objet:tives, particularly those relating to ensuring. easy access for 
emergency services vehicles. 

Ii. Using Real or Symbolic Barriers to Control Circulation within the Area 
The second type of strategies for concroll ing access and escape involves 
using real and symbolic barriers to clarify the intended use of an 
area and to better differentiate public and private space in order 
to create and define territorial zones of influence. It is argued 
that if the space in and around residential settings is clearly 
defined, then potential criminals will not be aole to capitalize upon 
the existence of 'no-man's land' to obtain access to targets: ~rey 
will not be able to blend into the general confusion (e.g. regarding 
acceptanc~ of responsibility) that exists in undefined public or semi
public areas. In addition, it is proposed that space that is enclosed 
or otherwise defined by real or symboli~ barriers conveys a message 
to would-be criminals, directly or indirectly, that this space is 

I 

, i 

"I 
under ei~her residents' or mangement's control (increasin~ ~he ri~k of 
detection) and further, that such definition may force criminals Into 
taking more circuitous escape routes, thereh r increasing their risk of 
apprehension. 

Beyond its direct role in preventing criminal access to targets, this 
type of strategy is closely associated with those ai~ed at fo~tering a 
stronger sense of territoriality and related protective behaViour among 
residents (see section 5.6 following). For example. clear!y defining 
the gradation from publ ie, semi-publ ie, se~i-private to p~lvate uses 
in residential areas would permit both reSidents and outSiders to . 
develop a strong sense of who was entitled to do what, where. By uSing 
real or symbolic barriers, space can be divided into four zones (see 
Newman 1976:56): 

Public space -- an area that is open to anyone and serves a variety 
of functions, such as the roads and sidewalks. 

';:",mi""","bl i", ...... ea "'''' Cin arca iJu~fj as a ioboy which IS open to the --,.,' ","W_"" ~t"g 

general publ ic but which has a limited number of uses. 

Semi-private space -- an area such as an apartment hallway th~t is 
restricted to a few persons from 'the public' and is mainly 
occupied and used by residents. 

Private space _. an area reserved for residents only, e.g. behind 
the closed doors of an apartment or in a back yaro. 

It is sometirr~s recommended that, where possible, large housing pro-. 
jects should be subdivided into small sections so tha~ a!' areas of It 
are related to particular buildings or eluster~ ~f bu'ldl~gs. ~o.area 
should be left unassigned or simply left 'publ Ie. The aim her~ IS to 
create what have been called 'zones of influence' (i.e. an a:ea.~ur
rounding a building or preferably an area surrounded ~y a bUlldlng~ 
which are perceived by residents to be outdoor.extenslons of,dwell Ings, 
and thereby benefit from ongoing use and surveillance by reSidents. 
Residents using these areas should feel that they are under natura! 
surveillance by other residents; to an equivalent degree, a potential 
criminal should feel that any suspicious behaviour will :ome under 
inmediate scrutiny (Sagalyn 1973:6)., Finally, t~~ creation ~nd cl 7ar 
definition of zones of influence is expected to Increase reSidents 
feelings that they have a right to question outsiders. 

There arc many design elements which can be used as.rcal and symbo!ic 
barriers for controlling access and escape1,includlng: fences, signs, 
clearly marked pathways, landscaping (e.g. berms, sh:ubbery! trees, 
flOwer gardens), doors, gates, and other eJ~ents which ~eflne 
entrances and exits, and the strategic location of certain out~oor 
facilities such as recreational areas (as ~ell a~ hardware.devlces) f 

in short, "anything that anrtt;iunces the Integrity and uniqueness 0 
an area" (Westinghouse Electric Corporation 1977:2-8). 

See Brill (1979b) for a review of different types of barriers. 
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Assessment 
There are two major concerns related to the use of real and symbolic 
barriers and the previous type of access and escape control strategies 
{using restricted street configurations and locating residences away 
from through traffic) discussl~d in this section. These concerns are' 
that: 

they may be in conflict with other obje~tjves and strategies, and 

a large part of their effectiveness depends upon the exercise of 
territoriality by residents. 

With respect to the potential for conflict, as has been pointed out, 
these strategies may undermine ease of access by police and other 
security personnel (see the next subsection), as well as by personnel 
providing other essential services (e.g. fire protection. ambulance, 
garbage removal). In addition, barriers may diminish an environmentls 
surveillance capability (whether thFough detection hardware, formal 
security surveillance or through 'eyes on the street l) by providing 
opportunities for concealment or by restricting outdoor traffic. The 
follOWing Figure 5.3 reproduces Brill's (1979b:4-S) very useful 
analysis of diff~rent site elements and their performance capability 
with regard to eliminating unassigned space, minImizing penetrability, 
and maximizing surveillance; this analysis clearly illustrates some of 
the design conflicts which can occur. ihe effectiveness of barriers 
during the night, particularly symbolic barriers, is also considered 
highly qIJestionabJe. Lastly, when the placement and design of these 
barriers has not been undertaken in conjunction with consultation 
with residents, the residents thern~elves may view these barriers as 
inconveniences and ignore them, thereby ~nderm;ning their efficacy 
for controlling access by others. 

Residents' exercise of their sense of territoriality raises other 
problems. Territoriality is a complicated response having emotional 
and, in many cases, political dimensions. Whether or riot SUCh a 
feeiing wi 11 emerge is not solely predicated on the physical creation 
of geographical zones of influence. Like residents' wi llingness to 
intervene in the event of suspicious or illegal behaviour, residents l 
willingness to exercise territoriality by controlling and monitoring 
activities. challenging intruders, etc. is a function of many factors 
relating to: who the residents are, their socIal and economic status, 
whether they rent or own their dwelling, how long they have lived in 
the area, whether or not they have children, their degree of alien. 
ation or integration, and so on. What this means is that it is 
unlikely that the design strategies describ~d here wilt, by themselves, 
have a signrficant impact. Th. likelihood of achi.ving eh. desired 
results with these strategies is much grealter if they are combined 
with other design and 1TIQ~.agement strategies which address some of 
these latter issues. 

( 
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It has been argued (see U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 1973a:6) that the success of symbolic (as opposed to 
real) barriers in restricting entry depends on four conditions: 

II The capacity of the intruder to read the symbols, 

The capacity of inhabitants or their agents to 
maintain controls and reinforce the space definition 
as symbolically defined, 

The capacity of the defined space to require the 
intruder to make obvious his intentions, and 

The capacity of the inhabitants or their agents to 
challenge the presence of an intruder and to take 
subsequent action.1I 

The HUO report claims that all of these conditions must be operative 
together for symbolic barriers to be truly effective. As we have 
indicated, the degree to which these conditions can be fulfilled is 
variable, and in some cases, itmay be unrealistic to expect very 
much in these respects if the use of symbolic barriers is not 
supported by other strategies particularly management strategies 

aimed at encouraging residents and others to take responsibility 
for preventing crime. 

iii. Improving Ease and Speed of Resoonse to Crime 
Improving the identification of dwelling units and ensuring prompt 
ac~ess by police and other security personnel has the obvious 
objective of i~creasing the ease and speed'with which these agencies 
can responci to crime, and thus the risks surrounding escape by the 
criminal. As well, it is expected that fear of crime will be reduced 
if people know help is readily av~jlable. 

There are til number of techniques involved in improving the identi
fication of dwelling uni~s. At the level of the individual unit, 
large, clear and properly-lit number signs are strongly recommended. 
(Note: It is not recommended that the unit identification include 
the resident's-name as this allows potential burglars to check by 
telephone if anyone is home.) With respect to larg~ groupings of 
residential \,u\its particularly to.oJnhouse developments which 
extend over a considerable amount of land it is suggested that 
strategicallY located orientation maps, indicating the site 
organizatiC'1"I and unit-numbedng system, would greatly facilitate 
po lice response. 

Other means of improving the ease and speed of response to crime 
relate to the design strategies mentioned earlier aimed at improving 
surveillance. For example, improving lighting and developing street 
and path configurations which encourage traffic activity are 
considered to be likely to facilitate the speed and ease with which 
police a,"Id other 5<!curity personnel C.'.ln respond to criminal activity. 
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E.,i 91J re 5. 3 (SOt.:RCE: 

Site 
Elements 
Security 
Capabilities 
Matrix 

Valuation Key 

• Most 
Effective 

() 

CD 
0 Least 

Effective 

Uilliam Brill and Associates (1979b) Planning for Housing 

How will the site elements listed EJiminatjng . . below contribute toward .. 
Unassigned Space 

, 
The qualllles of a ground suriac: can 

~ 
IOdialC: liS Imended LI$e. Ground CiJ 

Ground Covers ,;o~ers define yard. 1I3rden and la ... n ....J 
areas. < -
Provide a residennal character hell'-' 

CFJ 
i 

a: 
(ul in defininl yard. ,arden ;and lawn W 

low Shrubs areas and In de"eloplnl shaded $II_ .... 
IInl areas. < 

, ~ 
Effec:tive at makinl areas semi-

() I .... 
Mid-sized Shrubs pnvate to private, depcndinl upon 

I Z planllnl layout. 

< 
Provide :I residential character l'Ic:lp-

CD 
....J 

(ul In definlnc yard. iarden and lawn 

I 
c.. 

Trees areas and In dc:veloPinli shaded SIl. 
I tina ;mIU. 
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(} proJec:t SIte if 18·-24· 10 height. Can 

I low Walls sene as sit tin, elemem contrlbullnl 
10 use of SIte sub-<ireas. 

LImit access and l'Ielp delineate and 

0 separale sub-areal of Ihe proJec:t \Ite. 
I High Walls Form private: spaces, i.e:. yards and 

;lallo arr:as. 

U') I Define "nd separ;!!e sub· areas or rhe 

cr"" t project sile. Coln I:reale semi-private .... 
Low Fences "reas such as individ~1 yuds. Z 

W 
~inlmal ecrea. Limit OIc:cess and 

C) :E 
heip delineale and >eparat: sub-areas ! 

j 
W 

High Fences but do not olctually conlnbute to use ....J 
of SPlice • W 

Cl 
A!Siln space as e:llry and passale. CI, I LU 

Gates (circulaClon) ~ 
(,j 

-
Prc\cnt vehic:le JCC:ru. rreein! spac.: 

(] 
I 

;:) 

I 
a: 

for pe-d"':ml~n u~. They define spa,e .... Bollards and may serve ;u siltinl elc:menu. en 
Z 

Panil:ular materials and patterns can 

G I 0 Paving Materials indicaee use and ~Ienl of sub.uea.~, , (.) and Textures and conlribute: 10 resldenu $eOs.e of 
.I lecchorralilY. 

Can ~ used to define u~ are:.s .lnd . 
cr.~ I Slopes and Berms c:onmbulc 10 the dC'o'elopmcnt qf 

play and slIIin, "'cu. 

Define pasgSe OInd poct1estnan 

CD I Stairs and Ramps fOUCes. Supplies acc:ess frorrl one 
level or usc area 10 aHOlher. 

Cl --
These eh:menrs are useful in dcvl!iop. ($1, w 

Site Furniture 1n8 a spal.-e (or assl,ned u~, su.:h u o:U') 
sulln, areas, pme lable .'Ir«:as. ~1C. ' -;:)1- . .... z 

Play Equipment These elements :1Tf: u~ful in develop. 

C· 
OW 
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'-1 ::>....J 

Zw 
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....; 

d 

IF 
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j 
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Assessment 
Although there is considerable commonsense argument Supporting the 
strateg ies a illled at improv ing the ~ase and speed of response to cl"'ime, 
there are two major concerns to be considered before they are imple
mented. First, there are some confl icts with other EDM strategies and 
the needs of the environment muse therefore be carefully assessed 
before it can be determined whether controlling access by potentia! 
criminals or facilitating access by security personnei is the primary 
need. In addition, it is argued that clear identification of 
residences could faCilitate the work of potential criminals as well 
as publ ic and private security perscnnel. 

Overall Summary: Strategies for CQntrolling Access and Escaoe 

Unfortunately, there have been few, if any. empirical s.tudies which hav;e 
adequately evaluated the impact on crime or fear of crime of any of the 
3bove three types of design strategies for controlling access and escape. 

One of the most obvious logical I imitations of these strategies is that they 
are aimed at preventing crimes by outsiders. The ext~nt to which crimes are 
committed by outsiders or local residents varies depending on the type of 
c~ime and the environment. Accordingly, the appropriateness of these 
strategies -- not to mention their effectiveness -- may be highly limited. 
To the extent that the crimes experienced by a residential al'l!!c1J are com
mit:ed by outsiders, the implementation of these strategies raises a further 
problem -. i.e. displacement (see Chapter 2, section 3.3.i earl ier). 
Potential criminals, deni6d easy access to one setting, may simply shift 
their attention to another area. 

There is also the problem that even with the best conditions and design for 
controlling access and escape, all that is required to undermine them is 
simply one person who. either due to indifference or negligence, fails to 
maintain these cer.Jitions. The entire security afforded by the access 
control strategies is then undermined. For ex~mpJe, JUSt one person who 
leaves doors propped open or unlocked or who opens lobby entrances without 
first checking on the caller, will enable potential criminals to obtain 
access to the buiJdln9.1 , 

Lastly, it is noted that the implementation of these str~te9ies could be 
extremely difficult. Competing demands on city planners and traffic control 

In an interview with the Metropolitan Toronto PolIce, for axample, we 
were informed that they themselves have very I ittJe trouble getting Into 
apartment buildings: all they do Is simply press al I the apartment 
buzzers and inevitably somebody lets them in without checking (e.g. the 
residents were waiting for a friend or a pizza and simply assume that 
is what the buzz~r is for). This is a trick commonly known to door-to
deor salesmen and, Supposedly, to potentIal burglars. 

d 
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It in their not placing residential autho~ities. f~:g~;I(~~p~~~i~arj;~S~f priorities. Furthermore, residential 
securl ty very I • I d be rob I ernat i c. How shou I d space be 
endorsement'of thled strat~;~~s ~~~ Shoul~ space be ~sed? Will they resent 
zoned? Who shou get w . F th there is 

. 'm I icit restrictions on their behaviour? etc. ur er, . 

~~~:~d~r~ble pote~tial for condfl iet betwe~nO~~!~d~;~;~n~!j:e~f::~~g~~~ 
;imed at control I Ing access an escape an, ~_ 't is likely that 

I . t f're exits Once again, I i\,,/weve I'" , I • 
example, re atlng 0, I, I ~d financial) required for the implementa-
the resources (organl~atlo~a a . I d d if consIderation is given 
~~o~h~ ~~;~~gS~~:t~~;~~a71!!s~:n9~~:~eYo;et~~eplanning of a new develop-
ment. 
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5.6 fOSTEnnlG TERRITORIALITY ANO SOCIAL COHESION 

In the foregoing discussions of th~ different types of design strategies, 
it has been noted repeatedly that for those strategies to be effective 
it is not sufficient that suspicious or criminal behaviour be observed. 
The observer must also be motivated to respond with (or call for) assist
ance for the person or property being Victimized. It has been argued 
that the decision to respond wi 11 depend on the presence of the fol iewing conditions: 

the extent to which the observer has developed a sense of his personal 
and proprietary rights and is accustomed to defending them, 

the extent to which the activity obs~rved is understood to be occ:.Jrring 
in an area within the sphere of influence of the observer 

• 
identification of the observed behaviour as being atypical in the area, 

identification on the part of the observer with either the victim or 
the property being vandalized or stolen, and 

the extent to which the observer feels he can effectively alter the 
course of events being observed. 

(Newman 1972:78-79) 

This argument points to the need to disc!"l!s the issues of territorial ity 
and social cohesion, and design strategies to foster them. This section 
therefore begins with a general discussion of the two concepts. The 
section then identifies the major related deSign strategies, and presents 
an assessment of their effectiveness. 

The logical arguments underlying the concept of territorial ity are quite 
scrong. However ie should be noted at the outset that there has unfortu
~ately been little e~pirical research to test whether these arguments do 
In fact correlate or explain actual behaviour. Thus, design strategies 
which aim to increase territoriality are not as directly focused en 
preventing crime as other EOt~ strategies such as target-hardening. 

The notion of territoriality is closely aligned with access control, but 
goes beyond the physical dimension of access concrol to include a 
Psychological arod perhaps a pOlitical component. Essentially, it refers 
en residents

l 
feel ings about their own 'turf l , feel ings of ownership, 

and therefore concern for what occurs in that turf. Gardiner (197Sa:19), 
for example, notes that territoriality involves three conditions: 

lit) The resident feels a proprietary interest and 
responsibility over areas beyond his front door, 
a responsibil ity shared by his neighours. 

'-

2) The resident perceives when this territory is 
potentially threatened by the intrusion of 
strangers and is willing to act on that perception. 

3) A potential offender perceives Chat he is 
intruding on the domain of others, will be 
noticed if he int.rudes and. therefore, is more 
I ikely to be deterred from criminal behaviour." 

Newman (l973a:13) argues that the "pervasiveness .:>f crime in cities may 
in large measure be due to the erosion of territorially defined space 
as an ally in the battle to maintain social order." He contends that the 
physical design of modern cities has undermined the residents' sense of 
social and spatial solidarity and their sense of responsibility for the 
safety and well-being of their living areas. For t~xample. Newman argues 
that large anonymous residential structures, such as highrise developments, 
increase the social isolation of residents; the design of these buildings 
generally results in a situation in which the only space for which 
residents feel a proprietary interest is behind the doors of the apart
ments. Al'j other spaces (e.g. corridors, elevators, lobbies, grounds) 
are frequently open public or semi-public space areas for which no 
one feels responsible. These areas, these 'no-man's lands', allow 
unstructured activities to take place by residents -and non-residents I' 

alike and contribute to crime because there is no control of whose or wh~t 
kinds of activities occupy these spaces. Police seldom patrol these areas 
and thus they are vulnerable to the perpetration of incivilities and 
penetration by potential offenders. 

lri addition, unstructured o~ Jack of clearly defined uses of space 
around residential units permits competition and perhaps confiict over 
the use of these places. For example, the elderly, mothers and tOddlers, 
and teenagers, all engage in different outdoor activities and therefore 
require suitably demarcated areas for the pursuit of these activities in 
order to ilvoid us~r conflict. Likewise, residents of different Cultural 
or ethnic backgrounds commonly have different ways of using space and may 
feel offended or constrained by others who adopt a different usage. 
These confl icts over the use of space are considered to undermine the 
security of environments because they increase resident hostilities or 
drive resid~nts indoors -- thereby minimizing a communal sense of 
solidarity and the natural protective mechanism stemming from selective 
concern about res i den t lal env i ronments. As we I I, it is argued tha't such 
conflicts minimize the presence of casual observers who would otherwise 
be using ~nd enjoying these outdoor spac~s. 

Gardiner (1978a:38) notes that "economic territorial ity" is another 
key factor in neighbourhood security and i~ especially important in 
areas which are primarily commercial or non-residential. It functions 
in much the same way as social territoriality. 
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The degree of social cohesion among residents in a residential development 
or area is considered to affect crime in two respects: (a) by bolstering 
a consensual view of accepted community norms which are pro-social and 
anti-criminal (thereny minimizing criminal motivation among residents __ 
e.g. youths), and (b) by building up community ties so that residents are 
prepared to act on their neighbours' behalf and perhaps undertake col
lective community action against conditions which are conducive to crime 
i'he aim of many EOM measures is to create physical environments which are 
compatible with the development.of community ties. The development of 
social cohesion is seen as a necessary adjunct to many of the other EDM 
measures (e.g. regarding informal surveillance and territoriality) and as 
a powerful deterrent to crime in its own right. But again, as with the 
issue of territoriality, there have been Few empirical studies which 
document the actual relationship between social cohesion and erime. 

From a theoretical perspective, there are two major schools of thought. 
One follows Ourkheim's perspective and argues that crime brings communities 
together by the collective responses residents take to combat crime. The 
other view argues that crime destroys communities by increasing levels of 
fear which increase residents' distrust of each other -_ thereby atomizing 
communities and thus creating even greater opportunities for crime in a 
never-ending cycle (see Conkl in 1975). 

It is likely that the truth of this phenomenon is that it is not an a-II or 
nothing sort of thing. First, it is probable that whether crime destroys 
or builds up community COhesion varies from situation to situation. 
Second, crime is only one of the many social problems which can destroy 
social coheSion (some others are racial tension and confl ict, geographical 
and social integrity disturbed by the intrusion of unacceptably high levels 
of cOrrmercial or industrial interests, severe transiency, unemployment, 
etc.). Therefore, depending upon the impact these factors have had or are 
having on a rleighbourhood, levels of crime can be seen as either symptom
atic of deterioration that is already underway or, in some cases. as 
contributing to the deterioration. Third", the degree to which a neighbour
hood is in the process of declining or in the process of building up, wil I 
also probably affect the extent to which crime can affect that neighbour
hOOd. Fourth, the kind of crimes occurring in the neighbourhOOd will also 
be relevant to the extent of social cohesion that exists there (e.g. 
vandalism which Is assumed to be committed by neighbours' children can be 
destructive to social cohesion, whereas assaults assumed to be committed 
by outsiders can bring residents together). 

Some of the work that has come out of the tlorthwestern University studili!s 
as ;latt of the "Reactions to Crime ll prOjec!: suggests an intermediate view. 
To the ~xtent that the types of crime in an area induce individual istic 
respons~s to crime (e.g_ staying indoors, limiting one's behaviour, Fear 
of going certain places, avoidance of neighbours, buying handguns, etc.), 
crime can be seen to atomize neighbourhoods and thus undermine social 

cohesion. To the extent that the responses to cril11e are collective, c.rime 
may be Seen as contributing to the cohesiveness of a neighbourhood. The 
latter outcome, however, appears to largely depend "on the neighbourhood 
already having corrrnunity groups and organizations \llhieh decide to take on 
collective anti-crime programs as part of their activities. 

The above discussion has summarized why fostering territorial ity and 
social cohesion is bel ieved to be critical to effective crime prevention 
in residential environments. As noted previously, r,lIany of the EDM design 
strategies already discussed have as one of their objectives the fostEring 
of territoriality and/or social cohesion, and/or are critically dependent 
on the existence of feel ings of territorial ity and/or social cohesion for 
their effectiveness. 

This section focuses on those design strategies in the EDM approach that 
attempt to directly affect the degrees of territoriafity and social 
cohesion in a community_ These strategies are: 

clustering of dwell ing units 

decreaSing height and siZe of developments 

'd 1 distinguishing between resident and nonQresl ent space 
1 reducing incompatible or confl icting uses of space 

reducing differentiation between specific environments and neighbouring areas _ 

Because of their similar rationales, objectives and interdependencies, 
certain of these strategies will be discussed as a group. 

Target Cr imes , • , 
AI I the target crimes are conSidered susceptIble to prevention by t~ese 
strategies. Some claim that personal crimes, e.g. assau!ts, d~mestlc 
diSputes and so on, are particularly amenable to preventlon.u:lng thes: 
strategies, but the evidence is uncertain regarding the validity of thiS 
view. 

Both of these strategies have also been,discussed earlJ~r (in Section 
5.5.i;) in terms of their being strategies for controlhng access and 
escape. 
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i. Clustering Owed I in Uni ts and Decreasin Size of 
Deve I opmen ts 

Essentially these strategies are aimed at fostering territoriality, 
reducing the anonymity that exists in large, densE residential 
developments and increasing positive interaction among neighbours. 
It is argued that if physical design features encouraged or 
influenced residents to interact on a frequent and harmoniou~ basis, 
they Would get to know one another and bui Id up social ties which 
form a protection against crime (see Figure 5.4 for an example of a 
low-rise cluster development). In addition, it is felt that smaller 
residential complexes result in residents having more controi over 
the spaces around their buildings; re$idents are therefore more 
likely to feel responsible for that space, in comparison to the 
situation that exists in large, anonymous complexes where no one 
appears responsible or interested. Other benefits said to be 
associated with these strategies include improved recognition of 
neighbours and strangers, which increases the risk of detection 
for j I legitimate intruders, and the Fact that it is easier to main
tain and manage smaller complexes. For example, although the 
initial construction costs of large buildings are ger.eral1y less 
on a per unit basis than the costs of smaller buildings, it seems 
to be the experience, at least in the United States, that ongoing 
management and maintenance costs in smaller buildings are lower 
due to the facts that there are fewer semi-public spaces vulnerable 
to vandalism, and that repair to plumbingandelec:rical systems are 
less expensive; 1 It is also considered to be easier to create a 
homogeneous (in the sense of compatible) resident population in 
smaller complexes. Mcreove~, relatively closely-knit residents may 
feel greater motivation towards developing crime prevention self
help programs and other types of security measures. Perhaps as a 
consequence of all of the above, fear of crime is thought to be 
reduced in smaller complexes. Finally, clustering and reducing the 
height and size of developments is considered to be important in 
integrating the development into the surrounding neignbnurhood 
(assuming the surrounding neighbourhood is not entirely composed of 
high-rise buildings) (see Figure 5.S) and thereby preventing the 
development from being perceived by criminals as a distinct target 
area and encouraging social cohesion on the community-wide level. 

S7
e 

for example, Newman 0980:6c); this point was also made in an interview 
With Harv7y ~eck, City of Chicago HOUSing Authority, March 4, IS81. 
Ho:v

ever
, I t IS not clear whether a simi lar argument regarding r-elaeive 

malntenan~e costs applies in Canadian environments. 

< 
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I 
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Figure 5.4: Isometric 
drawing of an example of 
a clustered, walk-up 
residential development which 
uses various EDM strategies to 
define and control space. 
(Newman 1980:230) 

~sse~sme~ t Fr-anck (1978) and Ne~~man and Franck (1980) lend some support 
t~U~~::e ~Iaims, but a)s~ produce some surpr~sing findings. For example, 
Franck (cited in AIR 1980a:46-47) found that. 

II The larger the number of apartments that form an identi
fiable group wit~in the building. the stronger the sense I 

of cohesion. There is a gre~ter likelihood t~at a tenants 
association will be formed ~nd that tenants Will work on 
problems together. 

The number of apartments per floor is negatively related 
to most aspects of leommunityl, includin~ resident~1 use 
of space, attachment, and sense of coheSion. 
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. "The number of apartments per floor is positivelv 
related to turnover rate, the perceived quality of 
maintenanoe, and perceived influence over manage
ment. 

The number of apartments per floor is not related 
to joint problem-solving, acquaintanceships, or 
level of kinship/friendship. 

The level of friend~hip/kinship has a significant 
positive effect on perceived safety, but 

the level of acqudtntanceships has a significant 
negative effect on personal safety.1I (Emphasis in 
the original) 

The design strategies regarding clustering and decreasing building 
height a~d si1.e have been subjected to a number of criticisms. For 
example, it is argued that clustering could backfire ar.d produce 
greater tensions or conflict among residents. l In view of this 
possibility, it is sometimes recommended that, in conj~nction with 
this strategy, special screening of tenants be employed so that 
people with similar and compatible life-styles are grouped together 
(see next chapter, the section on 'Landlord Strate9i~s·). In 
addition, clustering could cause inconvenience to servicemen (e.g. 
mai~, garbage, etc.), impede service by the fire department, and be 
viewed as a tluisance by the tenants themselves. Similarly. reducing 
the height and size of buildings could increase rather than decrease 
tension among tenants -- i.e. anonymity has its advantages as well 
as disadvantages. 

Distinguishing 6e~~een Resident and Non-resident Soace and Reducing 
Conflicting Uses 
The ~esign strategy of distinguishing between r6sider.t and non
resident space is obviously related to some of the strategies 
discussed in the previous section which are intended to provide 
access and escape control. Hqwever, it is also proposed that 
clearly distinguishing resident and non-resident areas has an 
important role in fostering territoriality and social cohesion. 
Such distinctions are ir.t~nded to identify the integrity of the 
residential unit. development or area for both outsider's and 
residents and thereby to strengthen the residents· sense of being 
in control of thei r area and make them mor'e I ikely to intervene in 
the event of susPiCious or illegal behaviour. This strategy is 
particularly important to the design of outdoor activity areas 
(e.g. play areas) whid, may attract non-residents who mal)" be 
potentially troublesome if they do not perceive that tholle areas 
are under the control of residents. 

For instance, although cloJ~ or shared 'back yards' would increase the 
opoortunities for friendly interchanges, they would also increase the 
opportunicies for conflict. Obvious sources of such conflicts would 
include differing tastes in type and volume of music, and size, nature, 
and timing of parties. 
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The design strategy of reducing incompatible or conflicting uses 
of sp~ce is also of special concern in the design and location of 
outdoor amenities an~ service areas. In this case, the primary 
Objective is to pr~vent conflicts among residents rather than between 
residents and non-residents. For example, it is frequently noted 
(see Brill 1979. Newman 1980) that such groups as toddle~s, teenagers 
and the elderly halfe varying needs with regard to recreational areas, 
and design which i~ not sensitive to these disparities can produce 
hostilities which disturb harmonious relations among residents, 
thereby lessening the level of social cohesion in that environment. 
Figure 5.6 provides one ; Ilust~atjon of a residential develclpMent 
which incorporates the above strategies and many of the other design 
strategies djscu~sed in this section (e.g. maximizing survej I lance 
opportunities. controlling circulation into and within the area, 
etc.) . 

Assessment 
As with many of the design strategies discussed so far, there is 
very little empirical validation of the abov~ strategies. However, 
there is some evidence that there is a relationship between crime 
and the extent to which residents feel in control of their environ
ment. A study by Newman and Franck (1980) examined fact~rs 
influencing crime and instability in urban housing developments. 
This study of burglary, personal crimes and fear of crime in 63 low
and moderate-income housing sites (in three cities) used a number 
of intervening variables to centrol for the relationship between 
the incidence of these cri~~s and the size of the buildings (among 
other factors). Three of these intervening variables control 
of space, use of space, and socic;l intcraction were found to 
have a significant role with respect to burglarl, personal crime 
and fear. 

Centrol of space refers to the perception of residents that thei r 
nei3hbcu,·s would intervene if suspicious or criminal behaviour 
occurred outside their apartments. Use of space refers to the 
nature and extent of use residents make of both private and sh~red 
outdoor areas. Social interaction refers to the nature and extent 
of social interactions with other tenants and the feelings of 
'belonging'. It was found that accessibiiiey was related to 
burglary rates. low control of space was related to crime and fear 
of crime, and building size was related to tenant interv~ntions 
(AIR 1980a:49). O~her findings were unexpected (e.g. there was an 
inverse relationship between assaults and b'\.lilding size) and the 
AIR report claims they are an artifact of the methodology used by 
Newman and Franek. 1 In any case. the state of the art reqardinq 
the impact of these strategies is similar to that of other strategies. 
There are some studies which document the relationship bet\'ieen 
crime and the speciFic physical design 'faults', but few, iF any, 
which evaluate what effects jmprcveme~ts in these designs have had 
on the incidence of crime. 

See AIR (!980a:SO-SI) For further discussion of these points. 
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One particular concern regarding the !trategy aimed at distinguish-
ing between resident and non-resident space is t~at over-emphasizing 
this strategy can lead to conflicts with the next strategy to be 
discussed, i.e. reducing differentiation between specific environments 
and neighbouring areas. Finally, although design elements (e.g. fences 
shrubs, etc.) can be added to existing environments where the 
distinction of residents' space coo user conflicts are a problem, 
it is most likely that implementing these strategies would be easier 
and less expensive if they were considered in the initial design 
and construction of residential environments. 

iii. ~ducing Differentiation Between $pecific and Neighbouring Environ
ments 
i'Fi"fS""last design strategy for foltering territorial ity and social 
cohesion reflects the increased emphasis being given to the crime 
p:evention value of community feeling which encompasses entire 
neighbourhoods (as opposed to specific residential environments) 
(see Lavrakas 1980). To encourage social cohesion amor.g residents 
of neighbourhoods, it is proposed that developments should be 
designed so that they fit into the neighbourhood; this encourages 
both residents of these developments and neighbouring residents to 
feel that the neighbourhood as a Whole has a certain integrity (and 
is therefore their territory, under their control). and also prevents 
potential criminals from perceiving these developments as distinct 
targets, vnsupported by the larger community. As illustrated in 
Figure 5.5 ~reviously, the architectural character of the develop· 
ment will have an important impact on the extent to which a 
development is integrated into the surrounding neighbourhood. Beyond 
scale and style, however, design elements such as the site 
orga;;izaeion and building orientations will significantly affect a 
development's ability to fit in. Figures 5.7 and 5.S following show, 
respecti'Jely, examples or developments which are integrated into and 
separated from the surrounding community. 

Reduci19 differ~ntiatjon between specific and neighbouring environ
ments is considered ~articularly important when the specific 
enviro~ment is public housing. It has been argued that if potentially 
troublesome housing developments such as public housing projects 
were deSIgned ana built 50 that they fit into neighbourhoods rather 
than taking ever neighbourhoods (as they oreen tend to do), then 
the stigma and negative attributes commonly associated with the!e 
projects w~uld be dissipated and residents would have a more 
positive r~sidential environment with 'Hhich they could identify and 
take pride in. In our talks with Harvey Peck of the Chicago Housing 
Authority (Mareh 4, 1981), for example, we were Informed that their 
public housing projects used to be built where the greatest need 
was (e.g. freq~ently slum areas populated by blacKs). Now, the 
Authority (and all etner U.S. public housing authorities) is 
required by Federal iaw to build its projects, on the basis of one 
out of three, in higher-income neignbourhoods, using only three
sto~ey walk-up designs, with a view tolintegrating public housing 
residents into the mainstream society. 

As is discussed in Chapter 10, this Foeus on integrating pubJ ic 
housing projects is also common to Canadian housing authorities. 
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Assessment 
Despite the lack of formal evaluation of this strategy. the fact 
that many public housing authorities now have development policies 
which emphasize its importance, would appear to validate the 
significance of this strategy in fostering territorfality and 
social cohesion. As noted, however. design which reduces the extent 
of differentiation between specific and neighbouring environments 
mLlst also be careful to distinguish between spaces in~ended for 
use by residents of the specific environment and spac~s which are 
more public in nature. 

Fi I,a I I y, a I though th iss t rategy can be more eas i I y imp I emented if 
it is considered in the design of new developments, it should be 
noted that the integration of existing env; ronments into the 
surro~mding neighbourhood can be improved by changes to such elements 
as the exterior wall finishes, fences and walls, and landscaping. 

Overail Sum:rlary: Strategies for Fostering Territoriality and Sodal Cohesion 

On a general level, there is some question as ~o whether physical modifi
cations can have any significant impact on the soci~J factors of t~rritori
ali ty and cl:lhes i on: 

" ••• many sU9gest :hat physical design is superficial 
and inconsequential, particularly with respect fO 
creating viable communities (e.g. Becker 1974). If 
social controls, so the argument goes, effectively 
promote conformity and socialization according to 
widely accepted norms and values then people can 
adapt successfully to varied environments. Conversely, 
if social controls are weak or creaking down physical 
redesign can do I ittle." (Curtis & Kohn 1980:9) 

Pro~onents of this position point to some of the most unlikely housing 
developments in terms of de5ign (e.g. Park Hill, Sheffield) and note that 
desp i te thl! des i gn fl aws U·.e res i dents exh i bit high I eve I s of soci a I 
cohesion and territorial interests. As we have sU9gested previously, it 
is likely that territoriality has more to do with who the residents are 
than with creating zones of influence. Similarly, social cohesion may 
be more a function of residents' values and life-styles than of residential 
design factors. The empirical evidence is, however, not yet in on this 
matter, and both pOsitions are therefore credible. 

As with most of the design strategies.discussed,thereare the problems 
surrounding implementation of the strategies which aim to foster territori
ality and social Cohesion. Retrofitting is expensive and could be 
prohibitively so in many situations. Once again, if these strategies are 
going to be taken into account, they should best be considered at the 
inieial design and planning stage. 

Becker, F.D. (1974) liThe effect of physical and s.ocial factors on 
residents' sense of security in multifamily hQusing developments" 
Journal of Architectural Research 4(1): 18-24. 
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In summary. design strategies concerned with f?stc:ing social cohesion and 
territoriality represent perhaps the weakest link In the EOM battery of 
strategies. The emergence of these social responses appears to ~e so 
complex and so poorly understood that it is impossible to det~rmlne whether 
or not physical design factors have a bearing on these issu~s. On the 
other hand, it could be argued that there is nothing to ~o~e by incorp
orating these considerations into new deveJopme~ts. provldln~ that. . 
attention is also paid to potential conflicts With other deSign objectives 
and st rar !:eg i es (for examp let reg3 rd j ng pr i 'lacy, aestne tics. and fire safety). 
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S.7 SUMMARY 

Taken as ~ group, the deSign strategies of the EOM approach appear to 
make sense, both in terms of their direct crime prevention objectives and 
their intent to improve the residential environment in ways that are 
hYPOthesized to reduce r-esidents l vulner-abil ity to crime (for eJr.<i";mple. by 
fostering territor-iality and social cohesj~n). However-, except in the 
caseof the target-har-dening strategies. there is I ittJe empirical evidence 
which categorically indicates that the design str-ategi~s will effectively 
prevent cr-ime. Most of the arguments in favour of these strategies are 
based on compar-ative eVidence, which suggests, for- example. that communi
ties ·with good soeial cohesion are less I ikely to be criminally victimized 
than t~ose with poor- cohesion. Given the complexity of the relationships 
IJetween physical deSign and human behaviour, and the difficulty of 
Ineasuring these relationships, efforts to eVQ/uate various design 
strategies have only provided tentative conclusions r-egarding their I ikeJy effectiveness. 

It is clear-, however, that considering the incorporation of the deSign 
strategies to pr-event cr-ime during the ear-Iy stages of the planning and 
design of a residential environment will greatly faCilitate their imple
mentation, both in ter-ms of reducing the likely costs involved and in 
terms of redUCing the likel ihood of conflicts with other design objectives 
aimed at making that environment a secur-e and pleasant place to live. 

One final point about the deSign strategies is that their POtential 
effectiveness Is greatly increased when they are SUpported by management 
strategies which encourage residents and other groups to be concerned with 
and involved in preventing crime. In effect. the extent to which Sur
veillance opportunities are provided and access is contr-olled is almost 
irrelevant unless residerlts and others concerned with the safety of a 
residential environment ar~ not motivated to act when they observe 
suspicious or potentially criminal activity. The next chapter- discusses 
and assesaes the management strategies which are aimed at developing that motivation. 
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Management Strategies 
of the EDM Approach 
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6.1 INTRODUCTIO"! 

In the term 'Environmental Design and Management {EOM) I .pproach to crime 
prevention, I.~vironment' clearly refers to both the physical and social 
fJrivironment.· '?ied, many of the EOM 'deslgn' strategies discussed in 
Chapter 51th· ':0 alter the physicoll characteristics of an znviron'llcnt 
only as a meal· .•• hlf altering the sodal anel ~ehavicH.;!"al characteristics (of 
potential criminals, residents, and Others). Further, theorists and 
practitioners in the EOM fieJd now recognize that concomitant changes to 
the social characteristics of an environment are often a necessary 
condition for changes in the physical characteristics (through EOM deSign 
strategies) to have a preventive effect on crime. Although the reputations 
of the: earl ier versions of the EUM approach (e.g. "defensible space", 
"CPTED") were based on their attention to deSign strategies nnd the 
physical characteristics of an environment, many of tOday's propon~nts of 
EDM-related approa~hes would also argue the worth of strategies that are 
directed to 'managing' the environment In ways which faCilitate crime 
preVention, i.e. strategies that attempt to prevent crime by altering the 
social and management characteristics of an environment directly. 

Given the vast amount of literature available on crime prevention strategies 
that could be ~aJled 'Management StratQgies', it il obvious that a fully 
comprehe~sive review of such strategies could not be undertaken here.

1 Instead, the follOWing discussion of ~anagement strategies is sel~ctive, 
"ind focuses on those ineaSU,es most commonly associated with the EOM 
literature and which appear to be mc~t salient to the entir~ EOM approach. 

The strategies discussed are presented in terms of the groups most likely 
to take the main responsibility for their Initiation and/or implementation: 

resident strategies 

landlord strateQies 

police strategies, and 

community strategies. 2 

in fact, given the number of factors t~at are believed to be associ
ated with crime (some of which were identifiod in Chapter 2 earlier), 
, broad view of crime prevention would encompass nearly every 
strategy necessary to cure all tne social and economic ills of society 
(e.g. unemployment, ra~i5m, drug and alcohol abuse, etc.). 

This lise inclUdes those key groups whose involvement is required for 
preventinq crime through the ongoing management: of t~H! residential 
environment; other groups (such as architects, builders, planners, and 
various government agencies) ~re also impOrtant to the implementation 
of ~he EOM approach, but primariiy with regard to the design strategies. 
Ch&Pters 7 and a which fol Jow, discuss the roles of these latter 
groups and the issues related to getting the relevant groups involved 
in Implementing both design and management strategies. 
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6.2 RESIDENT MANAGEM~NT STRATEG'~S 

According to one perspective, the actions that residents can undertake 
themselves constitute the most important and vital way of preventing crime. 
Just as Jane Jacobs (1961:31) claimed when sMe wrote that the public peace 
is kept ~rimari Iy by "an intricate, almost unconscious network ,f volun
tary controls and standards among the people themselves, and enforced by 
the peop I e themse I ves", it is argued that the g iass roots con t ro 1 of cri me 
is the only ultimately feasible and effective way to ensure security in 
residential neighb~Yrhouds. Police cann~t possibly provide sufficient 
'coverage' to prevent crimes; and ever. the ~st securely designed 
environment is vulnerable to criminal victimization unless the people 
themselves are involved i" the control of crime. This involvement entails, 
as we have pointed o~t earlier, two dimensians: the inculcation of anti
criminal values, motivation and behaviour; and the development of protective. 
behaviour against; crime (e.g. willingness to res~ond to suspicious Or" 
illegal behaviour and to look out for one's neighbours' welfare and property) • 

In addition, Citizen responsibility for and participation in crime 
prevention is seen as an integral aspect of participatory demo~racy. As 
CUI"tis and Kohn (1980:20) have pointed out in their corrrnents about anti
crime measures in pubiic housing: 

"Past ~xperience suggests that receiving 'help' from 
outsiders often perpetuate5 the sense of impotence 
and powerlessness that is a cause as well as a conse
quence of poverty. Independence is difficult when 
one person is constantly in the position of magnanimous 
donor and the other is in the position of perennial 
recipient. 1I 

Many of the management strategies di$cussed below are therefore aimed at 
preventing crime by fostering a stronger sense of citizen responsibility, 
~ r~dyced sense of alienation and powerlessness, a heightened awareness 
of others with similar concerns. and a greater responsiveness to peer group pressures. 

It should, however, be pointed out that although the fOllOWing four types 
of strategies are grouped under the heading of t r'2sident sr.rategies'. 
some of the measures involved entail implementation or cooperation with 
a variety of agen~j~~ or munlcj~.l authorities (e.g. police, public or 
private sector landlords, social services etc.). Thla four types of 
Re$ident Strategj~s are as fol lows: 

i. Education Programs 

ii. Resident/Community Surveillance Programs 
iii. Sdlf-Help Programs 

iv. Resident or Tenant Assocj~tions. 

g , , 
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These str~te9ie5 ar~ considered to be particularly impor:ant to t~e 
Ci(;l;;omplisnment Ijf the EOM objective of impr~ving the: social o:ganlza
tion of residents in order to reinforce the,r sense.o: commun~ty and 
their willingness to intervene in the event of lUSPICtouS or ,llegal 
beh,Jviour. 

i. Education Programs . 
Many resiaential cQ~unities in Canada and the UnIted States have 
organized educational programs and campaigns (e.g. newsletters, 
Ulks b\' experts) which inform citizens about crime risks and 
sensibl~ precautions that can be taken (including design strategies 
such as target-ha rden i n9). Organ i zat ions such as serv i ce c IJbs, 
women's g~OUPSt schools, and church groups frequently invite guest 
speakers to talk to them about crime prevention programs and 
strategies. Sometimes relatively simple advice su~~ as the 
importance of locking doors and windows can be 'brought home' to 
private citizens by informing them about the facts surrounding 
burglsries namely, that a large percentage of burglaries Occur 
by burglars gaining entrance through op~n doors or windows 
(Harvey 1980:7). 

Taroct Cri~s 
Education is considered valuable for preventing all the target 
crimes, with perhaps the exceptions of arson and murder. 

Assessment 
The advantages of education programs ~re that they acquaint the 
public with security risks and sensible precautions each indivdual 
may take to circumvent these risks. In addition, they may inspire 
further interest in crime prevention along the lines of collective 
community responses to crime. Eir;her of these results may reduce 
the publlc's fe8r of crime as well as the incidence of crime. 

However It i~ sometimes speculated that education programs could 
backfir~ in that, rather than dttcreasing the fear of crime, they 
could have the unfortunate effect of increaSing citizen feelings 
of vulnerability and produce gT.'eater fear of crime. The British 
experience with vandalism-prevention prograr~ also indicates that 
education or public relations programs need to be SUbtly directed 
to changing public at~itudest and not just to increasing awareness, 
if they are to be effective in ~~creasin; the incidence of the crime 
Involved (Ward, C. 1973:245-253). In addition, It is sometimes 
claimed that informing the p~blic about crime risks (particularly 
when the 'public' consist~ of youths) could result in educating 
would-be criminals about successful ways of committing crimes. 
Related to this issue is a lesson that has been learned by police 
departments. Police in Metropolitan Toroi~tOt for example, no 
longer give out information about the. amount or v~lue of property 
stolen in crimes such as purse snatcnlngs, robberies and So on, 
since they found that 'advertising' this information tended to 
result in a rash of similar crimes owing to would-be criminals' 
perceptions that these were profitable crimes. 
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The implementation of education programs can also be a problem 
sin~~ it requires the desire, energy. and time of so~~ individual 
or group to organize the programs, the cooperation of pol ice or 
other 'experts' to provide the information, and the willingness 
of the pub! ie to attend or otnerwise pay attention to these pro
grams. While the poli(:e in most municipalities are generally 
more than wi 11 ing to pr'ovide educational services to the pubJ ic, 
the publ ic itself is commonly apathetic or lacks the wherewithal 
to overcome natural inertia. 1 The net result is that It is 
frequently difficult and time-consuming to organize and sustain 
interest in this kind of crime prevention strategy. 

Summary 
Education of residents is considered to be ~ necessary complement 
to all the other crime prevention strategies. Its actual role in 
crime prevention may, however, be minimal due to public inertia 
and associated implementation problems. 

Resident/Community Surveillance Programs 
There are two kinds of resident and cornnunity surveillance 
strategies: proactive community patrols such as Teens on Patrol 
"'/hieh is aimed at preventing vandal ism (particularly to schools), 
and surveillance programs such as Neighbournood Watch whiCh simply 
re~uire5 that residents keep an eye on their neighbourhood in an 
organi:ed manner (e.g. on the basis of assigned shifts). 

In many situations, citizen patrols and block watch programs are 
~een as valuable adjuncts to or replacements for the kind of 
protection of:ered by police and/or private security personnel. 
~1any communities have become involved in such programs in response 
to a local increase in crime and have chosen this approach because 
the residents cannot afford the s~rvjces of private security 
agencies (or do not want these services) and/or because the 
residents do not consider public pol ic~ protection to be adequate. 
In many communities where these types of programs have been 
instltyted. there appears to be a strong motivation on the par~ of 
residents to control their own turf and protect th~ir famil ies, 
Friends and homes. 

• 
Target Crimes 
All target crimes are considered amenable to prevention by these 
t)rograms. 

--------------------------_._-----
See Chapter 10 for discussion of the Canadian experience regarding 
crime prevention education programs. 
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Assessmen t 
Numerous positive arguments have been made for th~se programs. 
Compared to other formal types of patrol and surveillance 
slrategies, they are inexpensive and they have the advantages 
that! 

residents' knowledge of their area and local I trouble-makers. 
is frequently more extensive than that of police or other 
security personnel, 

residents are able to differentiate residents from stranger$ 
(an ability not always found among police or private security 
pI.'. rsonne 1) • 

resident patrols are more difficult to detect than uniformed 
~olic~ patrols, for example, and can therefora capitalize on 
their 'invisibiiity'. and 

they can monitor the semi-publ ie and semieprivate areas which 
are not normally patrolled by public police forces and whiCh 
are prime locations for criminal activi ties (e.g. interior 
corridors! stairwells, elevators, lobbies and so on). 

Other benefits include the fact that in the course ~f organizing 
and implementing chezI.'. pro~.~ms. community spirit and social 
cohesion can be fostered and the fear of crime diminished. It 
has been claimed that t"le f,);-esence of resident patrols has brought 
back services provided by deliv~ry trucKS, ice cream vendors, 
taxis, etc. which had previously refused to do business in the 
area. 

A study by Yin and colleagues (1976) of over 200 resident patrols 
in 16 urban areas in the United States found that patrols were 
gen~rally more successful in and around buildings than in more 
vaguely defined areas, i.e. when they focused on a specific and 
limited situation. The report by Curtis anc. Kohn (1980:25) notes 
that " •••• the prospect for success vari~:i inversely with the size 
of the turf for whiCh a group assumes responsibility. In this 
resp~ct, the self-contained universe of ~ public housing develop. 
ment offers clear boundaries and a relatively homogeneous 
consti tuency." Finally, it is claimed that special pol ice training 
Is not required for this type of surveillance function ~~g the~e 
is some indication that residents benefit from the in~reased 
awareness of crime prevention that is gained from serving on 
patrols (see Curtis and Kohn 1980:24). 

Block watches (or, in the cas~ of apartment buildings, floor 
watc~es) have many of the advantages cited above. Yin et al. 
(Ioc. cit.) report that watch programs have been especiallY
effectTVe against vandalism In some places, and often increase 
trust and communication between residents and police. 
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Hcwev~r, in spite of the many positive rep(Jrts concerning resident 
surveIllance programs, there have been some criticisms of this 
type of crime prevention strategy. With regard to patrols it 
has been noted (see Curtis and Kohn 1980:2;) that they maY'be short
lived, with residents at times losing interest (see also Conklin 
1975:206-209), and they require the careful selection of members 
and careful monitoring of activities. In addition, the favoritism 
of one resident faction over another may produce tensions and 
hostilities. The Yin report comments that although patrol members 
occasionally took to harassing residents and exhi~iting other 
negative behaviour (especialiy in periods of boredom) little 
evidence was found that contemporary patrols engage i~ mu~~ 
vigilante-like behaviour. While the American studies claim that 
patrols generally enjoy good support from police, it dppears that 
some ~o~ice departmlents view these kinds of patrols with greater 
skeptICIsm and concelrn (see U.S. Oepartment of Housing and Urban 
Oevelopment 1973a:51-52). The police fear that citizens may. in 
fact, engage in vigilante-like activities or simply take risks which 
they are not trained or authorized to take. 

Wi tn regard to a lock ,or ~I!i ghbourhood Watch programs, Curtis and 
Kohn (1980:26) comment that; 

"One Ii mi tat i on of such su rve i II anc~ is that j ~or it 
to s~r"ve as a deterrent the offender must pei"ceive 
that his risk of apprehension is relatively high. 
There is no unequivocal proof that this is so. Other 
Iimitatio'1s are that the strategy relies on residents 
reacting only to crimes that they are aole to see
residents may lose interest or not be willing to ~eport; 
surveillanee is not always highly organized and there
fore not always dependable; re~idents may open themselves 
to retribution by offenders; and resident surveillance 
often is not available during all hours especially 
at night, when it is ';jit:ical." 

Other conditi?ns affecting the success of Block Watch programs are 
that they require a fairly stable resident population as well as 
a relativeiy high density i.e. lithe value of the block W<1tch 
is reduced in areas in which houses are isol.ated or set apart" 
(Wall !1.!l.. 1980a:3Iff). It has also been found that Slock 
W~t~h pro9ra~~ ~re mUIS easily organized In single-family or duplex 
units than in high-density multi-family units (e.g. highrise 
apartments) (Ioc. ci 1:.) • Wall and his associates note further 
t~at although~se-pr09ram5 should not exclude ~ejghbourhoods 
WIth a heter~geneous popUlation (in tenms of age, race

p 
sex, and 

socio-economlc status), it has. been found that hornogen0QUS 
neighbourhoods are easier to organize due to a hiaher p~obabillty 
of uni form interests. They also observe that competi tion wi'eh 
other methods of crime control, such a~ expensive security devices 
used in high-income areas, may undermine the programls effective
ness ~n? make :e~i?ents r~!uctant to p •• ticip.te in nei9hbo~lrhood 
orga~Izln9 actIVitIes. 
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Summary 

Resident surv~illance programs appear to constitute an assortment 
of adv~ntages and disadvantages. While it is recognized that they 
are no substrtute for adequate polic~ protection, in some cases 
they may be the only alternative to inadequate police protection 
(e.g. in some 1Cl't~er-income or public housing deveJopmenu) (see 
u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development 1973a:50-51). In 
many situations, especially in the United States, this type of 
strat~gy is seen by residents as a necessary crime control program 
and it would be difficult to persuade them against their use. 
With regard to Block Watch programs, Conklin (1975:209) has 
suggested that their value may lie in the increase in social 
cohesion they inspire rather than in their deterren~e function 
(see also Wall et al. 1980) On the whole, Block Watch programs 
seem much less troUblesome than resident patrols and while they 
may not contribute very greatly to crime prevention, they may have 
other social advantages which make them worth pursuing. 

Self-Help Programs 
There are two types of self-help programs aimed at crime prevention. 
The fi rst type i nvo I ves res i dents he Ipi ng o-ther res i dents through 
dctivities such as: escort services (e.g. escorting elderly or 
other vulnerable persons on their excursions to shops, banks, 
social events and 50 on), hot-line services to private security 
personnel, and apartment-watch programs in which neighbours promise 
to keep an eye or. each others I apartments while their n&igh~ours 
are away. The second type of self-help strategies involves 
restricting onels own behavio~r in order to avoid expo~ure to 
riskier situations. for example. by not going out at night. by not 
walking in certain areas, and by not talking to strangers. A 
bro~d defi~ition of this type of strategy would also include the 
buy i ng of a gun or COlI rry i n9 some othe r kind of de fens i \Ie weapon 
(Mace, darning needles, etc~). 

The first type of strategy may increase survei Ilance. and both th~ 
fir~t and second type may make it more difficult for potential 
criminals to Iget at' victims. In addition to these advantages, 
one of the most important beMefits of this type of strategy is 
thought to bf, its reduction of fear of crime. 

With respect to escort services, particular emphasis has been placed 
on getting male youths in lower-income or public housing developments 
invo~ved in providing these services because a disproportionate 
ampunt of official crime is committed by this segment of the 
population in and around these 'types of areas. The theoretical 
perspective underlying this strategy 15 that youths I identity and 
allegiance can b~ shifted away from anti·social associates and 
values towards pro-social activities and associates by capitalizing 
upon t~ieir innate sense of cOlTlTlunity, e.g. their natural allegiance 
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to their own turf and their perhaps unconscious awareness of 
commonality among their neighbours. Through the leadership 
provided by a central leader or activator, plus voluntary 
participation, it is thought that youths' images of ~hemselves 
may be turned around from under-class recipients of help 
to helpers, from takers to givers and in the process they may 
begin to contribute to the common good instead of exploiting it 
(see Curtis and Kohn 19S0:27ff). 

Target Crime! 
Th~se stiutegies are considered appropriate tor the prevention of 
most ~f the target crimes, although their ability to prevent 
motor-vehicle theft, vandalism. trespass, 3rson and homicide is 
very limited (I.e. it is only the adciitional surveillance provided 
by escort services which might deter these crimes). 

Assessment 
Al thougn, f'rom a commonsenSE! perspt~ctive, these stratt~gijes would 
be expected to have the advantages just noted, there is scant 
empirical research testing these expectations. 

As with the other resident strategies, these kinds of pr'ograms may 
be difficult to organire and sustain. Also, they tend to be sporadic 
and scattered thereby leaving open the possibility of displacement. 
Some authors have argued that because escort services and apartment 
watch programs involve untrained civilians, they are vulnerable to 
abus~ (e,g. over-~9gressiveness or 'false alar-ms', etc.). Further. 
rather than reducing fear of crime they could jn~rease it due to . 
the implicit message that residents are living in 'enemy-o~cupied 
terri tory I. 

Finally, regarding individ~al behaviour-restriction strategies, 
there is some argument whether these types of strategies should be 
considered at all for potential inclusion in an EDM crime prevention 
program. for certain environments, because of the follOWing concerns. 
There are essentially two views regarding the behaviour-restriction 
respons~s to crime and their merits as crime prevention strategies. 
To the extent that they are indi¥idual-specific and tend to isolate 
the individual from his/h~r neighbours, they are considered to be 
dysfunction~l to ~he community as a whole. That i~, they atomize 
the neighbourhood by, in a sense, locking each resident into his/her 
own residence behaviour which may reflect (and certainly 
signals) fea~ and distrust of others. They also have the consequence 
of removing 'eyes on the street l , thereby reducing the natural 
surveillance capability of a neighbourhood. On the other hana, these 
kinds of strategies may serve as a means whereby residents' sense of 
community is reinforced. For example, when a mother telis her ehlid 
"Don't go there ll or "Donlt talk to so-and-soll , she is, by specifying 
forbidden people and/or areas, defining what constitutes Ithe 
communityl for the child: "it is us and not them; it is here and 
not there". These lavoidance l strategies are referred to as 
"ordering" devices by Lewis and Salem (1980:46-4]) (see also 
Perlgut 1979; Newman 1976; and Wilson and Burbridge 1978). 
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Whether or not avoidance strategies such as those described above 
serve to atomize neighbourhoods or bui Id up a sense of neighbourhood 
varies from neighbourhood to neighbourhood. In those areas in 
which the neighbourhood is already in a serious state of decl ine or 
disintegration and where it is impossible to specify 1 0utsiders l or 
forbidd~n places because everyone is virtually an outsider and 
eve rywhe re Is dange rous te rr i tory" these kinas of r':'5 ponsesto 
crime will probably contribute furthe~ to the neighbourhood's 
disintegration, This discussion of the function of ~voidance 
strategies parallels the earlier discussion regarding so:lal 
cohesion and the debate which surrounds the effect of crime ~pon 
the collectivity. In summary. some argue,a la Ourkheim, that crime 
unites people in that they join in collective fesponse to fight 
crime, Others argue, a la Conklin (1975), that crime fragments 
the collectivity becaus~ it initiates a vicious circle of fear, 
distrust, break-down of community bonds, therefore greater opport
unity for crime therefore more crime and more fear and so on. 
Podolefsky and DuBow (1980:211) argue that whether crime integrates 
or disintegrates depends upon the nature of the community and its 
ability to define outsiders as the perpetrators of crime and 
disrupters of the moral order. 

Summary 
Because self-help programs reside entirely within the limits of , 
citizens' motivation and skills, they represent a largely uncertain 
aspect of crime prevention, Their frequency and quality are 
uncontrollable. Clearly, they have a better chance of success in 
areas which already exhibit a cert3in degree of solidarity among 
neighbours; in neighbourhoods which are experiencing decline and 
fragmentation they may be impossible to initiate and even dysfunc
tional. 

Resident or Tenant Associations 
Resioent or tenant associations serve a variety of functions which 
can contribut~ to the security of residential environments. First, 
they provide an oppo~tunity for residents to get to know one anotner, 
form social bonds, form a joint proprietary concern for what goes on 
in their area, and join in concerted action against criminal. , 
victimization and other common ills. For ~xample, some aSSOCiations 
have undertaken clean-up activities ~nd community home=improvcmcnf 
campaigns which tend to engender a sense of pride in their neighbour
hood and thus contribute to residents' concern about what goes 
on in their environments. Second, they provide a forum for 
residents to air their fears about crime and their general living 
conditions and help establish a lobby with which to approach manage
ment (or other authority) about the security of their environment 
and its overall maintenance. In addition, resident associations may 
provide residents with a more formally recognized political voice 
whereby they may lobby city officials for better security. All of 
these functions are said to help to diminish residents' feelings of 
isolation and alienation and thereby promote stronger social cohesion. 
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They may also produce more tangible results such as the actual 
securing of more adequate crime protection from management or 
municipal authorities, and can be critical to implementation of 
the reS!dent Strategies previously discussed and other management 
strategies (for example, regarding the provision of recreation f ac: iIi ties) • , 

Curtis and Kohn (1980:22) point out that the rationale in SUPPort 
of tenane organization is conSistent with two interrelated 
theoretical perspectives: "mass society" (Seeman 1972) ;and 
"civic CUlture" (Almond and Verba 1963)1. BaSically, these theories 
argue that memberShip in community Qrganization leads to a reduction of 0111 ienation: 

.. Such organizations are said 1:0 mediate between the 
individual ~nd society, providing him with the social 
support and collective power necessary for the SUCcess
ful attainment of organizational and personal goals. 
Participants sense this power, identiFy with it, and 
thereby achieve a stronger sense of purpose, security, 
and self confidence. Once attained, such feelings are 
generalized to a greater sense of political efficacy 
and support for the political process." 

(Curtis and Kohn Ibid.) 
--....; 

Resident associations may develop arounl~ a number of mandate.s or 
issues: they may be purely social; they may have the explicit 
aim of cleaning-up, repairing or 'beautifying' the area; or they 
may be forrral tenants' associations having a largely policical mandate. 

Tareet Crimes 

With the exception of arson and homicide, all target crimes are 
cor.sidered susceptible to prevention by means of efforts under
taken by resident or tefiant associatic~s either because of 
the specific activities they undertake (e.g. maintenance and 
repair. political lobbying around issues such as land-use. better 
police protection, etc.) or because of the social cohesion and 
community spirit they fo~ter. 

Seeman, Melvin (1972) 'Alienation and engagement' in The Human 
Mean i n9 of Sod a I Change, A. Campbe II and p. E. Converse (eas :T. 
N~~ Y~r~: Russell Sag~ Foundation; Almond, G. and Verba, S. (1963) 
The C'v'c Culture, PrInCeton, N\i!W Jersey: Princeton University Press. 
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Assessment 

Curtis and Kahn (1980:23) discuss a couple ot successful examples 
of resident associations which developed in American public 
housing projects. These organizations benefited from a series of 
Ford Foundation grants (totalling $500,000) which made it possible 
for the residents to undertake their activities. Most resident 
associations do not. however, have access to this type of support 
and although the potential of resident associations is conSiderable, 
they frequently suffer from .. variety of set-baCKS. They are 
difficult to organize, requiring extensive time commitment and 
motivation on the part of residents. In some cases, they may run 
into active opposition from management. Fo~ example. in Canada and 
the United States, it is claimed that politically oriented tenants' 
associations are discouraged by pUblic housing a~thorities (see 
Ontario, Standing Committe~ on the Administration of Justice 
1981 :39 1; Perlgut 1979:20-21). Further, once organized and 
implemented they may bog down and eventually disband due to internal 
conflict and/or disillusionment (see Rouse and Rubenstein 1978:28-29). 
With respect to resident associations in American ,public: hOusing 
projects, Curtis and Kohn (1980:23-24) cooment that: 

II Disillusionment with housing authority 
procedures or perceived lack of program efficacy 
due to implementation delays may increase dissatis
faction, cynicism, 'and feelings of powerlessness. 
It also is not clear from available studIes whether 
participation per se fost~rs prosocial behavior. 
Most importantly, the literature. shows that 
participation is not likely to reduce perceived 
alienation if residents initially feel alien-
ated and housing projects are composed of 
traditionally disenfranchised populations. Only 
individuals Who take an active role in decision 
making may feel less alienated. Other participants 
are likely to feel further alienated (Shingles, 
1975; Regens and Hobson, 19i8) ."2 

cf Ibid., Dissenting Opinion "BII:13 -
Shingles, R.D. (1975) "Community action and attitude change: a 
case of adult political socialization ll Experimental Study of 
Politics 4 (December); 38-81: Regens, J.L. and HODson. W.G. 
(1978) "Inmate seif~government and attitude chonge: an 
assessment of part i ci pation effects" Eva I uac i on Quarterly 2 (3) (August); 455-479. 
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Summary 
fl.es i dent or tenant assoc.i at klns are subject to a 11 the uSua J 
i IT.)) ler:'lentat ion and organ i zat'j ona I prob I ems wh i ch surround any 
collective enterprise. When they work they may have very real 
benefits in terms of fostering social cohesion and actually 
securing improved protectio" against crime. 0" the othel" hand, 
failure or disillusionment could add to residents' feelings of 
vu 1 nerab iIi ty and/or furthC!1 r a Ii enate a cOf11Tlun i ty. 

Overall Summary: Resident Management Strategies 

There is a growing body of opinion that the public must take a greater 
share of responsibility for the prevention of crime in their own neigh
bourhoods. However, from the foregoing it seems clear that in order for 
the public to contribute in a rational and effective way towards crime 
prevention, a great deal more public ~ducation and resea~ch on public 
reactions to crime and on the effectiveness of the different resident 
strategies, is needed~ There are a number of theoretical and co~roonsense 
reasons for believing that resident strategies, when appropriately and 
suc~essfully implemented, may afford residents a degree of security not 
otherwise available by other means (e.g. by relying on public authorities, 
police, management, etc.). However, those theoretical and commonsense 
arguments have not been properly tested empirically. 

It is also obvious that the initiation and ongoing implementation of such 
programs will be fraught with difficulties. Publ ic inertia, apathy or 
perhaps simply a lack or fear of crime because the Icrime prOblem ' is not 
perceived to be v~ry serious makes implementation of many of these strategies 
difficult to initiate and to sustain. In addition, resistance to these 
programs from police and housing management may also urldermine thei r 
development and success. Finally, there is some evidence that, even when 
the public does become sufficiently mobilized to initiate some of these 
strat3~ies, there is a strong likelihood that the strategies they choose 
to pursue are not the mes t appropri ate 9i ven the cri me prob 1 ems they are 
experiencing (see Podolefsky and OuB~N 1980:117ff). I Nonetheless, because 
of their compelling logic, resident strategies must at least be considered 
as potentially valuable components of a crime prevention program. 

This point has been discussed above in relation to 'Fear of Crime' in 
Section 2.3.3.ii of Chapter 2. 

= 

6.3 ~.NOLORD MANAGEI1ENT STRATEG I ES 

The environmental approach to crime prevention suggests that, in many 
instances, the landlord~ (management) of multiple-housing developments 
could also take a more active and constructive role in ensuring that the 
security and general living conditions in their residential properties 
were more satisractory. 

Teitz (1975) has identified two major styles of landlord management. The 
first is one of rigorous and essentially external control. including care
ful screening of tenants, and enforcing prompt eviction for trouble~akers 
and nonpayment of rent, ch~rging tenants for their damage, limiting 
recreation and other amenities and utilizing an aggressive security patrol. 
It is claimed that these initiatives result in a quiet, well-maintained 
project with limited tenant responsibility ~nd involvement. The second 
style of management reflects a conscious effort to create a sense or 
community: tenant organization, negotiations before eviction, and partial 
tenant responsibility ~or maintenance and other activities. This approach 
essentially reI ies on a system of internalized social control and may not 
produce as 'manageable' a projec't. Both styles are difficult and expensive 
to establish and to maintain. In most subsidized housing projects, manage
ment approaches are some combination of the two, depending on the indi
vidual styles and needs of managers and tenants (see Perlgut 1979:20). 

O~pending upon the type of housing Involved, the management structure, the 
crime problem, and the types of re5ide~ts, a variety of landlord manage~ 
ment strategies have been proposed. The three major types to be discussed 
here include: 

i. Use of Private Security Personnel 
ii. Improved Building Image and Maintenance, and 
ii i. Improved Rental and Eviction Policies 

i. Private Security Personnel 
A number of writers have argued in favour of the use of private 
security personnel on the grounds that few, if any, public police 
departments can provide sufficient 'preventive ~~troll ing': this 
cos ts too much and there are not enough flJnds or manpower ava i 1 ab I e 
(see, for example, Gullnello 1973:t7). More particularly, private 
security personnel can patrol semi-public and semi-private areas 
which public police forces may not (see Newman 1973c:21). Regular 
police patrols rarely go inside buildings, for example, and only if 
it is in response to a specific complaint or request for service. 

In addition, private security personnel are sometimes considered to 
be superior to citizen patrols and resident watch programs in that 
they can provide a 24-hour service; they are better trained to know 
what to respond to and how; and, they are expected to be more 
impa~tiai than resident patrols, thereby avoiding the potential 
favoritism and confl icts amona residents which can occur with 
resident patrols. -
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Target Cd mes 
The use of private security personnel is expected to be of value in 
preventing all of the target crimes, particularly when these occur 
in the semi-public areas of multiple-family bui Iding5 where police 
~atrols are infrequent. 

Assessment 
Clearly, this portrayal of private security guards is an ideal 
depiction. Security guards may be hired on • round-the-clock basis 
but they may not perform on such a basis. They may fall asleep, • 
visit te?ants and thus be loff-duty'. or they may simply fail to 
make their rounds or pay attention to their surveillance aids 
(e . g. C CTV ' s, etc:.). 1 

!n ~he arg~nt for private security personnel over resident patrols, 
It IS sometImes contended that civilians do not represent a very 
strong deterrence against crime because: 

they often interpret crimes as non-cl"imes, 

they are reluctant to intervene even if the event 1s 'unambigu
ously criminal', 

they often simply don't see crimes, 

for various reasons. including personal familiarity with the 
offenders, they may not call the police and 

witnesses are unreliable as identifiers of suspects. 

(Harries 1980: 103) 

On th~ other h~nd, it is unfo~tunately true that many private 
securIty agencies do not prOVide any substantive training for their 
guards, with the result that their guards offer no guarantee of 
bette: interve?tion :han does the average person. Many private 
secu:lty ag~n7,es pOInt out Chat it is not worth ~~ejr while to 
p;ovlde trainIng for their guards because the turn-over rate is too 
high. Many guards are moonlighters or simply people leoking for 
tempo:ary, unskilled employment (Sagalyn 1973:59). Private security 
agencies ge~erally do not attract dedicated and serious employees 
becau:e their wages are too low and the agencies cannot afford to 
pa~ hIgher wages ~ec~use the market Is too comcetitive and their 
cl~ents are not WillIng or cannot afford to have more expensive 
private security services. 

For example, in our March 4, 1981 interview with ~inston Moore 
Security Manager for the Chicago Housing AuChority, we were informed 
that one of the problems in the housing developments occupied by a 
hj~h proPOrti~n of single-mothers was that they would invite the 
prIvate securIty personnel into their apartments. It was also ,Jointed 
out that the guards frequently do not watch their video screens 
99.9% qf the ~ime the video aids are simply recording lioneventful 
Occurrences, Inducing a soporific effect. 

d 

The reality of private security is therefore not always as favour
able as it should be. Those who argue in favour of private security 
repeatedly point out that training is essential. Not only should 
guards be trained in terms of proper responses to criminal or 
suspicious behaviour (e.g. some basic police training), but they 
should also receive some sort of education regarding the nature and 
cultural norms of the residents of the buildings they service. 
They should be sensitive to their needs, capable of communicating 
\'1 i th the res i den ts and deve I op i ng the i r t rus t (see Rouse and 
Ruben!tej~ 1~78:;2). Similarlv.the cooceration and suoport of the 
residents tnemselves should be secured before instituting private 
security services (Leeds 1977:145). Furthermore, guards shoul~ be 
accountable to the residents and manage~nt and should not come to 
view themselves as a quasi-police force (see Newman 1973c:21-22). 
Many authors argue that they should not be armed but should,see 
their role primarily in terms of surveillance (see Sagalyn 1973:59-
61). Unless these conditions are met, it is feared that private 
security personnel will, in effect, prove to be a disruptive force 
rather than a protecting agency. They may be perceived as 'out
siders! and treated as such, which will undermine their effectiveness 
and potentially contribute to the disintegration of a housing 
complfl!x. 

Lastly, it has been pointed out that the effectiveness of private 
security personnel is greatly hampered in buildings which have poor 
surveillance and access control. Guards patrol ling buildings with 
many entrarll:es and exits, with long, dark labyrinthine corridors 
or underground garages may simply not be able to offer much in the 
way of improved surveillance and security (see. for example, Leeds 
1977:145. and Sagalyn 1973:67). 

SUlTl'Tlarv 
In sum. private security may not be cost-effective, particularly in 
low-income, poorly designed, criminally-victimized housing develop· 
ments. They appear to be most effective in those residential 
complexes which can afford to pay for quality service and which have 
been designed with a view to controlliNg access and improving 
survei I lance. 

Given the foregoing weaknesses and potential disadvantages of priv~te 
security services, it is sometimes proposed that a compromise 
scheme should be used: private security should work in conjunction 
with resident patrols and block watch programs. This would reduce 
costs and, at the same time, benefit from residents' familiarity 
with ~nd concern about their environment. Using similar reasoning, 
Newman (1973b:54-55) suggests that discrimination in the use of 
security doormen should be made between low-income and middle-income 
housing. Where rhe use of a security doorman is possible on a 
24-hour, year-round basis, the buildings should be designed to have 
as many residential units IS possible sharing the entry controlled 
by the doorman. Where the use of a doorman is not possible due to 
prohibitive costs, buildings should be designed to have as few units 
as possible share I cOmmGn entry so that the natural protective 
mechanisms stemming from neighbouts' recognition of one another 
may reach their full potential. Unfortuna~ely, evaluations of 
either type of scheme are not available. 
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i ! . Improved Building Image and Maintenance 
It seems to be an inevitable fact of life that abuse, breakage and 
vandalism of property attracts more abuse, breakage and vandalism. 
An essl!ntial strategy against vandal ism is therefore the immediate 
repair or broken or vandalized property. Unfortunately, either due 
to indifference or lack of money or because they are waiting for 
action by their insurance agents, the management of many residential 
properties are reluctant or slow to undertake such repairs, with 
the result that these places follow a rapidly downward spiral 
towards disrepair and shoddiness. Ironically, this results in 
greater maintenance and repair costs than if the damaged property 
were immediately repaired in the first place. 

However, poor maintenance is only one element contributing to the 
genera: image of an area or ~~velopment. It is generally not 
difficult to recognize public housing developments: a'combination 
of drab, institutional-like design, groupings of similar struct~res 
in one concentrated area, a lack of aesthetic features such as 
balconies and high-quality materials (e.g. expensive brick, precast 
concrete, or stone facing), and extensive use (in some jurisdictions) 
of chain-link fencing, all cleariy ear-mark public housing. While 
recognizing that public housing is not cheaply built housing 
(Newman 1972:104~105, for example, points out that the cost per 
square foot of public housing in the United States at times equals 
the cost per square foot of luxury highrise housing), it seems 
nevertheless true that public housing bears a visual stigma which, 
in and of itself, is felt to be detrimental to the proprietary 
interests of residents and an impediment to the development of pride 
and concern about onels own turf. When this is coupled with poorly 
maintained buildings and grounds, the scope for resident shame, 
feelings of neglect. and ultimately, indifference to their surround
ings is greatly multiplied. I Residents feel defeated by their 
surroundings: "Their physical world is telling them they are 
inferior and bad just as effectively as do their human interactions" 
(Rainwater in Newman 1972:108). 

Finally, there is also some evidence that incivi 1 i ties (garbaglt, 
vandalism, broken fixtures and equipment, graffitti, etc.) are 
prinCipal contributors to the fear of crime. (See the discussion 
above on 'Fear of Crime l , Section 2.3.3.ii in Chapter 2.)2 

Most importantly in terms of crime prevention. these feel ings of 
indiffer~nce are often visibly manifest as cues to potential 
offenders from both inside and outside the area. (On the other 
hand, the more professional criminals might take these same cues 
to mean that there i5 little of value to steal in such environments. 
Whether these smaller Ipickings' might balance off the lower risks 
i 5 unknown.) 

See also the case studies presented by Evans and Engstad (1979:12-13) 
regarding the effect of building maintenance on calls for police 
service. 

I 
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Target Crimes 
Improved bui Iding image and maintenance is most directly aimed at 
preventing vandalism; however, for the reasons noted above it is 
also expected to have an impact on the incidence of all the other 
target crimes except perhaps homicide, assault. and rape. 

Assessment 
A number of speeific strategies h~ve been proposed and implemented 
in order to improve maintenance and image. In some cases, it may 
be possible for management to undertake improvements to the main
tenance and appearance of a project in conjunction with residents. 
For example, some projects have provided tenants with a project 
centre for the loan of repair and cleaning equipment. In other 
public housing projects, residents have organized plant growing 
contests (New York Housing Authority) , window box programs 
(Philadelphia), spring clean-up campaigns, Christmas Doorway 
Decoration contests (Norfolk, Virginia), and student garden contests 
(Chicago) (see Lewis 1974). It is reported that these programs not 
only improved the appeara~ce of t;~ese developments, bu;: als-:J 
increased positive interaction among residents. their pride in their 
surroundings, and were associated with reductions in vandalism. 
Municipal authorities could also contribute to proper upkeep by 
equitably enforcing worK orders. 

In some instances, residents would also be wi 11 ing to pay a little 
bit extra per year ~o that a full-time building superinten~ent 
could be employed. Along these lines, Newman (1973c:23) nas 
suggested that a concierge should be hired instead of a building 
superintendent. The advantages of a concierge are that bec~use the 
concierge lives in the building(s) (which is not always the case 
with building superintendents), (s)he knows who the 'troublemakers' 
and where che trouble areas are. Further, the concierge can be 
given an area to be responsible for rather than a number of hours 
of work (9 to 5) to put in, and if (s)he could keep that area clean 
and vandal-free, (s)he would not have to account for her/his hours. 
Newman also asks why public housing authorities, for example, should 
pay fortunes on maintenance persons who do not live in the housir.g 
development and do not care about it when they could be hiring 
tenants as concierges and doormen. 1 He suggests that they could 
provide these tenant employees with incentives -- e.g. :h~y could 
start off as a concierge or a guard and then become project man
ager's or members of management staff. 

However as indicated in our visit to the Anti-Crime Project In Toledo, ' , 

Ohio where some residents were getting employment training and income 
by doing maintenance and security work, there can be problems with the 
relevant labour ~nions who perceive such activity as an infringemer.t 
on their domain. 
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Summary 
Improved bui Iding image and maintenance would a\ppear to make good 
sense from the overall viewpoint of improving the physical environ
ment in which people 1 ive, even if its connecti(':m to crime 
prevention is not always clear. When people can take pride in 
their surroundings they are more likely to treat those surroundings 
well and communicate their pride and sense of territoriality to 
outsiders. Unfortunately, agencies or individuals responsible for 
bui Idlng management do not always have the interelse or patience to 
implement this strategy or to encourage residents to cooperate in 
its implementation. One of the major problems associated with 
this strategy is therefore the difficulty of convincing building 
management that, in the long term, it is more effiicient and cost
effective to make sustained -efforts tel improve btri Iding image and 
maintenan'ce than to let a bui Iding continue on the: downward spi ral 
of deterioration (and increased crime) or to institute more rigid 
controls of residents (e.g. by hiring security personnel) which 
may cause a negative reaction among residents. 

iii. Improved Rental and Eviction Policies 
The strategies suggested in this area address two distinct but 
re 1 ated prob lems. On the one hand. there is the p I"ob 1 em of gett i ng 
rid of 'troublemakers' in a way that is seen to be fair and un
biased. There are a variety of very sensitive issl.les surrounding 
the eviction of tenants: gl"ounds of eviction, veralcity of complaints 
about tenants, proof, lengths and costs of legal pr~-~edings, and 
so on. Landlords or management are usually severely constrained 
by I iIW wi th respect to thei r grounds for evi ct i ng tenants and, by 
and large, these constraints are seen to be in the best interests 
of the public. Nevertheless, eviction is somet:mes necessary and 
it is suggested that eviction proceedings would be ;)erc:eived to be 
more equitable if tenants were clearly informed at I:he time of 
their taking up occupancy of the criteria for evictIon. The aim is 
to ensure that tenants are aware of expected standa,.ds of behaviour 
and to minimize allegations of unfairness in the event of eviction 
proceedings. These suggestions apply partic:ulariy to public housing 
developments. It is not uncommon for tenants to object to complaints 
about them from other tenants on the grounds that these tenants are 
lying or hold a grudge against them. Frequently, it is very 
difficult for management to uncover the truth concerning tenant 
complaints about other tenants. . 

Another suggestion which has been put forward to ease this source 
of conflict, and to contribute to the perceived fairness of potencial 
eviction proceedings. is to have public housing project residents 
elect representatives who are responsible for monitoring and report
ing problems within thei r bui Idings and who ~:an thereby ger: to kno.w 
who the reat Itroublem~kersl are, If any (see Rouse and Rubenstein 
1978:28). It is thought th~t, if these representatives were residents 
of the bu i i d j n9 and elected by fe I I r::;w tenan t:s, the i r reports wou I d 
be more i ikely to be perceived as faj rand \,mbiased that they 
stand a better chance of having the respect and support or their 
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fellow tenants. In addi'cion, they could be in a better position 
to mediate disputes among tenants and thus avoid the involvement 
of management whibh is frequently unwelcomed by tenants (see 
Rosenthal 1975). 

Re~tal policies r~present th~ 'other side of the eoi~' in the 
sense that many future problems can be avoided by initial 
screening criteria for the rental of housing units. Suggestions 
about rental guidelines range from the proposal that the back
grounds of all tenants should be thoroughly checked, to the more 
radical proposal that tenants should be screened in terns of 
their lifestyles, age, family, structure, ethnicity and so on,with 
a view to grouping similar types of tenants in the same building 
or comp I ex. Newman. (1976. 1980) was one of the fi rs t to put 
forth this suggestion and based this p~licy on the grounds that 
it would help promote social cohesion and avoid hostilities among 
residents. Thus, for example, senior citizens would not be 1 
expected to share the same territory with families with teenagers 
Pakistanis would not be mixec i~ with West Indians, and so on. 
The aim here is not to create an apartheid situation, wit~ all its 
attendant negative-ramifications, but to group compatible types of 
people together. The benefits that the ol~ derive from living 
near the young (and vice-versa), and that people (particularly 
children) derive from being exposed ro people of djvergent back-
9 rounds and cu I tu res cou Ids till be reaped if these d i He rent groups 
of people were housed in close proximity to ~ach other (sharing the 
same neighbourhood, parks, schools, etc.). Thus, for example, 
seniors would not live in the same buildings as families with 
children. harrassed by noise and youthful boisterousness, competing 
for recreational space and so on. The goal is to preserve the 
integrity of each group's living situation while at the same time 
allowing for uncoerced and therefore perhaps more harmonious 
interaction among people. 

Target crt mes 
The strategy of improving rental and eviction policies is not 
di rectly aimed at preventing any particular target crime or group 
of target crimes. kather, it is expecte~ that sensitive implemen
tation of this strategy will weed out potential offenders and will 
generate a more cohesive social environment where frictions among 
residents are reduced and where they are therefore more likely to 
act on their neighbours' behalf in the event they witness possible 
illegal behaviour, whether it is vandal ism, burglary or assault. 

Statistics indicate, for example, that the elderly are victimized 
more often in settings where there are youths present (Rouse and 
Rubenstein 1978:43). 
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Assessment 
Clearly, the logistical and political problems pertaining to 
implementing improved rental and eviction policies could be 
enormous. On the other hand, a certain degree of this sort of 
thing is already happening and there may be realistic ways of 
promoting this kind of strategy without leaving it largely to 
accident and without violating civil liberties and any integration 
objective. For example, many public housing authorities in Canada 
and the United States now have policies.aimed at providing separate 
a~colMlodationforfamilies and seniors and avoiding housing families 
in highrise buildings (unfortunately, however, since few of these 
housing authorities are undertaking any new construction, families 
often must continue to be accommodated i" the existing highrise 
housing stock). The implementation of such pol i cies in private 
sector housing is clearly more problematic, particularly in those 
areas where there is a low vacancy rate and where limitations on 
who could be housed where wo~dd exacerbalte the problem of finding 
adequate accommodation. 

We know of no proper empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of 
these type~ of strategies. However, of relevance would be the 
experience of the Luca!$ Metr'opolitan Housing Authority which 
administers the Toledo, Ohio, housing project. which is a participant 
in the U.S. Urban Initiativ~ls Anti-Crime Program. One of the program 
areas of the Anti-Crime Program (discussed in section 3.3 i"n 
Chapter 3) allowed the hous Ing authori ty to obtain funds to improve 
its management in ways that related to crime prevention. An important 
element in improving the authority's management, particularly with 
regard to establishing unbiased rental and eviction procedures, was 
the installation of a computer system. The authority has found that 
the computer system is very useful in a number of ways: it eliminates 
personal biases in rental procedures (both housing project managers 
and potential tenants must follow the computer's priority listing of 
vacancies/apPlicants and must justify refusals) j it assists the 
authority in its implementation of tighter screening procedures 
(e.g. to develop balanced income mixes and to avoid problem tenants); 
and, it assists in eviction procedures by providing detailed tenant 
histories. It is important to note that the current tenants of public 
housing projects in Toledo and the area are involved in defining 
the screening and evIction procedures of the authority, and that the 
computer system is only one, albeit important. element in the 
authorit'tiS efforts to develop a stronger management image, both 
internally vis-i-vis tenants and external I, vis-a-vis the local 
community. Because of its increa$ingly finn image with regard to 
the enforcement of cle~r rental and eviction policies, the authority 
believes that the tenants have a greater sense of stability and 
s~curity (in that they know they are all treated equally and that 
troublemakers can be evicted quickly) and that the local community 
has more respect for the public housing authority as a responsible 
agency. 1 

Comments made in the February 2, 198t interview wi:h Mr. Zirl Smith, 
Deputy Director of the Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority. 
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Su"~arv , , policies to avoid housing ---lnstit~tin9 improved rental and eViction 
d t her or to prevent problem ten,·~nts with conflicting nee.s,toge b h 

.• f 1 has obvious problems for ot 
~~~~~~Sa~~o;r~~:~!n!~~t~~d~a~~;~~d~ {although the latt~: oftenta~e 
abl~ to impl:rnent ~uc~ poliCie~;/a~~~c~~:~~je~\;':'~:~~;~~ ~e~e:osit 
applicants. In an Indlrect,man u o~ticall eliminating many' less 
requirement. the la)ndl~rd '~/ !here ther~ is a su'fficiently serious 
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desirable' tenants. owev '. f roblem tenants there is 
crime problem relate~ to the 7Xls~~~cep~li~Y in order both to alleviate 
a good argument for Implementing I~ of crime felt by other 

~:~a~~!~a~~o~~e~h:~:b~od~~:~~~ ~h~re:~~r sense of social cohesion 
among the 'desirable' tenants. 
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6.4 POLICE t~NAGEME~T STRATEGIES 

It was noted earlier that th:~ study has not attempted to identify and 
evaluate all possible methods of crime p,"evention. Instead, our selective 
approach has focused on strategies which att~mpt to modify the physical 
or social Characteristics of the environment. and more specifically, on 
strategies associated with the EDM approach to crime prevention. This 
section does not, therefore, provide an extensive description of many of 
the criw~ prevention strategies traditionally employed by police departments. 
For example, no mention is made of the various techniqu\3s of preventive 
patrol (fixed posts or beats, random patrol, split deployment. saturation 
patrol, etc.). In our view, many of these strategies take the physical 
and social environment as given, and Simply attempt to apply the most 
appropriate preventative teChnique available, given the policies, resources, 
etc. of the police agency involved. This being the case, those strategies 
do not fall within the mandate of the current study. 

However, the exclusion of many police crime prevention techniques from 
this report in no way is meant to imply that we believe the police do not 
have a role to play in EDM crime prevention efforts. Quite the contrary, 
for reasons to be discussed in subsequent chapters, we feel the police 
will, and must, playa central and critical role in EDM efforts. 

This section discusses five police strategies closely associated with the 
EDM approach, including: 

i. Police Consultation and Liaison with Planning and 
Housing Authorities and Other Relevant Groups 

ii. Police Public Relations Programs 

iii. Team or Neighbourhood Policing 

iv. Security Surveys and Inspection Programs 

v. Ooeration Identification 

Most of these strategies are not expected to prevent the EOM target crimes 
directly but are rather intended to support other EDM strategies. For 
example, security surveys and Operation Identification ara directed to 
encouraging residents to undertake target-hardening and other precautions 
to protect their property, and polic~ consultation and 1 iaison with 
planners are aimed at ensuring that the necessary design strategies to 
prevent crime are incorporated in new re~idential developments. Team or 
neighbourhood policing is the only police management strategy which is 
intended to prevent the target crimes directly. Because of the wide impact 
of these strategies (except for security surveys and Operation Identifica
tion, the police management strategies are directed to preventing all of 
the target crimes), and becaus~ of the lack of empirical verification of 
their impact, the follOWing discussions concentrate on describing the 
strategies and do not follow the same organization (i.e. target crimes, 
assessment, summary) used in the descriptions of other groups of EDH 
strategies. 
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:~nsu!tation ;rc LiQison 
Police consultation and liaison in all aspects of the EDM approach 
is a requirement of sufficient importance to also be discussed in . 
the later chapter on Implementation IsstJes (Chapter 8). ConsultatIon 
and liaisen actions undertaken by the police would include involve
ment with the wide range of groups potentially involved in EDM 
programs: for example, residents, builders, architect:. devehp:r7, 
city planners, municipal, provincial and federal hOUSing autho~ltles, 
and provincial and federal criminal justice departments. 

Police consultation and liaison is not really a strategy in the 5a~ 
sense as the other strategies discussed in this report. Instead, It 
should be seen as a condition which would grearly facilitate the 
ratiora; a~c informed implementation of any of the other EOM 
stl"ategies. 

The arguments ;r, favour of involving police in consultation with 
~un:cipai planning and housing authorities are that it would a~ low 
these aut~orities to benefit from police experience and expertise, 
foster better relations between police and other municipal agencies, 
and help ensure police assistance and cooperation in the other 
types of EDM strategies. At the present time, p~lice are rarely 
called upon to offer this kind of advice and assistance and often 
lament the faet that they are always called in after-the-fact, Qnce 
security has been breached. 

The pot~ntial problems ~urrounding po)!ce consultation res~de in 
the facts that it introduces another time and mo~ey-~onsumlng 
level of negotiations, and requires adequate motivation on the 
part of both the police and ot~er municipal a~thorities •. It also 
aSSIJmes that police understanding of :h:se crime preventlo~. 
strategies and of the needs and priorities of other authorl~les 
is adequate for constructive discussions. Finally, it r:qulre: that 
the tradition~l police bias towards law enforcemen: and Inv:stlga
tive work shift in the direction of greater attention to crime 
prevention. None of these potential pro~lems are i~s~rmoun:able 
but they do entail considerable preparation and administrative 
resources. 

Public Relations Programs 
Evidence for the need for better police/community relations is 
found in the fact thar. it is not uncommon for citizens to resist 
reporting crimes to police because of their perceptions of police 
indifference or incompetence (see Perlgut 1979), or because they 
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fear retaliation from offenders from which the police or housing 
authority will not be able to protect them (see Gandy and Cooke 1979). 
In addition, ignorance, f~ar, or resentment about ~heir potential 
roles in court as victims, witnesses and/or complainants frequently 
deters citizens from calling the police. 
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:" the other han:. ::. ice sometimes provide inadequate service to 
areas either bec=_:~ :~ resource constraints or due to their fear, 
distrust, or indl frerence regarding the residents of these areas 
(Curtis and Kohn 1980:21). What is needed, it is argued, is 
better public relations between the community and the police 50 

that each group might explain itself and its needs to the other 
and attempt to work our: misunderstandings and problems. Although 
many police forces are involved in such public relations programs, 
it is impossible to evaluate their effectiveness because, in 
essence, it is impossible to detennine how severe the crime problem 
might be if t~ese programs did not exist. With regard to the 
value of such programs in the EOM approach to crime prevention, 
it is believed that, unless the police and other groups understand 
their separat~ and indepe"dent roles. strengths and limitations, 
the relative effectiv~ness of any other EDM strategies will be 
diminished significantly. 

I I •• Team or Neighbourhood Policing 
Neighbourhood or Team Policing is a ~ethod of decentralized 
pol icing which attempts to bui ld up greater interaction between 
citiz~ns and local police officers, and to create a.greater 
knowledge of a patrol area among th: police officers responsible 
for that area. In this policing methOd, a team of officers is 
assigned to a specific area and is responsible for occurrences 
within it. These officers are expected to work as a unit in close 
contact with the community to prevent crime and maintain order. 
'Team policing differs from the traditional centralized method 
of policing in that within the latter, when a beat officer comes 
upon a crime (s)he simply fills out an occurrence report and then 
turns the case over for Investigation to a detective (if juveniles 
are involved it is turned over to the juvenile units) (Whisenand 
1977). In contrast~ in team policing. the beat officer would 
maintain responsibility for any investigative follow-up on the 
occurrence. 1 

It is argued that this type of policing would not only imprave 
officers l knowledge of an area and thereby faci litate their ability 
to fulfill both their law enforcement and crime prevention responsi
bilities, but it would also improve police/citizen relations. 
Citizens commonly complain that they never hear again from the 
officer who takes down the initial information. and attribute this 
to police indifference or incompetence. 

For an i'txcelJent description or Team Policing and how it differs from 
traditional forms of policing. see Heywood (1979). 
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The advantages of team or neighbourhood policing reside in the 
fact that it permits the pol ice to become famil iar with a 
neiahbourhood and its residents which, in turn, can improve 
pollee performance and promote better relations between pol ice 
and the public, and Simultaneously increase officer job satis
faction (Albright and Siegel 1979:3). Difficulties with th·is 
form of policing entail the fa~t that there is frequently resis
tance to this idea from middle management of police and, sornetimes, 
from the beat officers themselves (see Whisenand 1977:83-84 and 
Sawyer 1975). From the management perspective, team ~ol icing is 
problematic, particularly for large cities, because they cannot 
afford the matlpower required. In addition, it has also been 
claimed that role definition for team police officers is uncertain 
(Whisenand loc. cit. and Sagalyn 1973:68-71). Alchough team 
policing haSiii'et-wTth only partial success (Whi~Mand loc. c:iE..~ 
where it has L~en put inr.o effect, it has been noted that negative 
judgements on its success may be attributed to unrealistic .. 
expectations of its impact and/or to the fact that team ~ol ICing 
might not answer the needs of particular jurisdictions (Albright 
and Siegel 1979:3). 

Security Surveys and \nsoection Program~ ., . 
Along simi :ar lines, it is felt that the pro~lslon of police 
inspections and security surveys, and educational programs abou~ •. 
crime risks and precautions would help not only reduc7 opportunl ~Ies 
for crimes, but would also contrioute to better relations between 
police and the public (see Sagalyn 1973:68-71). 

Security surveys and inspection programs are ~im:d at preventi?g 
property crimes. Many police forces supply vlctlms.of bu~glarles 
with a number they may call and a member of ~he police cr~me
prevention unit will visit their home or bUSiness and adv.lse the~ 
about the security risks. When citizens do take advantage of thiS 
service, their response seems favourabl~. They are p!eased to _ 
receive security advice from police rather than s~curlty me:c~and 
isers and salesmen because the police do not recommend speCifiC 
merchandise or manufacturers, but merely describ: types,of pr~ducts. 
The citizen does not feel pressured and has confidence In police 
impart i a! i ty. 

However, an assessmer1t of security surveys ana ins~ection.progr~ms, 
in the United States found that the problems assOCIated With thiS 
strategy are simi lar to those pertaining to e~u7ation program:: 
puclic apathy being a chief obstacle. In addition, although It 
is often pointed out that security impro~~~nts such as target
hardening are not very expensive, the publiC appears to.b~ reluctant 
to improve their residential security becau:e of the an~lclp~ted 
costs. Implementation and erlforcement of Improvc;d reSIdential 
security is therefore difficult. Also. many police departments do 
not have sufficient resources to implement t?e pro~ram ~hroughou: 
their jurisdic.tions and unlc!ss improvements In res!dentl?l S7cur,ty 
occ.ur on a fairly broad geographical basis, there IS a llkellhooc 
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of dispiace~~t. CeVlnes (1973a:4~), for example, reCort5 that in 
one stuay of ~!:idential inspections by police, it was f~und :hat 
many people did, in fact, improve their security, but disp!aceme~t 
also oc.curr-ed. Given the displacemtlnt problem, many authors have 
argued that inspection programs shnuld ~e suppler.ented by ei~her 
building code regulations or revised ins~rar~e p~actices or both 
\~hese issues are discussed later in Chapter ~). 

Oceration ldentificatio~ 
~ngraving personal and household items with personal identification 
numbers (in more than one place) is viewed as an easy, ·inexpensive 
and effective method of deterring many property crimes. Operation 
Identification ha~ the advantagez of discouraging property crimes, 
making it more difficult: to dispose of stolerl property, assisting in 
criminal prosecutions, and facilitating the return of stolen property 
to owners. A major problem with this strat~9Y is, again, public 
ap'athy. Heller et al. (1975), for example, report that only 10 out 
of 65 projects examined by them showed an enrollment of more than 
10% of the t.rget area hcuseholds. l In order to overcome public 
apathy, considerable promotional and public education costs could 
be incurred thereby diminishing the potential cost-effectiveness 
of this strategy. 

When citizens do participate In this program, their burg!ary rates 
decrease (U.S. Department of Justice 1977:12), but there is also 
some evidence of displacement (Heller et al. loco cit.) The Heller 
report also clai~d that Operation IdentifiCation ~not appeal" 
to affect or reduce the opportunities to dispose of stolen property, 
did not appear to appreciably increase either the recovery or return 
of stolen property, and did not affect the apprehension or conviction 
of burglars. They also noted that participants in the Operation 
Id~ntification program tended to employ additional security improve
ments (e.g. target-hardening) with the result that it was not 
possible to determine whether their decreas~rl burglary races were 
due to Operation Identification or due to other strategies. 

In summary, it is difficult to determine the benefits of this 
strategy. Whi Ie police generally endorse this strategy, empirical 
studies have produced ambiguous findings. 

An interesting anecdote emerged during our Februarl 2. 1981 Interview 
wi tn the Anti-Crime Program coordinators in Toledo, Ohio. They 
claim-ed that the residents in their public housing developlnent were 
unwilling to use Operation Identification because many of their 
household items were already stolen property. 

. . 

6.5 COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

This last group of strategies directed to managing the environment 
in ways that prevent crime are called 'communtiy management' strategies 
bec~use the key agentS who would be involved in implementing these 
strategies may vary, depending on the jurisdiction, but in general will 
be representatives of the broader community in which a residential 
environment is located. Although these 'community' agencies may be 
from the private sector, they would more commonly be government agencies 

municipal, regional, provincial or federal (or sometimes a combin
ation of these). 

The two types of strategies included in the community management category 
are as follows: 

i. Improved Recreational Facilities and Programs,' and 

ii. Improved Social Services and Crisis Intervention Services 

i. Improved Recreational Facilities and Programs 
A common claim concerning the incidence of crimes which have a 
high proportion of juvenile involvement is that they are a direct 
result of juveniles having inadequate legitimate venues for their 
particular energies and proclivities. 

"Social research is accumulating considerable 
evidence that a good deal of what we call 
juveni Ie delinquency may simply be the product 
of adventurous spirits placed in unadventurous 
surroundings." 

(Parr 1966:43) 

This belief, buttressed by the proposal that problem juveniles 
may lack the social skills and motivation necessarY to fit into 
a 'straight' environment, leads to the proposition that improved 
recreational faci 1 ities and prcgrams for juveni les would have a 
beneficial effect on juvenile crime rates. 

Generally, the argument in favour of these strategies entails the 
view that these programs, apart from the contribution they may 
make towards crime prevention, are of value to the community and 
its juveniles and youths in their own right. They provide youthS 
and juveniles with valuable learning experiences (e.g. team sports, 
cooperative play and work, etc.) as well as giving kids a chance 
to have fun and use their leisure time in a relatively construct
ive manner (see Blumin 1973:111). 

It Is felt that youth should be prov·ided with programs and facili
ties along three lines: (a) purely recreational facilities that 
occupy juveniles' leisure time; (b) other programs such as skills
training and employment programs, counselling and education programs, 

This type of strategy could also be included in, and undertaken as part 
of, the landlord management strategies. 
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and so on, which better p~epare youths for employment, and 
(c) ant i -crLne programs wh i ch may entai I the above two types 
of approach~s and which, in addition, could involve youths in 
activities directly concerned with the control of crime, e.g. 
escort services. youth patrols and security check programs, etc. 
(see Locke 1969:74ff).1 This section of the report focuses on 
the first type of program. (The second type is dealt with in 
the next section and the last type has been discussed in the 
previous section.) 

It is clear that the ne~d and viability of anyone of these 
types of services will vary from neighbourhood to nej9~bourhcod. 
The need for these kinds of programs seems particularly acute in 
lower-income areas, especially in some public housing developments 
having a high perceneage of single-parent families and a high 
proportion of children, and is considered to contribute signific· 
antly to youth-related crime problems (Rouse and Rubenstein 
1978:35, and National Advisory Commission ON Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals 1973:175-177). However, it should also be 
noted that the poorer neighbourhoods have the greatest need for 
these kinds of facilities and services in terms of proportion of 
juveniles and juvenile delinquency but are the most poorly provided 
for in this respect (see 61umin 1973: 110-111). 

Target Crime.!, 
It is argued that if residential settings were adequately provided 
with these kinds of programs, crimes such as vandalism, auto 
theft, theft and burglary, would decrease (see National Advisory 
Corrrnission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 1973:17S). It 
is expected that other crimes to be affected would be those exhibi
ting a high proportion of juvenile involvement such as street 
robbery, trespass and, in marginal cases, arson. 

Assessment 
Once again, a review of the literature finds a number of theoretical 
and commonsense arguments in favour of this strategy, but few, if 
any. proper empirical evaluations of their actual effect. 

This type of strategy has also been criticized on a number of 
grounds. First, one of the overwhelming problems associated with 
these kinds of strategies is developi~9 programs which are of 

See Rouse and Rubenstein (1978:35) for a review of the different 
ki nds of programs. 
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interest to children and youths (see Rouse and Rubenstein 1978: 
36-37). Commenting on gang delinquencies in the 1930 1s. 
Thrasher (1936:494) wrote: 

liThe corrrnon assumption that the problem of 
delinquency will be solved by the multipli·
cation of playgrounds and social centers in 
gang areas is entirely erroneous. The physical 
layout of gangland provides a realm of 
adventure with which no playground can compete. 
The neal problem is one of developing in these 
areas or introducing into them leaders who can 
organize play of boys, direct it into whole
some channels and give it social significance. 
Ganging is merely one symptom of deepening 
corrrnunity disorganization. 1I 

The fact that garlg activity is still attractive to youths makes the 
salience of Thrasher's view as important today as it was forty 
~ears ago. Apart from gangs, the fun that youths and juveniles 
In general obtain from their own activities is often far greater 
than what they think they can obtain from community centres, youth 
clubs, sports, and so on. It is also noted that many juveni Ie 
p:o~rams and services which are provided are available during only 
lImIted hours of the day and week~ thus allowing for many periods 
of time in which youths must amuse or occupy themselves according 
t~ their own whims and proclivities, using whatever comes to hand, 
WIlson (1977:797-798) has commented: 

"Regard merely for the design of buildings .... 
is not adequate on its own. Nor does the 
provision of play facilities which are sadly 
inadequate on most estates, on its own, dis
courage children from playing and causing 
damage elsewhere. The Design Bulletin on 
children's play points out that only a fifth 
of ill chi Id's time is spent in playgrounds. 
therefore estates should be designed with 
the other four-fifths of the child1s time in 
mind." 

Curtis and Kohn (1980:18) report that improved facilities may even 
have adverse effects; 

"One I ron i c: fi nd i n9 of commun it i es wi th 
expanded and upgraded outdoor elements is 
that vandalism and personal injuries increase 
(Kohn. Franek and Fox. 1975). While this may 
seem contradictory, the increase should be 
expected given the larger absolute 
number of environmental props that might be 
damaged, and with the high percentage of 
children, the resuits of normal exploratory 
behav i C'''. II ili 1 

KOh~, I.~., K. Franck and A:S: Fox (1!11S) 'Defensible space modifi
cations In row house communItIes· Research Report to the National 
Science Foundation, Institute for Community Design Analysis, New York 
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In ~ome. instances, this vandalism may reflect an even stronger 
motlvat~on. For example, among alienated sections of the 
pOPul~tlon (e.g~ those found in some public housing develop~~nts) 
certain properties and recreational equipment may be vandalized 
due to the fact that they are targets of resentment. 

The British experience with providing recreational facilities and 
prog:ams to dec:ease cri~, particularly vandalism, suggests that 
the Implementatlon.of thiS EDM.stra~egy must be carefully thought 
out and developed In consultation With residents (whose perceptions 
of what they need may vary drastically from the ideas of the 
conmunity a~ency involved). FOI" example, an urban farm developed 
~t one hOUSing estate was successful in deterring vandalism because 
It gave. youths something to do that they felt was interesting and 
was the Irs: 

"On the farm responsibility is deliberately 
delegated to self-managing groups; the 
organisers also emphasized the practicality 
and stimulation to the imagination that the 
farm provides as contributions to its success." 

(The Design Council 1979:28) 

The Bri:ish have al:o found ~h~t . .a particular problem with providing 
approprlat~ recreatIonal facllltle~ and programs derives from the 
fact that responsibility for these is often divided among many 
~ifferent. autho:ities. In one documented case they have had success 
In resolvl~g thiS problem by having the police crime prevention 
support unit act as the coordinative agency (The Design Council 
~979:28). Ove:all,.the British experience regarding this strategy 
IS best summarIzed In the following statement: 

"The contribution that leisure fad 1 i ties can 
make to the prevention of vandalism is not 
simply as a diversion, a way of reducing 
boredom; it has been found in any case that 
play spaces are of little use in helping to 
r;duc:c.vandalism if they co-exist with equally 
dIverting areas to play in, such as under
ground garages and lifts. Their contribution 
lies rather in the attitudes of care, of self
importance, and of being deoended upon which 
they can foster if organized in the right way. 
Projects which hava had some success in 
reducing vandalism seem to be those with a 
creative element and whi~~ give a sense of 
~ossession and purpose to those taking part." 
~~.) (Emphas i s added). 
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Summary 
There are both advantages and disadvantages related to the provIsIon 
of programs and facilities aimed at channeling youthful energies 
into more constructive modes of behaviour. Host communities view 
these programs as necessary not simply because bf their impact 
on delinquency, but because they are considered to be essential to 
the favourable development of children and teenagers. However, 
they must be implemented in a way that is sensitive to the needs 
and resources of the community; otherwise they may become an ongoing 
drair. on scarce resources and may not be of any real use or benefit 
to the population to which they are directed. 

Improved Social Services and Crisis Intervention Services 
Closely related to the previous type of strategies (i.e. improved 
recreational services) are strategies to improve social services 
and c:-isis intervention programs in criminally-victimized ar'eas. 
These latter types of programs are advocated, first. on the belief 
that the 'causes' of crime are deeply rooted in the social, 
psychological and economic problems faced by individuals and by 
communities at large. Second, it is felt that, in the low-income 
densely populated areas most commonly associated with high crime 
rates, it is not density per se that causes crime, but rather the 
foct that in dense, high-crime-areas. the social services available 
to ameliorate these problems are relatively scarce on a per resident 
basis. 1 Third, the resulting more intense competition for-social 
services might further undermine the social cohesion of a neighbour
hood, and further alienate its residents and contribute to their 
feelings of neglect. rourth, as Brill (1979d:l1) argues, "low
income households live on the edge of crises" and since they often 
do not have access to the social services which could alleviate 
their problems, the resulting stress can be destructive in terms 
of both militating against constructive behaviour and gen~rating 
criminal responses (e.g. when an income cheque does not arrive on 
time and the household does not know of, or have access to some 
source of short-term assistance, the only recourse may be to resort 
to illegal means of obtaining the necessary funds to pay the rent 
or buy the groceries). • 

Increasing the availability and responsiveness of social and 
technical skills-training and crises intervention and assistance 
services, is thought to have a role in prevent;ng crime in several 
ways. First. services focused on the specific problem of drug and 
alcohol abuse can directly ,affect crime since, S5 noted by Brill 
(1979d:l0) it is commonly accepted that "high levels of abuse strain 
interpersonal relationships and frequently result in destructive 
and violent behavior"', not to mention the convnission of theft, 

It has also been argued earlier that, because of their relative lack 
of political importance, these low-iMcome, dense, high-crime areas may 
8lso have relatively scarce social services on a per area basis as 
well (see Teit: 1975:5-6; Perlgut 1979:13-14). 
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burglary and other crimes in order to obtain funds to Support an 
addiction. Second, it is proposed that such services would assist 
the rec~pients o~ such services to become better integrated into 
conventional society and would reduce their feelings of despair 
and neglect. Thi:. in turn, It is argued, would help and motivate 
them to participate In and endorse societyl$ anti-criminal norms 
both in terms of themselves and their children, and would also ' 
increase the social cohesion of their environment. In addition 
service~: which provide assistance in the realm of child-care a~ 
well as education and employment, may help the recipients to obtain 
and hold jobs not otherwise available to them and this may reduce 
their economic motivation towards crime. (Many of these services 
are obviously aimed at helping low-income single-mothers who, in 
many respects, are least able to cope for themselves and their 
children in contemporary society, and are considered to be 
particularly vulnerable to criminal victimization.) 

Specific strategies in this group include: drug and alCOhol treat
ment centres, education and employment services, battered wives 
services, rape crisis centres, daycare, baby-sitting services 
n~rs~ries. ~nd English as a Second Language (ESL) training • all 
services which are often greatly ne~ded in criminally-victimized 
areas. Other programs which are not specifically provided by social 
services but which are aimed at filling in the gaps that exist in 
many neighbourhoods for the care and custody of children of working 
parents (such as Block Parents) could also be included in this 
group of strategies. 

A number of proponents of the environmental desigft and management 
approach have suggested employing residents of public housing 
developments to perform maintenance and surveillance jobs or to act 
~s social service aides (see Rouse and Rubenstein 19i8:39). This is. 
In. fact, one of the program afeas of the U.S. Anti-Crime Program in 
which funds are provided to bring social service proFessionals into 
hou:ing projects and to train selected residents in identifying " 
SOCIal problems and to then refer residents with problems to the 
appropriate source of assistance. It is believed that this approach 
not only helps the resid~nts who are so employed, but alla,",s 
housing authorities to benefit from residents' fami liarity and 
concern about their home environments. 

Target Crimes 
All the target crimes are considered to be indirectly affected by 
provision of these services because they address some of the root 
caus~s and motivations behind ~riminal behaviour and because they 
Increase the social cohesion of the residents. 
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Assessment 
Once again, there are no rigorous evaluations detenmining whether 
or not the above benefits of such programs are in fact realized. 
There have been, however, some generally favourable experiences 
with such p rog rams. One such expe r i ence is that reported by the 
Metropolitan Toronto Police Force concerning BlOCK Parent programs. 
In those areas in Toronto which were satur2ted with this program 
and exhibited Block Parent signs in their windows, the burglary 
rate decreased. The police thought that perhaps the reason for 
this resided in the fact that these signs, in effect, told would-be 
burglars that this is a 'neighbourhood that cared; there are a 
bunch of nosy neighbours in this area', thereby discouraging them 
from attempting the housebreaks (see interview with Bob Copeland, 
Metropolitan Toronto Police Crime Prevention Unit, April I, 1981). 

On the other hand, these types of strategies do have disadvantages. 
One is that such programs and services are expensive. They are 
also not controlled by residents and it is often difficult to 
persuade government agencies. with their limited budgets, to provide 
adequate and suitable services. As well. residents themselves are 
often unwilling to use these servic~s many feel they have 
already been overly 'social-worked' with few positive results. 
Finally, in some American public housing developments, the residents 
reported tha t given a cho ice be tween imp roved soc j a I se rv i c:es and 
improved se~urity (e.g. improved access control and target-hardening). 
they would prefer the latter (Rouse and Rubenstein 19i8:34). 

Summary 
Like programs and facilities for youth, adequate social services 
are generally considered valuable irrespective of their impact on 
crime. Whether or not they could actually reduce crime rates, iF 
properly implemented, is unknown. Although the resources required 
to develop these services, not to mention the difficulties 
associated with developing suitable (i.e. effective) programs and 
attracting participation, can be considerable. experience suggests 
that th~ long-term costs of not providing these services (e.g. in 
terms of ~ocial unrest, destructive behaviour, and generally poor 
development of potentially valuable human resources) can be even 
greater. 
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Overall Summary: Management Strategies 

Documented evidence Or! the crime-prevention impact of the management 
strategies is even more difficult to find than is such evidence r~garding 
the design strategies. However, the commonsense logic underlying these 
strategies is very strong and, as noted previously, there is a growing 
conviction that, in crime prevention terms, managing the environment 
effectively is just as important as designing it correctly. At the scale 
of individual residents, if their attitudes and motivations do n~t lead 
them to report crimes or otherwis.e intervene in the event of (potentially) 
criminal occurrences, the impact of design is considerably lessened. if 
not negated. At a broader scale, the management strategies emphasize 
that it is not buildings or other elements of the physical environment 
that bring about crime, it is eeople and it is onl), through the actions 
of other people that a crime prevention program can be truly effective. 
The management strategies also focus on the fact that responsibility 
for developing knowledge and attitudes regarding how to prevent crime 
can not be delegated to the police alone, but must be shared by everyone 
who is affected by crime from the individual resident to the 
community at large. 

Clearly, there are many problems in implementing the management st~ategies. 
Their effective application can require substantial human and/or financial 
resources, sensitivity to the opportunities and constraints presented 
by the specific environment involved and by its surrounding community, 
and perhaps most importantly, a strong commitment, among all the relevant 
actors, to work together for the purpose of preventing crime. Further, 
many of these strategies are difficult to maintain once the immediate 
problem or concern has been alleviated (until, of course, another problem 
appears). Finally, the Isortl nature of these strategies makes evaluation 
of their impact very difficule, which exacerbates the problem of maintain
ing an ongoing commitment among the individuals and agencies involved. 

The best argument in favour of the management strategies comes f~cm the 
fact that experience ill various jurisdictions where residential crime 
is a concern !",as t:learly indicated that 'designing out' crima can only 
have a limited impact if it is not supported and complemented by eff~rts 
to involve the residents and the aopropriate agencies concerned with 
managing the environment. 
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6.6 SUMMARY: KEY FEATURES OF THE EOM APPROACH 

The purposes of this and the preceding chapter have been, first, to 
describe the main features of the EOH Clpproach and second, to present the 
available theoretical, commonsense and empirical assessments of individual 
EOM strategies. Chapter 7, following. will expand further on the second 
objective. That chapter will identify the common threads imp! icit in the 
foregoing assessments of the indtvidual EOM strategies and thereby develop 
an overall assessment of the EDM approach to crime prevention. 

Before cons i der ing that overa 11 assessment. we waul d first 1 ike to 
summarize the key features that characterize the EOM approach. The key 
assumptions underlying the EOM approach are: 

Crime is a function of the characteristics of the four elements of a 
criminal event: offenders; persons or objects subject to potential 
victimization; physical locations; and, social environments. 

The potential therefore exists that crlme (and fear of crime) can be 
influenced by modifying the characteristics of each of the above four 
elements. 

Of particular importance (to the generation of crIme) ~re character
istics of each of the four elements which act as cues signalling to the 
potential offender whether or not the total situation represents a safe 
or unsafe (vulnerable/invulnerable) opportunity for committing a 
criminal act. 

These cues can be modified through two types of strategies: design 
strategies (which attempt to alter either or both the physical and 
social characteristics of the four elements), and management stl"ategies 
(which attempt to alter the social, and in some cases, the physical 
characteristics of the four elements)" 

In describing how design and management strategies affect the preSetlCe 
of safe and unsafe cues, particular reI iance is placdd on the concepts 
of: target-hardening, increasing surveillance, fostering territorial ity, 
and fostering social cohesion. 

Since the physical and social characteristics of different environments 
are likely to differ markedly, the particular prevention strategies 
that would be appropriate wi 11 also probably drffer markedly from 
environment to environment. With certain relatively minor exceptions 
(i.e. some target-hardening strategies), proposing a cookbook of 
specific rules appl icable to all environments is thus not only illogi
cal within the EOM approach, but could be dysfunctional. 

Given both the many factors influencing the criminal event and the 
limited impact of specific crime prevention strategies, most EDM crime 
prevention programs will advocate that not one. but a range of EOM 
strategies will be included in the program. The design strategies, in 
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particular, will oFten re' h strategies. 1 qUire t e concomitant presence of management 

Gr~en the wi~e range of factors that could be i~nipulated to prevent 
crime, the different potential degrees of control that diff t 
gro~ps could exert over different factors and the range of

eren 
affect"'d by cr' 'b'l' , • groups . ~ ,Ime, responsl I ICY for different aspects of an EDH 
crime prevention program would probably best be allocated among a 
range,oF,groups (!ncluding):- Individual residents, resident 
asso~latlons, ,po! Ice, private security,_ landlords, developers, bui Iders, 
arch~tects"c!ty p!ann7r~ and other municipal, provincial and federal 
nouslng, criminal JustIce ~"d social service agencies. 

~~~~l!!~yi~fh~~eb~;~ noted (Westlngho~se Electric Corporation 1977:1.16-23) 
.. measures could have benefits beyond that of sim I 

preventing or reducing crimes. For example, these measures could: P Y 
/I 

Assist in the promotion of physical social and 
economic revital ization. ' 

• F~s~er better relatiONships and cooperation among 
Citizen groups, law enforcement officials city 
officials, and business organizations. ' 

• Provi~e guidelines and standards to improve the 
securIty of new development or reQevelopment. 

Reduce social and economic costs to the user of the 
urban environment. 

Many EOH proponents would go even f th AI 
each of the individual EDM t ,ur er, though ~e nave discussed 
overlap considerably, In f:c~at~~I~S sepa~:telY a~ove, in practice they 
should over! ' I IS conSI ered Vital that strategies 

I .ap an~ complement one another. Curtis and Kohn (1980'7) f 
examp e, pOInt out that: ' , or 

"Terdtodal reinforcement may be thought of as tn 
umb:ella concept, embodying all the other princip~es 
!t IS not practical to think of these strategl'cs as • 
Independent strategic" because. for example, if 
access control strategies are to succeed potential 
offenders must perceive that intrusion will el ic't 
protective t:rrltorLal responses. Similarly, I 
n~tur~1 [~r Informalj surveillance oper~tes to increase 
~ e I ~kel I hood that intruslon wIll be observed by 
~ndrvlduals.who care but are not offiCially responsible 
or regulating the use and treatment of spaces If 

people observe inappropriate behaviour but do ~othjng 
about I~, then the most elegant natural surveillance 
strategies are useless,lI 

.' 1 
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Provide leverage for state [provinciaO and federal 
assistance to urban improvement programs. 

Ge~~rate an interdiscipl inary and unified approach 
for resolving certain urban problems. 

• Create a sense of confidence and cohesion within a 
specified urban environment. 1I 

The above points summarize the EDM approach. However, because of its 
importance to understanding the EDM approach, we will elaborate briefly on 
the relative importance of the physicai design strategies. 

In summarizing his presentation of defensible space.- Newman (1972:204) noted 
that an lIessential ingredient of our proposal is territorial definition 
coupled with improvements to the capacity of territorial occupants to survey 
their newly defined realm. 11 Newman argues that the creation of territorial
ity and surveillance opportunities allows citizens to achieve control of 
their environment for the activities they wish to pursue within it -- i.e . 
it makes citizens instrumental in curtailing others from destroying their 
habitat. whether the others are criminal or a reactionary authority. A 
fundamental proposition of defensible space is that through the manipulation 
of building and spatial configurations, one can create areas for which 
people will adopt concern: that it is possible, thrQugh the provision of 
facil ities in certain juxtapositions, to release potential constructive 
behavioural attitudes and generate positive social relationships (Newman 
Ibid.:206). Newman points out that he is not claiming that architectural 
design can have a direct causal effect on social interactions. but that 
architecture operates more in the realm of influence than control (see also 
Ash et al. 1975:1). It does not and cannot manipulate people towards feel
ingso{friendship, mutual trust alld sharing of responsibilities, but rather 
allows mutually beneficial attitudes to surface (Newman Ibid.:207). This 
perspective is ~eflected again in the comments by Curtjs~ Kohn (1980:9): 

"An intermediate position, one that both recognizes the 
physical environment as onlv one part of the picture 
and takes into account the cost of adapting to ill-suited 
settings (Dubois, 1965), is that environmental design 
can facilitate human behaviour (Ittleson, 1978), 
This concept stresses the importance of environments 
being congruent with existing or desired cO!M1unity value 
systems. In this regard environmental design can be 
viewed as providing psychological or symbol ic cues which 
are supportive of particular social control mechanisms. 
In principle, the only way to successfully design and 
implement desi9n strategies is to develop a comprehen
sive understanding of tne affected individual's psycho
logical and social responses to environmental changes. lIl 

Again, the above points are wn,lIt is assumed and/or advocated by proponents 
or the EOM approach. On the other nand, the preceding chapters have cited 
arguments that are far from totally supportive of the EUM approach. It is 
to these latter argumeftts that we now turn. 

Dubo is. R., (1965) Men Adap~. New Haven, Connect i cut: Va 1 e Un j vers i t)' 
Press; Ittleson, W.H. ~1978) ICrime prevention in tne context of environ
mental psychology' Report prepared under contract to Westinghouse 
N~t lona I I ssues Center, Arl i ngton, Vi r9 in i a. 
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Chapter 7 

Overall Assessment 
of the EDM Approach 

i 
l· 

, . 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous two chapters have included assessments of the individual 
s~rate9ies that comprise the EOM approach. However, the EDM approach is 
not just a set of strateoies which can be indiscriminately appl ied but a 
comprehensive, Coo~dinated approach to crime prevention which uses 
different groupings of strategies depending on the nature of the environ
ment wher~ it is being appl jed. Thus, the EDH appl'oach must also be 
assessed in its totality and net just in terms of its individual 
strategies. The purpose of this chapter. is to provide that overal I 
assessment. 

Of necessity, this chapter's ability to present a comprehensive assessment 
of the EOH approach is constrained by the fact that the state of the art 
regarding EOH and its individual strategies Is such that there have been 
very few empirical evaluations of its implementation. Those few demonstra
tion projects which have been undertaken have been mostly American, quite 
expensive and have produced ambiguous findings (see Engstad 1975a:3&11). 
Furthermore, beyond the lack of empirical evidence needed to ~ssess the EDM 
approach on an ~ posteriori basis, there are difficulties in undertaking an 
assessment on an ~ priori basis because of the complex na:ure of both the 
crime phenomenon and the EDH approach to intervention. In their discussion 
of offender trealtment interventiol,s, Sechrest and Redner (1979) note the 
surprising lack of ~ priori evaluation which they (arguably) say is typical 
of most anti-crime endeavours. To paraphrase one of their points, they 
c!aim that: 

"At the outset, then, .in evaluation of the potential 
strength of an QnterventicB • one can determine 
wht-)ther [;tJ is well-grounded in theory which 
provides 1 inks between the type of intervention 
which is proposed, the types of offenders to which 
it is applied, and the anticipated outcomes. Were 
more UnterventionS} subjected to suc:h scrutiny, it 
seems 1.ikely that many of them would never be tested, 
or at least not tested on such a large scale and so 
seriously.1I (.!.kl!!.. :36) 

Accepting these problems, this chapter provides a critical examination of 
the EDM approach from two points of view.-- the theoretical and the 
practical -- with the overall Intent of determining to what degree the 
EDH approach makes sense. 

v 
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7.2 THEORETICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE EDM APPROACH 

From a theoretical point of view, the EOM approach to crime prevention can 
be assessed according to three general ar~as of concern: (1) the underlying 
theories and premises of EDM; (2) the n~ture of the specific strategies; and 
(3) implementation issues. This section examines only the first two of 
these points; the implementation of the EDM approach and the relevant 
critical judgments are of sufficient importance to be addressed separately 
in the next ~hapter of the report. 

7.2.1 Underlying Theories and P~emises 

This section discusses the three elements of the underlying theories and 
premises of the EOM approach which are the most relevant to a critical 
assessment of the approach. These Issues of concern relate to: 

• the opportunity theory of criminal behaviour 

• the dynamics of neighcourhoods (and romanticizing the past). and 
• macro versus micro theories of crime. 

i. The Opportunity Theory of Crime 
The effectiveness of many of the EOH strategies proposed, most 
particularly the design strategies, depends on the degree to which 
decreasing the opportunities for crin)f!!l results in a decrease in 
crime (or fear of crime). However, from a criminological perspective 
there is some doubt about whether or not and to what degree, crimes 
are opportunistic. Clearly, many crimes are not crimes of 
opportunity but rather reflect a high degree of moeivation and 
planning. On the other hand, many crimes, p~rticularly 'hose in
volving youthf~l offenders, do appear to be someNhat spur-of-the
moment incidents. 

Unfortunat~ly, there are very few, theoretical models which address 
crimes of opportunity. In fact. traditional theories of juvenile 
del inquency (e.g. Cohen. Merton, Cloward and Ohl in, etc.) argue in 
the opposite direction: for example, that juvenile del inquency is 
the product of very compelling social and material causes. 2 Even 
conflict theory posits a motivat.ion or predisposition, if you will, 

That is to say. decreasing the opportunities for crime -- either in 
actuality or with respect to would-be offenders' perceptions of the 
'safeness' or 'unsafeness' of these opportunities -- is expected to 
result in a decrease in crimes. 

For example, Merton (1957) argues that crime results from ~ lack of 
access to legal opportunities (e.g. employment) and Cloward and Ohl in 
(1960) argue that it results from easier access to illegal than to 
legal opportunities. 

< 
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grounded in sub-cultural norms, towards crime (or what is officially 
labelled 'crime'). Apart from considerations concerning the probable 
or potential motivation towards crime, there is very I ittle theo
retical discussion relating to the actual perpetration of crimes: 
why this crime and not another, why this victim/target, why this m.o., 
why this area, etc. Theories of juvenile del inquency, for example, 
are conspicuous in respect to the fact that there is very little 
distinction made between types of juvenile crime: juvenile 
del inquency is ... juvenile de! inquency. Ecological and victimiza
tion studies are now making inroads with respect to developing new 
insights about the nature and distribution of crime but ar~ not, at 
this time, capable of providing a theoretical analysis of the 
oppo rtun i ty issue. . 

Ecological psychology is simila~ly deficient in this respect. While 
it seems plausible that behaviour is influenced by environmental 
cues, there seems to be room for a great deal of variation in terms 
of what kinds of cues influence what kinds of people, and under what 
kinds of circumstances. Some studies (e.g. Phelan 1977, Reppetto 
1974) report that offenders do pay attention to the environmental 
cues regarding probable risk before perpetrating crimes; other 
studies (e.g. Goodman et al. 1966) report that they do not. Rouse 
and Rubenstein (1978:7~72T, for example, note that: 

" ••• there is no scientific evidence conclusively demor.
strating that potentia~ offenders perceive defensible 
space as has been suggested. Thus, a critical question 
remains ~- namely, whether offenders are aware of and 
react to increases in surveillance opportunities, 
access control strategies, circulation patterns, and 
the other physical changes that are said to help create 
defensible space." 

Until greater theor~tic31 and empirical understanding of this phen
omenon is achieved, the theoretical basis for many of the environ
mental strategies will remain problematic. 

The Dynamics of NeiQhbourhoods 
It is one-thing to ~stand how criminals react to different 
situations. It is quite another thing to understand how those 
situations in a particular environment can be modified (e.,g. how 
crime prevention strategies will work). To do so, one must also 
have an understanding of the dynamics of environments or neighbour
hoods (parti~t,i1arly cdminally-victimized neighbourhoods). While 
there appears to be a general agreement that environmental design 
and management can affect crime directly by reducing opportunities, 
and indirectly through its effect on social organization. the nature 
of the linkages impl ied, especially regarding the indirect effects of 
EOM, needs substantial clarification and elaboration (Engstad 1975a:9). 
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To recognize this point is, of course, only the first (and easiest) 
step. Sorting out the myriad inter-relationships defining the 
dynamics of any neighbourhood would, for reasons identified earl ier, 
daunt even the most intrepid and well-funded researchers. Figure 
7.1, for example, provides one conceptualization of only those 
linkages considered most critical to the EDM approach, and that 
figure does not even attempt to address the dynamics involved in 
recognizing the .leed for i.mplementing the EOM strategies in an 
environment. 

On the other hand, if we are to proceed with the EOM approach, some 
model of neighbourhood dynamics will need to be adopted. Given the 
difficulties involved, we might have to be content with only making 
our assumptions about those dynamics explicit. This process might 
at least allow us to pinpoint how and why different approaches are 
advocated. 

For example, sc~ proponents of elements of the EDN approach have been 
criticized for a perceived tendency to romanticize the past. Jane 
Jacobs and, to some extent, Oscar Newman have been censured for 
portraying by-gone days and past urban environments as the ideal (in 
crime prevention terms) because those environments supposedly exhibit 
the kind of secul"i ty which stems from th~'''latural protect ive 
mechanisms which prevail when citiZens are allowed to exercise their 
natural concern and care for their residential environments. To a 
certain degree, this may have been true. However, it could be argued 
that today the dynamics of specific environments have changed consid
erably in terms of increased social and geographical mobil ity, more 
single-parent families, increasing normative relativity and a greater 
potential for Inter-personal conflict and conflict with the law 
(Engstad 1975a:6). If the neighbourhood dynamics have changed so mueh, 
it may be impossible to capture again the same kind of peacefulness of 
bygone days. Nevertheless, taking the optimistic view, it can also be 
argued that we do not really know what new kind of community relation
ships are evolving. Nor will we know how to utilize community 
relationships or dynamics to develop a sense of security based on 
current realities until we try interventions I !~e the EDK approach. 

iii. Macro VarS1JS Micro .Approaches to Crime Prevent ion 
One of the most potentially damning arguments against the EDM approach 
conc~rns its ultimate impact on crime: "in the context of macrosoc:ial 
phenomena such as discrimination in housing and unemployment and the 
concomitantly disproportionate allocation of poverty ••• to minorities, 
the issue of micro-environmental ·manipulatlons to effect behaviour 
modification seems trivial and irrelevant ll (Harries 1980:102). As 
Coates (1973b:4-8) has commented: 

II ••• by and 1 arge the new act ion for the future is not 
going to be with physical technology, i.e. gadgets and 
devices, better locks and doors, or better shaped 

i . 
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Figure 7.1 
Selected Linkages Relevant to the EON Approach to Crime Prevention 
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hallways in buildings. Rather, the real action for 
the future, and for most problems affecting U.S. socieity, 
is going to be in the area of social invention and 
institutional change. These are the areas which are 
most pregnant for new societal development with regard 
to security ••• We need to l~ok at much more deep-seated 
structural changes in society if we are going to have 
any major impact in a reasonable time span on the causes 
and prob I ems of crime." 

Coates suggests that, instead of manipulating environmental design 
features, crime should be attracted directly through institutional 
change. Assuming that some crime is the result of Ineed', he asks 
why not instead use~programs that confront this need: for example, 
making junk cars available to teenagers, reducing the difference in 
cost between bargain-centre televisions' legitimate price and the price 
of stolen televiSions, or perhaps providing adequa~e sex education to 
forestall rape. 

A number of authors, building on similar observations and judgments 
regarding difficulties in implementing EDM strategies (see below), 
have proposed other alternative solutions. For example, observing that 
many of the problems which EDM is supposed to ameliorate. in ~st 
criminally-victimized areas ar~ the result of concentrating high 
densities of low-income, multi-prOblem people in the same geographical 
area in the first place, certain authors propose that anecher approach 
would be to stop concentrating the poor and socially deprived -- i.e. 
the criminally vulnerable and the crimina}ly motivated -- tosether. 
In his comments about the high crime rates found in American public 
housing developments and their surroundings, Brill (1973:32) suggests 
that: 

"In the case of publ ic housing. the pol icies that are part 
of the problem are those that pack multi-problem 
families in institutions I ike pub\ ic housing in the first 
place ••• The real solution to the problems of pub) ic 
housing, ineluding security, I ies in changes in those 
policies that stratify residents according to a narrow 
economic strata. This means changes in the subsidy 
system." 

Blumin (1973:119) questions why the country continues programs and 
policies which appear to cause 50 many problems. She claims: 

liThe answer is that the programs work, but for the wrong 
people -- estate speculators, big and small businessmen, 
bureaucrats -- everyone, that is, except the poor. And 
government policy which constrains the econom!c~lly 
marginal to live among others who also have limited 
resources produces the very situation which helps to 
maintain the current system _. the poor exploit and 
manipulate each other for the scarce goods that may be 
available, while generally accepting the society's 
cultural definition that they are failures not 

. f h .,. II entitled to a larger proportion 0 t e nation 5 Income. 

• 

Blumin argues that, assuming that there will be no ful I-scale redis
tribution of income in the United St~tes in the near future, government 
should get completely out of publ ic housing, either by giving the poor 
cash housing allowances or by augmenting present subsidized housing pro
grams. Either pol icy would have multiple benefits: (1) freedom of choice, 
which promotes a commitment to and interest in one's surroundings; (2) 
minimal stigmati~ation of the poor; and (3) an increase in the dispersal 
and assimilation of the poor into the rest of society. 

Blumin reports that of 170 families participating in a cash allowance 
housing program in Kansas City, nearly 90% claimed that direct housing 
allowances were better than public housing (Ibid.). Newman (n.d.:114ff) 
also argues that lithe mixing of low-income famrJies in middle-class 
developments, in numbers that maintain stability, may have become a 
national nec~ssit~' but claims as well that environmental design principles 
will sti) I be a necessary component of such a policy. The high densities 
of people exhibiting divergent sub-cultures, values and I ifestyles which 
characterize most contemporary North American cities will require, Newmen 
argues, implementation of environmental design principles in order to 
combat the s~cial disorganization which frequently occurs when hetero
g~neous types of people live in close proximity, regardless of their social
economic status (Newman 1980). 

Harvey Peck (Deputy Director of ~~nagement, Chicago Housing Authority, 
interviewed Harch 5, 1981) has proposed ~ slightly different approach along 
these I ines which appears less problematic pol itically. He suggests 
opening up publ ic housing to all citizens under the conditions that those 
who can afford to do so should pay ful I rent and others pay reduced rent 
as they do under the present system. 1 He argues that ~~ny publ ic housing 
developments are highly desirable properties and it is I ikely that many 
middle-cla~s citizens would be happy to live in these developments. This 
approach would have the advantage of integrating different income levels 
(with less disturbing political reactions, as citizens would make their 
own choice), and thereby allow the lower-class segments of society to 
benefit from the social and political advantages of middle-class residents. 
The Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority, responsible for publ ic housing 
in Toledo, Ohio is currently implementing this policy by allOWing tenants 
to continue to rent subsidized units even when their income has increased, 
and by accepting rental applic~tions from individuals and famil ies who are 
not necessarily classified as low-income earners. It is following this 
policy for two reasons: to provide a more balanced income mix in ':ts· 
projects and thereby improve their stabil ity; and to generate more revenue, 
since these higher-income tenants pay the maximum rent possible (which is 
still much lower than private sector rental charges). 

While this policy may lead to more stable and less crime-prone public 
housing environments, it does not address the problem of where those 
low-income people will be housed (particularly in tight housing 
markets) who can no longer be housed in publ ic housing because of this 
income integration objective. 
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Unfortunately. most of the alternative proposals to solving the crime 
problem described above appear to many to be just as unreal istic as a 
purely EOM approach to crime prevention. For example, it is doubtful 
whether the income·integration policy discussed could be adopted 
because of the probabil ity that the more advantaged citizens would 
object to sharing their residential environments with the types of 
individuals who are represented among the marginal and socially 
deprived strata of society (whom the more advantaged population 
consider not to have earned the material and other benefits accruing 
from a middle-class neighbourhood) (see Engstad 1975a:13).1 Therefore 
it is mere likely that the poor will continue to live in concentrated • 
proximity .. itil each other. thus perpetuating the confluence of crimi. 
nogenic circumstances with the criminally mOtivated. 

7.2.2 The Nature of the Specific Strategies 

The r~view of the individual EDM strategies (in Chapters 5 and 6 previously) 
contaIned numerous common negative assessments. Apart from the concerns 
re~a:d!ng implementation problems (see Chapter 8 following), many of these 
crItIcIsms related to the fact that many of the strategies are very limited 
in scope (i.e. are intended to prevent only one or a few types of crime) 
and that there is ~ likel ihood of the strategies backfiring and increasi~g 
the opportunities for crime or increasing the fear of crime. 

This section will examine the following three additional common criticisms 
as being particularly Important to an overall assessment of the EDM 
approach: 

• confl icts among strategies 

symptoms versus causes 

displacement, and 

the nature of target crimes. 

Another objection to this approach resides in the fact that there is 
evidence that what is critical in the perpetration of juvenile delin
quency is not the social class of the individual Juvenile ~ se but the 
contrast between his/her social class and that of the surrounding 
population. In other words, lower-class children I iving in higher-inco~ 
neighbourhoods are more I ikely to become del inquent than their counter
parts in a homogeneous social class neighbourhood (Johnson !l~.1979). 

i. ConTl icts Among $crateaies 
~reas for potential conflict arise among many of the EDM strategies 
(e.g. improving police access and controlling acc~ss by outsiders; 
fosterlngcerritorial ity through landscaping, fencing. etc:. and 
reducing opportunities for concealment. etc.). In addition to the 
potential for the~ie internal conflicts in the EDM approach, some of 
the des ign stratesdes may confl ict wi eh the needs of other important 
design objectives; for example regarding fire protection (see 
Blanchard 1973 and Reppetto 1974:83). Further, Faust and Allen 
(1972:74) note the. possibility that urban design str~t:egies for crime 
prevention purposes could conflict with other behavioural objectives 
and social values and that. in the application of such strategies, 
extreme care must be taken to del ineate the public and special 
interests that miSlht be affected. For example, they note that: 

" ••• in the re-design of a metropolitan low-cost housing 
area ••. , it becomes critical from a pub! ic point of 
view to anticipate exactly how the proposed changes 
will affect not only the residents and persons who 
might consider perpetrating offences against them but 
also such other groups as mail carriers, trash 
collectors. del ivery men. etc ••• 11 

This potential for confl icting design objectives is a very real issue 
that must be consid.ered in developing and implementing an EOM program. 
The complexity and importance or this issue is, as mentioned, one of 
the major reasons that it is Impossible to propose a hard-and-fast 
set of guidel ines for implementing the EDM approach. In some 
instances, there may be no simple answer to the resolution of confl ict
ing design objectives. In such cases, objectives will hav~ to be 
assigned priorities, and trade-offs will haVe to be made (for 
example, between the need for security and the desire for privacy). 
However. it should b~ noted that this problem is far from unique to 
the EDM approach, or for that matter, even to crime prevention 
efforts in general. The problem applies to efforts to produce ~~sign 
guidel ines in any area (e.g. health, fire, safety, recreation, trans
portat ion) • 

Ii. Sy~ptoms as Causes 

Another criticism o,f the environmental design approach, particularly 
with respect to its physical opportunity-reduction elements, is that 
it deals with symptons rather then causes -- and, as a consequence, 
may ultimately backfire and facilitate and increase criminal victimi
zation. Nieburg (1974:42). for example, states: 

"The defensible space thesis deals only with symptoms 
and net causes. Creating ramparts, battlements, 
parapets, and wal Is in high-crime areas may deter 
criminal attacks in a specific: area, but it leaves 
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untouched the real social causes of criminal behaviour 
and may, in fact. disperse bad actors into secret nooks 
and crannies elsewhere. The level of attack upon 
peaceful citizenry may actually be increased. 
Oispersion of the criminal elements would enhance the 
advantage of surprise and spread the virus into the 
flesh and bloodstream of the whole city." 

This criticism is obviously related to the eariier criticism regarding 
macro versus micro approaches to crime prevention -- but concentrates 
on a possible serious negative result of relying inappropriately on 
the latter. This negative assessment of design strategies to prevent 
crime is, in Our view, of little relevance. Since, as noted in the 
discussion on macro versus micro approaches, it is un! ikely that 
society ~il! be able to cure the causes of crime in the foreseeable 
future, it only makes sense to try to address the symptoms as effect
ively as possible and to reduce the I ike! ihood that these symptoms 
will become sufficiently serious to virtually destroy the particular 
community concerned (which could then even become a focus or generacor 
of more crj~~ that would begin to affect ocher communities). Further, 
it could be argued that the idea that it is better to keep crime con
centrated and isolated in sp~~jfic environments (I.e. usually the low
income and otherwise deprived areas of a city) so that its impact on 
other areas is minimized, reflects an elitist point of view which is 
difficult to defend on moral or political grounds. 

iii. Displacement 
The problem of displacement is closely related to the comments above. 
As noted in Chapter 2, the issue of displacement is raised as a 
conc£rn with regard to crime prevention in general and not just in 
relationship to the EOM approach. Again, this issue would appear to 
lack sufficient negative weight to counter th~ arguments for the EOM 
approach, although it clearly must be considered as a potential 
problem when an EDM program and the specific strategies 'to be implem
ented are being defined for a particular environment. However, until 
more is known about the occurrence of displacement (e.g. which types 
of crimes, offenders, etc. are most I ikely to be involved in displace
ment), it is not even possible to say which strategies will be most 
problematic in this regard. 
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iv. Nature of Target Crimes 
Finally, some critics argue that the nature and frequency of the t~pes 
of crimes which are Supposed to be prevented by the EDM approach (I.e. 
burglary, robbery, theft, auto theft, arson, trespass, vanda~ ism, rape, 
assault and homicide) do not warrant the considerable expenditure of 
money and planning resources which might be required to significantly 
affect their levels through the EDM approach. Murder, for example, is 
too Infrequent .. nd vandal ism is, comparatively, too unimportant. In 
addition, it is claimed that many of the property crimes (e.g. 
burglary, robbery and theft) would not be affected by the ~DM approach 
because the links between those crimes and the EDM strategies are so 
weak that it might require massive expenditures on the EDM approach 
before there would be a discernible impact. This argument would apply 
If, rather than being predominantly a function of opportunity, these 
crimes were largely premeditated. British Columbia, for example, 
reports that a large proportion of all crimes in.that prov~nce are 
drug-related, which suggests that the overall crime rate might not be 
affected by the EDM aoproach because the addict-offender would not be 
greatly deterred by these kinds of measures: in this example, it is 
more 1 ikely that EDM would simply cause displacement. 

However, in defence of EDM two major points should be emphasized: 

I. These strategies are not considered to be applicable on a univers
al basis. Their suitability and effectiveness will vary from 
situation to situation and each setting must be examined individ
ually in terms of the merits and disadvantages of each of the 
st rateg i es. 

2. These strategies are intended to reinforce and complement one 
another. Very few of the strategies are expected to have a very 
significant impact on their own; practically all of the strategies 
depend upon the presence of other strategies in order to be truly 
effect ;ve. 

The aim Is to carefully and imaginatively select and combine strateg
ies so that overall congruence is achieved, confl ict among strategies 
is avoided, and a synergistic effect is thereby produced. 

To do this, far greater knowledge of the conditions under which 
specific EDM strategies are maximally effective is required. This 
entails, among other things, that distinctions m~st be ~d7 betw:en 
types of strategies and types or sub-types of crimes. SimIlar diS
tinctions must be made among types of residential environm~nts. To 
date th~ EDM-related literature has too often ignored those dis
tinc~ions and thereby failed to do itselt justice in the sense that 
many of these strategies are beneficial only when they are 
appropriately appJ jed (see Mawby 1977 and Engstad 1975a:8:9). For 
EDM to be a truly convincing and effective approach to crime pre
vention much more research is required but. as Reppetto (1976b:286) 
points ;ut, research studies are often as costly, compl icated, 
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lengthy and controversial as actually building new prcljects. HI! 
suggests instead that a simpler alternative would be for the 
Universal Crime Reporting Program to routinely record the physical 
environments of various types of crimes and to collect similar 
types of information through victimization surveys. Others might 
argue that the resources (technology and manpower) required for 
even these types of data collection are beyond the capabilities or 
most jurisdictions. 
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7.3 PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE [OM APPROACH 

Assessing the EDM approach from a practical point of view is, as noted 
previously, constrained by the inadequacies of the empirical data currently 
available. Therefore, in this examination of whether the EDM approach makes 
practical sense, empirical val idation is treated as only one of four areas 
of consideration which are important to a practic.al assessment of this 
-approach to crime prevention. These areas of concern are as follows: 

I. Empi rtca I Va 1 ~ d~t ion_~~ga~d i ng.Effec~ i veness 

2. Cost-Effectiveness 

3. Feaslbil ity 

4. Need 

The discussion of the feasibility of the EDM approach addresses some of the 
problems relating to the implementation of the approach. However, as noted 
in the Introduction to the section on theoretical assessments, it should be 
r(ept in mind that the next chapter provides further detai I on impJ~mentat ion 
issues because of their importance for a comprehensive understandin~' of the 
tOM approach. 

'.3.1 Empirical Validation Reoardino Effectivenen. 

'Throughout the foregoing review of the EDM strategie$. we have repeatedly 
noted the lack of evaluation studies aimed at e...:amining whether or not 
i"mprovt~ments along the 1 ines suggested by the specIfic strategies have had 
aln effect on crime. While there have been many studies which demonstrate 
a relationship between crime and a situation which these strategies are 
intended to improve, there have been very few attempts to implement and 
evaluate these 'improvements'. It is one thing to show that a relationship 
exists between x (crime) and y (say, lack of acc~ss control or lack of 
target-hardening), and quite another matter to show that improvements in y 
also result In imorovements related to x (see AIR 1980a:40-41). 

F',ailure to show that improvements in y also improve x need not mean that 
the propositions entailed by y are incorrect. The methodological problems 
surrounding any evaluation of crime prevention strategies in real-life 
sittuations are enormous and primarily consist of maintaining the proper 
controls. As has been pointed out, the effectiveness of an intervention 
d~pend5 on a variety of factors. all of which vary independently of one 
another. One of these factors Is the nature of the intervention itself, 
but In addition. effectiveness also depends upon: 

• the nature arid characteristics of the recipients of the intervention (i .e. 
an intervention may be successful with one type of criminal and/or victim 
but not another) (see Engstad 1975a:4), 

• the characteristics and skills of those delivering the intervention (e.g. 
police may be highly motivated and skilled In one situation but less so 
In another; the situation may be similar for citizens, management, or 
social agencies), 
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the process of implementation (Chis refers to adequate r~sources, as well 
as a consensus about the exact nature of the intervention .- i.e., is the 
intervention the same as what was intended?), and 

the nature and impact of the context (geographical, social and pol itlcal) 
surrounding the implementation of the intervention (e.g. goneral land-use 
surrounding the intervention site, social demographic variables of 
adjacent populations, historical development, and so on) (see Engstad 
1975a:7) • 

Anyone of these considerations could affect the SUCcess of an intervention 
and it is extremely difficult to control for and measure the impact of 
these fac~ors in real-I ife evaluation studies. 

What this means is that, apart From the dearth of evaluation studies of the 
EDM strategies, it is extremely d;ffi~ult to examine these strategies even 
when demonstration projects are implemented. In addition, the resources 
required For mounting a" experimental study usually result in the Fact 
that more tha.i"1 one strategy is tested. This, in turn, h~s the consequence 
that it is difficult to determine which strategy is having an effect, iF 
any, and the nature of its impact. In short, at this point it is impossible 
to determine, on an empirical basis, the merits or disadvantages of the EDM 
perspective -- there simply are not sufficient properly conducted empirical 
evaluations available. 

While many potential disadvantages of the EOM strategies have been 
presented in the previous chapters' review of the strategies, we do not 
know whether or not these perceived limitations and criticisms would in fact 
occur and thereby render the EDM approach ineffective. With regard to the 
few evaluation studies which do report positive findings for the strategies 
they examined, there is the further problem that these studies have been 
short-term evaluations, and the positive findings may simply be the result 
of a short-term response by citizens and police to the unusual attention to 
crime, rather than a consequence of the physical design and social manage
ment changes. What is required are more long-t~rm evaluations but, it is 
noted, these kinds of evaluations will undoubtedly mUltiply the problem of 
adequate controls (Hollander and Brown 1978:70). 

Thus it is impossible to assess the value of the EOM approach from the 
empirical evidence currently avail.able. Furthermore, it is extremely 
unl ikely that obtaining such evidence will ever be possible because of the 
complexity of the phenomena and of the environments being investigated. 
The lack of empirical val idatlon must thereFore be viewed as having neither 
positive nor negative implications for this assessment of the EDM ap~roach. 

However it is important to note that many of the strategies are perceiv:d 
to be b;neficial irrespective of their impact on crime (:.g. th: strategies 
aimed at improved building image and maintenance, fostering soc~al 
cohesion, designing residential buildings to human scale! redUCing 
anonymity, and so on). In some instances, particularly In.new developments, 
these kinds of design features could be relatively eaSily. Incorporated and 
it may be argued that their positive attributes, whether In terms of 
preventing crime or simply improving the quality of life in these develop
ments, make them we II worth !mp I ernent i ng. 

7.3.2 Cost-E~fectiveness 

The EOM approa~h is not a competing approach to crime prevention :e~uiring 
that governments choose between this appro~ch or another, or requl~ln~ 
additional funds. Rather, a critical feature of the EO~ approach IS. ~hat 
already existing crime prevention methods are used but Impleme~ted ~'th 
p~rticular attention given to their suitabil ity in a given reSidential 
s;tti'ng. The EOM approach attempts to combine crime prevention ~ea}u~es 
(e.g. some policing, target-hardening and access control st:a~e9H=s ~n 
the most appropriate manner possible. Some of the more ambitiOUS deSign 
strategies on the other hand, may constitute significant departures from 
traditionai practices but. we note once again that, when these featu~~re 
ar~ incorporated into new housing developments their costs may be( no 
wh:t would be required to build 'insecure' housing develo~ents ~ee 
Gardiner 1978a:58). Accordingly, from a policy.a~d operatIons p~lnt of 
view, it is not always nor simply a case of deCiding wheth:r to Inves~ 
resources in the EDM approach or in some other forms ~f crime ~reventlon, 
but rather a question of taking account of the potential benef~ts of.EDM 
in each residential environment and of selecting those strat~gles which 
appear to be most suitable and cost-effective. 

than 

Assuming that it were known which strategies were e!fective, th~ major 
question to be asked is how much to spend on what klnd.of security measure. 
It is obvious, for instance, that the cost of an~ securIty ~trategy should 
not exceed the expected reduction In cost of crlm:s resulting from the 
preventative effects of the strategy.l One can, In theory at least, do 
better than this -- since the point where the cost of th: strate~y equals 
the value of the crime prevented is only a break-even pOint. USing 

For example, assume a residence is faced with an ~nnual cri~ r:s~ ~f 
.20 (i.e. each year the residence has one chance In 5 of being h'~) 
and, if hit, will, on ~verage. suffer a loss valued at $325 ~e~ :rlme 
(the dollar value equIvalent of any property. loss, personal In~u.y, 
indirect nuisance costs and any other 'psychiC' costs). In thiS case, 
no security measures costing more than $65 per year (i.e •• 2 x $325) 
would be justified on cost/benefit grounds (Sagalyn 1973:1). 
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economic ~arginal utility analysl, it is possible 19ain theor~tically. 
to identify the optimal level of exp~~qiture or. a security strategy, i.e. 
the level of expenditure that results in ~h~ largest (positive) difference 
between the value of crime prevented and the ~~penditures on the strategy.1 
Certain authors (e.g. Sagalyn 1973:11-12) seem to ~dvocate using neo
classical economic marginal ana.lysis and the calculation of the necessary 
marginal costs and marginal benefits to identify this optimum level of 
expenditure. 2 It should, however. be pointed out that giv1:t~ the mathema
tical. theoretical and practical data collection problems in estimating 
those utilities. one would probably find it just as useful to cor-sider a 
few rough rules of thumb that capture the e~sence ~f the argument: 

3 

If an e~tra expenditure on security is likely to yield a reduction 
in crime worth more than that expenditure. then make the extra 
expenditure.3 

If a number of security strategies are available, then a fixed oYdget 
avai lable for security should be allocated among the different security 
strategies in a manner that results In the last dollar spent on each 
strategy yielding the same value of crime prevented. 

-
After an initial level of expenditure on security, one could frequently 
expect further increments in expenditures to yield lower marginal 
benefits of crime prevented per increment. Similarly, again after 
some point, the marginal costs of those increments would be expected 
to rise. There is. therefore, the strong possibility that increments 
in crime prev~ntion strategies at higher levels of total expenditure 
would likely yield smaller net returns (i.e. marginal benefits less 
marginal cost) than at ~~derate levels of expenditure. 

For those interested. this optimum occurs when expenditures on a 
security str~tegy are incr~ased to the point where the marginal 
value of crime prevented by a one unit in,rease in the strategy 
is equa: to ~he marginal cost of that last added unit of the strategy.· 
See Hann (197Z) for a more detailed discussion of the neo-classical 
economic rules for governing the choice of such optima. 

Sagalyn (1973:11) suggests that expenditures on a security measure 
should be increased to the point wh~re the marginal utility of the 
increased expenditures is maximized. However, contrary to what he 
suggests. the point of maximum marginal utility is neither the point 
of maximum total benefit or the point of maximum benefit less costs. 
Ma~ing the usual second-order assumptions about the behaviour of the 
benefit and cost curves. the former occurs where marginal utility 
equals '0'. and the latter occurs where marginal utility equals 
marginal cost (a point where marginal utility is usually less than 
its highest value and a point of greater expendi~ure). 

Assuming of course th~t you cannot get a better return by spending 
that extra dollar on something else (e.g. s~fer tires on the car 
or weather-strippin~). 

d 

This latter point is analogous to the one made in the AIR document 
(1980a:66) regarding the utility of augmenting crime prevention 
strategies beyond a certain point. The AIR authors point out that: 

"Changes that harden existing. conventional safe
guards should not be expected to result in a 
significant drop in crime. in our opinion. Two 
factors would tend to prevent this. 

The first is that the relationships clearly are 
not linear. The change from flimsy locks to adequate 
locks or from darkness to illumination is intrinsically 
more potent than a change from adequate locks to extra 
stron2 locks. or from illumination to brightness.----
Improvements above a certain (unknown) threshold 
are likely to achieve little." (Emphasis in the 
Or"i ~i it.; 1) 

A major point which emerges from this kind of analysis is that because: the 
ytility ~f ~ given Sebyrity m~asyr~ is ~ontext-gepengent. no general 
guidelines may be prescribed concerning the choice of security strateS'ies, 
which will necessarily vary from one residence or residential area to 
another (Sagalyn loco cit.). One of the major differences in contexts 
with respect to costs rs-the difference between new and existing housing 
developments. As we have indicated in Chapter 4. the (marginal) costs 
involved in retrofitting may be considerably more in old than in new 
developments 1; they may. in fact. be prohibitive. As Fairley and 
Liechenstein (1971:80) observe: "One of the lessons offered by cost-benefit 
analysis of this study and other studies of housing security systems 
is ....• The failure to harmonize aesthetics with security at each stage 
of architectural design results in much higher, if not prOhibitive, costs 
of installation and extra equipment for effective building security." On 
the other hand, some strategies may be considered financially feasible in 
existing residential environments. The IJ.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (1973a:S), for example, argues that: 

..... a series of small-scale physical design techniques 
can be used to create defensible space and consequently 
t,o reduce crime in existing residential areas. These 
techniques consi~t ~f subdividing a project (or bui lding) 
to limit access and improve neighbor recognition, 
symbol ically defining an area as coming un de I" the sphere 
of influence of ~ particular group of inhabitants and 
improving the surveillance capacity of the inhabitants 
to reinforce the previous t';)lO measures. I' 

r--Thus, the difference between marginal benefits and marginal costs, 
the Iflet .gain l , wi II be lower. 
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Newman (n.d.:lll) cautions, however, that "once the pr~cess of cOlMluni.ty 
disintegration has gotten underway it is almost impossible to reverse, 
which implies that none of the EOM strategies would be cost-effective in 
these types of environments. 

Many of the foregoing comments regarding the cost-:ffect~veness of the 
EOM strategies address only the direct costs of crl~ ~hlch form one.part 
of the cost-benefit equation. There are, however, Indirect cos~s which 
should also be kept in mind. For example, the cost of apprehending, . 
holding prosecuting and sentencing an offender frequently are so far In 
excess ~f the actual value of the property ~tolen (!n the :ase o~ property 
crimes) as to make the equation, i~ terms of economiC cons~deratlon7' 
ridiculous andlor irrelevant. It has been estimated that In the United 
States, each property offender would have to ste~l. in e~ces7 of 560,000 
a year in order for the costs incurred by the crIminal Justice system 
in handling these offenders to be commensurate wit~ the v:~ue ?f~ the 
p~~p~~ty i~~leri (ie~ efl~in6Jd91~al Resear~h ASSOCIates 1,!4).· ~learly, 
many property crimes particularly residential property crimes, Involve ) 
nowhere near this a~unt (they are probably less than 1/100 of this amount. 
Other indirect costs of crime relat~ to 5y~h ~bQngmi~ reatwres as t~e 
marketovalue of homes in the community and the health of :he commun~ty: 
Frisbie and his associates have estimated th~t the v~ndalls~ r~te Within 
one of the most highly victimized areas of MinneapoliS statlst~cal Iy 
explained the average value of owner-occupied homes. They claimed that; 

"Homes in areas of the ci ty wi ttl the hi ghes t burg I ary 
and vandalism rates suffer an estimated depression in 
vallJe of $4,400 and $2,100 respectively, per home when 
compared to those at the citywide average." 

(in Gardiner 1978a:Sg) 

In the same report, it was estimated t~at the t7tal lo:s 0: p;operty tax 
revenue from owner-occupied housing units assOCiated With Inc~de~ces of 
vandalism was approximately $7 million and for bu~glary $!O m~ Ilion for 
the year under study, or about $17 million. A IO~ r:ductlon ~n t~ese 
two offences alone would therefore correspond to an Increase, In city 
property tax revenues of about $1.7 million (Gardiner~. ~.). A. 
similar analysis by Naroff, Hellman and Skinner (1980) in 80:ton estimates 
thac a reduction in overall crime by as little as 5~ c~uld yield an. 
increase in tax revenue of from S7 million to $30 ml II Ion. What thiS 
means is that if one includes indirect costs in with the direct costs 

\JaIler 3nd Okihiro (1978b:181) "guess-timate" that the costs of 
police lawyers and courts could amount to approximately SI,OCO 
per ca~e, whereas in many cases the value of the property stolen 
in burglaries is less thar. S:OO (in Toronto). 
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of crime it is probably not too surprlsln9 to claim that the EOM strategies, 
if effective, are also almost invariably cost-effective as well. 1 

It should also be noted that all of the above arguments only consider the 
quantifiable costs and benefits associated with crime. However, one of 
the reasons cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analysis has fal len out of 
grace as ~ technique for making rational decisions is its inability to 
hnndle, in a meaningful way, unquantifiable costs and benefits. Since 
many believe that, for all but the most trivial decisions in the public 
sphere, the unquantifiable costs and benefits are not only more important 
but dominate those that are quantifiable, this shortcoming of cost-benefit 
analysis is particularly debilitating. To amply illustrate this point in 
the crime prevention sphere, one only has to list the most obvious of 
the unquantifiable impacts of crime: sometimes long-term physical and 
err.otional pain, fear and suffering of victims and of their friends, 
relatives and dependants; increased fear and breakdown of trust and 
mutual Support in communities; and decreased freedom to enjoy the benefits 
of communal living such as the theatre, movies, and parks, or simply the 
informal companionship of one's neighbours. Although it is far from 
fashionable to mention these intangible costs, to verify further their 
relative importance one has only to remember (or ask a victim of) the 
experience of a residential robbery, a relatively minor crime in tenms 
of quantifiable loss. Just how important relatively was the value of 
the goods lost, in comparison to the other unquantifiable costs felt? 

In summary, all of the above observations provide ~elpful insights into 
the potential effectiveness and costs of the EOM approach in different 
types of envi ronments. But the unfortunate truth of the matter at the 
present time is that we are in no way able to even begin calculating 
the utility of EOH strategies in different types of environments because 
we lack any reliable assessments of the strategies ' effectiveness. The 
net result is that instead of reaching conclusions regarding EDH's 
potential utility on the basis of informed research and analysis, we 
are forced, as Fairley and Liechenstein (1971:37) have pointed out, to 
"blend authoritative opinions, ·experiential judgments and other sub
jective evaluations with the facts derived from the analytically tractable 
portions of·the security problem." 

One should, however, keep in mind that these potential savings 
are based on crime Situations in U.S. cities. Since the crime 
situations in Canadian cities (or other areas of analogous size) 
imply a considerably lower crime rate, the same percentage 
reduction in crime would translate into a much lower dollar 
saving. However, the costs of implementing the EOM strategies in 
Canadiarl environments would not be that significantly lower than 
in the comparable American environments. 
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7. 3.3 Feas i b iIi ty 

As indicated in Chapters 5 and 6. opinions of and reactions to the EDM 
app:oach vary conSi?erably. Some types of strategies are more prone to 
re~lstance from resl?ents than others (e.g. strategies involving curQ 

tal lment of landscaping features, use of detection hardware or certain 
access control strategies). Similarly, government agencies and housing 
auth?rities view Some str~tegjes more favourably than others. For example, 
as wl:h the HUD example discussed in Chapter 3. govern~nt agencies 
are lIkely to favour 4esign strategies over management strategies because 
~n the whole the f~rmer appear to be both more tangible and less complex 
In na.tu:e and r:qu I re a one- time expend i tu re. whe reas the managemen t 
strategies requIre a more long-term commitment to providing operating 
funds. 

Calculating the feasibil ity of the EDM approach in new developments is 
particularly proolematic because, without the presence of residents and 
associated members of the neighbourhood, it i~ diFficult to gauge whether 
the design strategies will be utilized for the intended purpose and how 
~~nagement strategies will be received. For example, Pesce (1977:17) 
comments that: 1I ••• crime prevention through environmental design involves 
more than physical changes in a community; the changes must be backed by 
citizens' organizations, public service groups, law enforcement agencies 
and local, state, and, in some cases, federal governments. 11 ' 

In existing residential areas, one must elicit and take into consideration 
the reactions of those already living and working there. Reppetto 
(19760:284-285) presents perhaps one of the most dramatic analyses of 
:he k~nd~ or probl~ms enta!led by making changes (primarily design changes) 
In eXistIng (and, In some Instances, new) residential developments. He 
cites four major kinds of objections: 

III) Costs. Manipulation of the physical environment 
involves construction costs to remodel or build 
various facilities. The continuing escalation of 
construction costs is well-known and requires no 
elaboration. 

2) Delays. Concurrent with the cost of construction 
are the considerable time delays occasioned by 
the construction cycle. Time schedules for the 
tasks of planning, securing approval, and actually 
constructing or remodelling a structure are counted 
in years. 

3) Dislocation. Physical projects frequently involve 
the removal of individuals and businesses or at 
least a Significant alteration in their life 
patterns. 

' ..... d 

4) Sunk costs. Fin.lly, physical changes when 
instituted are difficult to alter if proven 
wrong. II 

It should not be surprising, therefore. to find considerable community 
skepticism and resistance to the EDrI appro,ach (see Hollander and Brown 
1978:18ff for a discussion of the problems encountered by the Hartford 
He i ghbou rhcod Crime P revel'lt i on P rog ram). These ki nds of p rob I ems may 
require solutions which entail considerablc~ promotion, liaison and 
planning all of which may increase the! indi rec:t costs of implementing 
the EDM approach. Thus, a~y calculation of the c~st-effectiveness of 
EDM must take into account two kinds of indirect costs those of 
crime and those of implementing EDM. 

!n short, whil~ th~ EDM !pp~oach has, on the fac~ of it, ccn5id~r~hlp 
Ilgrass-rootsll appeal and is frequently greeted wi th optimism as a 
theoretical approach to crime prevention, it may nevertheless come up 
against numerous objections and considerable resistance when it comes 
to actual lmpiementatlon in a particuiar residential environment. 

7.3.4 Need 

The arguments Forand against the need for crime prevention in general are 
varied and numerous, as has been noted previously in both Chapter 2 and 
this chapter. With regard to the EDM approach to crime prevention, the 
issue of need (whether real or perceived) is particularly important 
because the approach emphasizes the importance of involving a wide 
range of groups and individuals (see Chapter 8 following for a detai led 
discussion of this point): obviously, it would be impossible to ensure 
this involvement if the necessary participants do not feel there is a 
need for this approach. 

Beyond this obvious point that the EDM approach can only be effectively 
implemented where there is a clear and acknowledged need, there is a 
broader conc~rn relating to the issue of need -- whether there is a need 
for the supposedly demanding and complex approach represent!d by EDH. 
It must be agreed that the EDM approach is, in fact, demanding in the 
sense that it requires careful thought and planning, and considerable 
commitment of both human and physical resources. Further. it is also 
complex because it attempts to analyse a set of complicated phenomena 
-- crime and the environment in which it ~ccurs -- in order to select 
what may be an equally complicated program of str~tegies to correct the 
pr9blems identified. 
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These characteristics of EOM can give rise to criticism of the approach. 
H~wever, the problems associated with crime are not simple. Crime is not 
simply the result of poverty, unemployment, broken-fa~il ies

t 
highrise 

densely populated residential environments, or lack of social cOhesio~. 
Examples t~ 7he cont:ar~ are easily produced -- particularly if one goes 
b:yo~d.off~clal statistiCS and their correlates and uses self-report or 
victimization data. Thus, the demanding and complex nature of the EOM 
approach can actually be considered one of its strongest points. The EOM 
approach clearly accepts the intricacy of the problem it is attempting to 
resolve and acknowledges that the most effective response is unlikely to 
be simple or unilateral. 

The problems associated with crime, noted above, give further indication 
of the need for the EDM approa~h and where it m~y mo$t appropriately be 
focuse~. Although these problems are not consistent predictors of crime, 
a few Issue: do appe~r to be clear. While poverty ~~ ~ay not be any 
more condUCive to crime than wealth, it se~~s fairly evident that lots of 
poor peo~le •. with lo~s of ~robiems. concentrated in the same geographical 
areas, With Inadequate SOCial, recreational and employment facilities and 
opportunities, tend to give rise to higher rates of crime. Wealthier 
pe~ple and areas appear to be better able to control and contain their 
crime problems :han.P?orer people. rnis is a very real .social problem 
~nd presents a Justifiable focus for crime prevention measures. While 
It may be argued. that t~e incidence.of crime, on careful analysis, is 
not ~ny gr:ater In lOW-Income, multi-problem areas than in areas populated 
by higher-Income residents, the incidence of at least some types of crime 
aeeesrs to be greater and this, in itself, is a s~rious cause for concern 
~t m~k:s.people fearful and erodes their sense of well-being and sec~rjty' 
I~ diminishes the q~ality of I ife in these areas, people do not I ike to ' 
1 Ive the~e, co~erclal enterprises do not like to locate there, and social 
and publiC services (e.g. schools, police) are also reluctant to service 
these areas. In short, concentrations of the poor and socially deprived 
produ:e further.ne~lect and add to the problems these people already 
experience. ThiS. IS whe:e crime prevention is greatly needed and where 
the EOM appro~ch IS particularly appropriate because of its abil ity to 
address t~e Wide ran1ge of problems which generate or faeil itate crime in 
those environments. 

From a practical and political point of view, however, it 15 not 
at all cer~ajn th~t these areas will receive the assistance they 
need. It IS a fairly commonplace observation that it is generally 
the better-off neighbourhoodS and segments of the population who 
can afford, and have the political leverage, to demand and receive 
protection against crime. 

< 
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7.4 SUMMARY ASSESSMENT 

This chapter has attempted to assess the EDM approach to crime prevention 
from both the theoretical and practical points of view. It has clearly 
indicated that, while there are many positive and negative arguments for 
the EOM approach, few of these can be said to be finnly based on either 
theoretical or empirical gt·ounds. This is not surprising because of both 
the relative newness of the approach and the complexity of the variables 
with which it is concerned. EDM is a many-faceted approach: it addresses 
a variety of crimes and uses a broad range of occasionally innovative 
strategies some architectural and others social and managerial. The 
bases for many of the arguments for and against the approach require 
further research and analysis before they can be accepted as empirically 
verifi~d certainties. Nevertheless, several points can be summarized with 
regard to the arguments sypgorting and criticising the EOM approach. 

First, it is important to note that although the environmental approach is at 
the ~resent time a set of largely unproven assumptions and hypotneses, it 
is not unique in this regard. Other crime prevention strategies e.g. 
in the area of policing procedures and correctional methods are equally 
unproven and are orlly beginning to find approaches which are effective. 
If the EOM approach was ignored on these grounds, consistency would dictate 
the abandonment of most, if not all, other crime prevention approaches. 

Next. with regard to the view that the macro-issues affecting crime rates 
are such that EOM strategies are rendered trivial and irrelevant, there 
are two answers. First, EDM does not exclude strategies aimed at rectifying 
many of the social inequalities that are considered to be causes of crime. 
Apart from manipulation of the physical environment, E~H also proposes 
social management strategies such as youth employment programs and other 
political community-action programs which are intended to remedy some of 
the social i lIs which plague high-crime areas. Second, it has been argued 
that since it is unlikely that major improvements with respect to the 
redistribution of income are unl ikely in the foreseeable future, "any 
possibilities offering a chance of crime minimization by legal and humane 
means must be explored" (Harries 1980: 103). 

In view of the dearth of concrete information about the actual causes of 
crime, it is impossible to predict whether the EOM approach will or will 
not work in the way it is intended. It may be that certain EOM objectives, 
e.g. improvements regarding social organization, informal surveillance and 
residents' feeling of territoriality. will prove to be either impractical 
;and/or ineffective in directly preventing crime. In contrast, however, 
some of the strategies e.g. those concerned with increasing the like-
lihood of apprehension in the event of a crime being committed may 
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work, not because they attack the causes of crime but because they indirectly 
deter potential criminals due to their fear of apprehension. 
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Certain crimes may prove to be more susc~Ptible to EDM strategies than 
others. Even within particular types of crime, e.g. robbery, there may 
be variations in the nature of this crime and the circumstances of its 
commission which make certain robberies amenable to EOM strategies 
while leaving others immune (see Mawby 1977). More research is required 
to develop a typology of crimes and criminals before this issue can be 
determined. Whether certain crimes are too unimportant or infrequent to 
warrant eOM interventions is not an issue that can be decided by fiat. 
Citizens' concern with and fear of crime may compel interventions of 
this sort regardless of its ubiquity or seriousness. 

With regard to the issues of effectiveness, cose-effectiveness, 
feasibility and need, the EDH approach is 'subject to all of the ambiguous 
judgments that can be made about any program directed to soeial or 
behavioural improvements. The issue of need is perhaps the most important 
of these issyes~ sinc~ whp.n th~ perceived Reed is 3~fiuu~ enougn, it is 
most likely that the EOM approach will be effectively thought-out and 
applied and that the necessary resources will be committed. In this 
regard, the issues surroundi~9 th~ implementation of th~ EDM apprva~n 
are particularly important and are therefore discussed in dEtail in the 
next chapter. 

Finally, proponents of this approach argue that it is not a question of 
deciding whether it is better to invest scarce resources in EDM or some 
other crime prevention strategies. EOM is seen to be an alternative to 
other building and management forms whj~~ have proven to be problems for 
the security problems they inherently create. The EDH approach is not 
intended to compete for the scarce resources of governments but to use 
funds which w.i 11 have to be spent in any Case in t.'e most constructive 
way possible. "'Mether the EDM approach will prove ,\.ffective is impossible 
to state at this point. What EDH do~s have in its f, vour is a grass-roots 
appeal which may prove to be "the best possible indic~~or of its ultimate 
validity" (Ngtional Institute of Crime Prevention 1978: '1-12). 

Salancing the evidence, there does seem to be a role for the EDM approach 
in future cl"ime prevention efforts. Ha'lever, until we learn more about 
how it works and its effectiveness, that role wi 11 not be as brdad and 
extensive as earlier proponents of the approach may have hoped. Instead, 
future EDM efforts should be undertaken, as should most crime prevention 
efforts, in full recognition of their "entative and experimental nature. 
Needless to say. this implies a need for ongoing monitoring and evaluation 
of both the process and results of those experiments. 

p;:: 

It is within this context that one should view even the limited j~nediate 
Future role of the EOM approach predicted in 1976 by Reppetto (1976b:286): 

"1. As 'a guide to designers, officials, and citizens at 
various stages of the planning process, particularly 
for new construction or urb~n renewal. It is already 
evident that the design community is reconsidering 
the super-block, high-rise public housing, and 
undifferentiated open spaces. 

2. As a guide to the deployment of police and other anti
crime forces. At present, police resource al location 
fonnulas take little cognizance of environmental 
hazards, and street-ievel policihg is often based on 
vague impressions of hazards such as the belief that 
.. 11",y:; dIe:: uangerous, and so on." 

Overall, at this stage in the evolution of the EOM aporoach it can only be 
said that the ~ppro~ch appe~r5 to make SehSe. its use of both conve~tjonal 
ilnd novel crime prevention strategies, its ernphasis on tailoring the 
selection of strategies to the needs and resources of an environment, and 
its sharing of responsibility for preventing crime are the critical elements 
supporting this judgment. In comparison to these, the elements of the 
approach whi~~ generated criticism, ilppear to be less significant ~reas 
of concern, indeed, but relatively minor problems which need to be conSidered 
(and resea rched furthe r) in deve lop i ng and app 1 y i ng the EDM app roach in 
specific environments. 

-
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Chapter 8 

Implementation Issues 
Regarding the EDM i\pproach 

, i 

I 

L ____ . _______________ --'---'"'_n -
, 

S.l INTRODUCTI~~ 

I~ the previous chapters' discussions of the nature of the EDM strategies 
and of the arguments for and against th,e EDM approach, the importance of 
the issues surrounding implementation of the approach has been frequently 
noted. This chapter therefore provides a detailed examination of how 
to implement the EDM approach and of the significant issues which can 
affect the effectiveness of that implementation. 

The following discussion on implementing the EDM approach concentrates on 
four key e I emerlts: 

I. Pa r ticip3nts 

2. Funding 

3. 
4. 

Procedure:., and 

Special Techniques 

The examinations of these critical components of implementing the EDM 
approach are followed by a summary assessment of the issues whiCh can 
affect the prc)per implementation of the approach. 

* -~~---~--~--.--~--~--~------~-
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8.2 PARTICIPANTS 

Regardless of ~hicn EOH stracagies ar~ being considered for appl ieat"Jr. 
one poine which is repeatedly emphasized in both the American and BritiSh 
literature concerning the implementation of EOH, is the need to solicit 
the opinions and involvement of all relevant 'actors' who may be aff~cted 
~y the EOH strategies. Fairley and Liechenstein (1971:81), for example, 
comment that with regard to implementing the design strategies: 

II " 

••. the cooperative, continuing interaction of many 
agencies police, fire, health, transportation, 
and sanitation departments, the public building 
authorities, s~curity and protective agencies, 
arch"icectl.lral firms, and the proprietors should 
be sought during the preliminary planning, building
permit, construction certification, and uti lization 
stages to formulate perfQrmgn~~ obiectiyes an~ 
evaluative criteria, to resolve systematically any 
questionable design trade-offs, and to ensure the 
supervised cnrreC4 functioning of the safety systsm 
once its u;~f~l life has begun. The mutual influences 
of these agencies should not be limited to matters 
of ~ew construction. but should also occur in 
considerations of reconstruction or renovation, 
irrespective of extensive reconfiguration. since 
even the elimination of one entry-way can signifi
cantly reduce recurring annual security expenditures. 
Finally, such interorganizacional planning efforts 
should not be restricted to the design problems of 
single buildings or configurations of buildings but 
should also address the problems of interface wi th 
contiguous neighbol'hoods, e.g., the manner in which 
the architectural arrangement will dampen or amplify 
the established patterns of beneficial sidewalk and 
st reet act i vi ty. II 

In the summary of implementation issues involved in the CPTEO demonstration 
• project, authors of the report listed a number of steps and' lessons 

learned~ during this project (Westinghouse Electric Corporation 1977: 
1-9). They note that it was important to involve local residents 
neighbourhood and community organizations, law enforcement Offici~ls, 
elec~ed Qffjcia!s~ and a wide variety of public agencies in the planning 
and Implementation proce~s. This was considered important with regards to 
both the ultimate success of C?TED and the overall concept of CPTEO. Two 
interesting points which they make are, first, that it is also important 
to the success of the project that premature hopes and expectations not 
be aroused and, second, that months of no visible activity ure COunter 
productl~e (Ibid.) 

• I 
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Not only i5 ;: i~ortant to ensure that all relevant actors have an 
opportiJni t/ ~o ~rovide an input into any Io,'ans to implement the EDM 
approach, but it is essential that they ~~ al lowed to do so early in 
the planning stages, in order to take full advantage of their opinions 
and in order to avoid unnecessary confusion and misunderstandings at 
later stages when such disruptions could potentially be considerably more 
costly both in terms of money and the level of coooerativeness or good
will directec towards the program. Fairley and Liechenstein (1971:87-88) 
point out that: 

liThe general neglect of security in housing and retail 
structures is supported by the untimely or weak inter
action between those aoencies which can both influence 
and profit from improv;d security. The detective bureaus 
of police departments, for example, have the detailed 
crime data and experience to identify vulnerabilities 
in preliminary bui lding plans and thereby to lessen the 
future oPPortunities for crime. Compiementaryexpertise 
on syste~ and component performance exists among the 
central station companies and alarm device manufacturers 
who clearly profit from the sale of their services and 
equipment. Yet, because voluntary or compulsory security 
codes and standards for maintenance do not generally 
exist, because competition among proprietors has not 
generally extended to the feature of security, and because 
the essential role of the architect in security planning 
has not been widely recognized, landlords do not request 
that architects design for security, nor do bui Iding
permit officials insist on it. 

These problems are compounded by the landlord's tr~quent 
disinterest in security matters, b'Y-ht's view of security 
as something to be reconci led after construcciori', or by 
his equating of security with guards (the cost of which 
perpetuates his neglect of security on economic grounds). 
Even with good intentions and early planning for security 
on the part of the architect and his client, when con
struction budgets begin to overrun, adequate security measures 
are often first to be abandoned or relaxed. If the 
arguments of the police and security experts were available 
during such design tradeoffs, the recurring expenditures 
for security personnel induced by the design changes could 
be weighed against the specious savings in construction 
cost." (Emphas is added) 
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~nother consideration wnich must be kept in mind when d~cjding who to 
involve in implementing the EDM approach is what their respective roles 
should be, for example: whether residents may submit or veto plans; 
whether other agencies may submit or veto plans; and, who Should maKe 
what kinds of conlributions at what ~tages (see Rouse and Rubenscein 
1978:60-66). Early decisions on these matters may help to forestall 
the kind of discouragement that may set in if, as the authors of the 
CPTED report point out, there is no visible activity for long periods 
of time. Participants' contributions should be identified and scheduled 
so that their interest and assistance does not "burn-out" prematurely 
(see also Waller and Okihiro 1978b:174). 

The involvement of the various kinds of potencial par:icipants i~ important 
nOt only for the development of t~e best EOM program In ?ny partl~ular 
setting but also for an ~nderstandjng of how the strategies are likely 
to worK. Curtis and Kohn (1980:11-12) for example, note thac; 

"Today, the wisdom of involving the cl ient 
population in the design process is widely 
ac~epted, but there are numerous problems 
faced by housing authorities in obtaining 
meaningful input from project residents. 
Many authorities avoid these problems by 
asking a small, nonrepresentative resident 
body to approve an environmental modification 
package that has typically been produced by 
an outsider. There'~ little difference between 
this fal I back approach to community participa
tion and tacit endorsement of arChitectural 
determi nhm. Unfortunatel y, not knowing befol'e'" 
hand what the cl ient population thinks and fe~Js 
about specific environmental attributes make~ it 
difficult to explain why particular strategies 
work or do noe work." 

:urtis and Kohn (~.:IZ-15) go on to examine what ~jght happen if 
residents are not involved. They point out that it has yet to be 
effectively demonstrated that academic theory and the opinions of out
side professionals create changes which are more effective in reducing 
ca'ime and fear than solutions which evolve from the street-level 
understanding of residents who deal with the problem every day. In 
addition, inclUding residents in the planning process gives them a stake 
in the EOM programs and there is some evidence to,suggest that if such 
a stake is removed, residents will sabotage the program. Curtis and 
Kohn believe that practical trade-offs i.e. between tenuous ideas 
proposed and deeply felt by residents and ostensibly more 'sophisticated' 
textbook environmental designs imposed by experts on a popUlation 
assumed ignorant have not been sufficiently discussed in the formal 
literature on environmental deSign. Ultimately, they propose t~at the 
most realistic strategy is to layout al I the options, let the residents 
refine and modify them, and then have the residents choose chose whiCh 
they then agree to support wholeheartedly. 

.. 
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Sut Curtis ~nd Kehn note that this Sort of implementation strategy is not 
without the problems that often arise when group consensus is required. 
First, the conceptual underpinnings of crime prevention through environ
mental design are vague and subject to individual interpretations. In 
addition, residents as individuals tend to have different security priorities 
And preferred ways of solving their security problems depending on their 
perceptions of the causes of crime or of the risks to which th~y are 
exposed. Lastly, one cannot point to empiric.al evidence which supports any 
of the strategies to a very convincing degree with the consequence that 
residents tend to accept unquestioningly the security value of new locks 
and lighting (!lthough the evaluation I iterature raises some doubts about 
their overali effectiveness), and to treat with skepticism natural 
surveillance and community-strengthening strategies. In short, although it 
Is argued that residents must be involved in the planning process, it is 
recognized that their involvement will potentially requite considerable 
negotiations in order to reach a consensus. 

Consensus is reouireo no~ only among the residents but among the oth~r 
participants in the EOM program as well. Misner (1973:45-46) has observed 
that citizen involvement is frequently viewed by the pol ice as "meddle
some" and a direct threat to police authority. Misner cites five 
conditions which affect official receptivity to the idea of citizen 
involvement: 

"1. Prior relationships between community groups and 
government agencies; if history is one of mutual 
hostility and suspicion, then it may be difficult 
to develop a workable program. 

2. Some agreement on goals from the outset. 

3. Joint effort to identify areas of friction and 
agreement to work mutually to solve friction. 

4. Wi'll ingness on the part of government agencies to 
re-delegate some responsibilities as well as some 
understanding on the part of the public regarding 
official sensitivities and pride. 

5. Willingness on the part of citizens to accept these 
r~sponsibi I ities." (~.) 

One further ~roblem concerning involvement is that which arises when one is 
confronted with a largely indifferent citizenry. The British experience in 
this regard :s particularly valuable because of its emphasis on management 
strategies the implementation of which is almost totally dependent on 
getting pe~ple involved. As noted by The Design Council (1979:26): '~he 
difficulties of achieving local participation and in~olvement should not 
be underestimated. It requires more than a few public meetings and the 
distribution of pamphlets." 
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In !ow-inc~me, high-crime areas, there rna b ' 
residents Involved because they are YI e particular problems in g~tting 
the idea of working with a9' not on y apathetic but also hOStile to 
I enc I es 'SUCh as the hous' h' 
none c1.:lmprehensive and successful ex If' Ing aut ,orl ty and pol ice. 

strategies in Britain (the Cunnin ha ~mPde 0, Implementing EDM-related 
went to extraordinary lengths to ~ev:1 oa , Wldn7s scheme), the organizers 
the success of the crime prevention sc~p tenanth,nvoJvement, and attribute 
able to generate residents' interes' eme to t e :acts that: they were 
supported the efforts to involve re~:dand the hOUSing authority (the Council) 
residents l concerns and opinions T~eents ~n~ responded positively to 
involved in the EDM plannin and·im I spec,:,c methods used to get residents 
detail in The Design coucilg(t979'36_:~)~tat~on ~roces~ are described in 
clear that the methods US d ' , thiS diSCUSSion makes it quite 

, e were very demanding 'n t f time and patience required from ,I ~rms 0 the energy. 
emphasizes tha~ the benefits' everyone !nvolved. However, it abo 
t~ose demands ~nd thac crere n·'an teorms of preventing crime have justified 
f' . ve een perhaps even mor ' rem Ch's prosram because: e Important results 

"I t . d I ' ?as wn,er Ined, among other things: the posslbll iCy 
of Impro~lng cne, lot of council tenants without 
neces:ar~ Iy massive capital spending; the importance, 
and d~~flcult!. of dialogue between resi~ents and the 
~ounc~ I; th~ I~portance of estate morale, and the wa s 
In which thiS IS affected by communlcaticns be~ween y 
tenants and Council; and the latent Possibilit~es for 
self-help among tenants themselves." (~.:41) 

Other benefi~s which have come a'oout as a result of the wa this EDM 
program was 'mpl~mented have included better relations a y 
greater sense of consequence and re 'b'l' mong tenants, a 
association was established d . s~onsl I Ity among tenants (a residents' 
improved attitudes be~ween urlng t e course of the EOM program), and 

~:i~~:tb;rr:~7archers assoc;:~:~t~I~~dt~~: ~~!~~:is ~~er~:~~!~~l~~v~~~~~~~t 
:d~:~i:~r~~7::::~~~~~.~~~;:7yP;~~~~:n~~~~!da~~e~~:~f~~.n~~e~~:~ :~,~e~~sul' 
of tenants is representativ~"'r IS un~lse to ass~me that one small group 
centred on the same things" (T~e ~::~g~1~o~~~~7tf97~~~6)~ns are necessarily 

In cases where citizens are t ff" to participate in the I ,no su IClently concerne~ about crime to want 
those agenci es or ind iei~~~; ~g:~~\ a lone the, implementat Ion, of EDM s trateg I es, 
reconsider whe h ' re promoting these strategies may need to 
with an EDM pr~g;:m~he?~~~~i~~o:~:m ~s se:ious, enough to justify proceeding 
offset this a a h b . e ucatlona programs could help to 
burdens; the ~e~ ~es~ftt~~~~d~~!a~~a~h~~r ~nlad~jnistrative and financial 

~fi~tte:~fl!oiget citizens !nvolved. ~s ~~m~a~e ~~~i~~~e~~e~h7~r~~:~~~~ 
and ~~Yld make tm:~~ ~~p~~~ ~~~aVti!ga~ele i~ somellinstanJces. would be undesirable 

~ - I S vlrtua y use ess. 
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Regarding the particular role to be played by the police. police consult
ation with urban planners ana other public authorities involved in housing 
development and management is considered to represent a promising method 
of capitalizing on police expertise concerning security and crime issues, 
To date, this expertise has largely been ignored by planners, architects, 
housing managers and others. As noted in Chapter 5 although police 
consultation/liaison is discussed as a management strategy it is also an 
important condition to the rational and informed implementation of any of the 
environmental design and management strategies. 

While other agencies have been slow to realize the expertise that the police 
can provide, it is also true that II The environmental design approach has 
been avoided by police officers because of confusion as to the intent. It 
was thought to be just another tool to improve t~e socio-economic standards 
of an area, and that it would be predominantly used in geared income public 
housing projects II (SuI I ivan n.d.:2). 

As discussed in Chapter 5 previously, there are potential problems 
surroun~ing police consultation, primarily with regards to bureaucratic 
concerrs. the need for changes in police attitudes toward crime preven
tion. and the need for improving the knowledge base of the police with 
regard to the design and management of residential environments. What 
i5 also required is for police departments to abandon what could be 
called their Iwholesale' promotion of 'packaged' crime prevention programs 
in favour of more di~criminating use of these programs. As Engstad and 
Evans (1979:16) point out: 

"Programs such as 'operation identification'. 'nei~hbour:-hood 
watch', and others are no doubt effective in varying 
degrees in preventing crime. improving police-community 
relations, promoting a sense of 'communityl and mobilizing 
a wide range of community resources to control crime. On 
the other hand, these packaged programs are frequently 
assumed to be effective and are in~roduced without having 
first determined the magnitude or seriousness of the 
crime problem to which the 'prescription' is addressed.,. 
Unless the programs to be implemented derive from a 
rigorous evaluation of community crime problems, a 
fundamental reexamination of the locus of responsibility 
for specific crime problems, and a broadly directed 
seareh for alternative solutions. they can be faddish, 
wasteful, ineffective, and at worst, militat~ against 
police administrators developing increasingly effective 
crime control strategies by giving the appearance, to 
themselves and to the community, that effective crime 
control programs are already in place." 

Despite these potential problems and the fact that they entail preparation 
and the commitment of administrative resources on the PMt of the police, 
evidence suggests that these problems can be overcome where there is a 
broad concern about the incidence of EDM tarset crimes. 
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Wi~h regards to the agencies invoived in the housing design and prOVISion 
process, there may be even greater problems in getting these groups 
committed to and involved in implementing an EDM program, since, unlike 
the police, these agencies are likely to believe that ~hey are only 
peripherally, if at all, responsible for cl"ii'l".e prevention. It has been 
suggested (see Gardiner 197~) that the best argument to be used in encour
aging the involvement of these agencies would be based on financial concerns. 
When a municipality or other level of government can be shown that its tax 
revenues are less than they might be (bec~use property values are depressed 
in high-crime areas), and that ignoring design concerns in new housing 
developments can lead to excessive long-term policing and ot.her servicing 
expenditures, it is more likely to be convinced that it would be worth-
while to make a commitment of some resources to implementing the EOM approach 
through its appropriate departments. 

Still in :he publ ic sector, a similar argument for the importar.ce of the 
EOM approach can be made to public housing authorities since crime. 
particularly vandal ism, can place continuing demands o~ operating funds 
for maintenance or security guards. However, in most areas of North 
Am7rica there. is relatively iittle new construction of public housing 
gOIng on. ThiS means that the management strategies assume pa~ticular 
impo~tance since im~I~~nting most ~t the design strategies in exist:ng 
h~usln9 c:~n ~e pron'?'tlvely expenSive. Ther'e are two major problems 
With co~vlncln~ publIC housing authorities of the value of the management 
stl"ate~les. FIrst, these can involve an ongoing commitment to providing 
operatIng funds, and, in a time of increaSing funding restraints 
obtaining such a commitment can be very difficult. Second, the ~anagement 
strategies require ~onsiderable flexibil ity and openness on the part of 
the public housing authority. As a British housing authority adrrlinis
trator notes, this requirement is a problem because: 

"It is in the nature of bureaucracy to crunch every
thing into a shape or form with which it is used to 
dealing. Consequently bureaucracy has difficulty in 
dealing with the input from residents which very often 
won't conform to the norm. At best it is like sand in 
the well oiled works, at worst it can give the system 
acute indigestion. It is axiomatic that systems are 
developed for the benefit of the authority and its 
officers but not necessarily for the tenant. One of 
the results of the project has been to make us look 
carefully at our systems from the client's point of 
view so that response i~" more sympathetic to th~ client, 
even If this had to be achieved at the expense of 
traditional management practices. 

Lessons learned from the project have led to changes 
in the structure Qf the housing organization and these 
lessons are now being implemented throughout the 
Council's housing policy and practice. Both tenants 
and authority are finding the process rather painful
----Eut in the end I am convinced that the exercise is 
not only WOrth '-'IMi Ie, but necessarv." lEmpnasis added 

(The Oesign Council 1973:41-42) 
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Finally, there "is the even greater proolem of involving private sector 
agencies and incividuals SUCh as arChitects, planners, housing developers 
-otnd managers in the implementation of the EDM approach. Although many of 
the housing design decisions made by architects and planners may be 
indirectly related to the EOM strategies (e.g. regarding the provision 
of adequate windows or the sitins of a residential development), these 
decisions are usually determined by the need to meet other design objectives. 

Crime prevention is rarely an acknowledged design objective
'
and is there

fore not considered in all elements of the planning and design of housing 
as the EDM approach proposes. The problem in getting architects and 
planners committed to the EOM approach is basically, then, to convince 
them that the need justifies incorporating yet another design objective 
in their work. Similarly, housing developers and managers, who also have 
many other objectives to consider in their activities one of the 
prime Objectives being to make a profit would need to be shown that 
both the initial implementation of EDM strategies in new hOlJsing and the 
ongoing use of the management strategies in existing housing would make 
sense. 2 Obviously, the perception of need is critical here: if EDM elements 
(in particular, those related to target-hardening which would involve 
additional capital outlay) are seen as marketable items, the private 
sector housing developer or manager is more likely to ensure those elements 
are incorporated. 

2 

One striking example to the contrary is the Department of Planning of 
the City of Chicago wnich has produced a comprehensive set of guidelines 
for residential developments which incorporates both design and manage
ment strategies for preventing crime (see City of Chicago: 19791) 
See Fairley and Liechenstein (1971:87-88) for a discussion of this 
problem. 
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8.3 FUNDING 

Gardiner (1978a), Newman (1980). and BritiSh proponents of the EDM approach 
(The Design Council 1979:39) argue that it may· not be necessary to find 
or create new funding sources for many of the EDM strategies. They claim 
that already existing allocations and sources may be used; the only 
di fference would be that instead of being used to develop Ilinsecure" 
projects. programs, housing developments and parks, these funds could be 
used to devel~p housing which incor~orates the EDM principles. Examples 
of exi$ting funding programs in which the EDM design strategies could 
be applied include: 

II 
current or planned public housing projects, housing 
for the ~Iderly, or neighborhood restoration projects; 

city redevelopment and restoration projects that 
combine both public and private inves~ment; 

new private development projec:s, ranging from new 
towns in-town to subdivisions and planned unit 
developments; 

ongoing planning and zoning projects for a city; 

ongoing or new city developmental projects for 
parks and playgrounds, street improvements, mass 
transit. schools and public facilities. 11 

(Gardiner ~.:57) 

Gardiner argues that because the construction and development costs 
will have been covered, the direct cost of the EDM approach will be 
limited mainly to analysis, planning, design and evaluation. He also 
points out that by integrating EDM into existing development projects 
a wider range of design impacts may b~ realized since potentially al I 
of t~e elements of a given environment wil I be under consideration for 
new design or redesign. Gardiner contrasts this si.tuacion to a 
separately funded EDM project where a limited funding capability may 
result in changes of only one or two environmental aspects. He concludes 
by not i n9 tha C the "poss i b iIi ty for ac:h i ev i n9 the des ired re i nforc i ng 
of synergistic effect that is so important to making environments safe 
without r~sorting to urban fortresses is also improved by integration 
into projects which make use of existing ••• funding programsll 
(Ibid). 

There is also considerable potential for funding the maragement strategies 
of the EDH approach through existing programs. The currently available 
snurces would include the program and operating budgets of almost every 
federal, provincial, municipal and private sector agency concerned with 
housing management and the provision of police and other social services. 

. j 

,. 
h 

As with the funding of the design strategies, the management strategies 
of the EDM approach would be expected to be most effectively appl ied if 
they were incorporated in existing programs (for example,regarding 
recreational programs, community development, etc.). Given the problems 
with recent cutbacks or increased constraints with regard to the program 
and operating budgets of the types of agencies noted above. the incorp
oration of EDH principles into the various relevant programs might even 
be useful in providing these agencies ~'ith further arguments to justify 
the need for, and value of these programs. 

Where additional funding for EDli implementation would be needed from 
federal, provincial, and perhaps municipal governments would be in the 
afore~ntioned areas of analysis (i.e. site analysis or Idiagnosticl 
resear~h), planning design and evaluation. ROUSe and Rubenstein (1978:62) 
emphasize the importance of adequate funding for these phases of 
implementing the EDM approach and note that many wei I-intentioned programs 
have failed to reach their full potential because of insufficient funding 
for these endeavours. Of particular importance are the initial analysis 
phase and the evaluation phase, since the former may determine the ulti~~te 
success of any EDH program, even before implementa:ion begins, and t~e 
latter wil I permit something to be gained even in the event of failure 
i.e. at least program planners will be able to learn why it failed and 
what not to do next time. 

Considering tt'le extent of funding which may be required to pr'operly 
implement EDM, it is possible that the relevant agencies may not consider 
the crime proble~ serious enough to warrant the necessary redirection of 
funds or n~N expenditures. However, as noted above, once one considers 
the indirect costs of crime, this assessment may deserve consideration. 

As Gardiner (1978a:57) points out: 

IIRecent research into the relationship between crime 
and the urban growth and decay process suggests 
that reduction of property values and the loss of 
municipal property taxes due to crime may be even 
greater than the direct costs of crime. The 
implication is that by reducing crime over large 
areas of the city, real estate value5, and there
fore city tax revenues, will increase -- thereby 
providing the economic foundation for development. 
However, more investigation and research are 
needed relating economic revitalization of our 
neighborhoods and cities to crime prevention 
through design and reorganization of the environ
ment. There is evidence to s.upport the contention 
that crime in the streets will be control led only 
when there Is sufficient economic com~itment and 
rationale for changing theconditions that 
encourage crime. 11 

L.. ___________________ , ________________ u ~I,."J_' ________________________ <~ __________________________________ ~ ________ _L ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ _______ ~ __ 
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8.4 PQOCEDuRES 

A number of writers who have been involved in or have examined attempts to 
implement the environmental approach to crime prevention in the United 
States and Britain have identified a list of procedures which seem advisable 
to ensur~ that these programs have a good likelihood of realizing'their 
full potential. Although writers identify these procedural stages by 
different terms, essentially tney consist of the following steps: 

I. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

Problem definition or needs assessment. Frequently two stages are 
entailed here: (I) a preliminary needs assessment, including 
discussions with residents if the project is concerned with 
existing hous:ng, and (2) an in-depth site analysis. 

Initial organization. Essentially what is involved at this point 
is contacting the relev~nt participants and authorities (scme of 
whom will already have been involved in the first stage). 

Assessment of resources aVdilable. 

Initial planning and design. 

Assessment of resources r~quired and, if necessary. promotion. 

Managment, for example regarding the allocation of responsibilities 
for proposed actions, including their scheduling. coordination and 
monitoring. This stage ,nay <liso entail revisions, elimination, 
and/or additions to the original plans depending on how things 
are 'shaping up', 

Implementation. 

Evaluation, including both process evaluation and final evaluation. 
(See, for example, Kaplan, H.M. [1978J.) 

It is clear that there is 50me overlap between these stages and che order 
in which they are presented above may not be definitive; some stages may 
be undertaken concurrently or in a slightly n~dified order. Also, the 
progression from one stage to the next is often not automatic but is 
dependent on decisions reached in preceding stages. Each of these St!::l.lS 

is discussed separately below. 

8.4.1 Problem Definition or Needs Assessment 

As noted above, the first step frequently entails two stages: 

i. Preliminary Needs Assessment This may consist of a formal or 
informal collection of information arising from community organiz
ations, tenant organizations, private r~sidents, city officials, 
housing management, police and so on, about the crime problem in a 
particular area in order to assess whether there is a perceiv.d 
crime problem and to obtain a general estimate of its nature. 

~ ... . . ' 

i i. In-depth Site Analysis What is required here is an in-depth 
field study of the proposed site for the EDM program. The research 
st\ould include: 

an account of the crime problem (its nature, frequency, location 
etc. ) 

a description of the site which focuses on those elements important 
to aN understanding of the crime problem as well as to an under
stan~ing ~f how particular EDM strategies are likely to be 
receIved In the area, i.e. their suitability. 

Two reports published by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment. (197~a and b~, for example, list a variety of factors which should be 
examIned In the sIte analysis, including: 

the history of crime in the area 

the relevant characteristics of offenders and victims 

estimated future trends of crime in the area 

the relevant characteristics of the areas surrounding 
the program site 

~he social forc:s at work in the larger community which 
Impact on security 

the characteristics of the areals residents which might 
contribute to the encouragement or deterrence of crime 

the degree and nature of residents ' fear of crime 

the specific physical characteristics of the area which 
might be Significant to the encouragement or deterrence 
of crime 

the nature and quality of police services 

the nature and quality of other protective services 
within the area or within restd.ential bui ldings in 
the ,area 

the general housing management policies and practices 
affecting security 

the potential of resident organizations for assisting 
with a security program 

the extent to which housing managements have an in
house technical capability to resist crime 

the need for additional technical assistance and 
identification of how it could be obtained 

the options for additional hardware and software measures 

the residents' vie\.,s on various security measures 

the relationShip between security needs and the avail
ability of resources (e.g. financial) 
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other Funding sources 

the identification of what social services are needed 

the implications of the various existing laws and 
regulations for security. 

It is clear that as much information as possible should be collected on 
these issues before a prospective list of crime prevention strategies is 
considered. Rouse and Rubenstein (1978:49ff) raise a couple of cautionary 
points regarding such an analysis: 

"Keep in mind the potential bias of official pol ice 
statistics ••• Roncek makes a number of 
suggestions that may h~lo in this reaard : 
e.g. use 'offences known to police' data, collect 
crime data on a block basis (as opposed to census 
tracts for example~l 

Be careful of the presumptions and values of middle
class practitioners and researchers.1I 

The Rouse and Rubenstein report goes on to describe a number of techniques 
which may prove helpful in site analysis, e.g. mapping techniques, sample 
surveys, behavioural observation, key person analysis, and the critical 
incident technique. 2 

Along similar lines, William Srill and Associates (1979) have developed 
what they call a "Residential Vulnerability Analysisll conSisting of t"lree parts: 

a) Household Safety and Security Survey This survey is administered 
to a sample of the resident population. The survey provides d3ta on 
actual victimization and measures residents' fear of crime and the 
extent to which residents are altering their behaviour because of 
their concern about crime. It tells exactly where victimization is 
taking place and whicn areas are viewed most fearfully and shows 
where improvements should be t~rgeted. 

2 

See also Gillis and Hagan (1979) for a discussion of this point. 

The reader is referred to Rouse and Rubenstein (19i8:49ff) for a 
description of these techniques. 

b) 

c:) 

- *' 4 

Site Security Analysis This part of the field research identifies 
the negative design and development features of the site. Six features 
are examined: 

Penetrabi I i ty 

Territoriality --

Opportunities for 

Unassigned spa~e 

how the site can be entered, how entry points 
are structured and controlled. 

the presence of design features such as poorly 
designed front and rear yards that discourage 
residents from taking control of the sit~ and 
Identifying with it. 

surveillance the extent to which the site 
provides opportunities for people using the . 
site to be observed in a formal manner by pol Ice 
and more casually and informally by residents. 

the existence of space that no one protects 
and which can easily be claimed by intruders. 

Oesign conflicts the presence of situations in which user 
groups are forced to compete over the use of 
the same facility or space. 

Neighbourhood influences how the location of the site and 
features in the surrounding area affect the 
security in the area. 

Assessment of the Social Environment This part of the res7arch. 
examines the cohesiveness and organizational strength of a resl~entlal 
environment's social structure. It determines the extent to wh~ch 
residents have formed supportive relationships useful in resisting 
criminal intrusions or in controlling disruptive behaviour of other. 
residents. It a:so examines how effectively police and other securlty
related services are delivered. 

Brill and his colleagues point out that the "Residential Vulnerability 
Analysis" is useful both for diagnostic and evaluation purposes. Detai led 
suggestions about how to collect and analyse this information are provided 
in the Brill reports (1979a,b,c:, and d). 1 

Other writers have suggested a number of other factors which should be 
repOFted In the site analysis. For example. in a report prepared for the 
Unite! States Department of Justice (Sagalyn 1973), it is proposed that in 
order to reduce the probability that a residence will be the target of a 
crime over a specified period of time (i,e. a residence's "crime risk ll ), 

attention should be focused, depending on the specific situation, on either 
the degree of "crime pressure" or the degree of "crime vulnerabi I i ty" 
applicable to the residence, or both. The "crime pressure" of a residence 
refers to the probability that any randomly seleeted residence in an area 
will be the tarQet of a ~rime durinQ a specific period. It is the ratio 
of the number of anticipated crimes to the number of targets or 
opportunities for it. For residential burglaries, for example. it would 
be the number of anticipated burglaries in an area during a gi~en period 
of time divided by the number of residences in that area (see Boggs 1966; 
and Sagalyn 1973:x). The IIcr ime vulnerabil ity" of a residence refers to tMf::: 

See also Gardiner (1978a) for a similar discussion of how to analyze 
a site. 
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probabi lity troat the particular residence will be t~e. target of a?y 
randomly selected crime. To determine the vulner~btl Ity of a residence, 
one must have information about its crime attractiveness and that of . other 

"d c-s 'In th· area which requires information about the perceptIons res I en w .. • •• •• I d' r 
and motivations of offenders based either on specl:lc emplrlca stu les 0 

generalized notions about offenders (e.g. from police). 

The calculation of residences I "crime risks" wou~d ~e valuable in several 
respects. First, it would prov!de ?nother desc:lptlve ~as~:,e ~f the 
relative amount of crime occurring In an area, I.e. ~ne Ind~_a~lon.of hew 
serious the crime problem is. Second, it would provide a? ~ndlcatlon of 
the degree of need for crime prevention programs for specl flc types Of. 
crime'S. It WOUIO be a way of documenting the precise nature,of ~hl! c,..~ 
prevention strategies required, if any. T~ird, it ~ould assls~ In :ettlng 
priorities with respect to the implementatIon of crime prevention p.o~rams. 
Finally, dissemination of this information cou!d be.a.valuab~e educatl~nal 
(or promotional) device in that it would acquaint citizens With the crime 
risks of their area. 

Other types of measures for ~he site analysis include, if possible, 
documentation of ehe offender rate of an area (i .e. the ratio of types 
of oHenders residing in an area). This would vary depending on the 
crime type under consideration since the denominator for the offender 
rate would differ for types of crimes. For example, a reasonable 
derlominator for the offender rate for vandal ism would probably exclude 
children under certain ages and adults over a certain age. Similar 
types of adjustment would probably be required for auto thieves, rapists, 
and so on. 

In SUlMlary, the site ana·lysis should attempt to document all the inform
ation that is required in order to assist the construction of a list of 
strategies for that area. The more precise the analysis is at the initial 
phase, the greater the likelihood that an effective and appropriate set 
of strategies will be developed and that false starts will be avoided. 
This kind of information is also essential for convincing the relevant 
aaencies of the need for crime prevention (or, in some cases, the inform
a~ion obtained may result in a decision not to implement or continue a 
crime prevention program also a valuable contribution to decision-
makers). 

In this respect, the authors of the CPTEO report (Westinghouse Elec;ric 
Corporation 1977:1.12-1.1]) note that the sic5 selection for a CPTEO 
project is a key consideration. Important factors with respect Co site 
selection are: 

II The target site should have a sufficient level 
of crime and fear to justify a C?TED effort. 

The types of crim~ problems found within the 
target site s~ould be those that can be alleviated 
by CPTEO. Criteria that can be used to evaluate 
alternative sites for a CPTEO project Include: 
type of crime; severity of crime; fear levels; 
local attitudes and perceptions; loss From criminal 
activity; population at risk; value at risk; and 
impact on the quality of life. 

"" 

-

There should be readi Iy avai lable crime and environ
~~nt data. Generally, the delineation of crime/ 
environment problems wil I involve analysis of the 
relationship between various aspects of crime problems 
and physical, social, and economic variables. Unless 
this data base is available, or there is the potential 
for developing such a base, the ability to properly 
analyze crime/environment relationships will be 
minimized. If there is an inadequate data base, 
the CPTED planner should re~ognize this condition 
and either include a data inventory element with 
work programs or utilize alternative analysis 
techniques to define crime/environment problems. 

The selected site should have strong support and 
interest from corrmunity deci·sionmakers. In addition, 
various public or private organ;zations and agencies 
should be committed to improvements in the site area. 

Supportive programs should De underway or planned 
for the target site. These programs can provide 
funding assistance and expaMd the Scope of CPTED 
strategies." 

In addition, they point out that, in their view, CPTED is most successful 
when it is focused on "opportunity ~reas" (i .e. an environment or taraet 
site that has supportive programs underway, has programs planned or • 
~cheduled, or for various reasons, IS a focal point of community interest). 
The advantages of doing this include: 

II 
Funding support is possible. 

The possibility of an adequate data base is 
enhanced. 

Strategies can be incorporated into improvements 
already scheduled. 

The area already is a focal point of community 
interest and attention. 

The possibility of incorporating the CPTED 
concept into ongoing programs is increased.11 
(I b j d.) 

8.4.2 Initial Organization 

In practice, this stage in implementing the EDM program fflay begin even before 
the preliminary assessment of need and may continue and expand to include 
additional agencies and organizations during the entire course of the 
implementation procedures. The authors of the CPTED report (Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation 1977:1.7), for example, explain that their very first 
step was to make presentations to local officials describing the concepts 
involved and the likely benefits and costs of the CPTED demonstration 
project. After the input of these officials was obtained and their approvals 
to proceed were secured,detailed studies to define the problem were under
taken (e.g. studies of crime, victimization and fear, and of the environ
mental characteristics potentially related to crime and fear; and, 
identification of possible implementation funding sources). The CPTED 
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authors point out that a principle adhered to by the demonstration planners 
was to involve the local site populaton to the maximum extent possible 
throughout the process. Without their involvement. partiCipation, and 
knowl;!dge, the pi'ojeCt would have failed auring the early planning pnases. 

It is Obvious that the initial organization represents a highly critical 
stage in the implementation process. At this point, the likely partici
pants as well as key decision-makers are contacted and acqu~inted with 
the need for and prospects of the EOM approach to crime prevention. The 
authors of the CPTEO reporr note that lIunless key decision-makers are 
firmly committed to the project and prepared to make the necess~ry policy 
decisions, the CPTEO planners and implementors may find it impossible to 
influence the various agencies, departments, organizations and individuals 
to corrrnit the requisite human and financial resources in a timely manner" 
U . .!?l~. : I . 10-1. ! I) • 

It is also ~t this point that the organizers of the EOM program may become 
acquainted with local priorities and objectives. The CPTED authors (Ibid.: 
1.15) note that if the objective of the local jurisdiction is to reduce--
auto therts from parking garages, for example, a comprehensive planning 
and implementation effort wi]1 not be required. Conversely, if a community 
wishes to achieve a number of objectives or benefits and is unc=rtain about 
the precise nature of the crime/environment proolem. initiation of a more 
comprehensive planning and implementation effort can be proposed. All 
those who write about the implementation of EOM-related crime prevention 
programs emphasize that it is essential that the objectives be agreed upon 
as early as possible. 

8.4.3 Assessment of Resources Available 

As we have indicated in the section on 'Funding', many ongoing or planned 
government programs may be approached as potential funding sources. In 
addition, however, it is likely that additional resources will have to be 
obtained from federal, provincial or municipal governments in order to 
ensure that all stages of the implementation process (including evaluation) 
are suffici~ntly funded (se~ Westinghouse Electric Corporacion 1~77:1.11). 

8.4.4 Initial Plan~ing and Design . --~~~~~~~~~ 

On the basis of the site analysis, and taking into account the priorities 
and Objectives of local jurisdi:tions, qt this stage the EOM planners can 
develo~ a concrete EOl'! crime prevent>," program. speci fying more precist!ly 
what }dnds of strategies wi 11 be involvec:!, how they are expected to affect 
the crime in the area chosen, and who or what a~enctes are responsible 
(see West inghouse Electric Corporaekm 1977: 1.8; and Engstad and Evans 
1979:19). Gardiner (1978a:47) states that these preliminary plans should 
document the ramifications and implications of each of the measures being 
considered with a vie'>! to asseSSing their ultimate feasibility. The major 
feasibil ity cricer"ia proposed by Gardiner (~.) are: 

" the severity of the crime problems, 

the anticipated cost ••• , 

c 

.; .• 

. 
" 

. t 

the potencial for city government acceptance, 

potential for citizen acceptance, 

ease of integration within city departmental 
plans and programs, 

ease of integrati~n within private development 
pians and projects." 

Gardiner (lbid.:48) points out that th~ feasibil ity assessment should also 
accomplish "two anci Ilary Object ives: . react ion and reCOnr.l:ndat io~s from 
interested organizations and thus refinement of the solutions being 
considered' assessment of solutions best suited for immediate or short
term imple~entation as compared to these [jic~ more !ogical and long-term 
projects." A point which should be remembered here IS,th: ~eed for, and. 
benefits accuring from controlling for the impacts of Indlvl~ua~ stra~egles 
(see Yin 1979:121-127). Although, as suggested previously, ~t I: unlikely 
that the complexity of an EOM program and the considerabl 7 planrllng ~no p 

implementation resources required will permit controlled Imple~entatlon or 
each of the EOM strategies, the value of this kind of co~trol sho~ld ~e 
kept in mind and worked into the program, if at all pOSSible, as It will 
greatly facil itate ~valuation. 
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Other conditions which should be kept in mind at this stage are the potertial 
for conflict among strategies and other objectives, and the absolute 
necessity of selecting strategies which suppo:t and complement one another 
(see Gardiner 1978a:48 and Rouse ~nd Rubenstein 1978:54ff). 

8.4.5 Assessment of Resources Required and Promotion (if necessary) 

At this stage in the implementation of the EDM pr~gram. the organizers 
5hould now be in a position to estimate more preCisely the costs of the 
proposed program. This estimation may necessitate pro~r?m cutback~ or 
could entail further promotian in order to ·attract addl~lo~al funding. 
Prolll;?cion can fulf:ii two objectives; it may rouse publiC Interest and 
thereby inl~rease public pressure for funding, ~n~ it may also p~ve t~e 
way for actual implementation by acquainting Citizens and agencl 7s With 
the issues and solutions involved. It has been argued (see G~rd~ner 
1978.a:81) that the most effective way to ensure adequate publ ~c In~erest 
in crime preven'tion and to attract sufficient suPP?rt (e.g. finanCing) 
from governments I is to inform the publ ie: of t~e dl reet and, ~re 
importantly, the indirect costs of crime, partlcular!y regard~ng . 
prop~rty crime which represents the greatest proportion of crIme (excluding 
traffic offences). 
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For example, citizens could be infonned that: 

every time (s)he buys something from a store a certain proportion 
of that item's price reflects ,osts incurred from shoplifting and 
burg I ad es) 

the household insurance premium (s)he pays reflecti the rate of 
crime in her/his area, 

the procerty value of her/his home, if (s)he is a homeowner, reflects 
the rate of crime in her/his area. and 

a certain proportion of her/his taxes goes towards maintaining the 
criminal justice system which is primarilv concerned with dealing 
with offenders ~ the commission of a criminal act. 

Ideally. this kind of promotion would have the greatest impact if actual 
figures were provided. In addition. police information about crir,~ in 
particular areas could further arouse public interest in the proposed 
crime prevention program. 

8.4.6 l'.anagement 

At this stage of the implementation process the EOM program is final ized 
as far as p~ssible. As indicated above, responsibilities have been 
allocated, schedules set, and coordination and monito:ing procedures 
estabiished. It is recognized, however. that a certain amount of change 
is inevitable. particularly in large projects. The CPTED authors comment 
that" ... since these changing management and participation roles Can 
create difficulty in the timing ~f and commitment to a C?TED project, 
CPTED planners should be aware of potential difficulties and structure 
thei r activi ties so that possible prOblems are minimized" (Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation 1977:1.15-1.16 J. 

Engstad and Evans (1979:22), commenting about the negotiation and enforce
ment of a crime prevention agreement, Observe that "i t is most unl ikely 
that the group or corporate bo~y to whom responsiblity is being shifted 
wi 11 immediately acknowledge that their property or operations are ;ener
ating a substantial str'ain on police resources, accept that they h~v7 a 
duty, up to the level of their competence, for the control of ~pec'f'c 
crimes and take appropriate actions." They claim that the failure of 
many w;ll-intentioned and theoretically sound community-based crime control 
efforts can be attributed to the absence of some means of ensuring that 
members of the co~rnunity involved accepted and effectively discharged 
theiF Fe~ponsibilitjes (ioc. cit.J. They suggest that there are a variety 
of ta~tics whereby those-respcnsrble may be persuaded or otherNise compel led 
to discharge their responsibilities, for example, using the site analysis 
as a lneehcd of convincing these involved of the problems and their roles 
in solving the proolems. ImCl~al suasion'. and the use of municipal bYGlaws, 

I. 
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licencing provisions, pennits. regulations and related legal instruments 
if necessary. 

Gardiner (1978a:49) suggests that the final "Plan and Program" should 
consist of a series of components: 

a district scale plan which identifies specific 
elements of the environment to be changed and 
diagrammatically illustrates these changes; 

an overlay of the district plan illustrating the 
staging of projects over a given period of time; 

a set of solution directives and design guidelines 
to be used in the design of each element; 

a master plan for the target neighborhood or new 
development whi~h diagrammatically illustrates 
the environmental security changes to be 
incorporated; 

a detailed site plan that illustrates the planning 
and des i gn reso I uti ons of those changes; 

a set of planning and design criteria that will be 
used in the detailed resolution at the various scales 
of each individual element; 

and finally, a Haging diagram." 

8.4.7 Implementation 

As suggested in the 'Management' section, it may be necessary to involve 
a variety of 'legal instrum~nts' in crder to ensure implementation of 
Some aspects of an EDM progri3m. In particl.llar. this may be an appropriate 
means of instituting changes in the ar.~: of target-hardening or acc~ss 
control. 1 Gardiner (lbid.:50) notes that the implementation of lega: 
tools and policies wiTT!3enerally be concurrent (rather than sequential) 
with the implementation of tht.\ EDM program; howe'ler, they should begin at 
the larger scale of the district or community and worK down to the level 
of the neighbourhood and individual buildings. 

A. .... itemization uf specific implementation techniques in the area of 
physical design changes is not considered necessary in the present report 
as there are standard procedures in the planning. architectural and 
engineering fields. Basically, they refer to schematic design, construc
tion or implementation documents, final design, bidding or submission. 
and actual implementation or supervision of construction. With respect to 
the 'softer' elements of an EDM program, however, there 3re no standard 
manuals or methods. The implementation of program elements involving 
citizen &ction or other 'people-action' techniques is an endeavour that 
probably depends as much on compelling leadership as it does on the 

The fOllOHing section on specific techniques include:; a number of 
5uggestions for implementing these and other elements of the EDM 
approach. 

-----------~--------~---~--~------~ .. ~----~~--~~~ f .. 
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'?OSe ... ·/aeic:: of commonsense rules of procedure and aiplcmac'/. I c is 
:eyond the sr.cpe of Chis report to discuss the ~ature of 'compei :ing 
leadership' but it is important to nOCe thdt this aspect of tne EOM 
'people-strategies' probably represents one of the weakest and most 
difficult elements to implement. 

Gardiner (~ ~.) concludes by observing that: 

"Given the far .. reaching ramifications of the planning 
and design solutions that may occur. it becomes clear 
that they must Fit into a city's master plan and 
development plans. At the outset, E/S [Environment/ 
Securit~ planning may entail a major reconsideration 

the acceptance of the concept that ~rime can be 
prevented. However, once the possibilities of E/S 
are understood through educational and promotional 
eFforts, E/S design can become part of the ongcing 
planning and design process. If sufficient legal 
tools are implemented, the future tasks of providing 
environmental security will be significantly reduced,lI 

8.4.8 Evaluation 

There are numerous t,exts avai lable which discuss the need for and proper 
methods of undertaking evaluation of an EOM program. Althoug'h the 
methodological complexities of evaluation will not be discussed in detail 
here because they wi 11 necessa~ily vary from situation to Situation, it 
is possible to itemize, in a general way, the nature of the evaluation 
which should be undertaken. Basically, evaluation entails examination of 
the follOWing five program elements (see U.S. Cepartment of Housing and 
Urban Development 1979a:31): 

I) Effort evaluation -- i.e. the quantity and quality of activity. 
This pdrt of the evaluation assesses the input rather than the 
outcome. It is critical because it allows for corrections in 
implementation before it is 'too late'. 

2) 

3) 

Performance evaluation j .e. examines the result~ of the 
effort (e.g. amounts of servic~ ratner cnan attempts to 
serve) . 

Adequacy evaluation 
relative to the nead. how adequate the performance was 

4) EFfiCiency evalUation i.e. cost/benefit analysis aimed at 
determining whether there are less costly ways of meeting 
objectives. 

5) Process evaluation examines the whys and wnerefores of 
'~~e ::)rograml:; success or F-3i lure. 

Goo~ evaluation should include all five aspects and wil I necessitate 'pre', 
during, and 'post' measures of the relevant variables In the EOM program. 
Fairley and Liechenstein (1971:5Iff) have developed a fairly elabora:e 
list of criteria which should, in their view, be incorporated into the EDM 
evaluation process. The reader is referred to ~he;r report for inFormation 
On these criteria and considerations. 

t' 

8.5 SPECIFIC T~CHNIQUES 

There may be occasions when EOM planners and organizers, and local authori
ties might consider implementing some of the EOM strategies using legal 
methods or other kinds of 'coercive' techniques. Specific~lly, what is 
commonly being referred to in this regard is: (1) using by-laws to enforce 
target-hardening and certain access control measures, and/or (2) using 
insurance policies and programs to persuade people to Implement certain 
target-hardening and other kinds of security ~easures. Opinion regarding 
these methods varies considerably and they frequently arouse an extreme 
range of emotional responses. Our review of these proposals is brief but 
will acquaint the reader with the basic issues and perspectives. 

8.5.1 Security Codes or By-laws 

As indicated in Chapter 5, the publ ic is often confused and lacks knowledge 
about safe Gnd effective target-hardening techniques. This raises the 
problem that if left to his/her own initiative and judgment, the average 
citizen will, even with the best of security intentions, fail to select and 
properly install sound and effective security devices. More of~en, however, 
members of the gene~al publ ic have few intentions to improve security in 
their homes. For these reasons, many writers have proposed the creation of 
bLliJding security codes or by-laws aimed primarily at establishing standards 
for proper target-hardening (including windows, frames, doorS

t 
jambs, locks, 

etc.), Other reasons for these proposals include the facts that: a 
significant proportion of all crimes consists of burglaries, burglaries are 
occurring in ever-increasing numbers in residential ~uildings, and most 
burglaries are perpetrated by entering a structure through doors and windows' 
(see, for example, National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals 1973:198; Roudabush 1979; and Lawson 1979). Add to this 
the fact that few commercial and industrial enterprises (also victims of 
burglaries) as well as housing developers will voluntarily implement 
adequate target-hardening because It interferes with profits, and the case 
in favour of legally enforcing security standards in the form of target
hardening by-laws becomes very strong indeed (see B1ancar~ 1973:14-15 and 
Roudabush 1979). 

There is some evidmce which :luggesu that when these ordinances are 
instituted and enforced, ther~ is a significant drop in burglaries. In 
Oakland. California (Roudabush 1979) the municipal building code was 
amended to require security (primarily target-hardening) devices in certain 
buildings used for business purposes; 1n Rosemont. Illinois (Chicago, City 
6" Department of Planning 1980:4) a bullding ordinance was instituted 
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requiring deacbolt lecks in all residential buildings containing six or more 
units. ihis ordinance was developed in direct response to a problem with 
apartment burglaries and, according to the police, has resulted in a 
decrease in this type of crime. 

An additional advantage of a security code is that it would provide the 
~enefit.o~ ~nsuring thac. the implementation of security planning occurs 
~n the Initial ccnstructlO~ st~ge of a building. This, it is argued, 
IS necessary because security IS often overlooked until after construction 
is completed and the building is occupied. At this point, imple~~ntation 
costs and the inconvenience caused by implementation make i~ ~ll the more 
unlikely that the security features will be instituted. rurthermore, 
target-hardening is a system of security: that is, the selected locks 
must suit the hinges, james and construction material etc. (see Harvey 
1980:8)~ .Thus~ if.~hysi~a! security de~ices are not installed according 
t~ speCifiC gUlde~lnes during construction, then the responsibility lies 
With the a,mer, hiS agent or resident ... ,ho may not be cognizant of the 
proper measures which need to be tak~n given the nature and materials 
used in the construction of the building. Moreover, if the unit is a 
r~ntal unit, tenants are sometimes not allowed to instal I security devices 
and must live with the fear" that previous tenant.S or construction workers 
have access to their dwelling (see Chicago, City of, Planning Office 
1980:2-3). 

Ironically, many of the criticisms regarding the use of security ordin
ances arise from the very same arguments which favour thei r use. For 
examp::, p~blic inertia makes enforcement a major condition for ensuring 
th: er:-ect,lveness of a code, but the resources requi red for adequate 
enrorcement could militate against th'!! code being instituted. It has been 
observed, for example, that the institution of a security ordinance: 

" ... just would add another negative function for the 
police to perform; impose another bureaucratic hurdle 
for the publ ie to overcome, and produce another 
restriction on the use of property; mean another step 
in the direction of a police state; be of little value 
because residents do not use crime prevention measures 
now available to them; and, be of little consequence 
as long as present insurance companies· policies and 
practices remain." 

(Dillingham Corporation 1971:7) 

Citizen resistance to the notion of ~ security ordinance could also arise 
from cost and aesthetic considerations (Dillingham Corporation 1971:9; 
and Waller and Okihiro 1978b). Simil~rly, resistance frem private developers 
and landlords could also prove to be so strong as to ultimately undermine 
any attempts to implement a code (see deVines 19730:48; and Stormes 
1979:4.1) • 

Other ubjections include the arguments that there is insufficient reliable 
knowledge and information available about what precisely should go into 
the code (see Dillingham Corpcration (1971:7-:)). As Harvey (1980:67) 

,t 

• 

points out: "\,Ie tend to know considerably more about ~'I!hat the critical 
weak links in the security system are, than we 'know' about how to 
correct them.!! On the other hand, considerable research in this area 
has recently been undertaken and many might argue that we do, in fact, 
ktiow enough to establ ish, at the very least, minimum standards (Harvey 
loc. cit.).l One further set of criticisms regarding security codes 
relates-to the concerns that: they would foster a 'fortress mental ity', 
they would displace rather than prevent crime, they could easily be in 
confl ict with fire regulations (Harvey 1980:14), and there is no concrete 
evidence which show .. that they are effective (.1.J:..!..9..:24). 

Clearly, the security code issue is one fraught with many difficulties 
and opposing perspectives. It is not within the scope of this report to 
resolve these debates or express an opinion as to which arguments have 
the greatest merit. Each municipality would have to determine the 
advantages and disadvantages of such a step for itself. H.owever, a 
number of points have been made about the nature of security codes, if 
they were to be implemented, which merit discussion here. For example, 
de Vines (1973b:49) states that if codes are developed, they should be 
based on performance and there should be some means for constant review 
of the by-laws in order to take advantage elf new developmen~s. A board 
or commission at the national lev~1 should be set up for thiS purpose, 
since the American experience has shown that local governments, which. 
would probably have the primary role in initiating and enforcing seCUrity 
codes do not have the resources to develop adequate performance standards, 
as op;osed to consensus standards (Hopf 1979: I. 10). The Ci ty of Chicagr) 
Planning Office (1980:2) notes that security standa:ds should specify 
devices which are available from a number of acceSSible manufacturers or 
suppliers; otherwise there could be delays i~ obtaining de~i~es ~nd costs 
could be escalated. It also agrees withdeVlnes that speCifications 
should preferably be based on performance, but allows for specifications 
based on design (lbid.:5). The reader is referred to. Harvey (1980) and 
other bui lding secur:ty code documents (see footnote below) for further 
discussion on the nature of security ordinances. 

8.5.2 Insurance Policies and Practices 

It has been suggested that insurance companie~ could have a significant 
role to play in the implementation of security ~e~tures (e.~. h~"d .... a:e, 
access control) through their practices and poliCies regarding Ins~rlng 
households aaainst crime. Simply put, it'has been suggested that Insurance 
companies de~elop levels or categories for insur~ng houS7hoids ag~inst 
theft: the better a home's security, the lower ItS premiums. ThiS would 
be somewhat the same as fire insurance offices which give advice at the 
design stage of a project and allow lower ~remiums for various preve~tive 
measures. It is th9ught that such a practice would offset the perceived 
tendency for people to be lax about their security because 'the insurance 
company wi 11 take care of rrry losses'. 

For some examples of proposed building security ordinances see: Newman 
(1973a and 1976); Hopf (1979); Sagalyn (1973); Chicago, City of, Planning 
Office (1980); Lawson (1979); Harvey (1980); and Sawers (1980). 
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Once again, h~evel·, the advisability of this schem~ would depend on there 
being a usable set of effective residential target-hardening techniques. 
In addition, it seems unlikely that the insurance industry would voluntarily 
institute such a practice because, as a report by Sagalyn and his colleagues 
(1973:75) points out, personal theft insurance is a relativ~ly low-volume 
type of policy (most theft insurance is included in comprehensive homeowners' 
or tenants' policies that also provide coverage against losses from fire, 
water, personal liability, etc.). WhIle it i!. very difficult to determine 
how much of the premium for 'multiple peril' insurance is attributable 
to burglary and theft coverage., one informed guess puts it at about 5% (Ibid.). 
It is suggested that "in these circumstances, there seems to be little r:o;;m
for meaningful rate reductions for individuals who improve the security of 
the i r homes .. (.!!:.!..:!.: 74) . 

On the other hand, it has also been pointed out that losses from theft ~ay 
constitute a more substantial component of the losses on homeowners' 
comprehensive insurance than the 5% figure, indicates. Sagalyn and his 
associates (Ibid.) note that in 1970, according to the Insurance Services 
Office (which had data for roughly half of al I insurance companies in the 
United States), about 20% of the losses on homeown~rsl policies were 
attributable to theft, and on tenants' policies, where structural d~mage 
from fire or other cau'Ses is not insured, theft was respon~ible for 51% of 
all losses. In view of these figures, insurance companies may be interested 
in helping prevent these losses. However, Sagalyn (Ibid.) goes on to point 
out that, even assuming that there was room for as much-as a 10% premium 
reduction for the average household if it installed security harc::P...are, there 
still would be little incentive for the insurance agent to encourage his 
client to do so. Since agents are paid on a commission basis, there is 
a strong incentive for him/her to dissuade his client from qualifying for 
the reduced rate. 

In the comprehensive discussion of insurance incentives in this same report 
(3agalyn 1973), it is also noted tnat, unlike fire and property damage 
insurance (which a mortgagee will require as a condition of lending money 
to finance the purchase of a home), or" insurance schemes for commercial and 
industrial properties, no third party is particularly interested in Hhether 
or not a homeowner has theft insurance. Furthermore, because theft 
insurance is not critical to the purchase or rental of a home it is clear 
that (Sagalyn 1973:]4·75) "insurance companies are under little pressure 
to make policies available or keep them in force rather than cancel them 
[andj there is little outcry against insurance companies for refusals to 
issue theft insurance for households." 

There are cth~r reasons; which Sagalyn and his colleagues mention, why it 
would be unlikely that the insurance industry would focus on the prevention 
of residential c~jme or reduce premiums to encourage the installation of 
protective devices. The cost of administering a rate structure, given 

existing (i.e. 1970) premium levels for residential theft coverage, 
might seem excessive. Inspection of homes would be required and because 
insurance companies have never seriously Investigated the problems of 
residential crime in the past, "they have I ittle knowledge about 
appropriate protective devices or the impact of their installation on 
losses from ·residential crimen (.!!..!..2..). 

Sagalyn and his associates (Ibid.) also examined the negative incentives 
insurance companies might adopr--- i.e. penalties for failure to adopt 
protective devices. They not~ that the most extreme form of negatIve 
incentive is for companies simply lito refuse to write crime coverage, 
leaving the household to bear its own losses." In the past, however, in 
the United States, this refusal has seldom been explicitly tied to the 
household 1 s failure to take security measures. Because uninsurabil ity 
has not been directly related to security measures, Sagalyn notes that "it 
is questionable, especially in the absence of adequate public information 
programs, that its impact has been to encourage self-protection ll (Ibid.). 
Sagalyn argues that it may have even discouraged greater self-protection 
"by reinforcing fatalism about becoming the victim of i: theft" (~.). 

Other features of some private crime insuran~e pol icies are also considered 
to serve as negative inducements for self-protection. Sagalyn (~.) 
proposes that: 

"The most prominent of these is a deductible amount 
and a limitation on coverage for cash, securities, 
jewelry, and other valuables. The deductible, although 
adopted primarily to hold down the number of small 
claims that are inefficient to process, also has the 
effect of making the insured bear some of the risk of 
theft. Limitations on coverage encourage him to 
take appropriate measures to safeguard the it~ms 
they cover ••• 1t 

In the United States, the federal government residential crime insurance 
pol icy, unlike most private policies, is expl icitly conditioned upon 
visible evidence of forced entry. As Sagalyn (1973:76) has pointed out, 
"this is a strong incentive ••• since it does not necessarily induce the 
installation or effective barriers to entry, but only the use of some 
barriers that will require physical damage to circumvent" (Ibid.). The 
federal poliey is also expJ icftly conditioned upon the instiTTation of 
appropriate protective devices -- e.g. deadbolt locks using either an. 
interlocking vertical bolt and striker or a minimum til throw deadbolt 1 

or self-locking dead latch on all doors in exterior doorways or other .. 
According to the "Proposed Security Standards for the National Building 

Code of Canada" (Lawson 1979:10-11), the minimum requirement for locks 
on exterior doors should be fI ••• deadbolt with minimum of one inch-throw, 
wi th hardened steel roll ing insert ... "; a CMHC (1981) do-::ument recommends 
a deadbolt lock with a 2Smm throw and notes that double-keyed deadbolts 
are not allowed in construction financed under the National Housing Act 
because of the problems they can create in emergency situations 
(~~. :16). 
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doorways leading to areas affording easy access to the premises. The 
purpose of this requirement. which is enforced by inspections of tht! 
premises when a claim is made, is "primari Iy to ensure the financicll 
soundness, at reasonable premium rates, of the Federal residential 
crime insuran~e policies" (Ibid.). Sagalyn and his ass9ciates argue 
that it "is almost certainly-anec~ssary corollary of a legislative 
and contractual commitment to keep policies in force despite the claim 
experience of the insured or the crime pressure in his areal, (~.). Uhile 
no data are yet avajl~ble on the losses recorded under thesa Federal 
pol icies, it is probable, according to Sagalyn (~.). "that the 
Federal record (adjusted for the crime rates where policies are in 
force) will be better than that of private insurers l' (Ibid.). 

However, Sagalyn and his colleagues explain that this is not a strong 
argument for the inclusio" of similar conditions in private policies. 
As they point out (~.:76): 

IIConditioning coverage on the installation of protective 
devices would seem justifiable only where the only 
alternative is not writing the insurance policy at all, 
which is p~esumptively the case with Federal policies. 
Where coverage is now available without such conditions, 
it would seem to make little sense to require the 
installation of protective devices in order to continue 
it. The cost to the insured may be substantial, while 
the gains would primarily accrue to the insurance 
companies, although they would be partially offset 
by increased administrative costs. Underwri ting profi t, 
in fact, might decline, as policyholders cancel their 
theft coverage rather than incur the added costs of 
protective devices. For a homeowner who considers 
crime loss a remote contin(:ency, the choice between 
cancelling his theft coverage and spending SIOO or more 
on lOCking devices may be a relatively easy one. For 
a household that faces a greater crime threat, the effect 
of the requirement may nonetheless be to price insurance 
coverage beyond thei r abi I ity to pay. The net resul t, 
in both cases, is to reduce the extent to which 
financial protection is provided against ~oss from 
theft. This Obviously has little appeal to insurance 
companies provided they are making a profit on 
existing insurance and has little to recoll1Tlend it 
from a pol icy perspective." 

t, 

8.6 OVERALL SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

The complexity of 
clearly reflected 
of the approach. 
lip rope r I yll : 

the basic premises and strategies of the EDM approach is 
in the intricacy of the issues surrounding implementation 
Of key importance is implementing the EDM approach 

The suitability and effectiveness of the EDM approach depends on the 
nature of the environment and the crimes occurring there; therefore, 
implementation must be precer'.:d by a thorough site analysis. 

The strategies selected for an EDM program in any given setting should 
be supportive and complementary to each other; i.e. EDM requires an 
integrative approach. 

Implementation of the EDM approach necessitates cOf'l:.;uitation with and 
the participation of all the relevant 'actors' involved in the selected 
EDM strategies. 

Evaluation is an essential component of any attempt to implement EDM. 

Adequate funding is required to ensure that all of the foregoing con
ditions are fulfil led. 

Unless all of these conditions are met, the success of the EDM appro~ch 
will be severely hampered. 

It is clear that the resources required to undertake all of these conditions, 
as Ir.:ell as the resources required in the actual implementation of thoe EDH 
strategies, could be considerable. In fact, perhaps the most devastating 
criticisms of the EDM approach concern implementation. It could be argued 
that even if theoretic31 propositions were developed for all aspects of the 
EDH approach, and all of the strategies subjected to adequate evaluation and 
found to be 100% effective, the problems and costs surrounding extensive 
implementation would neverthel~ss make this approach to crime prevention 
unviable. Reppetto (1976b:284ff), for example, refers to difficulties in 
the application of physical design strategies owing to costs, delays 
inherent in construction, population dislocation, and further difficulties 
in effecting changes in the event of errors. He comments: 

IIClearly, one can see that to accomplish even very simple crime 
prevention via urban design may cost a million dollars, take 
two years, disturb several hundred people and produce no 
guarantee of success. In contrast, additional pol ice patrols 
can start tomorrow, CO!t nothing (since the officers are 
simply shifted from elsewhere rather than added to the force 
~nd, since lelsewhere' will probably not be aware of it. no 
replacements are needed), and dislocate no one. If they are 
successful, the police can be withdrawn overnight, while 
streets, buildings, or whatever might be erected through 
urban design must stand 24 hours a day, year in and year 
out, even though the problem they were meant to deal with 
may exist for only a few hours a day. Finally, the 
benefits of an urban design project -- in such respects 
as reducing management costs of providing a more 'human' 
living environment -- may be so gradual as to be imper
ceptible. Thus, crime prevention through environmental 
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design, when contrasted with alt~rnatjve mecnods, 
may be perceived as costly, slow, undramatic, and 
unwieldy. Given the pressure to reduce crime in 
public housing project.S, respon!sible officials are 
much more likely to evict problem families, assign 
police officers, or open a youth center." 

Reopecto concludes that environmental design will exert a grOWing inflYence 
on crime prevention but its impact will be limited by the practical 
obstacles cited, 

Waller and Okihiro (1978b:174) concur with many of Reppetto's arguments and 
note fur::her that there is a pctential conflict between urban design 
principles intended to prevent crime and the public's interest in privacy 
and aesthetic features which run cOl.!nter to the EOM approach, They 
hypothesize that the public may not be willing to accept EDM strategies 
on these grounds and may prefer 'Co trade off a tolerable increase in crime 
rates for such things ~s privacy and certain aesthetic design features. 
This argument does not, however" allow for the fact that :he optimum 
im~lementation of the EOM approach would not include strategies which were 
unacceptable to residents. 

Although the difficulties and elxpenses surrounding implementation of the 
EOM strategies are considerably reduced in new developments (as Opposed to 
existing housing environments). there are different rypes of problems 
associated with implementation in new developments. lne more recen, plan
ning and implementation guidelines developed by Westinghouse in its C?TEO 
demonstration projects and by the Hartford Instit~te of Criminal and Social 
Justice in its demonstration crime control project in the North Asylum Hill 
area of Hartford, Connecticut, place considerable e~phasis on assistance 
and feedback from local residents. Little attention has been given to the 
deveJoplT'.ent of planning and design strategies for ne'''' construction or the 
creation of totally new residential environments where there is no existing 
corrrnunity structure and wner'e one can only predict in a general sense wnac 
type of residents che envircmment wi II acc(lmmodate, 

On a more micro-level, implementation problems can arise with respect to 
people's understanding of and willingness to undertake EDM measures. Many 
of the strategies, particularly those concerning surveillance, may not be 
met with whole-hearted approval by potencial recipients because they are 
perceived as 'big-brother' tactics, and seem to be directed against the 
residents themselves, i.e. they are being 'spied-upon' (Bonham 1974:112 
and Chapter 5. previously, Section 2.]). Those strategies which entail 
resIdent participation or are resident-initiated often fare no better. Pat 
Brantingham, for example, has commented (Liaison 6 (5) (t1ay) 1980:4) that 
surveillance programs in which the corrrnunity serves as a watchdog are 
viable for perhaps four to six months, during which tIme the initial impetus 
probably runs dewn or drIes up altogether. She notes further that Citizen 
involvement is not partIcularly promising for highly emotional crimes in 

'I f h d Lastly there is some sug-which reactions could casl y get \';;)ut 0 an. '," , , 
" thet the kinds of crime prevention programs that citizens 1~ltl~te 

;~:t~~~ eh: most appropriate for the kinds of crimes they are exp7rlencln~ 
(Podolef~ky and DuBow 1980). There is also no guarantee that resldhenbt~ wtlll 

, 'h th yare intended -- that even tees use the EOi'! strategies In t e way e .. . '1 (E gstad 
design may be undermined by people n~t uSing It appro~rlate y n __ those 
1975 ~'7) Hence there is the recurr~n9 paradox associated With EDM 

o. • ( I by a dC"~rman 
strategies th~t appear to WOI"~ best e.g. ac7es: ~~~!r~esidential com~lexes 
~:~g~~~~r;~~~~~) (::: ~~f~e~h~~~ ~~~h~~~t'~;8~~1~4; Sagalyn 1~73; and 
Skogan and H~xfield 1980:394). 

Along similar lines, it is recogniz~d th~t people easily m~sudndersbtand the 
. . h'ch is too often perceive to e a EOM approach to crime prevention. With 10 

cO~kbook n~thod against crime (e.g. pla;e at: en:rances nOl~~:et a~tc.). 
feet away from circulation routes, provide I Igh:lng every f r 'eo Ie to 
As with other crime prevention measures, th~re IS a ~end~n~YI'o IP a~-
want to apply these strategies in a g:neral I%:d ~nner WI: It~i~ic 

tention to their appropriateness or Ilk~IYE;~T:;~~~:~~s~e~~a~~ea tendency 
locations. Huch of the literature on t e, U S 0 rtment 
to reinforce this cookbook pers pect

7
iv
3
e. (~eei f~r,;;;mp!~~endi~ e7P:nd Mawby 

of Housing and Urban Development 19 a, er gu • 
1977). Lee (1972:21) has commented in this respect that: 

" ••• architectural determinism cannot be dismi~s~d ~n 
the arounds that it violates freedom or crea~e~ big 
brothers, or because it doesn't work, or ~ecause the 
physical environment is only one of many torces that 

k ' d The only charoe to which its propon~ shape man In. , ... " . II 

mioht pl~ad guilty is over-slmpl Iflcatlo~. 'adde~) 
. - --rEmphasls ~ 

• P' I t the EDM approach is the careful and In contrast, what ~s cr,tlca o. 'n ' while all the strategies 
discriminate matchIng of stra:egles to 5:tt; g, tting it is I ikely that 
must be initially consj~ered In any par:lc~,~~ ~~ the ~ite (its social ~~d 
only some of them wil I prove, upon :xamlna Id ractical What this entails 
physical characteristics), to be sUltab~e an h~ h 'n t~rn escalates the 
is a thorough analysis of residential Slt~~u~~~~ ~olthe co~n way c.{ doino 
cost of implementation. It seem~ tOa~~nresources required for analysis, -thOngs to commit the necessary tllTle M 

I" d' "n9 before initiating intervention programs. o,re 
plannln9 an organlZI . t a encies citizens private agencIes) 
commonly, what people ~goverfnm~~d l~ r which can be'implemented without too desire is a concrete list 0 gUI e Ine~ 
much delay for analytic work. 
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The fact that th~ EOH aporoach requires this kind of careful analysis means 
chat initial enthusiasm for and interest in this approach may dissipate 
b~fore actual implementation or during the course of implem~ntation. Or it 
may mean that only very few isolated sites can be selected for this kind of 
approach. Sut, another cri tical element 'J>f the EOH approach Is that many 
of the strategles require a fairly wide-spread appJ ication in order to 
preclude the possibility of displacement (se~ Fairley and Liechenstein 
1971 :49). As Hollander and Brown (1978: I) have pointed out "attempts to 
effect widespread crime reduction "in a var'iety of unrelated types of cr'ime 
in one or more locations often result in dispersion of effort and minimal 
accomplishment." 'fhese t\'/O opposing situations -~, i.e. (a) the require
ment for indepth analysis and therefore the likely restriction on the 
breadth of application for EDH strategies, and (b) the requirement for 
fairly widespread application for many of the strategies entailed by the 
EDH approach -- may militate against the feasibility of the C:OM approach 
before it is even tried or may result in piecemeal and poorly conceived 
imp) ernen ta t ion. 

The EDI1 approach has great, .,It:hough unproven potenti~1. While it may be 
demanding; and possibly expensive. to implement the EDH approach prop~~ly. 
the Financial gains of reducing the crime rate of a municipal ity by as 
little as 5% would be significant. not to meneion the impar.t of reducing 
the immeasurable costs arising from the inconv~nience and sufferi~9 caused 
by crime. The potentia) of the EDM approach basically derives from the 
fa,':t that, as Reppetto (1974:70) has pointed out: "Altering the environ
ment in which a criminal operates will likely prove a simpler matter than 
aicering the behavior of individual criminal~ or forces which produce 
criminal populations. 1I 
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Chapter 9 

Residential Crime in Canada: 
Patterns and Concerns 

1 ,. ' 

V .I 

" 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Assessing the need and potential for implementing any crime p~evention 
program is a complicated matter. largely because the issue of crime and 
how it affects society is a complex one. For example, no one, to our 
knowledge. has defined the point it which it could definitely be stated 
that a crime prevention program is o~ is not needed, whether that point 
is being determined by crime rates or fear of crime levels. Similariy, 
given the lack of empirical data on the advantages and disadvantages 
involv~d in implementing most crime prevention programs, it is difficult 
to state that one particular crime prevention program will automatically 
be more slIccessful in one situation thaa in ano,ther. Obviously, this 
problem of assessing the need and potential for a crime prevention program 
is exacerbated when the program being consi(ered is as complex as the 
EOH approach. 

To examine the need and ~~tentjal for implementing the EDM approach in 
Canada. I~e examined \ultional crime data and conducted the Canadian 
surveys and ease studies. In these InvestigatIons, we made as int~nsjve 
an effort as WiS possible (within the time and resources available to 
both the study"s Investigators and the parties from whom information wa~ 
requested) to obtain a representative picture of the Canadian situation 
with regards to the occurrence of residential crime and to the attitudes 
and experience of the various parties potentially interested in its 
prevention. To that end, the Canadian investig~tive work was primarily 
undertaken in the 23 Census Metropolitan Areas (CHA's) across the country 
because both the majority of the population and the majority of crime 
occurr~nces are found in these areas. Research was also conducted in 
two cities which are not CHAts -- in Burnaby, British Columbia (because 
of its 'bedroom community' relationship with Vancouver), ~nd in Fort 
McMurray, ~Iberta (because of its recent a~~ rapid growth as a resource
centred urban area). 

~ .. -~ 
1 

The metropolitan areas also-have higher per capita crime rates than 
eth~H' :Ire,;::;;. For exar.iple,. the Canadian average residential bUfglary 
rate (per 1,000 population) in 1980 was 8.73 ~jhereas the rate for this 
crime in the metropolitan areas surveyed in this study was S.9 (per 
1,000 population). The decision to focus on urban residential crime 
me~nt that we did not underta~e any detailed examination of specific 
nOfl-urban residential erime problems. such as those specific to 
sutnmer cottages areas or Nati,,~ Reserves. 

« 
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The research directly undertaken as part of this study included different 
sets of questionnaires mailed to the pol ice department, the major private 
security as~~cies servicing residential customers, the publ ic housing 
authority, the major private residential landlords and/or developers, the 
municipal planning office, and the CHHC branch office architect in each 
CHA. Letters of inquiry regarding their interest and experience regarding 
~he EOM approach were aiso directed to the attorneys general andior 
solicitors general and to the police commission in each province. The 
questionnaires were frequently, but not in all cases, followed up by 
telephone discussions to clarify or expand upon the responses received. 
In ~ddition, field visits were conducted in several cIties to obtain 
further information through personal interviews and photographic 
documentation. (The research ~thodology and the questionnaire instruments 
used in these investigations are included as App~nd;x 6 to this report.) 

In addition, four case studies intended to complement these Canada~wide 
invt~stigations were conducted by independent researchers in Montreal, 
Quebec; Hamilton, Ontario; Calgary, Alberta; and Burnaby, British 
Columbia. The case studies used the same basic methodology and instruments 
as were used for the cross-Canada re~earch, but their research scope was 
expanded considerably to incorporate the greater detail which could be 
obtained in intensive personal interview3 and field work. 

It is important to note that in undertaking all of these Canadian 
investigations we w~re aware that, despite the care that went into the 
questionr.aire and research design, the results w~re 1 ikely to be of 
I imited comparative value. This i~, of course, because the different 
cities and agencies from whiGh we were solici~ing data varied considerably 
in terms of their size, organization and/or responsibilities and most 
particularly, in terms of both the information available on residential 
crime patterns and the extent of experience with the EOM strategies. 
Wh i lei n one sense we made evewy effort to undertake a ri gorous and deta i 1 ed 
survey of residential crime patterns in Canada, we suspected from the 
beginning that the data base req~ired to do so just did not ex:st; thus 
an important objective of these investigations was, in ~~ct, to identify 
inconsistencies and Inadequacies in the relevant data Cllrrently available 
in Canada. 

One further aspect of our investigatj~ns affects the comparabil ity of the 
results. In spite of considerable efforts to encourage the return of 
detailed responses to the questionnaires, the level of interest in doi~g 
so varied wid~ly, in terms or both the CHAls and the organizations 
inYclv~d. Th~ priv~tc. s~ctcr organizations -- private security 3nd 
residential landlords -- appeared to be less interested in participating 
in our investigations than did the public sector agencies, citing such 
reasons as lack of information and/or interest relating to residential 
crime. lack of time, and concern with confidentiality. Also, agencies in 
cities where residential crime was not considered ~ particular probl~~ 
and where the EOM strategies had received minimal emphasis appeared to 
have little interest In respondlng In detail to Iyet another questionnaire'; 
this was a particular issue in the smaller C~IS, particularly in the 
province of Quebec. 
In addition to t~e survey investigations, i~formation on the nature of 
residential cri~e and ~rime prevention in Canada was Obtained through the 
i iterature review. Finally, discussions with various national agencies 
with an interest in housing design and managel!'erlt andlor crime prevention 
-- in ~aFticular the Insurance 8ureau of C~nada ~- also provided us with 
useful insights regarding the Canadian sltuation~ 

9.2 RESIDENTIAL CRIME PATTERNS IN CANADA 

Identifying cross-Can~da patterns of residential crime is compl icated by 
the fact that the Uniform Crime Reporting Program (through which pol ice 
forces submit their crime statistics in a consistent form to Statistics 
Canad~) I~cludes only one category which is indisputably a residential 
crime -- residential br~~k and entry. Although other categories, such as 
'wilful damage to private property' could be assumed to occur primarily 
in residential settings, there Is no concrete data available to confirm 
this a~sumption. in addition, the fact that individual provinces have 
different upper 0~e limits for juvenile offenders (18 in ManitOba and 
Quebec, 17 in British Columbia and NewfoundJand, and 16 in the remaining 
provinces and territories) I imits our abil ity to identify the extent of 
juvenile involvement in the commission of the EDM target crimes across 
Canada. 

There are similar difficulties involved in determining residential crime 
patte~ns in individual cities, since the records kept by municipal pol ice 
forces rarely iMdicate whether a crime has occurred in a residential (as 
opposed to industrial or commercial) environment, and in the few cas~s 
where this information is collected, it is usually only a~cessible through 
ell time·consuming manua I search. We ,~uld I ike to note here that nnst of 
the police forces in the sample cL.ies were very coo;,)erative in trying to 
provide the information we requested. However, many just did not have the 
type of detailed data consicered necelisary for effective crime analysis, 
and some forces that had some of this infor-mation on file did not have 
the resources, especially the ma~pc~er, to get access to the data. 

While our investigations indicated that most police forces in the sample 
cities have, or are planning to have computerized records systems, it 
appears that it will take some time before these systems can be efficiently 
used for the type of crime analysis required to assess whether and how to 
implement an effective EDM program. Further, although sqme cities with 
computerized system$ have developed extensive lists of variables which 
could be include~ in the computer record of a crime (e.g. Calgary), 
interviews with uniform personnel in various cities (as part of our field 
visits and of the case study research) suggested that there may be some 
difficulty in ensuring that such inf~nnation is collected on a consistent 
basis, since it could be perceived as the cause of 'just more paper workl. 

One further issue relevant to this chapter's discussion of crime patterns 
des~rves menti~n here and that is the question of just how accurately 
statistics can indi~ate what is happening tn terms of the incidence of 
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crime. As is evident in the data presented in this chapter, the available 
statistics Indicate that crime rates in Canada are on the increase. However, 
it Is not ~lear to what extent such statistical increase may have been 
aHected by greater efficiency in pol ice reporting and by the fact that 
larger proportions of citiZens may be reporting criminal occurrences, 
whether to satisfy Insurance requirements or as a reflection of ~mproved 
publ ic awareness of the importance of reporting crime. On the other hand, 
It is widely accepted that official statistics on ~rime only repr~se~t from 
10% to 40% of the actual number of occurrences, depending on the crime 
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involved (Statistics Canada 1980b:15Z). Despite these problems with the 
official statistics, they do provide the only representative picture of 
the crime situation in Canada and therefore must be examined, albeit with 
some cau t ion. 

Such problems are common in the interpretation of almost any type of 
statistics; however, the incidence of crime has the po':ential for being 
a particularly emotional issue and it is because of tl-:'e types of issues 
mentioned above that. through this chapter, we purposefully avoid using 
subjective terms often employed by the popular media -- e.g. 'dramatic l 

or 'ominous' -- to describe the changing catterns in the incidence of 
crime in Canada. 

9.2.1 A National Picture 

The following Figure 9.1 illustrates, first, that the reported Canadian 
crime rate has been increasing, mcJst particularly in t~e last two years 
(the increase in t~rms of actual numbers of offenses and rates from 1979 
to 1980 were, in fact, the largest since 1974). Second and most important, 
this figure shows that the greatest area of increase has been in hon
violent crimes against property. This increase in crimes against property 
can ce largely attributed to residential burglary (see Figure 9.2). As 
noted by Statistics Canada (1981), whereas: . 

"The actual number of Criminal Code offences reported 
by police through the iJnifcrm Crime Reporting Program 
went over the two million mark in 1980, registerins 
a 9.8% increase over 1979 ••• the number of breakin~ 
and entering offences increased 17.5: over the 
previous year. l'I.ost notable, however, was t;le 27. t% 
inc .. \~ase in break i n9 and enterins of res idences:-
from 164,192 offenses in 1979 to 20B,573 offences in 
1980." (Emphasis added) 

The significance of this increase is impossible to determine until 
statistics are available on the comparable changes in the numbers of 
dwellings -- the actual targets of residential burglary. However, given 
the fact that the size of households in Car~da has decreased steadily 
over the past decade or Ii'IOI'e (Statistics Canada 1980lJ:28) and that the 
total number of dwelling units has con~omitantly increased faster than the 
population, the increase in the population-based r~te of residential 
burglary is likely to be less marked when computed on the basis of numbers 
o f dwe IIi ng s • 

Juvenile involvement in resld~ntia! burglary Is cause for concern. As 
reported by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (Globe & Mail, 
October 30, 1981): "More than 25.000 del inquency charges involving Qruk. 
and entry were brQught a9~jnst juveniles last year ••• Officials said many 
of the charges resulted from residential housebreaking by children." 
Break and entry represented the largest proportion (26.1 per cent of all 
juvenile charges) of juvenile crimes (the next largest prop~rtjon wa$ for 
theft which represented 21. t per cent of all juveni Ie charges) U.!?l..9..). 

« 
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Before examining crossr.Canada patterns of crime levels, it Is useful to 
compare the Canadian situation with that in the United States, given that 
the EDM approach has lar9~ly evolved there and given that there is IIclose 
physical and cultural proximity between Canadians and Americans" and that 
lithe influence of the United States on Canada is far greater than that of 
any otnter countl"'yll (Statistics Canada 1980b:296). The same Statistics 
Canada report notes, lithe popular news media in No .. th American give the 
impression that the United States is a particular violent society while 
Can~d ian streets are somewhat safer" (lli.2,. :297). Wi th regard to crimes 
against the person, there Is no question that the crime rate in the 
United States is significantly higher than in Canada. 1 However, it is 
important to note that this difference is much less distinct when the 
crime rates being compared are for non-violent property crimes. Given 
the,two countries' differing definitions for most crime types, the best 
baSIS for comparing the respective crime situations in Canada and the 
United States is the rate of residential burglary, which is similarly 
defined in each country and which is a crime of particular interest for 
thi s study. 

The 19Bo average per capita rate of residential burglary in Canada was 
8.73 (per 1,000 population); the average per capita r~te for this crime 
during the same period in the United States was 9.81 (per 1,000 population) 
(U.S. Department of Justice 1981 and Statistics Canada 1981). These 
figures clearly indicate that. with regard to residential burglary at 
least, Canadians should perhaps be c~\.Itious about assuming that Ithings are 
so mu~h better here than in the United States'. Since the EDM approach 
is particularly dir~cted to preventing non-violent property crimes such 
as residential burglary, this international comparison of official 
statistics on the occurrence of this crime suggests that ther"e mClY be 
Q need for the EDM approach in Canada. However, the national statistics 
can only provide a general indication of such a need; we need to examine 
the patterns of the EDM target crimes from a narrower persp~ctive to 
determine the need for imple~nting the approach in specific Canadian 
residential environments. 

For example, in 19BO the murder rate was approximately 10.0 homicides 
per 100,000 Inhabitants in the United States and 3.0 in Canada (U.S. 
Department of Justice 1981 and Statistics Canada 1981). 
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Figure 9.1: Criminal Code Offences by Category, Distribution of Rates per 
100.000 Population, 1975-1980. (Source: Statistics Canada ~981) 
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Figure 9.2: Breaking and Entering Offences, Distribution of Actual Numbers, 
1976-1900. (Source: Statistics Canada 1981) 
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9.2.4 A Reoional Picture x 

Canacii'rl crime rates vary dep-ending On what crime category is being 
examine~; overal I crime rates, and rates for individual crime categories 
al~o vary depending on the region of the country, As noted by Statistics 
Canada (1981): "Crime rates in Canada ••• tend to be higher in the west than 
r.he east.

1I 

Figure 9.3 illustrates this general east-to-west increase in 
1980 provincial crime raCes for all Criminal Code offences. Crime rates 
in the eastern maritime region and in Quebec are clearly lower than the 
national average and, beginning with a slight increase over the national 
average in Ontario, the crime rates are well Over the national average in 
the western region (except in Saskatchewan) and reach their highest point in British Columbia. 

However, this apparent east-to-west increase does not necessarily reflect 
the actual situation regarding particular cities or specific crime 
categories. For example, Table 9.1 Shows t~;e pattern of residential 
burglary from 1975-1980 in the police jurisdictions of the sample Cities 
included in Our investigations. This table indicates that, at the level 
of individual urban centres, the east-west trend in residential burglary 
rates is less consistent. For example, although Vancouver placed in the 
top Five highest per capita rates of residential burglary In each year 
from 1975-1980, so also did Hull and Ottawa, and just as Edmonton placed 
in the top five three times in that period so also did the city of Quebec. 
Further, although Halifax only ranks in the top five once in these six 
years, it clearly and consistently diverges from the norm of low burglary 
rates in the eastern part of Canada. 

Of greater value in determining geographical trends in crimes which are 
particularly important to the EOM approach is the type of analysis presented 
in Table 9.2. This table compares the Five highest 1976 rates of residential 
burglary in the sample cities, computing these rates in terms of both the 
population and the number of dwel lings. The latter is considered to be a 
more real istic and useful way of calculating the rate for this crime and 
for determini"ng the crime risk in particular environments. While it is 
difficult to qraw any firm conclusions from this data without the context 
of co"mparable statistics from other years, this table not only questions 
the validity of the concept of consistent ease-eO-west crime rate increase 
(at lease when applied to residential burglary rates in CMA's), it also 
shows that the basis used For computing crime rates (e.g. by population 
or dwellings) can substantially affect the ranking aChieved. As noted in 
Table 9.3 which fol I~Ys, using population and number of dwel lings as the 
b~ses for determining reSidential burglary rates can provide quite 
different pictures of where the problem is mos~ severe. 

d 
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Figure 9.3: Criminal Code Rates per 100.000 Population, 1980. (Source: Statistics Can~da 1981) 
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TABLE 9.1: RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY RATES (PER 1,000 POPULATION) IN SAMPLE CITIES 1 

METROPOLITAN CENTRE 

St. John I s 

Hal i fax 

Saint John 

ChicolJtimi 

Jonquiere 

Qu~bec 

Hontr!al 

Hull 

Ot:awa 

Oshawa/\.'h i tby 

Toronto 

Hami J ton 

St. Catharines/Niagara 

Kitchener/\.'aterloo 

London 

\;Ii ndsor 

Sudbury 

Thunder Bay 

Winnipeg 

Saskatoon 

Regina 

Ca 1 gary 

Edmonton 

Fort Mc."1urray 

VancO.Jver 

Burnaby 

Vi ctori a 

RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY RATE (P~R 1 .000 p~oULATION) 

..!1Z2. 1976 ..!.ill 1978 1979 1980 

4.65 
9.58 
3.26 
1.56 
2.79 

7.56 
110.75 

22.97 
[10.38) 

3.94 
4.22 
5.86 
6.59 

2.73 

3.92 
5.52 

3·91 
3.64 
6.01 
4.42 
9.83 
7.44 

I) 1.45J 
9.04 

{13. 491 
9.63 

7.89 

3.41 
112 .33 , 

4.6 
7.16 

3.51 
9.8 

1,6.01 I 
~ 
~ 

3.05 
4.78 
7.16 

6.24 
3.83 
5.5 
5.95 
4.5 
4.79 

6.5 

4.31 
7.8 
7.18 

11.39 
7.88 

II4.33! 
8.18 
8.53 

4.41 

9.56 
3.08 
3.52 
2.23 

13.03 
9.47 

113.92 ) 

Q3.4 J 
5.21 

4.64 
8.92 
6.34 
3.85 
4.91 
5.49 
4.37 
4.3 
6.31 
6.32 

7.99 

6.83 

113.61 I 
7.41 

114.441 

7.03 

4.9 
9.81 
I. 66 
4.17 

4.63 
g"aJJ 

8.91 
['3.28] 
[14.3 I 

3.98 
5.43 
7.45 

7.95 

4.25 
5.07 
6.25 
5.18 

5.29 
6.56 
7.18 

10.13 
5.4 

12.8 

5.34 

IIG·ill 

4.54 
9.46 

4.03 

6.52 
11.38 
5.74 

4.78 11.6 

4.84 11.85 

r I7.17} [22.nj 
12.64 

118.01 1 

0:4.56J 
4.93 
5.37 
8.05 
8.14 

4.35 

5.81 
6.91 

6.44 
4.67 
7. II 

6.82 
9.19 
6.97 

12.69 

5.02 
{ 13.571 

8.6 

[23. 7~ 
17.59 

5.15 
6.79 

9.78 
8.91 
5.75 

8.6 
8.51 
5.98 
6.;2 

.9. 12 

9.54 
8.95 
8.55 

9.25 3.30 
[} 3.21 I [!>.~8] [14.:57J 

@.06] 

5.5 
[16.87J 

4.05 

13.81 

l indicates this figure is one o~ the five highest rates that year. 

Source: Statistics Canada 1975-1981 
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T,ABLE 9.2: COMfARISON OF 1976 RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY RATES (PER POPULATION 
AND PER OWELLINGS)1 

METROPOL I TAN CENTRE 
St. John I s 

RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY 
RATE PER 1,000 POPULATION RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY RA7E 

PER 1,000 OVELLINGS 

Ha I i fax 

Saint John 

Chicoutimi 

Jonquiere 

Qu~bec 

110n tr!a I 

Hull 

Ottawa 

OshawalWh i tby 

Toronto 

Hami I ton 

St. Catnarines/Niagara 

Kitchener/Watel"loo 

London 

Vindsor 

Sudbury 

Thunder Bay 

Winnipeg 

Saskatoon 

Reg i na 

Calgary 

E elml,;);' ton 

Fort I1cMurray 

VMC\';)uver 

Burnaby 

Victoria 

3.41 

~ 
4.6 
7.16 

3.51 
9.8 

M 
~~ B 

3.05 
4.78 
7.16 

6.24 

3.83 
5.5 
5.95 
4.5 

4.79 

6.5 
4.31 
7.8 

7.18 

[ 11. 39 ] 
7.88 

Q4.33] 
8.18 
8.53 

0.9 
1.9 
1.4 

1.82 

1.1 

C2D 
~ 2. J 2 

1.5 

1.1 

I.: 
Uj"] 

1.2 

1.5 
1.5 
1.6 

1.4 
1.9 
1.3 

I ' 

& 
~ 
~ --

1.5 

0.7 

l indicates this figure is one of the five highest comparable rates. '--_ .... J 

1 
Source: 

2 Total dwelling figurels \'1ere not ~v:lilable for these individual 
metrOI\lolitan centres; dwelling statistics are computed on the basis 
of CerlSus Metropol ital' Areas, j .e. Chicoutlmi-Jonquiere and Ottawa-Hull 
form one eM each and FOlrt McMurray and Burnaby a re not CM t s. 

Statistics Canada 1976. 
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Table 9.3: Comparison of CMA's With Five Highest 1976 Burglary Rates-
Per 1,000 Population and Per 1,000 Owel lings 

1976 Residential Burglary Rate 
Per 1,000 Population 

lion t rea I 16.01 1 " 

Vancouver 14.33 
Hull/Otta\-/a 12.44 

Ha I i fax 12.33 
Edrronton 11 .39 

1976 Residential Burglary Rate 
Per 1,000 Owe! lings 

Edmonton 

Regina 

St. Catharines/Niagara 

Hontrea 1 

Calgary 

2.9 
2.4 
2.3 
2.2 

2.2 

The different rankings achieved with the two different bases for computation, 
as noted in Table 9.3. indicate that, for residential burglary at least, 
concerns and priorities can be falsely formed if they are entirely based 
on number of occurrences per capita statistics. The incidence per dwell ing 
takes into account the actua I number of targets for ,hi s cr'ime and allows 
for tiMe fact that there are variations in residential environments in 
different cities (particularly in terms of the housing types and the 
popu I at ion dens i ty per dwe 11 i ng un it). Thus. i'n terms of the vu 1 nerab iIi ty 
of the targets involved, it would appear that there shoul', for example, 
be more concern about the cities of Regina and CCJlagary a/ I less concern 
about Vancouver than the per population ranking!; might suggest. Further 
a~alysis of this type is obviously required to determine specific geo
graphical trends in crimes such as residential burglary. 

Although it is a difficult, if not questionable, practice to ~rans~ose 
theories developed from micro-levt.d research to macro-level Situations, 
there is one theery regarding environmental correlates of crime which may 
be worth investigating as a possible rationale for the variations in 
Canadian residential crime rates. The recent work done by Newman and 
Franck (1980a and b) indicates that, at the level of individual housing 
projects at least, there are some I inkages between high :ri~e. rates ~n~ 
high levels of population instabil ity. At the scale ~f Indlvld~al clt~es, 
it has been noted that "l arge increa:ses or decreases In populatIon serlou~ly 
affect the ability of the community to meet the needs of its residents" 
(Statistics Canada 1980b:18S). The fact that the wes~ern cities whic~ are 
currently experiencing increases in c:rime rates are Simultaneously gOing 
through a period of rapid population growth suggests that ,the i~fluen:e . 
of population instability at this scale might be worth furt~er Inve:tlgacIC'''l. 
(Of course if such instability is found to be related to higher crime 
rates, thi~ will provide further argument in favour of the EOM strategies 

The 1976 rate of residential burglar'Y in Montreal appea~s to be an . 
aberration; as ind ieated il' Table 9.1, Montreal ranked In tho top five 
rates only in this year and in 1975, when It ranked fourth. 

if 
!! 
i" 

"'"' ZFZ && 

aimed at fosterins social cohesion.) Information on the effects of 
population instabil ity on crime rates would be particularly.useful to 
the process of planning both for new towns and the expansion of existing 
urban areas, and for population loss in other urban areas. Since Canada 
is currently experien~ing considerable inter-regional population and 
economic shifts (e.g. from the eastern and central regions to the western 
region), obtaini:,g information on how the shifts relate to crime occurrences 
could be considered a high priority concern to ensure that these changes 
do not result in substantially increased societal costs. 

9.2.3 Comparative C~ime Rates of the Sample Cities 

The EDM approach is concerned with a number of crimes, other than burglary, 
which Occur in residential settings. As part of this study we therefor, 
analyzed the annual rates (per population) of each of the target crimes 
in each of the sample cities for the period 1975-1980. This analYSis 
proved to be of only limited value in terms of indicating clear trends, 
since no one met~opol itan area consistently had either the highest or 
lowest rate of a particular target crime. 

The analysis did confirm a general increase in crime rates going from east 
to west ~cross the country. The anomalous high rates in Halifax have 
decreased in rank.ing importance over the last several years but incons is
tencies in the east-west trend are evident in the case of higher rates 
than could be predicted by this trend in Ottawa/Hull and, to a lesser 
degree, Montreal and Quebec. These cities regularly rank in the top ~hree 
rates over the six years, together with Vancouver, and, less markedly, 
Edmonton and Victoria. The analysis of the EOM target crime rates in the 
sample cities also indicated some u~usual findings: for example. Fort 
McMurray has a relatively low rate of residential burglary (ranking in the 
lowest three in 1980) but at the same time has a relatively high rate of 
wilful damage to private property (the highest of all the Cities ~xamined 
in 1980). Simiiarly, the rate of wilful damage 1:0 private property does 
not appear to be related to the overall crime rate in other cities, most 
particularly in Windsor and Thunder Bay, which have high vandal ism rates 
but generally average rates of other target crimes (except some assault 
categories) • 

While these findings would appear to indicate that there is no clear I ink 
between the occurrence rates of one target crime and those of another in 
the same city, there are so many probiems involved in analysing information 
obtained at such a gross scale that we hesitate to draw any firm 
conclusions. 

Burglary, rObbery, theft, motor vehicle theft, indecent assault, other 
assaylt, rape, trespass, arson, vandalism, homicide and attempted murder. 

1..-111 ____________ , __________________ . ______ -J-_~ ___ ___o._____....~~ __ ~_~~~ 

OJ 
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First, the overal I consistency of crime data is affected by variations in 
police reporting prac::ices and general leve!s of efficiency. It is also 
aff~cted by the degree of public concern about crime, particularly with 
regard to how this is reflected in reporting crimes to the pol ice. For 
example, as part of a rece:'1t study of residential property crime in 
Thunder Bay (Worrel J and Sparkes 1980), the tesearchers examined the 
effects of interviewing resident~ and, in the high-crime areas surveyed, of 
encouraging the creation of Neighbourhood Watch Programs, on the reporting 
practice" of the residents. Iii comparing the property crime reports 
received from the surveyed areas and from a set of randomly.selected 
control areas during the eleven-month period before and after the inter
viewing period, the researchers fr:i.Jnd that: 

liThe number of cases reported to the pol ice increased 
in all areas. However, the pe:centage increase in 
the interviewed areas (29.7% and 25.2%) was higher 
than in the control areas (9.1%).1 It is more 
significant to note that the percentage increase is 
greatest in the two areas where ideas of neighbour
hood watch were presented to the residents. This 
indicates that formal institutional intervention 
can function to increase the reporting of residential 
property crimes to the pol ice. 1I (~.: 105) 

Second, the extent to ~hich the crime rates in different cities can be 
compared is severely constrained by the many variations and permutations 
of physical' and social characteristics which determine the nature of the 
environments being compared. A third related point to be considered in 
comparing national, regional, or municipal crime data is that these 
statistics are concerned with such gross areas that it is impossible to 
state that City X, for exampie, has a bigger overall problem with crime 
than City Y, when the reality may be that only one small area in City X 
is determining its high crime rate and that City Y has a less apparently 
severe but more widespr~~d crime problem; the question that can then be 
posed is which city has the greatest crime problem in terms of the number 
of people affected, the demands placed on law enforcement and other 
agencies, and so on. 

It should be noted that, for some target crimes in some locations, there 
is more detailed i~formation available than is provided by pol ice 
statistics alone. For example, the research conducted by Waller and 
Okihiro (1978a and b) has painted a precise picture of the nature of 
residential burglary in Toronto, and of its correlates and effects. 
Studies on the nature and prevention of vandalism crime have been done 
for entire provinces, such as ?rinc~ Edward Island (Gaudet and Doyle 
1979) and Ontario (Ontario Task Force on Vandalism 1981) and for cities 
such as Hal ifax (Halifax, City of 1979) and Mississauga (Hississauga, City 

The researchers attributed the increase in the control areas to the 
increased attention being given to property crime -- particularly in 
the local media -- during the period this study was yndertaken. 

\ ! 
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of 19i6). A study of residential property crime in Thunder Bay (Worrell 
and Sparkes 1980) also focused on vandalism and v,:rious environmental 
variables whic~ appeared to affect the occurrence of vandal ism. However, 
investigations of this type have tended to c.onclude that it i£ impossible 
to make sweeping statements which would describe the nature (including 
C<iuses and effects) of vandal ism (or for that matter. other crimes) in 
all corrmunities (see Ontario Task Force on Vandalism 1981:xix). 'The 
Insurance Bureau of Canada has, in fa~t. recently cCmpleted a Canada-wide 
survey of vandal ism, conducted by the Jaycees in sixty communities; the 
preliminary analysis of the findings from this survey also stresses the 
environment-speci-fic nature of vandalism, and as is discussed in the next 
chapter. the need for environment-specific prevention pro9rams (conver
sation with Mr. Richard Wright, Februa-y 9, 1982). 

Our r~view of the official crime statistics for the CHAls and of the 
provincial and municipal studies on specific target crimes,was not only 
incapable of reveal ing any clear patterns of the target crime occurrences, 
it was also unable to suggest what environmental factors might be reiated 
to these occurrences. It was largely to investigate these matters more 
closely that we conducted the surveys of police and other agencies in 
the major metro~oljtan areas across Canada. The objectives of these 
investigations and the results obtained are discussed in the following 
section. 

9.2.4 Residential Crime Patterns Within the Sample Cities 

This section presents the information on the patterns of residential crime 
in the 25 urban areas included in our study and in the case study research 
which was ancillary to our study. These city-specific investigations were 
considered necessary for several reasons. The first was to obtain as clear 
and comparable a picture as possible (within the resources of all involved) 
of the nature of residential crime in Canadian metropol itan areas, a~d of 
the characteristics of environments with both high and low crime rates. 

In addition, we wished to have 8 basis for comparing the nature of the 
crime-environment relationship in Canada with that in the United States, 
since many of the strategies included in the EOM approach reflect the 
particular crime-environment situation in the United States (for example, 
high-crime areas have large proportions of low-income, racial minority 
populations, living in dense; multiple high-rise developments, often in the 
urban core, i~olated from more middle-income populations and other housing 
environments). Although the authors of this report, and the agencies 
commissioning this st~dy, had some clear perceptions from their experience 
that the Canadian situation varied considerably from that in the United 
States, the questionnaire survey and case study investigations were 
required to support or refute those perceptions. 

Similarly, despite our personal and professional convictions that the data 
currently available on residential crime and the environments in which it 
occurs across Canada were inadequate for the purposes of preparing or 
implementing an effective EOH program, we believed it was necessary to 
investigate the availabi! ity and relia~il ity of those data if we were going 
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to ~e able to real istically assess the ~otential For implementing the EDM apprcach in Canada. 

Throughout t~e research on the crime patterns in the sample cities, the 
intent was to use police data and perceptions as the basis for developing 
an overview of the cri~~ pattern in each city and for identifying residential 
areas with distinctively high and low crime rates, The information 
requested of private security agencies, private landlords and public 
housing authorities was intended to fill In the details regarding specific 
residential areas or projects with high and low crime rates. In many 
cases, th: residential buildings or complexes identified as having high 
or low crime rates by the landlord groups were located in the respective 
ar~as which the police designdted as having high o~ low crime rates. 

Two different approaches were taken to solicit inforr,'.ation or; residential 
crime patterns in the sample cities. In the first approach, the respon
dent group was asked to identify and describe three residential areas 
(residential bui Idings or complexes in the case of the landlord groups) 
which were known for their high crime rates, and three which were known 
for tr~ir low crime rgtes. Second, th~ pol ice forces were requ~sted to 
identiFy, for each of the EDH target crimes, the extent to which these 
crimes occurred in residential settings in their jurisdiction and the 
extent to which juveniles were involved in committing these crimes. The 
landlord groups were asked to rank the target crimes accord ina to how 
muc~ ~hese represented a s:rio~s cause for concern within the'housing 
administered by each organization, and to estimate the proportion of 
juvenile involvement in each EOM target crime. 

Two points about the survey design deserve emphasis here. First the . , , 
questionnaire to each respondent organization was accompanied by a 
reasonably detailed description of the EOM approach to ensure that the 
respondents understood the pyrpose of the various areas of questioning. 
Second, the instructions provided to the respondent groups made it clear 
that if the respondents did not keep records of the information requested, 
we we~e equally interested in their perceptions, Far example, although 
a pol Ice department's records might not be organized in such a way as to 
clearly identify residential areas with markedly high or low crime rates, 
we expected that criminal investigations officers wotl9 have a common 
sense of what areas in the city fit these definitions. 

To help us determine, first, to what extent the inFormation provided was 
based on concrete data, and second, how much of the data required for 
effective EOM implementar.i,jn was currently available or I ikely to be 
available in the near future, we also requested the respondent groups to 

The perceptions regarding high-crime areas in a particular city did 
prove to be quite common and widespread among individual officers in a 
police department, as determined in several of the case studies which 
used cognitive mapping techniques (because of the inadequate data 
available) to obtain police judgements on high- and low-crime areas. 
However, POlice perceptions regarding low-crime areas were not as clear 
or prevalent, supposedly because low-crime areas do not convey a strong 
image in terms of pelic~ interests. 

!' 
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identify what types of crime occurrence information was collected, with 
reference to ho"ll consistently it was collected and to the resp~ndent's 
abil ity to access this information (~.g. by man~al .or compute:lzed . 
methods). Few of the respondent police forces Indicated keep~ng detall:d 
records of the type of information considere~ important to crime analysIs 
and to the EDM approach (for example, on the specific environmental 
characteristics of the location of an EDM target crime occurrence, with 
regards both to land-use and design features and to characteristics ~f. 
the residents). The private security and landlord groups, not surprisingly, 
kept much less detailed records than the police. At best, the landlord 
groups indicated they maintained records on vandalism occurrences on a 
relatively consistent basis. 

These findings are critical to the following discussion on the results of 
our investigations in the sample cities, in that the descriptions which 
follow should be viewed more in terms of how residential crime (and areas 
or buildings with high or low crime rates) is perceived bY,th: relevant 
groups than of how it is actually documented to be. The findings presented 
in this section should therefore not be considered conclusive, in terms 
of being appl icable to all the urban centres studied, or obviously, to 
other urban centres. Further, our investigations have confi:med :hat t~e 
quality of th~ data currently collected on the nature of resl~entlal cr,me 
in Canada and the characteristics of the envIronments where It takes 
place, is'not adequate enough to enable precise st~teme~ts to ~e made on 
the crime-environment relationship (such as la reSidential environment 
sited in x location, with y design features and z population, will have 
a high 0 r low c rime ra te I ) • 

Not only did the data we were able to obtain vary widely in terms of 
qual ity, there were some agencies (particularly inlthe ~riva:e sect~r) 
and some zireas of the country (particularly Q.uebec ) which el ther ~Id not 
wish to respond to Iyet another questionnaire ' or did not have a high 
enough degree of concern about the EDH targPot crimes to complete the 
questionnaire. 2 

Thus the information obtained in this study's investigations across Canada 
varies not only In terms of its qual ity (i.e. detail) but also in terms of 
its ability to provide a representative picture of different geographic 

------.-------.--
The vandal ism survey recently conducted by the Insuranc~ B~reau 0: 
Canada,mentioned previously in this ~hapter, also had ~Ifflculty In 
motivating agencies in Q.uebec to take part and to prOVide the 
information requested. 

2 Police forces had the highest response rate, with more than three
quarters of the mailed questionnaires being returned. Just un~er half 
of the relevant public housing authorities and CMHC branch offices 
r~sponded, and slightly smaller proportions of,the ~rjvate security 
and private landlords returned compl~ted questionnaires. More ~han 
half of the municipal planning departments responded; however, It should 
be noted that the information requested from th~m was much,more,general 
and in the form of a letter of inquiry rather than a questIonnaire. 
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• • 1 f h • I sItuations, and 0 t e crlme-re ated concerns of the different types of 
agencies involvea. 

i. Proportions of EDM Target Crimes Occurring in Residential Settings 

As noted previously, the only crirr.e category which is, by definition, 
a residential crime is residential burglary. Thus, one of the basic 
tasks ~f our investigations, and of the case stUdies. was to try to 
determine to what extent the EOM target crimes were in fact, 
residential c:l"imes. ' 

Slightly less than half of the responding police departments 
could identify what proportion of each of the EDM target crimes 
occurred in residential settings in their jurisdictions 
(sl ightly less than half of these could do so by a file search; 
the majority of the pol ice forces that felt capable of 
responding to this question did so by educated guess). 
According to those pol ice d~partments that could identify what 
proportions of the EOM target crimes occurred in residential 
settings in 1980, the crimes most frequently noted as having 80% 
or more occurrences in residential environ~~nts were (in rank 
order) as follows: residential break and enter, theft (over and 
under $200) from a motor vehicles wilful damage (private), 
theft under $200 (bicycle), arson, trespass at night rape and 
homicide. 2 • 
The case study investigations, which allowed more intensive 
questioning of police data and perceptions, basically indicated 
a similar ranking of crimes of concern in residential settings, 
although in Hamilton common assault was noted by the pol ice as 
being one of the five target crimes occurring most often in 
residential settings. 
In terms of the EOM target crimes which occurred most frequently 
or were of most serious concern to them, the respondent publ ic 
and private landlords indicated that vandal ism, theft and 
burglary were, in order of importance, the target crimes of 
greatest concern in the buildings they administered. 

These rankings of the proportions of the target crimes occurring in 
residential settings sho~ld be viewed with some caution. As noted, 
not all of the respondent groups, even the police departments, could 
make these types of analysis of their records, and many indicated 
they felt very uncomfortable in even estimating these proportions. 

Not to mention the fact that, because of the need to focus its resources, 
thi~ study did not, as noted previously, investigate residential crime 
patterns in the Yukon or the Northwest Territories, which do not 
contain CMA's; in the many urban centres which are not large enough to 
be considered CMA's; or in special situations such as cottage areas or 
Native Indian Reserves (both of which have been noted in the literature 
and media as having particular crime problems). 

The actual number of occurrences in these last two crime categories 
were, of course, much lower than in the other. categories. 

< 

ii. Juvenile Involvement in the ED~ Target Crimes 

As discussed In Chapter G, the rationale for some of the EDM 
strategies (for example, providing recreation facilities and 
programs) derives from the concern that a substantial proportion of 
the EDH target crimes (espeCially vandal ism) are committed ~( 
juveniles. 1 While official 5tatistics indicate that a subst~ntial 
proportion of burglary occurrences involves juvenile offenders, and 
the literature (~.g. Ontario Task Force on Vandal ism 1981 and Worrel I 
and Sparkes 1980) confirms the belief that a large proportion of 
vandalism occurrences is committed by juveniles, it is not clear to 
what extent this is the case for the othet· target crimes. 

In requesting information on juvenile involvement in the EDM target 
~rimes, we were inLerested both in data drawn from the r~spc~dents' 
records and, in cases where the data did not exist, in the 
respondents' perceptions regarding juvenile involvement, since this 
issu~ could affect their overall view of their particular crime 
problems. 

Almost all of the responding police departments could Identify 
the proportion of juvenile involvement in the EDM target crimes, 
although approximately one-third did so on a 'best-guess basis' 
because of difficulties in getting access to the relevant records. 
The crimes most frequently noted by the pol ice as being committed 
by juveniles were (in ranked order) as follows: theft over and 
under $200 (bicycles), residential break and enter, theft from a 
motor vehicle (over and under $200), motor vehicle theft, other 
theft (under $200), arson, trespass at night and wilful damage 
(public, and less commonly, private). 
Responses from the private and publ ic landlords regarding the 
extent of juvenile involvement in committ;ng EOM target crimes 
in their buildings were based on perceptions, since very fe~ ... of 
these respondents kept relevant consistent records. The landlords 
quite consistently cited the following three target crimes (in 
ranked order) as being committed primarily (i.e. in the majority 
of cases) by juveniles: vandal ism, theft and burglary. 

For a number of reasons, these findings and their indication of 
substantial juvenile involvement in the EDM target crimes should be 
viewed with caution. As with the case of defining what proportion of 
the target crimes is residential crime; discussed above, the fact 

This concern assumes that juveniles primarily cOfMlit crimes in csreas 
where they live. 
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that a substantial proportion of the pol ice departments had to rely 
on their perceptions to respond indicates that there is clearly not 
enough firm data to draw definite conclusions regarding juvenile 
involvement (not to mention the fact that the data on juvenile 
involvement are based on different provincial age defi~itions of 
juveni Ie offenders). 

Further. as found in the Hamilton case study, even when there are 
data availabie, diffe~ent conclusions car. be drawn from different 
groups of data; the Hami:~en case study round discrepancies in the 
proportions of juvenile involvement indicated by the police depart
mentis official statistics (which documented IIprocessed li incidents) 
and the proportions indicated by the estimates of the department's 
Youth Branch (which incl'Jded all lIac tual ll incidents, some of which 
were not included in the official statistics because the juvenile 
offenders only received a caution). Another problem related to 
juvenile crime statistics was noted in the Burnaby ca:..e study, in 
which some of the police officers interviewed cautioned that, since 
juvenile crir.~s are less sophisticated and easier to detect and 
solve, the apprehension and clearance records are likely to show 
higher proportions of juvenile involvement than may actually be the 
case for all reporte~ crime. 

Finally, since approxima.tely one-third of the respondent police 
departments defined proportions of juvenile involvement in the target 
crimes on the basis of their perceptions and experience, it is also 
important to note that, as found in the Burnaby case study, the 
identified extent of juvenile crime activity is greater when it is 
based on pol ice perceptions than when it is based on crime report 
data. 

iii. Characteristics of Residential Environments with High and Low Target 
crr;;e Rates . 
QUI" information-gathering on the proportions of the target crimes 
occurring in residential settings and on juveni Ie involvement in the 
target crimes had two broad purposes. The first was to obtain an 
overview of the nature and seriousness of the EOM target crimes in 
the sample cities -- an overview which was based, as much as possible, 
on the records m~lntajned by the respondent groups. The second 
purpose was to get the respondents, the police departments in 
particular, thinking in terms of 'residential crime' and to prepare 
them for the detailed descriptions required of the specific environ
ments in which the fDM target crimes occurred most or least 
frequently. 

At the commencement of our investigations into crime.environment 
relationships in Canada, we had serious doubts about the extent and 
qu~lity of the available data on the EDM target crimes and on the 
residential environments in which they occurred. Since we suspected 
that the information we could gather on these matters was more likely 
to be based on perceptions and excerience than on hard data, we took 
considerable care in designing the questionnaires, our primary 

investigative tools. to ensure that the responses were as cons is
tentiy structured and detailed as possible. To that end, the pol ice 
departments were aSked to identify three distin~t residential areas 
in their jurisdiction which, according to report statistics or pol ice 
perceptions, were considered to have high rates of the EDM target 
crimes, and three residential areas which were considered to have low 
rates of the target crimes. Similarly, the private security agencies 
and private and public landlords were asked to identify three high
crime and three low-crime residential properties (buildings or 
building complexes) for which they were responsible (for security or 
management). 

The respondents ... Jere then asked to describe, as completely as possible, 
~ of the residential areas or properties identified as having high 
or low crime rates according to the following characteristics: 1 

1. PREDOMINANT TYPES OF EDM CRIMES 
(i.e. Burglary, Robbery. Theft, Motor Vehicle Theft, Vandal ism, 
Arson. Trespass, Indecent AssaUlt, Other Assaults, Rape, Homicide 
and Attempted Murder.) 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA/NEIGHBOURHOOD: 
2. LOCATION IN CITY 
(i.e. dOwnt~ or central core; residential are~ surrounding central 
core; outlying suburb; residential area beyond municipal boundaries; 
other--specified.) 
3. APPROXIMATE SIZE OF AREA/BUILDING OR PROJECT. (in square ~iles 
or number of blocks) (If the area was a builaing, the number of 
dwell ing units and number of floors was requested.) 
4. TYPE OF USES IN AREA/NEIGHBOURHOOD 
(i,e," residential or mixed residential--e.g. commercial-residential, 
industrial-residential; if mixed, ratio of mix was requested.) 
5. GENERAL INCOME LEVEL OF AREA 
(i.e. lower, middle, upper or mixed; if mixed, ratio of mix was 
requested. ) 

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA: 
~. PREDOMINANT TYPE OF HOUSING 
(i.e. hiqhrise (5 ~tories plus), lowrise (under 5 stories), row 
housiog t semi-detached or duplexes. Single-detached or mixed; if mixed, 
ratio of mix was requested.) 
7. PREDOMINANT TENURE/MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
l~.g. owner-occupied, private or public rental, condominium, 
couoperative, non-profit, etc.) 
8. QUALITY OF HOUSING MAINTENANCE 
(e.g. well-kept, in state of disrepair, etc.) 

As noted earlier in the chapter. the respondents all received, in addition 
to the questionnaire, a summary description of the EDM approach which 
clarified why these characteristics were considered to be important to 
the occurrence or prevention of the target crimes. 
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9. POTENTIAL FOR CONCEALMENT IN AND AROUND HOUSING/BUILDING 
(e.g, alleys, shrubbery, partitions. parked cars, fen~es, blind 
paths and corridors inside buildings, etc.) 
10. OTHER AREA/aU I LD I /lG CHARACTER I STI CS 
(e.g. quality of I ighting. frequency or density of pedestrian traffic, 
Other activities in area, e.g. pub, youth nang-outs, etc.) 
tlA. PARTICULAR POLICING STRATEGIES 
(for POlice) (e.g. foot/car patrols, fixed/random beats team 
POlicing. saturation policing, specialty squads, etc.) • 
118. SECURITY MEASURES IN OPERATION 
(for Private Security Agencies and Landlords) (e.g. security guards, 
cam~ras, alarm systems, etc.) 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIOENTS: 
12. PREDOMINANT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF RESIDENTS 
(employed, unemployed. mixed; if mixed, ratio of mix was requested.) 
13. ?REDOMINANT TYPE OF RACE OR ETHNICITY OF RESIDENTS 
(e.g. British extraction, ASian, Frencn. Ital ian. Native peoples, 
etc. or mixed; if mixed, ratio of mix was requested.) 
14. PREDOMINANT FAMILY STRUCTURE OF RESIDENTS 
(~.e. ~!ngles. 2-parent families with children, t-parent families 
With cnlldren, ~lderly liVing alone, or mixed; if mixed, ratio of mix was requested.) 

15. PROPORTION OF JUVENILES IN AREA/BUILDING OR PROJECT 
16. OTHER DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

Despite the structure provided for recor.ding the information requested 
on,these characteristics of high- and lOw-crime residential areas and 
bUlldin~s in the sample cities, the responses varied widely in terms 
of consistency and detail. The responses also indicated that most of 
the respon~ents had. to desCri?e the high- and lOw-crime areas/buildings 
on, th~ baSIS of their perceptions of; and experience with, these areas/ 
bUildings, since relevant data were generally unavailable. 

Although the respondents' descriptions of high- and low-crime resi
dential areaS/buildings showed no clear consistency within individual 
sample cities (i.e. one high-crime area/bUilding could differ quite 
markedly from another in the same city) or among all of the urban 
areas surveyed, a comparison of the characteristics of all of the 
~igh-7r!me areas/buildings and of the low-crime areas/buildings 
Identified suggests some useful findings. Once again it is cautioned 
that these F!ndings should be viewed only as s~neral i~dicatois and 
not,necessarlly as conclusive or representative predictors of what is 
or IS not a criminogenic resid~ntial environment across Canada. 

First, it is important to note that a large majority of the 
responding police departments could identify and deScribe the 
three residential areas in their jurisdictions with the highest 
raCes of the EDM target crimes. ~~st CQuid also identify the 
three. areas with the lowest rates, although the abil ity to 
describe these areas appeared to be less strong, perhaps because 
these areas had a lower profile with regard to police involvement. 

1. 

( 

Approximatelv two-t~irds of the private and publ ic landlords 
could identify at least one residential building or project with 
high rates of the EDM target crimes; progressively smaller 
proportions could identify a second or third high-crime property, 
The proportion of landlords able to identify low-crime buildings 
or projects was mUch smaller, again perhaps becallse these did 
not have a strong image or were difficult to select among many 
low-crime properties. 

Predominant Types of EDM Tarqet Crimes: The respondents' percep
tions of the predominant ty~S of ta~et crimes in high-crime 
residential areas and buildings/projects closely matched the 
responses recorded previously ( see 9.2.4. i), i.e. vanc;ial ism, 
reSidential burglary and theft under $200 (part,icularly of 
bicycles and from a motor vehicle). These same crimes were 
perceived as the predominant tipes in low-crime ar~as/buildings 
although, obviously, these occurrences were considered to be less 
frequent or serious than in the high-crime cases. 

Location in City: Although both high- and low-crime areas and 
buildings were identified in central urban core, surrounding core 
and suburban loc:;~tions. proportionally more high-crime areas and 
buildings were identified in the central core and more low-crimE! 
areas and buildings were identified in the suburbs. 

Size of Area/ByiJdinas: The sizes of the area:'; and buildings 
identified as having high and low target crime rates varied so 
widely that no useFul conclusions could be dra .... 'n from the 
resoonses (except confirmation of the value of collecting crime 
data en consistent geographical or population/dwelling unit bases, 
e.g. census tracts). 

Type of Uses in Area/Neighbourhood: There was no substantial 
difference between high- and low-crime ~reas in terms of the land 
uses in the area; the majority (approximately two~thiids) of 
each type of area was in a mixed use area (residential/commereiall 
industrial) and the remaind"'r were in entirely residential areas, 
There was some difference in the perceptions of land uses in the 
neighbourhoods of individual residential buildings with high and 
low crime rates, with the high-crime buildings being identified 
more frequently in mixed use neighbourhoods and the low-crime 
buildings being primarily identified in entirely residential 
neighbourhoods. 

General Income Lev~l of Area:' While the police and landlord 
perceptions indicated that both high- and low-crime residential 
areas and neighbourhoods around high- and low-crime huildings 
had populations in every possible income group, larger propor
tions (more than half) of the identified high-crime areas (as 
compared to less than one-third of the low-crime areas) were 
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perct:'ived as having predomin-aiHly Jow-income or low/middle-income 
populations, and larger proportions of high-crime buildings were 
identified in low-income neighbourhoods. 

Predominant Type of Housing: While the police responses identified 
some (approximately one-quarter) of the high-crime areas as being 
predominantly composed of single detached housing, approximately 
one-third of the high~crime areas were identified as having pre
dominantly mUltiple housing (divided into relatively equal 
proportions of primarily semi'detached, rowhousing, lowrise and 
highrise apartment5) and approximately one-third were identified 
as having mixed types of housing (including single detached and 
various types of mUltiple hOusing). On the ocher nand, the 
majority of the low-crime areas were identified by pol ice as 
being primarily composed of single detached housing. 

It is not surprising that all of the high-crIme buildings identi
fied by the landlord respondents were mUltiple forms since the 
vast majority of both publ ic and private rental housing is 
mUltiple housing (Statistics Canada 1980:189). It is difficult 
to draw any conclusions regarding the specific types of multiple 
housing most commonly identified as high-crime buildings, because 
this must take into account what predominant types were managed 
by the various landlords; hONever, it would appear that rowhousing 
and highrises were more frequently perceived as being high-crime 
buildings than were semi-detached, duplex Or lowrise housing types. 

~redominant Tenure/Management Characteristics: The perceptions 
of the pol ice and private security organizations included in our 
investigations were that high-crIme areas and bui ldings were much 
more frequently composed of rental, particularly public rental, 
housing. In general, it appeared that areas with low-income, high 
density popUlations and extensive multiple rental housing were 
perceived by police as being more likely to have high crime rates; 
lOw-density areas with single detached, owner-occupied housing 
were perceived as 10w-cri~~ areas, partially because the pol ice 
viewed these residents as law-abiding because they h~d a vested 
interest in their ccmmunity.4 

However, it is important to note that the case study investigations 
found thac, as noted in the literature (see Chapter 2, 2.).ii), police 
officers, particularly uniform officers, perceive low-income residen
tial ~reas as troublespots and therefore patrol these areas more often, 
thereby possibly increaSing the reported crime rate for these area!. 
This was found to be particularly the case with public housing. 

This perception confuses the issue of where EOM target crimes are 
committed and w~ere the offenders live. Although not directly questioned 
on this issue, the police respondents' perceptions appear to be that 
high-crime, low-income areas are criminally victimized by residents of 
these areas. 

d 
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Quality of Housing Maintenanc~: While the police perceptions of 
housing maintenance indicated that the quality of ~4intenance 
could be either good or bad in both high- and lo\v-crime areas, 
high-crime areas were more frequently described as being in 
disrepair and the low-crime areas were more commonly perceived 
~s exhibiting good qual ity maintenance. It is interesting that 
the landlords were much less critical in evaluating the qual ity 
of housing maintenance ind rarely identified either high- or low
crime buildings administered by them as exhibiting poor quality 
maintenanc:~. 

Potential for Concealment In and Around Housin~: The results of 
the mailed questionnaires were inconclusive regarding the potential 
for concealment, only suggesting that although both high- and 
low-crime areas and buildings offered at least some concealment 
opportunities, high-crime areas and buildings were more likely to 
do so. The field visits and case study research allowed more 
direct examination and Objective assessment of this characteristic 
and confirmed that the high-crime areas and buildings identified 
did indeed have more adjoining back lanes, partitions and solid 
fences, and, on the west coast in particular, high shrubbery 
conceal ing both door and window entry points. Problems with 
landscaping were not restricted to the west coast, however; one of 
the high-crime areas in Montreal was bounded on one side by two 
parellel rows of high hedge which sep'arat:d the residential area 
from a major traffic artery. Both the police and residents 
perceived the space between the hedge··rows as a prime concealment 
space. 

Other Area/Building Characteristics: High-crime areas and buildings 
were more frequently identified as having poor I ighting (in one 
case at least, because mature trees had begun to block the other
IlIi.se satisfactory street-l ighting); more major traffic arteries __ 
both pedestrian and automobile (and, in one case a railway line) _. 
either on a boundary of the residential area or bisecting it; 
and, more traffic generators and potentially problem uses such as 
liquor stores, taverns, and pinball parlours. 

Particular Policing Strategies: No distinct variations in 
policing strategies in high- and low-crime areas Were found 
(primari ly because car patrol s r~presented 'the most common 
poliCing strategy in almost all areas identified). The case 
study investigations indicated that the policing strategy in 
effect may be a more important variable than the questionnaire 
results indicate. In Calgary, for example, the burglary problem 
in one high-crime area had become so severe that the pol ice 
establ iShed a special two-man sqlJad to deal with it. In Montreal, 
r~sidents of one high-crime area formed a clti:.ens' committee 
for crime prevention, largely stimulated by plans to move the 
local police division. The residents were lobbying to prevent 
this move becau~e they were conc~rned both with the additional 
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distance between the new police location and their area (and the 
increased response time this would entai 1) and with the decreased 
police knowledge of their area thar. would I ikely be the eventual 
result of the increased distance (for example, because of less 
frequent patrol) ing and less day-to-day exposure to the area). 

Measures in Operation: The most common security measure 
excluding pol ice in operation in both high- and low-crime 

buildings was private security personnel. Private security 
personnel were used in approximately half of the high- and low-crime 
buildi~gs identified by both private and public landlords, and 
were rarely used in any of the high- or low-crime areas of 
predominantly single detached housing identified by police. 

The private security and landlord respondents rarely indicated 
that alarms or cameras were used, possibly because of the false 
alarm, problem noted by both pol ice and private security represen
tatives in questionnaire and interview responses. This problem 
was so severe in Halifax that the police department analyzed the 
proportion of false alarms they received and determined that in a 
2-1/2 month period in 1980 the cost of false al~rms to the 
department was approximately $27,000 (conservatively), assuming 
one officer required an avera~e of twenty minutes to respond to 
each faise alarm received. 

It is impossible to determine whether private security p~rsonnel 
were used more frequently in high-crime buildings than in low
crime buildings since many of the low-crime buildings (particularly 
multiple housing buildings with upper-income and elderly 
resid~nts) used at least one shift. ~sually evening or night, of 
security guards. Almost none of the landlord respondents who 
used private security guards indicated having done a cost analysis 
of their effectiveness. 

It is worth noting that the responses received from the private 
security agencies surveyed and interviews with police in several 
cities generally confirmed the concern raised in the liter'sture 
(noted in Chapters 6 and 7) regarding the qual ity of training 
given to private security personnel. However, our investigations 
also found one instance of a private security agency which 
appears to operate in an extremely professional manner. The 
Community Guardian organizatiofi, which was established to under
take almost all of the public housing private security in Ontario, 
maintain! extensive records on ~rime Occurrence to determine 
problp.m areas and times and to al locate manpower effectively. 

Predomin~nt Emcloyment Status of Residents: Many of the organiza
tions involved in the survey had difficulty in describing the 
predominant employment status of resider,ts in high- or low-crime 
areas and buildings and, in fact, did not respond to this 
question or did so incompletely, presumably because of lack of 
knowledge about this characteristic of residents. We therefore 
canr10t draw any conclusion reqarding the employment status issue. 
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Predominant T De of Race or Ethnicity of Residents: As with 
employment status, the issue 0 ethnic characteristics of the 
population In both high- and low-crime Ireas and buildings was 
clearly I problem for many respondents, particularly with regard 
to the low-crime areas and buildings. However, where information 
was provided, it suggested that high-crime areas and buildings 
are more frequently perceived as having popu1ation with mixed 
ethnic characteristics (particularly Native Indian in the western 
urban areas) an~ low-crime areas Ire more frequently Identified 
IS having populations of 'British extraction', 1 

Predominant Family Structure of Residents: As with the other 
resident characteristics, no clear picture emerged of distinct 
variations in the predominant family structure of residents in 
high- and low-crime areas and buildings. For example, although 
the survey and case studies indicated that buildings with pre
dominantly senior citizen populations are commonly perceived as 
low-crime buildings, some of the high-crime buildings identifi~d 
bv the landlords had predominantly senior citizen po~ulations. 
Overal I, it can only be stated that the perceptions of the 
organizations that participated in our investigations were that 
high-crime areas and buildings were more likely to have predomin
antly single-parent family populations and low-crime areas and 
buildtngs were more likely to have two-parent family populations. 1 

Proportion of Juveniles in Area/Buildino: The identified 
proportion of juveniles in high- and lo~-crime areas and buildings 
varied widely. However, the common perception that emerged from 
the survey and case study investigations was that the presence of 
a substantial juvenile population was closely associated with 
higher crime rates.' 

Other Oescr1Dtive Characteristies: Providing information on al I 
the above characteristics of high- and low-crime areas and 
buildings appeared to exhaust most organizations' knowledge about 
these areas and buildings. Where additional detail was provided 
it us~ally related to high-crime areas and buildings and included 
such perceptions of crime-related Characteristics as: nearby. 
presence of park, shopping plaza, etc. which acts as a hang-out 
for potential and actual offenders; lack of green space and 
adequate recreation facll ities; physical Isolation from community 
resources; and, distinctiveness of area or building in comparison 
to the surrounding area. 

We emphasize that all of these potentially controversial findings are 
based on perceptions (primarily of the police respondents) and not on data. 
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The major finding resulting f~om Our investigations regarding the physical 
and social characteristic~ elF high- and low-crime residential environments 
in Canada is that inadequate data exist to state that one environment, . 
because of its speciFic characterj~tics, will inevitably have a particular 
crime rate. Further, the identified variations in the characteristies of 
areas and buildings with similar crime rates, often in the same city, 
Suggest it may never be possible to predict precisely what characteristics 
a high-crime or lOW-crime area or building will have. 

Nevertheless, until mor~ preCise informaCion on the need and potential for 
implementing the EOM approach becomes available, judgements on the 
residential crime Situation in Canada must be based on the perceptions and 
impressions of those organizations with experience in enForcinq law and 
managing housing. Those perceptions tend to link certain environmental 
attributes with high-crime rates. Accordi"g to the respolldent law enforce
ment and hOUSing organizations, the physical charac:eristics most commonly 
associated with high-crime areas or buildings are high-density (espeCially 
highrise) rental hOUSing, problem land-uses (from major traffic arteries to 
taverns) located either within or adjacent to the residential environment, 
and poor surveillance Opportunities. In terms of the 50<:i .. 1 anvironr::ent, 
high-crime areas and buildings are most commonly perceived as having low
income populations with substantial proportions of Juveniles and, less 
mark~dly, of single-parent famil ies. l 

The above description represents the aggr~gate perception of the nature of 
high-crime residential environments. Instances of high-crime environments 
comprrsing single-detached, lOW-density. owner-occupied housing with middle
or upper-income, two-parent family populations were also cited in both our 
survey and interviews and in the case study research, as was just about 
every other permutation possible of physical and social characteristics. 
However, on an aggregate basis the common view of what constitutes a high
crime residential environment in Canada to some degree matches the profil~ 
of such environments in the United States, although the presence of racial 
minorities appears, not surpriSingly, to be of much less significance in Canada. 

However, this St.udy's investigations indicate that: the differences between 
high- and Jaw-crime areas in Canada are less marked than in the United 
States, and that both high- and low-crime areas can have very similar 
physical and social characteristics. These findings clearly SUpport the 
concept of a crime-prevention program which addresses the specific needs 
of a particular environment. A.-ther, the fact that the relevant 
organizations could distinguish and, in most cases, clearly describe 
residential environments which they pe~ceived as having a crime problem 
supports the argument that the EDM approach should and can be appl ied in 
these environments. ~owever. the ability to distinguish a problem does 
not ~ecessarily imply there is concern about the problem, and it is the 
purpose of the next section to examine tnat issue. 

Other researchers have also shown a correspondence between roost of these 
environmental characteristics and high rates of burglary (see Waller 
and Okinlro 1979b,; however, studies on environmental correlates of van. 
dalism (see Worrel I and Sparkes 1980) raise questions about these re
latfonships, particularly regarding the high crime rate _ low income 
population association. 

1 

9.3 CONCE~NS-REGAROING RESIDENTIAL CRI~~ 

While the original t~rm5 of reference for this st~dy dl~ no~ include 
research relating to the degree to which resid:ntlal crime, I~ a concern in 
Canada, our investigations did encompass this Issue to a I~mlte~ extent. 
once it became clear that the EDH approach, as we ha~e ?e:,ned It, r:qulres 
the commitment of a wide range of organizations and I~dlvlduals :or Its 
implementation to be effective. Such widespread commitment and Involvement 
require that the relevant organizations an~ individ~als feel ~ome.concern 
about the occurrence of crime and have an Interest In preventing It. 

To the extent possible within the other work of the stu~y. w: therefo~e 
investigat~d whether the housing anc planning 0:g~ni7atlon:_'nclude~ In

h our research were in fact, concerned about reSidential Crllne, and .~het er 
a similar ccncern'had been expressed by the publ ic served by these , , 1 organ I za t Ions. 

This section examines the extent of concern regarding,the.occurrence of 
residential crime from two viewpoints: that of organl~atlons co~cerned 
with planning and managing housins. and that of the general publIc. 

i . 

Planning and Landlord Organization! 

PI':l1niag and Planninq Review Organizati~ , . " 
Our investigations into the extent to which re~ldentlal :rlme, '~ a 
concern to organizations involved in the planning of re:l~enf,a 
environments concentrated on the views expressed by munlflPa, , 
planning departments and CMHC branch offices in the samp e Cities. 
In very Simple terms, our investig~tions, and,those of the ~ase 
studies indicated that crime and Its preventIon are n~t major 
concern~ in the planning review and approv~l work,carrled o~t bj d 
these organizations. Some municipal plannIng off~ces have 7ve ope 
by-laws or guidelines which clearly relate to various EOM crime 
prevention strategies; however, their purpose in doing so has not 
been specifically to prevent crime but more generally to,e~cou~age 
the development of more livable housing envir~nme~ts. ,slml~arlY' 
some of the elements involved in the CMHC offices revlew,o pans 
were viewed as being related to, but not motivated by, crime 
prevention concepts. 

Generally, both these groups indicated that residential c:ime in 
t~eir jurisdictions had not been raised as a concern b~ :'ther the 
g~neral pub1 ic or by official agencies such as the munICipal 

It was assumed that the police did have a conc:rn about :esidential 
'me given their mandat~ and the documented Increases In related ~~;me·,ates. Although we did not specifically question police a~out 

the extent to which residential crime was a concern. several pol Ice 
f~rces spontaneously indicated that residential crime (break and 
entry in particular> was becoming a major concerl'l. 
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government. At the same time it should be noted that many of these 
planning and planning review organ:zations expressed an interest in 
the EOM approach and perceived how crime prevention cou;d be 
incorporated into and complement other d.sign objectives which they were trying to aChieve. 

i i. landlord OrGanizations 

iii. 

The extent to which landlords across Canada are conCerned about r.he 
OCcurrence of crime is difficult to determine, since we found among 
both private and publ ic lan.dlords. an understandable reluc:tan~e to 
discuss the presence of crime problems in their properties. We can 
aSSume that thOSe organizations that did provide information for 
this study were thos~ which did have Some concern about crime. 
However, only about one-ehird of the landlords (private and public 
sector) contacted in Our investigations were wi II ing or able to . 
respond to our informatio~ requests. This in itself Could be 
interpreeed as an indication of a lack of Concern about crime and its prevention. 

Those landlords that did partiCipate in Our investigations almost 
unanimously indicated that the particular EDM target crime of 
concern for Chem was vandal ism. It is not surprising that vandal ism 
was ranked as being the major crime of Concern for this group since 
it is :he one crime that has direct cost impl ications for ~he 
housing landlord Or manager. Despite this Concern however. few 
landlords i~dicated having undertaken any analysis of the costs 
they had incurred as a result of acts of vandal ism. In considering 
the expreSsed concern with vandalism raCes, it is important to keep 
in mind that. as discussed previously in Chapter 5, landlord 
organizations often have difficulty in distinguiShing vandalism from 
natural wear·and-tear (and would perhaps prefer not to make this 
distinction since costs incurred by acts of vandal ism can usually be 
recompensed by insurance claims) j therefore, it is not easy to 
d~:ermine to what degree reSidential vandalism is a problem. 
Genera f Pub lie 

It must O~ POinted out that this study did not undertake research 
(for example, victimization surveys) directly aimed at measuring 
the extent of publ ic concern with the EDM target crimes. However. 
we did raise this iSSue with the organi~ations included in our 
investigations, ·and, in general, found ·.:~ry few examples where 
individuals Or groups representing the general public had raised 
the issue of crime and its prevention with such off1cial agan~ies 
as municipal council$ or planning departments. Further, police 
departments in various urban centres noted ~hat lack of public 
interest and action was a problem in the promotion of such programs 
as Operation Identification and security surveys. 

In a few ca,es, howe•er, when a crime problem has become part i cuI ar! y 
acute (in terms of increased inCidence or emotional impact). 
residents i., Canada have been motivated to take direct measures eo 
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crime. For example in Montreal it was found that a group Pfreven~d nts in the town of'MOnt-Royal had organized to form the 
o res Ie. . se to a l""omenls Voice for Public Securityll CommIttee, In respon . 
series of attacks on children in the area. As noted prevlousl~, 
this group has become active in trying to prevent the re-locatlon 
of the local p.:>l ice station (for consol idation pUI-po:es) to ~ less 
accessible site and has actively solicited and ob~alned m:dla 
attention regarding the need for citiZen intervention and Improved 
police protection to prevent crime. 

The fact that relatively few public individuals Or gro~ps in the 
sample Cities have publicly expressed concern abou~ crime or 
undertaken action in this regard dOes not necessarily mean that 
~rime is unimportant as a publ ic issue. For e~am~le. a survey on 
public priorities in urban Canada (CMHC 1979) Ind~ca:ed tha:_ the 
iSsues of greatest concern were two globa! economiC. Issue: in 
inflation and unemployment, and thatthe.lss~e ranking th~rdll 
terms of publ ic concern was "reducing crime In the community 
(lbid.:3). This study found that cr!me was not on!y rank:d ve~y_ 
high as a priority, it was also Ilan Importan~ predlctor.or satls 
faction with onels city; and it was a determinant of neighbourhood 
satisfaction" (~. :36). 

Further, the survey showed that: 

liThe intra-city zone in whiCh the respondent 
lives has a significantly greater effect on 
the level of concern about crime than does 
the particular city, especially in.t~e larger 
cities. In general,the largest Cities ~re 
more likely than smaller ones to have 7rlme 
problems in the central zone, but despite t~e 
tendency for crime concerns to be greatest In 
the largest cities, there are notable . 
exceptions such as Toron~o and Queb:c City. 
Greatest concern with crime occurs In the 
inn~r-city areas of Regina and Edmon~on. 
Both Regina and Edmonton also show high 
concern with crime in the mature suburban 
zone and for Edmonton this holds true in the 
n~w ~uburbs zone as well," (llli. :36-37) 

However, in differentiating between concerns about property crime 
(the particular focus of the EDH approach) and personal crime, the 
same study found that: 

. 

"concern with property crime does not appear to 
follow the same pattern as the other measures ••• 
While our Other measures of crime con:erns.were 
more affected by the intra-city zone In which 
the respondent lives, concern with property 
crime is more a function of the city .•. For 

, 
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example, Montreal shows relatively high concern 
with personal crime but low levels of concern 
with property crime, while in Vancouver and 
Thunder Bay the p~ttern was reversed." (lbid.:37) 

Finally, this study notes that, according to the survey sample, 
almost One in three Cana.dians reported having some concern about 
property crime. This finding is substantiated by a more recent 
national Gal iup poll which indicated that one in four Canadians 
had been victimized by a property crime (Toronto Star, January 
30, 1982). 

It is important to consider the findings of the CMHC survey with some 
caution, since the survey approach involved presenting the sample 
with a pre-determined list of 26 different issues (organized into 
the following categories: transportation, land use and urban 
development, pollution and energy, social services and fac!l ities, 
economic, pol itical, and other. i.e. redUCIng crime). The extent 
to which the public would independently identify crime as a major 
ISsue is therefore unknown. 

A more recent survey addressing residents' attitudes towards city 
services in the City of Toronto (Environics Research Group Limited 
1981) obtained some interesting rC:lIlts which throw S":,1\e light on 
the CMHC survey's findings regarding the fact th~t residents in 
different ~ones of the same city gave different priorities to the 
issue of crime. The Toronto survey found that: 

II 

Torontonians feel safe walking alone at night 
in their Own neighbourhood but they do not feel 
safe walking in the downtown area ••. Seventy. 
seven per cent of people would feel either very 
safe or reasonably safe in their neighbourhood 
and 21 per cent would not feel safe. In 
contrast, 52 per cent of people would feel very 
safe or reasonably safe walking downtown and 
42 per cent would not feel safe." (Ibid. :30) 

These findings most likely reflect t~e fact that only a minority of 
Toronto's population I ives in the ·downtown area; this area is 
therefore largely unknown to the majority of the population, in 
comparison to their own neighbourhoods, and their fear reflects 
thi~ unfamiliarity (as noted in the same study, among those people 
surveyed who live in the downtown core, only 18% feel unsafe while 
walking alone at night in the downtown). 

Nevertheless, it was the negative findings of this survey which were 
highlighted in the public media, as evident in the headline "42% 
feel unsafe downtown when alone at night, survey finds" (Toronto 
Star, October 29. 1981). Such headlines Obviously have an impact 
on the public's perception of, and fear about crime, and make any 
Objective definition of this concern very difficult. 

Overall, it would appear that, wnatever the actual level of publ ic 
concern about crime in Canada may be, such concern is rarely 
expressed in terms of preventive action (as opposed to demands for 
increased penaltil'!s for offerlders, more police, and ot.her crime 
control measures). A three-year study on crime intervention rates, 
conducted by Harold Tarkooshian. of Fordham University in New 
York, found thin: Canadians In four cities (Ottawa, Calgary, 
Edm::>nton and Vancouver) "intervened 8 per cent of the time when they 
witness a staged crime" (Globe and Mail, July 31, 1980). The 
average intervention rate in the fifteen U.S. cities included in the 
study was 11 per cent. The staged crimes were primarily breaking 
into locked ~~r5, dnd were always staged in broad dayl ight and 
where help was accessible. Not only did Canadians rarely intervene 
to determine whether the person breaking into the car had the right 
to do 50, Mr. Tarkooshian indicated in an interview that he found 
"Cana,; i ans were a bi t I ess reserved in he 1 p jng strangers break 
into ciirs" (emphasis added) (.!!1.2..) 

While our investigation at the national level and in the sample 
cities found little obvious evidence of public action motivated by 
a concern about crime, our research on various organizations' 
experiences and attitudes regarding the EDH approach revealed that 
this finding might be a function of the scale at which we conducted 
our investigations. Public groups in many sma! ler urban centres 
than those in our sample have become involved in community crime 
programs; this would appear to indicate more concern exists than 
was apparent in the CMA's directly surveyed in our study. 
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3.4 SUMMARY 

Distinguishing patterns of the EOM target crimes in Canada is a difficult 
exercise because of the lack of adequate data. At the national scale, the 
official crime statistics indicate ehac these crimes are more prevalent in 
metropolitan areas; however, they can only suggest which metropolitan areas 
are most in need of a crime prevention program like the EDM approach, 
because of the problems of comparing data gathered at such a gross scale. 
Thus, while the national statistics suggest that CMAls in the western region 
have the highest rates of the EOM target crimes, they also indicate that 
there are cities in the central and eastern regions which have higher rates 
than other cities in those regions. Further, since we found no clear 
connection between the rates of different target crimes in the same cities, 
it is impossible :0 conel~de that a particular city has the greatest need 
of the EOM approach beceuse it has the highest occurrence rates for all of 
the EOM target crimes. 

Identifying the environmental features associated with the EOH target crimes 
is an even more difficult matter. Our findings in this regard are primarily 
based on the perceptions of the organizations surveyed because of the 
scarcity of reievant data. However, those perceptions are important because 
they indicate what types of environments are seen by the appropriate 
organizations as presenting c.ime problems, and therefore where these 
organizations would most likely Support a c/'ime prevention program. 

In general, the aggregate view which came out of our investigations is that 
high-crime areas are more likely than low-crime areas to be comprised of 
high density (particularly highrlse) rental housing, and to have poor 
surveillance opportunities and various uses which are percei\l'ld to generate 
or facil itate crime. These high-crime areas are most commonly perceived as 
having low income populations, with substantial proportions of juveniles. 
This aggregate perception cannot, however, be taken as an accurate predictor 
of all high-crime residential areas in Canada, as there were instances of 
high-crime areas being described as being composed of low density, si~gle 
family, owner-occupied housing with middle or upper income residents and 
relatively few juveniles. 

Over~ll, our investigations indicated that the characteristics of high- and 
low-crime residential areas i~ Can~da can va.y considerably, which suggests 
that the EDM approach. because of its emphaSis on situation~specific 
selection of crime prev,;;j'tion strategies, is particularly suited to the 
needs of Canadian residential environments. 

The issue of concern about residential crime is a difficult one to address 
'since the publ ic's covert feelings and overt actions may not be congruent, 

and it is primarily by observable actions that the level of concern is 
determined. However, allOWing for the fact that the relative lack of publ ic 
action with regard to residential crime may not be a true reflection of the 
level of concern, we ~ust point out that the EOH approach, to be effective. 
requires considerable involvement on the part of the individual residents 
and the surl'ounc i n9 commun i ty. ihe fact that Canad i ans do not appear to 

Ii 

have establ ished patterns for being involved in preventing crime suggests 
that translating any existing concern into action wil I require some effort. 

One important issue that must be kept in mind is that! regardless o~ the 
actual crime rate and publ ic action regarding that crime rate, publl,c 
surveys in Canada have found that almost half of the resp~nd~nt.s In a . 
national sample indicated "similar rates of reported feelings 0: Insecurity 
about walking local streets at night ll as were reported by a national sample 
in the United States (Statistics Canada 1980b:297). Further, those 
feelings of insecurity would appear to be increasing (Ibid.). It is 
therefore possible that the public will, in the near, future, be ~re 
interested in undertaking the types of crime prevention measures Included 
in the EOH approach. 

From another perspective, financial concerns, particularly in a time of 
economic recession, may prove to be the motivating force which causes the 
various organizations and individuals who ar~ affecte~ by th7 ~c:urrence of 
EOH target crimes to become involved in crime prevention actiVities. 
Insurance premiums have been increasing over the past few ~ea~s.and all 
property owners -- both private and publ ic landlords, and IndiVidual home
owners -- are affected by these increases. The Insurance Bureau ~f C~nada 
has conservatively estimated the cost of all insurance-related crime In 
1981 in Canada at $1.3 billion (conversation with Hr. NIgel Ounn, IBC, 
February 4, 1982). A large proportion of this figure repr~sent~ property 
loss and damage resulting from occurrences of the EOH tar-get crimes. 
Increasing people's awareness of the fact that crime has real costs for 
everyone -- whether through taxes to maintain pol ice forces or through . 
insurance premiums -- is, we suggest, perhaps the best means of translating 
the concern of all those affected by residential crime into the type of 
action required by the EDM approach. 
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Chapter'10 

Canadian Experiences and Attitudes 
Relating to the EDM Approach 

; . 

, . 

---------~" 

10. t ,L.NTRO.;;;.;OU;.;;:C..;..T.;.;:IO=N 

In the United States, where the concepts of "defensib,le space" and "CPTEO" 
were developed, the recent .~ti-C~ime Program is the only example we could 
find of experience with what we have called the EDM apprOach. Since it is 
only recently that relevant organizations in Canada, particularly police 
forces, have shown substantial interest in the theory and implementation of 
"defe"sible sp,ace" and "C?TEDIt, we did not expect to find a great deal. if 
any. Canadian e~xperience with EOM-reJated concepts. This expectation was 
confirmed by our investigations; however, our survey of relevant 
organizations operating In the sample Cities and a~ a national level 
showed that, in some areas of the country and in some types of communities, 
there is a substantial base of experience with, and a growing Interest in, 
indiVidual EDM strategies. In some cases this experience and interest is 
focused on the objective of preventing crime; in Others, such as th~ EOM
related ~oljcies established by municipal planning departments, the intent 
is to improve the general 'qual ity of J ife' in urban environments. 

The starting point: fol" the findings presented in this chapter is. therefore. 
that the EDM apprcl;:!ch, as a COOrd inated and comprehens ive approach to 
residential crime prevention, is not widely known in Canada and has not 
been implemrnted in the optimum situation-specific manner described 
previously, In e~(aminin9 Canadian experi.ences and attitudes regarding 
the EDM approach, this chapter necessarily concentrates ~n experiences and 
attitudes regardinSI individual EDM strategies and from those findings 
postulates how the approach as a whole is likely to be ~iewed. Part of 
the intent of this chapter is to determine to what extent the Canadian 
experience supports or refutes the judgmentt reached in the United 
States about the effectiveness and feasibility of the EOM strategies. 

In the two main sections of this chapter -- on Canadian expel"iences and 
attitudes regarding the EOM approach -- we first look at each topic from 
a nat1ionaJ perspective and then examine the Situations in the sample 
cities, particularly those where relevant agencies have expressed 
particularly useful or Significant views which are importar.t to our 
Subsequent recommendations on implementing the EDM approach in Canada. 

This study in Itself may be said to have laid the initial knowledge 
ba~e r~gardin9 the EDM approach. through the questionnaire survey and 
the accompanying description of the approach, and through discussions 
with various organizations carried out by our study team and the case Study researchers. ' 
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10.2 CANADIAN EXPERIENCES ~ELATING TO THE EOM APPROACH 

The occurrence of EOM target crimes in Canada differs somewhat from that 
in the United States. It would therefore appear logical to assume that. 
Canadian experiences with implementing EDM strategie~ (in eerms of both 
the selection and effectiveness of the strategies) would differ from the 
United States' experiences, on which most of the judgments on the strategies 
have been based. One purpose of this examination of Canadian implementa
tion of EDM strategies is therefore to test that assumption (Within the 
constraints presented by the availability of relevant inFormation). 

The second purpose is to evaluate to what extent the organizations and 
individuals who OPtimally should be involved in implementing the EDM 
approach have developed a base of experience with EDM strategies. 
Obviously the presence or absence of this experience is criti~a; to the 
development of recommendations On how to implement the EDM approach in Canada. 

10.2.1 A National Picture 

i. Gove rnment Organ i za t ions 
The interest of the Ministry of the Solicitor General can be seen 
to reflect Its concern with the increaSing costs of crilTlt! and of 
the criminal justice system, and its awareness of the need to 
conSider a range of less traditional crime control approaches than 
have been used in the past. The genftrat bel ief that "crime 
prevention is the prime responsibility of crim'nal justice agencies" 
is now being questioned, and sharing that responsibility with the 
community is considered to be a promising alternative (Canada, 
Ministry of the Solicitor G~neral 1979:29-30; see also Engstad and 
Evans 1979). In fact, this approach to crime control may not only 
be a promiSing alternative but a necessary one; as the former doc~ment 
suggests, t~e pressure being put On governments to reduce expen
ditures in the criminal justice area is I ikely to result in: 
(1) a search for alternative, less costly programs; (2) increased 
pressure For greater coordination between the three major levels 
of government; and (3) a greater emphaSis on ~valuative research, 
particularly cost/benefit analysis (lbid.:3S). In many ways, the 
EOM approach is a p~rticularJy appropriate response to these types 
of concerns because of its emphasis on sharing the overall 
responsibility for crin~ prevention and on tailoring an jmplementa~ 
tion program to the needs and resources of the specific communi tv concerned. 

Over the lase five \'eal"s, elelT'.ents of the EDM approach have been the 
subiect of ~everal research studies commissioned by the Sol icitor 
General '5 Department, the most relevant of which have been the 
Harvey (1980) study, discussed in detail I~ter in this chapter, and 
a review of the lePTEO" approach by Stanley (1976). Although both 
these stUdies, particularly the Former, focus on the deSign compo. 
nenc (espeCially target-hardening ~trategies) of the EDM approach, 

they do note the importance of increasing peo.ple's awareness of . 
various EDM strategies. and in general, of making the general public 
and specific target groups I'think in crime prevention terms" 
(Stanley 1976:25). 

Beyond its commissioning of researc~ studies, ~he Ministr~ of the 
Solicitor General, particularly through the Crime Prevention Centre 
of the RCMP, has actively promoted the dissemination and testing of 
EDM-related ideas through its direct and indirect support of such 
activities as: 

lectures at the Canadian Police College on various 
approaches to crime data collection and EDM-relafed 
program pl~nning. implementation and evaluation; 
courses at the Banff C(!ntr"e of Ma"agement on "Crime 
Prevention Througrl Environmental Design"; 
a research study to develop a model for crime analYSis, 
currently being completed by the RCMP in Manitoba; 
a seminar on "Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Oesign" held in BritiSh Columbia, March 27-28, 19~C 
(Canaca, Ministry of the Sol icitor General 1980); . 
a coordinated effort to incorporate various EDM-deslgn 
strategies in the platlning of a new town (Tumbler Ridge, 
B.C.). drawing on the combined expertise of Patricia and 
Paul Brantingham of Simon Fraser University, the RCMP and 
the B.C. Ministry of Municipal Affairs; and 
the development of more sophisticat.ed and effective data 
registration and analYSis (i.e. computerized) systems 
for police forces who demonstrate a need for and interest 
in such systems. 

The Crime Prevention Centre of the RCHP has itself taken a key role 
j" promoting the "Crime Prevention Through Environ~entai Design" 
concept within the ReMP organization and to other Interested law 
enforcement organizations. These dissemination efforts clearly 
emphaSize the design compon~nt of t~e EDM a~proach (s:e Moffat~ 
1981), moSt particularly the pot.entlal for IncorpO~at'ng security 
standards in the National Building Code (Lawson 19;9 and Moffatt 
19131) (this issue is discussed in more detail later in this chaPt!"r). 

These seSSions are usually conducted by Or. Douglas Frisbie, who has been 
involved In the development and promulgation of "CPTEO" concepts for many 
years. 

2 This seminar brought together' law enforcement, ~ousing ~nd pl~nnin9 
officials whose discussions included some very Interesting pOInts . 
regarding EDM; these are discussed in the 'Attitudes' section cf thiS 
chapter. 
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More generally, the Ministry of the Solicitor General can be said 
to be promoting E~M-related concepts and strategies to the general 
publ ic as part of its "Working Together To Prevent Crime" publ icity, 
through which local police forces distribute pamphlets on such 
topics as: home security, highrise security, Operation Identifi
cation. auto theft prevention, protection for senior citizens, 
Block Parents, stopping vandal ism, and even baby-sitting hints. 
While these brocnures undoubtedly provide useful information to 
the public, our discU5Sion$ with various pol ice forces Indicated 
that the effectiveness of such publ icity is not what it could be, 
primarily because in mosccases the pol ice promote a program such 
as Operation Identification on an indiscriminate basis and do not 
nave the data (or somet imes the incl inat ion) to assess.-Ihether that 
is the most appropriate program for a particular neighbourhood or corrmunity. 

The Canada Mortgage and MOUSing Corporation has only recently taken 
on an overt role in promoting crime prevention, although several of 
its design guideline documents produr.ecl in the last ten years (e.g. 
on outdoor living areas and parking areas) have indirectly addressed 
crime prevention needs in conjunction with other deSign objectives 
(for exampie, in the deSign and placement of I ighting, fenCing, 
P.thways, etc.). The CMHC' S recent publication Protecting Your Home 
Against Burglary (1981) is, however, the first document prepared by 
that agency which directly concerns crime prevention as a design and 
management objective. The vast majority of the EDM~related techniques 
recommended in this document fall into the target-hardening category 
and are techniques that can be implemented by the individual home
owner. The document does, however, also advocate such resident 
strategies as Neighbourhood Watch and law enforcement strategies such 
as Operation Identification. 

Despite the production of this document, it ~ust be noted that the 
issue of crime prevention does not rank highly in CMHC's I ist of 
prioriti~s. Tne Corporation has historically been concerned with 
ensuring that Canadians have access to adequate and economical housing; 
its current priorities _. for example, regarding energy conservation 
and rehabilitation of the existing housing stock __ are clearly ones 
for which the economic benefits can be fairly clearly defined which, 
as noted in Chapter 7, is not the case with the concept of deSigning 
and managing the environment to prevent crime. However, CMHC's 
mandate does not exclude its involvement in researching or implementing 
the EDM approach. and, as nOted by Harvey (1980:81-82), it is possible 
that changes in the -legal interpretation of what responsibilities are 
included in the proviSion or "safell hou,"ing may require CMHC to tlddrCJs 
the issue of crime prevention more directly in its finanCing of either 
new construc~ion or rehabilitation projects. 
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ii. Non-Governmental Organizations and Indivjdual~ 

A major non-governmental organization with an interest in residential 
crime and its prevention is the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC), a 
non-profit organization supported by the insurance industry. The 
IBC has an obviQUS interest in reducing insurance losses reSUlting 
from criminal acts and has for many years been particularly active 
in anti-arson programs, in conjunction with the Canadian Association 
of Fire Chiefs. More recently. the lac has turned its attention 
to other crime prevention programs and in this regard has recently 
des igned and sponsored the cross-Canada survey on vanda Ii Sltl ment ioned 
in Chapter 9 (the report on this survey will be available for dis
tribution by the spring of 1982), in which Jaycee's in 60 communities 
examined the extent and nature of this crime and the types of 
organizations and programs that are currently working to prevent 
vandal ism. While the survey was relatively unsophisticated, to 
allow its easy administration by the Jaycee's (who interviewed 
police, fire and other municipal officials in their communities), 
the IBC obtained some useful findings which support the EDM concept 
-- for example, that the causes, effects and Successful prevention 
methods relating to vandalism vary considerably from community to 
community. This survey is also expected to be u~eful in the future 
because it has provided the Jaycee organizations involved with a 
'foot in the door' 'to enable them to come back with suggestions on 
how they can assist municipal departments by partiCipating in crime prevention programs. 

The IBC's involvement in education programs on crime prevention 
has included giVing talks on anti-vandalism programs and also 
sponsoring the CTV product ion of the "Nat iona I Cl" ime Test". Th i s 
television program had a national airing in late 1981 (attracting 
2.9 million viewers according to the Nielsen rating) and is currently 
expecteo to be ii~ed annually during the next few years. This 
program will be broken down into half-hour educational films (most 
likely on the separate topics of home security, and vandal ism and 
auto theft prevention), which the IBC Intends to loan out, free of 
charge, to interested groups (conversation with Mr. Nigel Dunn, IBC, February 4. 1982). 

The IBC has also sponsored a number of cOtmlunity-oriented, national 
crime prevention programs (e.g. "Lock it and pocket the key" auto 
theft prevention) which have been promoted by the Jaycee's, and is 
cu~rently involved in increasin9 the Scope and impact of such 
programs through a newly-established IICommunity Crime Prevention 
Network" (the founding commit'cee of which has included representation 
from the Ministry of the Solictor General). The IBC is providing 
expertise and seed funding to help set up this netw~rk. which will 
focus on collecting and disseminating information on the crime 
prevention programs that have been tried In various communities 
across Canada and the lessons that have been learned from their 
implementation. This net\o,Ork could obviously be a very convenient 
means for disseminating information on the POtential of the EDM approach. 
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The two m-:a' , 
interest i~"n~~~~~~ed=:f~~"',a~?~~~~ation~ which have a nation-'Nide 
me~t Institut~ (UOI). and the HOuSi~ructlon are the Urban Develop-
atlon of Canada (HUOAC) Tn g and Urban Development Associ-I • ese organ;"7 t' 

S composed of private sector devel .a Ions, ~hose ~embership 
funded by members' fees. Up to hopers and ~ullders, are largely 
have shown little natl'onal . t t e present time, HUOAC and UOI 

, In erest in th 'd f 
crime t~rough improved design of th ,e I ;a 0 p:eventing 
except In regards to preventing ~ ~;Sldentlal enVironment, 
sites, which is considered to b van a, Ism and theft at construction 
interest can be attrib ~ d e a major problem.1 This lack of 

'd u .. e to t'HO facto ... s· f' h any WI espread knowledge about EDM'd . Irst. t e absence of 
of .;'Iny perceived need for consid . I eas~ and second, the absence 
design and construction of h .erlng crime prevention in the 
and builders have not found ~~:~n~DM_onl the whol~, housing developers 
to the marketability 0& th . re ated deSign Features add 
designed for some high~inc~~; ~;~1~ct, ex~ept in the case of housing 
does not usually look fo... ,~nts (I.e. the general public 
housing. whe ... eas it does I~~~u~~~y e~t~res when ~uying or renting 
door private space, and adequate p=~~ing)~tures as fireplaces, out-

An organization which is concern d' . 
combines public and priv t e w~th hOUSIng design and which 
H ' 0 . a e sector Interest'" eh C . .0u!lng eSlgn Council (CHDC) h' ~ IS e anad'an 
composed of planne ... s, a",chite~t; I~h.:~ suppo ... ted by CMHC funds and 
who are primarily employed' h' u~ ers and other individuals 
~Ot conside ... ed crime preven~70~ ~op~lvate. sector. While the CHOC has 
In the past, upon being informed of ~hanE~~portant design objective 
members have expressed inter t' e. approach some CHDC 
design iss~e of national ~on:s In promoting the approach as a hOUSing ... ..equence. 

One other set of Canadian o"'ganization d'" 
~ad some expe ... ience with elements of s a~ IndiViduals which has 
IS not specifically interested in im ihe ~D~ appr~ach is one which 
~rograms or improving housina d . ~ e~entlng crime prevention 
Interest is mo ... e to expand th- eSlgn, In the academic field the 
mat e state of knowled bo ' tus. In the academic field in Can- ' ge a ,ut EOM-related 
concepts does not appear to b ,ada. Interest In EDH-related 
(and continues to be) ~anifes~ ~x~ensl~e,an~ has generally been 
s~ience5, In the architectura7 a~~ crlmlnolo~y and,other social 
lines, where one might expect tn Eo~ther deslgn-o"',ented discip· 
some attention, we found littl e 'd approach ',yould have attracted 
so beyond the inclusion of 0 Fe ~~I ence that it had in fact done 
prescribed reading list fo e en~lble Space (Newman 1972) on the 
h th h' r a ... chl tectural students ( d weer t ,5 exposure to only the ltd f' an we question 

the EOI1 concept is beneficial . e enslble SPcilCe:" element of 
knowledge being worse than non~r~~safl)~se of a I ittle bit of 

Wh!Je :rime prevention may 
sh~p or HUOAC, one exampJ~ 
crime prevention W3S found 
later in this chapte .... 

Hot be a major conce ... n to th ' 
of a local HUOAC b e,nat~onal member-
. • ranch becoming Involved in 
In the Hamilton case study and '1· d' .. I scussed 

, ' 

, . 

Undoubtedly, the two individuals who are most widely known for 
their research in, and dissemination of, EOM-related concepts are 
Patricia and Paul Brantingham, of Simon Fraser University. While 
much of the Brantinghams' work has been related to the theory of 
crime prevention through environmental design (see Brantingham 
and B ... antingham 1975a and b; Brantingham and Faust 1976), they 
have also recently become involved in putting this theory into 
practice. Dr. Patricia Brantingham is currently working on the 
Tumbler Ridge new town experiment mentioned previously in this 
chapter, and has assisted the British Columbia Police Commission 
in the preparation of an audio-visual pre:c;entation on "Crime 
Prevention Through Environmental Design ll

•
1 It is important to 

note that it is the design component of the EDH approach which is 
emphasized in this audio-visual presentation (and is most likely 
to be the focus of the new town experiment, since there are no 
community services or residents as yet around which management 
strategies could be planned). 

The City of Vancouver Police Department kindly arranged a viewing 
of this audio-visual presentation during our field visit to inter
view various organizations in that city. While we found that the 
presentation provides a considerable amount of useful information, 
clearly and succinctly structured and well illust ... ated, we felt 
some concern about its prescriptive tone -- for example, in stating 
that grid street patterns, because they usually have more vulnerable 
and distinctive ledges' demarcating different types of land use, 
result in more crime than IT' or IL' street configurations. While 
research has indicated a connection between this type of street 
design and higher rates of residential burglary, the definitiveness 
of such findings can be questioned, given the many other factors 
that may be involved. Promoting belief in such direct correlations, 
particularly among the audience for which this presentation appears 
to be intended -- the police -- could result in some problems. As 
key agents in the implementation of EOM management strategies, the 
pol ice could, in our view, benefit equally from more information 
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on the variety and complexity of the physical and social environ
mental factors which are considered to have a role in the occu ... rence 
and prevention of crime, as from the type of prescriptive information 
included in the B.C. Police Commission's audio-'isuat presentation. 

Yet another tenn in the EDH lexicon appears in this audio-visual present
ation; while "C?TED" ;5 used to refer to the application of EOH design 
strategies at the sC41e of individual houses or housing complexes, 
"C?TUP" ("Crime Prevention Through Urban PloJnningll) is used to refer to 
strategies which relate to land usage, street design, etc. which need 
to be applied at a larger scale (see also Canada, Ministry of the 
Solicitor General 1980). 
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Beyond the Brantinghams, there are few other individuals who have 
been as directly involved in the development of EDH-related concepts 
in the Canadian environment. Scme researchers -- such as Engstad 
(1971, 1975a and b), Gillis(1974, and with Hagan 1979), Hagan (1975 
and 1977) Singh, Cel inski and Jayewardene (1980), W'aller and 
Okihiro (1978a and b) -- have made useful contributions to our 
knowledge of Canadian residential crime and have developed a 
variety of suggestions for its prevention, but none could be 
considered to be closely identified with individual EDM strategies 
or with the EOM approach as a whole. 

Nevertheless. our review of the pertinent literature indicates that 
what we have called the EDM approach in thi~ report has, in fact, 
been steadily evolving in academic minds in Canada over the last 
several years -- it has just not been given a name which identified 
it as an integrated approach. This is a significant finding since 
the focus of academic research and interest, particularly in the 
soc!al sciences. is often a bellwether of cevelopments in publ ic 
poliCY or programs. For example, the proceedings From a crime 
pr7vent~on workshop convened by the Centre of Criminology of the 
Un~v~rs~ty of Toronto several years ago (Centre of Criminology, 
University of Toronto 1975), indicate that, even though EDM strat~gies 
~ ~ formed a relatively small portion of the topics discussed 
there was considerable agreement on the need to coordinate crim~ 
prevention strategies. It is interesting to note than even without: 
the benefit of the sub~equent evaluations of the U.S. experience 
(which. as noted previously, contributed substantially to this 
presen: studyl, definition of the EDM approach), the group discussion 
on environmental design and modification at that workshop came to 
the following major conclusions, each of which is clearly reflect~d 
in the EDM concept: 

( i i) 

Environmental design is not the only crime 
prevention technique, and its cost and 
effectiveness must be carefully weighed 
against other techniques. 

Design can in most instances only 
encourage activities that lead to reduced 
crime. It cannot, however, do even this 
alone and so must be developed in con
junction with other factors such as 
effective building management. 

(iii) Designers must balance the goal of crime 
prever-tion against other design Objectives. 
Until recently. very I ittle weight has been 
giv@n to the objective of crime prevention. 
However, designers must guard again~t the 
tendency to move to che other extreme in 
attempting to remedy this situation." 

(~. :118) 
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iii. 

This acknowledgement of the need to integrate crime prevention 
programs wa~ even more evident in the more recent workshop convened 
by the Department of Criminology of the University of Ottawa in 
1981. Many of the presentations and discussions at this workshop 
emphasized the need for better community networks to pool knowledge 
and resources to combat crime effectively. This emphasis is mucn 
more evident in the 1981 workshop proceedings (Department of 
Criminology, University of Ottawa 1981) than in the 1975 instance. 

General Public 

The investigations of this study were focused on the EDH-reJared 
experiences of law enforcement and housing-reJated-:organizacions. 
However, although we did not directly investigate this issue, it 
would appear that there Is very little national data on the general 
publicls experience with EDH strategies. One source ofl imited 
information is the same November 1981 Gallup poll cited in the 
previous chapter (regarding what proportion of Canadians had been 
victimized by particular crimes during the previous twelve months) . 
This survey also asked about what things people had done or do, 
because of their concern about crime. Using a pre-deterMined 1 ist 
of precautions, the following proportions of the sample indicated 
having undertaken each activity (the precautions which could be 
considered as EOM strategies are noted by an asterisk): 

Table 10.1: Types of Crime Prevention Strategies Used by Public' 

Precaution National Averaee 

Let neighbours know when away** 
Keep light on at night 
Have trained dog 
Installed burglar-proof locks* 
Installed burglar alarm* 
Carry a weapon 
Ca r ry a wh i s tie 
Other measures 
None of the above 

53% 
38% 
12% 
18% 

4% 
4% 
1% 
4% 

22% 

(Percentages add to more than 100, due to multiple response.) 

** Could be part of a Neighbourhood W'atch program. 

. 

Toronto Star, January 30, 1982. 
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Obviously, the Gallup poll list is very limited; nevertheless, the 
responses appear to indicate that almost one-fifth of the public 
has some experience 'o'Iith one of the most basic EDM design strategies 
-- target-hardening. Even more importantly, these survey results 
suggest that there is good potential for implementing such 
resident management strategies as Neighbourhood Watch, since 
more than ha 1 f of the responden ts a I ready see the i r ne i ghbours 
as informal surveillance agents who can assist in reducing the 
1 ikel ihood of crime a-gainst the tespondents' properties when the 
respondents are absent for extended periods. 

In addition, it could be concluded that on the national level the 
general pLblic is indirectly developing experience with various 
EDM strategies (primarily the design component) through its 
exposure t" education progrcams such as the "National Crime Test" 
and to the increasing numbers of advertisements in various media 
for security services and for security devices (both mechanical 
and electronic) which individual residents caM install or have 
installed. However, given the proposal that each community is 
1 ikely to have its own unique crime problem and resources to deal 
with that problem, it is at the local level that we are more 
likely to find useful information regarding the general publ ic's 
experience with the various EOM strategies. The purpose of the 
next section is to ~xamine the amount of related experience found 
in the sample cities included in our investigations. 

10.2.2 The Sample Cities 

As mentioned previously, we found no example of the EDM approach being 
imple~ented in Canada in the way whiCh is inherent to the approach -- i.e. 
selectively cr~osing strategies which address the specific environmental 
prOblems of a cClMlunity and which build on the resources and capabilities 
of that community. However, lince few of the strategies compriSing the 
EDM approach are new -- in either the crime prevention or environmental 
design fields -- we solicited information on the extent to which the 
individual strategies had been implemented by relevant organizations in 
the sample cities included in our investigations. It should be noted that 
it is very I ikely that there is a natural skew in the results from that 
solicitation in that al I of the organizations included in our survey did 
not return ccmpleted questionnai'res. It is probable that those organiz
ations that did re~pond were those with the most interest in, and experience 
with the EOM approach to crime prevention. 

Accepting that inevitable skew, this section on the relevant organizations' 
e~perience with the EOM strategies first examines those of law enforcement 
and housing organizations, and then thos~ ~f planning and development 
review organizations. 
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i. Law Enforcerrent and Landlord Organizations 

Becaus~ of the varying qual ity of the information obtained in our 
survey and in the case study investigations, the extent to which 
each type of law enforcement and landlord organization has had 
experience in implementing the various EDM strategies is examined 
here only in terms of whether the majority of each type of 
organization indicated having such experience. The following 
Table 10.2 illustrates which EDM strategies have been implemented 
by a majority of the poliCing and landlord organizations that 
participated in our investigations. It should be noted that 
police anc private security organizations were requested to 
id~ntify which strategies were implemented directly by them, and 
which were ;mplemented in conjunction with other organizations 
(e.g. other municipal departments, community organizations, etc.). I 
Since only a small proportion (usually less than one-third) of the 
Police department and private security agency respondents indicated 
implementing any of the strategies on a shared responsibility basis, 
these response categories have not been included in Table 10.2. 
Similarly, the proportion of publ ic housing authorities implementing 
any EDM strategy in new housing never exceeded one-third, there
fore this category is also omitted from the table. 

The following 1 ist summarizes the information presented in Table 
10.2 according to the groups of EDM strategies implemented by the 
majority of each type of organi~ation in the sampl~ cities (beginning 
with the most frequently mentioned): 

Target-hardening and Improving lighting; 

Improved rental and eviction policies and Security surveys 
and inspection programs; and 

Detection hardware. Reducing concealment oppottunities. 
Using real or symbolic barriers to control circulation 
within an area, Distinguishing between resident and non
resident space, Improved building image and maintenance, 
and Operation Identification. 

As is evident from this list. the EDM strategies which have most 
commonly been implemented by the law enforcement and landlord 
organizations included in our investigations in the sample cities 
are those which, as discussed in Part 2 of this report. appear to 
be best supported by commonsense arguments or empirical val idation 
and which are easiest to implement. ' 

In the case of the police, we were interested in their general experience 
in implementing EOM strategies; for private security agencies, we 
requested information only about the strategies implemented in residential 
prope rt i es • 
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TABLE 10.2: LAW E~FORCEMENT & LANDLORD ORGANIZATIONS' EXPERIENCE WITH EOM STRATEGIES 

STRATEGIES 

Target-hardening 
Cetection Hardware 

I X 
X 

x 
X 

x I X I 

Improving Survei I lance Potential: 
Reducing concealment opportunities 
Improving lighting 
Imcroving placement of windows 
Improving visibility of locations for 
servi Cel and act i'vi ty areas 

Increasing pedestrian/street traffic 
Controlling Access and Escace: 
Control ling ac .. ess tQ/es~ape From an area 
Using real or symboJi~ barriers to control 
circulation in an area 

improving ease and speed of response co 
crime for pclice/security personnel 

Fostering Ter~itoriality and Social Cohesion: 
C I us te ri ng dwe 11 i n9 un i Cs 
Oecreasing height and size of developments 
Distinguishing between resident/non-resident 
space 

Reducing incompatible or conflicting uses 
Reduci"g di fferent i ati on bet"':een spec:i fi c 
environments and neighbouring areas 

~esident Str~te9ies: 
Eaucation programs 
:I.es i den t/ccmmun i ty survei 11 ance programs 
SelF-help programs 
~esicerlt/tenant associations 

Landlord Strateqies: 
?rivate securi ty guards 
Improved bui lding image/maintenance 
Improved rental/eviction policies 

Police Strategies: 
Co~sul~atjon/liaison with housing/planning 
authorities 

?~blic relations programs 
Team or neighbourhood policing 
Security surveY5/inspection programs 
Operation Identification 

Ccmmunity Strategies: 
Improvea recreational facilities/programs 
Improved social services/crisis intervention 

x 
X 

X 
X 

x 

X 

x 
X 

x 
X X 

x 

x 
X 

x 

x 

x 
X 

x 

x 

x - indicates a majority of th~ respondents in this category indicated using that 
particular strategy. 

# 

x 
X 
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Among these same organizations~ only minorities of e~ch type of, 
organization indicated having implemented the follOWing strategies: 

Improving visibility of locations for indoor and outdoor 
resident service and activity areas; 

Increasing pedestrian and street traffic; 

Controlling access to and escape from a general area 
(e.g. through restricted street configurations); 

Improving ease and speed of response to crime 
(e.g. improving access for police/security personnel); 

Clustering dwelling units; 

Oecreasing height and size of developments; 

Resident self-help programs (e.g. escort services); 

Police r.onsultation and liaison (e.g. with planning/ 
hOUSing authorities); 

Team or neighbourhood policing; and 

Improved social services and crisis intervention services. 

Many of the strategies in this list have only rarely, if ever, been 
implemented and assessed In demonstration projects, and have been 
put forth as crime prevention strategies primarily on the basis of 
comparative dat~ (for example, Newman1s comparisons of crime rates 
in multi-family highrises and lowrises generated the proposal that 
deereasing the height and size of housing developments would 
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decrease the crime vulnerability of residents). Further, some of 
these strategies have been noted as possibly hav~ng con~licti~g . 
effects; for exampl~. it has been proposed that Increasing peoestrlan 
and street traffic above some indeterminate level could actually 
generate more crime by bringing more potential criminals and 
victims together rather than decrease crime by providing more leyes , ( . on the street', Given the ambiguous nature and In some cases, 
innovative nature, as in the case of pol ice liais~n wi~h ~Ianning/ 
housing authorities) of many of the above strategies, It IS not 
surprising ~hat there has been limited experience with these stra
tegies in Canadq , and we ~~uld hesitate before judgi~g this lack of 
experience a problem. 

Planning and Develooment Review Organizatjon~. 

Most of the municipal planning departments and CMHC branch offices 
included in our investigatlon1\ indicated that it 'ita!. unusual for 
them to establish performance {,riteria or developmerlt policies, or 
to make planning or development review judgements, \~hich sol:IY. 
related to crime prevention objec.tives. However, most also Indicated 
that as much as possible within their various mandates (e.g. 
ProvinCial Planning Acts), publ ic safety is,a concern t~at is . 
considered together with other social planning and phYSical deSign 
Objectives. A typical response from th~ planning departments in 
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regard to this matter was that provided by the Sudb~ry Planning 
Oepartment: Ilmany facets of effect i ve EDM correspond co conven
tional land use planningmethodologies." For most of the planning 
departments in the sample cities, crime prevention was one of the" 
objectives considered when judgments were made about some of the 
following functional and design elements of a residential develop
ment: 

the placement and extent of outdoor lighting; 

the use of r&al or symbolic barriers defining zones of 
in fl uence; 

the use of fences, walls, landscaping, etc. distinguishing 
resident from non-resident space; and 

the provision of pa~kin9 areas, recreation areas, and garbage 
facilities and how these are located to ensure they do not 
conflict with each other or with other uses, 

In tne majority of cases, such elements were a particular concern 
in multi-family (i.e. high density) developments, and were not 
considered in detail. if at all, in sit1gle-family developments. 
With regards to multi-family developments, several olanning depart
ments and CMHC offices also noted that reducing differentiation 
between new developments and the surrounding area was an important 
concern in the development review process. 

Although the above comments fairly describe the extent to which 
most of the planning and development review organizations included 
in our investigations indicated considering crime prevention 
objectives, in a few cases crime and crime prevention were considered 
to be major concerns. The City of Edmonton, for example, has a 
land use bylaw under which a major development can be reviewed in 
term: of "its provisio.n of defensible space and impact on policing, 
publiC safety and se~urity." in another example, the City of 
Vancouver Planning Department has recently developed a security 
bylaw relating to the restriction of access to underground parking 
garages. In both these cases, the pl03nning departments are working 
clos~ly with the police and have been motivated to take these and 
other EOM-related actions because of widely-voiced publ ic concern 
about crime. In most cases, however, the issue of crime prevention 
had not, to the planning department's knowledge, been raised as a 
major publ ic concern in the sample cities. 

One final interesting finding ~o come out of our investigations is 
that in the larger urban centres ineluded in our sample, the planning 
departments were more likely to emphasize the importance of what 
can be termed the Isoft l EDM strategies, i.e. those relating to 
fostering territoriality and soei~1 COhesion and to providing 
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improved recreation facilities and programs and social services. 
It would appear that in the more complex urban environments there 
is a more obvious requirement for these strategies than might 
be appa ren'c from the agg rega te corrmen ts reco rded for the tota I 
samp Ie. 1 

10.2.3. Other Urban Centres_ 

This study·s concentr~tion on the larger urban centres across the country 
may have been one of the reasons that our investigations did not identify 
a great deal of crime prevention activity in which the general public 
played a major role. In subsequent investigations after the survey was 
completed, we became aware that the~e was a considerable amount of community 
crime prevention work going on in various non-CMA urban areas. For example, 
through the Insurance Bureau of Canada "'e learned of an anti-vandalism 
prggram (orten cailed 'Counteract') which was started four years ago in 
Hississauga and has since been establiShed. in various modified forms, in 
cities such as: Belleville, Brampton. Brantford, Burl ington. Oakville and 
\.Ini tby. 
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These programs are apparently usually begun by an aetion-oriented team of 
concerned community representatives who, in close coordination with the local 
police, develop an anti-vandal ism program for their community. These programs 
often include such EDM strategies as Neighbourhood Watch, public education 
aild awareness programs, and in some cases, a Teens on Patrol program. 

The existence of these programs clearly indicates, first. that this present 
study has by no means documented all EDH-related activity in Canada. Second, 
it suggests that th~re may be more public concern regarding residential 
crime, or at least regarding vandal ism, than we were able to identify 
through our attempts to gather information on this matter from official 
organizations. Finally, it also ~uggests that there is a network of 
active members of the public, concerned about crime and prepared to do 
something about it, through which the EDM approach could be effectively 
promoted. 

10.2.4 Summary 

In a broad sense, our investigations indicated that almost all of the EDH 
strategies have b~en or are being utilized by the various organizations 
included in our research in the sample cities, although it is clear that 
no one type of organization has made use of every strategy. Each type of 
organization has tended to implement those strategies which most closely 
match that organizationls particular mandate or interests (in the simplest 
example, it is only in regards to the strategy relating to the provision 
of security personnel that the majority of the private security agencies 
indicated having EDM~related experience). Overal I. the most widespread 
experience is with the least (theoretically) complex strategies, especially 
with target-hardening. 

The planning departments in larger urban centres are also more often able 
to ensure action is taken in regard to these strategies. 
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It appears that those EDM strategies with which the law enForcement and, 
landlord organizations have the least experience are those with which the 
planning and development review organizations are most familiar, and vice
versa. Except in a few case~ such as Edmonton and Vancouver, we found 
little evidence of substantive cooperation and consultation between the 
different types of organizations. It seems likely that this is because 
there has been no perceived need (i.e. a substantial crime problem) For 
such concerted action. Nevertheless, it was pointed out by several police 
representatives involved in this study and in the case studies that, from 
the point of view of the police (i.e. the organization responsible for 
coping with problems that arise because of inadequate planning. the lone 
left holding the babyl). more cooperation and sharing of knowledge between 
organizations concerned with the safe design and operation of residential 
environments would help to ensure that a severe enough problem does not 
arise to force such Cooperation to take place. . 

Overall. it would appear that, althQugn they have frequently bct:n implemented 
~o ~atisfy a range of objectives, of which crime prevention is only one, 
many of the deSign and management strategies of the EDH approach have been 
implemented fairly extensively in Can<)Qa, The f.-:let that ther'e is this base 
of experience does not, however, automatically imply that those strategies 
that have been implemented are pOsitively viewed by the organizaticns that 
have used them, or that the strategies with which there has been little 
experience are considered ineffective. Before any conclusions can be drawn 
as to the potential for expanding the existing experience base with indivi
dual EDM strategies into implementation of tHe total EDM approach, we must 
review what the organizations who would be involved in such implementation 
think of the potential of the individual strategies and of the approach as a whole. 
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10.3 ATTITUDES RELATING TO THE EDH APPROACH TO CRIME PREVENTI~ 

In examining the issue of how the EDM approach and its strategies are viewed 
by the organizations that would primarily have to initiate their implemen
tation it is important to take into account how the overall concept of . . . crime prevention is considered. Until the last decade crrme preventIon was 
not a major activity of Canadian law enforcement agencies (Moffatt 1981:2). 
Even though crime prevention activities are becoming increaSingly common 
in Canada, they are still an issue of debate. Two opposing views about 
crime prevention and EDM-related strategies were summarized at a national 
convention on crime prevention held in Winnipeg during July 1981. The view 
expressed by the Solicitor-General RObert Kaplan (Globe and Mail, July 14 
1981; see also Engstad and Evans 1979) was that "more and better equipped 
pol ice responding even more rapidly to calls" was not the solution to 
controlling crime since IIdespit;~ massive increases iR police: pcr:>wnnel and 
equipment. the magnitude and seriousness of our crime problem has continued." 
Mr. Kaplan indicated that a better response to the crime problem was to 
develop more "community policing programs ll in ~~hic:h the po!i~e and the. 
community work together to prevent crime through such programs as OperatIon 
Identification. Neighbourhood/Block Watch. environmental design, and audio
visual information presentations (all of which are. of course, considered 
to be EON strategies). On the other hand. another speaker at that'conference. 
Professor John Hylton of the University of Reginals School of Human Justice, 
criticized such programs for fostedng a "siege mentalityll and for 
perpetuating "the very social and economic inequities that are the root of 
crime

ll 
(Globe and Mai I. July 16. 1981). 

Obviously. as authors of this report. we support the positive view of crime 
prevention and question the validity of the Ilsiege mentality'l type of 
criticism. The EOM approach to crime prevention assumes a concern with 
territoriality and proposes using that concern to address a societal prOblem. 
While the EDM approach emphasizes the need for individual residents to 
take more responsibility for ensuring the security of their living envir
onment. it places even more emphasis on the need for residents to act as 
part of a community, which we do not believe constitul:es creating a siege 
mentality. Further, it is Our opinion that the criticism that crime 
prevention programs dQ not address the real root causes of crime is, as 
noted previously, of I ittle relevance; crime and its varied causes have 
continued to exist throughout human history, and we question the practical ity 
of expecting solutjons to the many causes of crime to be forthcoming in the 
near future, while at the same time doing nothing to prevent the occurrence of crime in the present. 
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That having been said, we still have ~o consider that even among Chose who 
support the idea of crime ~rev~ntion, there are many different ideas about 
what constitutes an effective crime prevention strategy. The following 
discussion wil I examine those views as presented by the organizations 
included in our research. Ho .... 'ever, before proceeding to that discussion, 
we would like to mention two issues that need to be kept in mind even 
though they do not specifically relate to the question of how ehe EOH 
approach is viewod. Fi rst, i", discussions wi th pol ice representatives in 
various cities it was repeatedly made clear that, at least at the level 
of the uniform personnel, ED/'II strategies and the EDH-type of approach to 
crime prevention are 1 ikely 1:0 receive I ittle support as tong as whaC is 
perceived as the truly effec'cive type of crime prevention -- i.e. tougher 
sentencing practices -- is downplayed in criminal justice policy. Second, 
it must be remembered that everyone and every organization is continually 
balancing priorities; while landlord organizations may be concerned about 
the occurrence of vandal ism in their buildings, they are equally, if not 
IilQr~ h~nC;ernf't1 ;..lith ri!!ng eneFgy ::ost5, Ilidini;enan(;e protJiems and a host 
of other matters. Similarly, while municipal planners may wish to apply 
EOM-related principles to Che extent their mandates ~ill allow it and to 
review plgn~ exhaustively From an EDM point of view, they may also be 
trying to cope with development pressures that do not allow them the time 
to lJndertake such review, or they may be faced with more demanding and 
immediate concerns sueh a's finding housing for individuals displaced by 
new development. We highlight these points here as a caution against 
thinking that if most of the relevant organizations approve of the EDH 
approach then there will be no diFficulty in getting it implemented, 
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10.3.1 Perceptions of Effectiveness of Individual Strategies in Preventing 
EDN Taroet Crimes x ........ _ 
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In both this study1s investigations and those of the case studies, four groups 
of organizations (police forces, private security agencies, publ ie housing 
authorities and CHHC branch offices) were requested to assess the likely 
effectiveness of each of the EDH strategies in preventing each of the target 
crimes. The other groups -- private landlords and municipal planning 
departments -- were asked for more general evaluations since it was felt 
that their areas of interest and experience would not enable th~~ to make 
the specific types of judgments required of the first set of organizations. 

This section therefore presents the first group1s assessments of the specific 
EDH strategies and discusses the implicat10ns of these judgements"and the~ 
summarizes the more general comments provided by the private landlords and 
municipal planning departments and their implications. The last section 
of th~ ~hapter ~xamine§ the wider Femifie~t;oMS of th~se findings ~s they 
affect the potential tor implementing the EDM approach in Canadian resi
dential environments. particularly in terms of current Federal policies 
or attitudes which relate to the EDH approach to crime prevention. 

i. A:sessments of Individual EDH StrateQies 
- x 

The fQllowing Table 10.3 summarizes the judgements of the relevant 
organizations in the sample cities with regard to the effectiveM 
ness of the individual EDM strategies; the main purpose of this 
table is to indicate those strategies which the majority of the 
police, publ ic housing and CHHC respondents evaluated as being 
successful in preventing the relevant target crime. 

ihe results obtained from the private security group are not 
included in this table because there was no clear majority view 
expressed by this group with regard to the effectiveness of EDM 
strategies in preventing any target crime except vandalism and 
arson. In terms of vandalism prevention, a majority of the 
private security group indicated they perceived the following 
eight EDH strategies as being effective: target-hardening, 
detection hardware, reducing concealment opportunities, improving 
lighting, private security guards, improved building image and 
maintenance, security surveys and inspection programs, and 
improved recreational facilities and programs. With regard to 
arson, a majority of the private security respondents supported 
the effect i veness of pri vate securi ty personnel. Interest ing I y, 
these are the only two target crimes that the majority of this 
group judged as being I ikely to be prevented through the provision 
of their guard services. 

Also omitted from this table is the target crime category of 
homicide and attempted murder, since no EDH strategy was judged 
to be effective in its prevention according to a majority view 
of the respondent organizations. 

. ... 
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7':'SLE 10.3: ASSESSMENTS OF EFFECTIVE1~ESS OF EOI1 STRATEGIES (By Target Crime) 
, 

. BURGLARY THEFi 11-V THEFT! 'JA~IOAL ISM T~ES?A! 

I I 

j~ . . 
en cn cn 

G ~ ~I~ u' '" CI ~ 1.1 \,11= v - .=; ;! , =I.d ~ - • <..:I - I 
. !:: - X I i, ol3i~ - .a x cf ::/1 0 , ::: 0 :I a. <..:I a.,a.. ~', 0..,0.,<..:1 a. a. I..J 

" xix X I X Tarcec-~ardeninQ X X X X 
~e:~ction Harcw~re X X xl X X X X 
l~orovinQ Survei I lance Potential: 

X I X 
, 

~educin9 concealment opportunities X X I 

~ I 
.. 
1\ 

X XiX X X X X Improving lighting I I , I l~roving placement of windows* I I ; 

I Xl 
l~provin9 visibi lity of locations for X X X X 
servi ce ~nd activity areas I 

Increasing pedes trial/street traffic X 

I 
X X Xi X 

i Centrol !in~ Access and Escape: I I 
:cntrol ! i n9 access tO/~g9"!'1 from .. n i!rl!~ X " X :\! x 
Jsing real 01" symool i c barriers eo con t ro I X I 

: ~ 1 xi X X X 
ci rculation i t1 an area I I 

, I , 
Improving e.se and speed or response to X X , X X X X 

I 
I!r"i TIC For pol i ce/securi ty personne I , 

Fcsterinq Territoriality and Social Cohesion: i 
Clustering C\._! ling units X 

i Decreasing height and size of developments I 
Distinguishing between resident/ 

I non-resident ~pace 
~educ:l ng incompatible or conflicting uses 
~eaucing differentiation between speci fic 
envi ronments and neighbouring areas* 

Resident Strate2ies: 
Education programs X X X X X X 
Resident/communi ty survei I lance programs X X ! X 

IX 
X X X 

SeIF-~elp programs 
Resident/tenant associations X X I X 

~anQlord Strategies: I i 
;lrivace sec:;ri cy guards I I X X I Ix X I X X 

I I I I l~prOved Qui Iding image/maintenance 

I 
! ., 

h I 
Improvea rental/eviction policies X I I 

I 
Q~li~e Scrace2ies: 

I :~nsujtacion/liaison with housing/ X X i X X 
~:anning authorities I I 

I I ;l '-'0 I i c relations programs* 
~eam or neighcourhood policing X X X X I Securi ry surveys/inspection programs X X X X X X 
O::eration Identi Fication X X 

Ccmmunicy Scrace2ies: 
I~proved recreational faei Ii ties/programs X X X X X X 
I mp roved sod a I services/crisis 

I interv~ntjOrl X I X 
- ! 

X - indicaees. mOljority of the respondents in chis cacegory considered thaI: p.rticul .... 
strategy would b. successful in preventIng that target crime. 

;: =his stratesy w.s added co the list tIS .. separate strategy after the questionnaire and 
case study research was completed, therefore w~re no stru~tured responses on ie, 
efFeet i veness. 
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TABLE 10.3: ASSESSMENTS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF EOI1 STRATEGIES (By Target Crime) 

ARSON ROBBERY I NO .ASS 'T1 OTHER ASS'Til 

. I .1 J~ ~l 
! 

c:n 
ell ~I eI '" eI \,I : \,II: \,Ij- \,I =:Iu - . !: =!.Qf~ - ·,u - I - ..Q 

i: 01 ::1/3: - .a = - .a = cf :I cEl~151 0 :I :c 0.1 <..:I a. a.. I..J a. a. (.J 

Tar~et-hardenin2 X X 
Detection Haraware X X X 
Improvins Survei I lance Potential: 
Reducing concealment opportunities X X X X X X IX X X 
Improving lighting X X 

I 
X X X X 

Improving placement of windcws* I I ~ I Improving visibi licy of locations for X X I X I X I service .nd activity areas I I Increasing pedestrial/street cra Hi c ... ! " 
! X ;i. " 1\ I I )( ! 

Centrol lin~ Access and Escape: I I i Control ling access co/escape from an area I I I 
I ~jsing real or symoolic barriers to control X I I , , I 

circulation in an area I 

1 I 
I 

I' 
Improving ease and speed or response to X X X I crime for police/security personnel I I 

Fosterin9 Territoriality and Social Cohesion: I I Chlstering awelling units 
I DecreaSing height and size of developments I 

Distinguishing between res i dent/ I non-resident space 
Reduei ng incompatible Or conflicting uses , 
Reducing differentiation between specific I environments and neighbouring areas* 

Resident Strate~ies: I 
, 

Education programs X X Xl 
~ 

X 
Resident/community survei I lance p-rograms X X X 

X I I X 
Self-help programs I i 

I Re~ident/tenant associations X xl I I 
Landlord Stratesies: I I 

I Private securiti guards X I X X X IX X 
i Improved but Iding image/maintenanl!e X I ~ 

Improved r~ntal/eviction poiicies 

I I I 
i 
I Police Strategies: I I I 

I I Consultation/liaison with housingl X X I 
I 

I 
:~ planning authorities I 

Public relations programs* 
Team or neighbourhood policing X X X X 
Secl.'d ty surveys/inspect ion programs X X 
Operation I den t if! ca t ion X 

Community ~trate2ies: 
I.mproved recreational facllities/programs '. 
Improved social servi ces/cris is 
i nte rvent i on I X I 

X" indicates a majority of .the respondents in this category considered that particular 
strategy would be successful in preventing that target crime. 

* - this strategy was added to the list as a sep.rate strategy after the questionnaire and 
ca~ ~tudy research was completed, therefore were no structured responses on its 
effect r veness. 
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Overall Table 10.3 suggests that the strategies with which each 
organiz~tion has had experience (see Table 10.2 previous) are the 
ones most 1 ikeJy to be judged as effective. Closer examination 
of the majority eFfectiveness assessments does, however, r~veal 
some variance from this overall pattern. For example, although 
in only a few cases did the majority of the police o~ public 
housing authorities indicate having direct experience with 
implementing the following strategies, the majority of the~e 
organizations often judged them positively with reference to 
their ability to prevent SOme {and sometimes most) of the target 
cd mes : 

Improving visibility of locations for resident service 
and activity areas; 

Increasing pedestrian and street traffic; 

Controlling access to and escape from an area; 

Using real and symbol ie barriers to control circulation 
in an area; 

Improving ease and speed of response to crime for police 
and security personnel; 

Resident and (':lmmLlnity surveillance programs; 

Consultation and liaison with housing and planning 
authorities (this was viewed positively by a majority 
of the respondent police forces only, not by majorities 
of the public housing and CMHC respondents); 

Team or neighbourhood policing (again a majority view of 
police respondents only); and 

Improved recr~ational facilities (which a majority of the 
police sample, while indicating having no experience with 
implementing this strategy, judged as being effective in 
preventing five out of ten target crimes). 

II'l the effectiveness assessments summarized in Talble 10.3, the 
organizations involved clearly perceived the prevention cap~bility 
of some strategies as being widaspr~ad, and of others as being 
specific to a few target crime!S. For example, trle following 
strategies appear to be considered primarily effective in preventing 
the non-violent erooerty crimes (i.e. burglary, theft, motor 
vehicle theft. vandal ism, trespass, and in some cases, arson): 

." Target-harden j ng; 

Detection hardware: 

Controlling access to and escape from an area: 

Using real or symbol ic barriers to control circ~lIatiQn 
in an area; 

.. « 

Security surveys and inspection programs; 

Improved recreational facilities and programs, 
and, to a lesser extent, 

Consultation and liaison with housing and planning 
authorities, and 

Operation Identification. 

None of the EOM strategies appear to be perceived by the organi
zations involved as being specifically oriented to the prevention 
of the violent crimes (i .e. robbery, indecent assault, other 
assault, rape, and in some cases arson). However, the follOWing 
set of strategies generally appear to be considered effective in 
preventing ~ property and violent crimes: 

Reducing concealment opportunities: 
Improving lighting; 

Improving visibility of locations for service 
and activity areas; 

!ncreas!~g street aod pedestrian traffic; 

Resident education programs; 

Resident and community surveillance programs; 
Private security guards. and 

Team or neigh~ourhood policing. 

One group of strategies -- those oriented to fostering territorial ity 
and social cohesion -- and individual management strategies such 
as resident self-help programs and improved rental and eviction 
policies, were rarely, if ever. judged to be effective in preventing 
any target crime in the majority view of the organizations involved. 

Other strategies appeared to be considered effective in preventing 
a very specific type of target crime. For example, in the opinion 
of the police respondents, the strategy regarding improved building 
image and maintenance was I ikely to be effective in preventing 
vandalism and arson: improved social services and crisis inter
vention services were considered by the police to be effective 
prevention strategies for burglary and other (i .e. not indecent) 
assualts and by publ ic housing authorities to be effective in 
preventing vandal ism. 

On the whole, the strategies which concentrate on target-hardening, 
improving surveillance potential, resident education and involvement, 
and pol ice progr'ams rank the highest in t~"ms of being given a 
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positive assessment by all types of the respondent organizations 
for their potential in preventing a broad range of EDH target 
crimes. 1 With regard to burglary, these views are generally 
supported by relevant Canadian research (see Waller and Okihiro 
1978b) which has found that the 'xistence and use of target
hardening devices and of surveillance opportunities are important 
factors distinguishing victimized from n~n-victimized r~sidences. 

This summary of the majority opinions on the effectiveness of the 
EDM approach does not reflect some of the individual comments 
documented during this study and the case studies. For example, 
while generally emphasizing the value of the strategies aimed at 
improving surveillance potential (particularly the improved 
lighting strategy -- cited as lithe single mo~t important physical 
design feature ll

), private security representatives consulted in 
the Hamilton case study considered that increasing pedestrian 
traffic would increase vandal ism rather than prevent the target 
crimes. Further, as noted in the Honcre~l ease study, two or 
the more popular crime prevention measures mentioned by the 
individual organizations interviewed in that city are not even 
included in the inventory of EDM strategies, l.a. repf~~siQn 
(on the part of the police)! and beh~vioural pr:cautions OF 
restrictions (on the part of the general public). 

From a more positive point of view, there were also some extremely 
supportive assessments which do not come out clearly in the overall 
summary of the judgments. For example, the publ ic hOUSing authority 
in Halifax was very supportive of the strategy of providing improved 
recreation facilities and programs. which it had found to be 
successful in decreaSing cri~~ in its projects (particularly 

These judgments were generally supported by interviews with ex-offenders 
which took place in the Calgary and Hamilton CaSe studies. In the 
Calgary instance, the ex·offenders identified locks, improved lighting 
and visible entrances as significant deterrents. Ex-burglars in 
Hamiltcn also identiFied improved surveillance (including that provided 
by clustering dwell ing units) and police saturation of an area as 
strong deterrents, but did not perceive target-hardening as a problem 
because even when good loeks. etc. were present the resident was Often 
careless in using them or in leaving alternative entrances (e.g. windows) 
open or otherNise vulnerable. Furthermore, one ex-offender ~ho had 
been involved in theFts from motor vehicles noted that good lighting 
was not a deterrent but rather assist~d him to gain ~ccess to th~ 
vehicle more quickly. 

" 

\ ., 
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vandalism. which cost the authority approximately $16,000 in one 
project alone in 1980 -- $4,000 of this amount was for repairs 
to elev~tors rendered inoperabl~ by vandalism}.1 On a larger 
scale, such an overall summary can not convey the EDM-related 
enthusiasm of some of the pol ice forces (particularly in the 
western region of the country). For example, the Hamilton
Wentworth Regional Police is so interested in the potential of 
the design component of the EDM approach that it has prepared, 
for use at the Ontario Police College, a succinct and well thought
out introductory document on environmental design and its effec:s 
on crime prevention. Similarly, both the Calgary Police Depart
ment and the S.C. Police Commission have put together audio-
visual presentati~ns to promote EDH strategies. it is important 
to note, however, that while several pol ice forces a:e ver~ h 
positive about th~ EDH approieh. ~hcy are also conscIous ot ~ e 
difficulty they may have in implementing various EDM strategies, 

At the micro level, for example, the police representatives 
interviewed in this study and the case studies frequently noted 
the problem of getting members of the public actively involved in 
crime prevention measures that only they can effectively undertake 
(for example. crime prevention officers of the Halifax Police 
Department estimated that the average proportion of resi~ents 
that would participate in Operation Identification would rarely. 
in their experience, exceed 10%). At the macro level, such 
management strategies as police consultation and liaison with 
planning and housing organizations. and team or neighbourhood 
policing, were perceived to be very desirable o'Jt diffic~lt to 
implement largely because of administrativ~ concel'1'ls. WI th regard 
to the consultation strategy, some of the police offers who were 
interested in implementing this strategy indicated their concern 
with the problem of getting officers trained in this area, (for 
example, to assess development applications and,p~ans), gIven the 
limited pol ice manpower resources available. SimIlarly, the 
experience of ~t least one police force (the ReM? in Burnaby) 
was that although zone or ~eighbourhood poliCing might be more 
successful in increasing officers' understanding of an area and its 
crime problem and thereby in facilitating crime prevention programs, 
this policing strategy could be unsuccessful from a manage~e~t 
point of view when the available money and manpower were limited. 

The Halifax Housing Authority is notable for its records on vandal ism 
costs and on how these costs have been affected by such activities as 
the interlsive recreation programming. For' example, the Author'ity's 
records indicate that in 1980, the per unit cost of vandalism in o~e 
family project was 548: in two others where the authority's comm~nl:y 
relations staff had successfully implemented recreation programming, 
the COSt per unit was 526 and $22 {chese projects had per unit. 
vandalism costs similar to the first example before the recreational 
programs got underway}. 

~ _____________________ ~ ____________ 4~ __ ~ ______ ~~~. __ ~~_ 
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Some interesting points in this regard came out in the proceedings 
of the British Columbia semtnar on crime prevention :hrough environ
mental design, held in March 1980 (Canada, Hinistry of the Sol icitor 
General 1980). Scme of the participants at this seminar had founq· 
that an eFfective way to promote EDH strategies at the municipal 
level and to obtain municipal backing (and perhaps related 
allocations of funds) was to focus on the cost savings that 
would result for the municipal government if EOH strategies were 
jointly worked out by the municipal pol ice and design engineers 
For implementation in new develop~~nts (lbid.:37). As noted by 
the Chief Constable of the police in Hatsqui. the police already 
have a degree of credibility in the municipal structure which can 
be effectively used. together with the Iidownstream cost factor tl 

argument. to lobby for additional resources and input regarding 
development decisions as they relate to crime prevention (~.:70). 

On the whole, then, it appears that three key group$ who would be 
involved in implementing or providing advice about the EDH approach 
have some fairly consistent views on the effectiveness of the 
strategies,! with the EOH approach being considered particularly 
applicable to preventing property crime (which has one of the 
most rapidly increasing occurrence rates in Canada, as discussed 
in Chapter 9). The most favoured strategies are clearly the 
design-oriented strategies which focus on target-hardening and 
improving surveillance potential. and the management strategies 
which emphasize educating and motivating the general public to 
take an active role in preventing crime in their homes and 
cornmun it i es. 

The fact tM.t there is this general agreement on th~ strategies 
with the most potential for preventing the EDH target crimes is 
a signifi~ant finding. Obviously, since such agreement exists, 
at le~st among the organizations consulted in the sample cities, 
encouragement to implement these strategies is I ik3ly to fallen 
fertile ground. so to speak. Further, since these organizations 
already perceive connections between ene physical and social 
environment and the occurrence or the target crimes, and in general 
see the value or environmental interventions to prevent those 
crimes, it would appear that these views could be expanded to 
incorporate other EOM strategies whose potential is not as 
immediately apparent as, for example, target-hardening and 
improved lighting. 

Views which are n~t only internally consistent but which are also 
generally in accordance wi tn the assessments our study team arrived at 
as a result of the literature review and field visits in the United 
States. 

d 

. . 

ii. General Assessment of the EDM Approach 

In order to arrive at a general assessment of how the EOH approach 
is vie'oIed in Canada, this section draws on almost the enti re range 
of sources consulted in this study. from the 1 iterature review. 
to the ass~ssments of individual strategi~s presented in the 
previous section, to general statements on the approach made by 
municipal planning-departments and private l~ndlords in the 
sample cities and by provincial attorneys general. 

In essence, the range of attitudes encountered in this studyls 
consultation with public sector organizations and individuals can 
be summarized in comments received from two provincial attorneys 
genera I . I n one case, the EDM approach was viewed as I'a banda i d 
approach (which) would imply to some extent that we are a 'besieged 
society' and must take refuge in crime resistant premises. 1I On the 
other hand, this present 5tudy on the EOH approach was described 
as a IIwell-intentioned effortl' which fits into that attorney 
general's IIpromotion of the prevention of crime through a variety 
of approaches." From these two sets of comments, it is clear 
that the attitude of an individual or organization with regards 
to crime and crime prevention is likely to be a basic determinant 
of that individual's or organization's assessment of the EOH 
approach. 

The above type or range in attitudes was perhaps most evident 
among the police forces contacted in this study and the case 
studies, and we focus on that group here because th~ police 
should, Qptimally, be a key motivating force in promoting and 
implementing the EDM approach. In general, it was found that at 
the management level ~nd in the crime prevention and community 
relations divisions of the police in the sample cities, the 
attitude regarding the EOH approach -- i.e. the approach as an 
integrated whole and not just a set of strategies -- was fairly 
positive. Among some of those forces that we're in the process 
of developing computerized record syst~ms, there was a particular 
enthusiasm for using their improved analytical capabil ity to 
define problem areas in their jurisdictions and to develop EDf-l
related crime prevention programs which addressed the problems 
identified. Other police representatives were less interested 
in this type of crime analysis and wanted a set of rules that 
specifically prescribed what to do, where to do it, and how to 
do it. Both these groups' showed some interest. ranging from 
mild to extremely enthusiast:c, in working with planning and 
housing authorities to review development plans from a crime 
prevention view; however, it was unusual for this 'interest to 
be accompanied by a~ awareness of t~e problems that would be 
likely to arise in trying to enforce EOM-related suggestions in 
new developments. 
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It is important to note that these types of interest in the EOM 
approach, although they were fairly common at management levels 
in j:)ol ice organizations, were not appal'ent at the uni form levels. 
The uniform officers interviewed during this study and the case 
studies appeared to experience difficulty in fitting the EDM 
approach into what they perceived as their primary role, i.e. to 
detect and apprehend criminals. It was at this level that the 
most comments were made relating to Ihow could the EDH approach 
even be con~idered as worthwhile when bail, parole and sentencing 
policies put the criminals who have been de~ected and apprehended 
right back on the streetl. This attitude clearly relates to the 
whole issue of how crime prevention is viewed, as mentioned 
previously; however, it is raised again here because effective 
involvement of the pol ice in implementing the EDH approach Ivi 11 
need to take such views into account and will probably require 
some advance puhlic relations work. 

While th~ organizations concerned with the provision and management 
of housing view the EDH approach as a promising one, crime pre
vention is usually lower in these or3anizationsl priorities than 
concerns such as energy conservation and interest rates. For 
example, while municipal planning departments, except in the few 
cases whe~e the occurrence of the EOM target crimes is an issue of 
public concern, appear to be generally interested in the EOM 
approach and how it reinforces other planning objectives, they 
also have many other design and perfornance ~riteria which must 
take fi:-st pr'iority (because, unlike the EOH strategies, these 
are defined and required by the Provincial Planning Act or 
municipal by-laws) ~ Because of the police interest in the EOM 
strategy of jaint consultation between pol ice and planning organi
zations, it is also important to note that trle p·lanners consulted 
in this study often expressed a concern about this strategy 
because it would involve adding yet another stage to the develop
ment review and approval process. This was a particular issue 
in some western cities such as Vancouver that are experiencing 
housing booms which are already straining the resources of the 
relevan~ planning departments. 

With respect to private sector landlords, the ratio of question. 
naires returned, and the limited detail provided in those which 
were returned, suggest that this group has the least interest in 
the problem of residential crime among all of the organizations 
contacted. in this study and the caSe studies. ''''hi Ie we did find 
individual cases of private sector residential builders and 
managers having implemented EOM strategies (particularly those 
relatin~ to target-hardening and rental and eviction pol icies), 
the general impression conveyed by tnis group was that until the 
potential market indicated that EOM-related 41ements were 
desirable features, there was no real cause or motivation for 
incorporating any of the elements that increased the cost of 
constructing or operating a residential property (which perhaps 
implies that this group could be convinced to implement those EOM 
strategies that do not imply additional costs, just more sensitive 
design and management). 
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Publ ic housing iandlords clearly expressed more concern about 
residential crime and more interest in the EDM approach than 
did the private sector landlords. However, some representatives 
of this group noted that they did not always have control Over the 
implementation of various strategies. For example, the extent 
to which desirable EDM design strategies were incorporated in 
new hOUSing was often constrained by finanCing limitations, as 
were the various authorities' abilities to operate recreational 
programs. Some of the public housing authorities contacted in 
this study indicated that in some ways they, I ike the police, 
felt they were the ones left holding the baby, i.~. buildings 
were poorly constructed in the first place (from the point of view 
of EOH and many other functional concerns) and handed over to 
the housing authority, which was then expected to manage these 
buildings without.adequate maintenance and program funds. Not 
to mention the fact that many of the public housing authorities 
included in the sample indicated that they are currently ynder
taking very little new construction (excepting buildings for 
senior citizens) and are having to continue to accommodate 
famil ies in existing highrise buildings even though they believe 
this increases the potential for crime and other social problems. 

In summary, our general conclusion is that the broad view of the 
law enforcement. housing. and planning organizations included in 
this study is that. while the EOM approach makes sense, it must 
take its place in line with a number of other concerns and 
priorities. We would suggest that if the EDH approach is to be 
promoted in residential areas that are experiencing problems with 
the occurrence of the EOH target crimes, the best means of 
increaSing all of these organizations' interest in implementing 
the approach would be to identify, as clearly as possible within 
the available data, the actual financial costs of crime as they 
affect the government levels which fund the police and the publ ic 
housing organizations, the private landlords who must repair 
damage incurred by vand~! ism and other criminal acts, and the 
individual residents who pay taxes to ensure they have police 
protection and insurance premiums to COver the cost of crime
related damage and loss. 
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10.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has broadly assessed the extent to which the relevant 
organizations i~ Canada have developed experience with elements of the 
EDH approach, and the attitudes of those organizations regarding the 
potential of the approach. On the whole, that assessment has indicated 
that there is a base of experience with those EOH strategies which are, 
first, the least theoretically complex (in terms of the crime-environment 
relationships they attempt to address), and second, the least expensive 
(i.e. no one has attempted major retrofitting projects similar to those 
undertaken in CPTED demonstration projects in the United States). 
Obviously, the extent of experience among these organizations reflects 
the findings in the previous chapter that the occurrence af the EOH target 
crimes, and related concern, vari~s in Canada depending on the geographical 
location and the specific housing environment involved (e.g. single
detached family housing versus multiple family public housing). 

While this general conclusion suggests that there is a good potencial for 
implementing the EOM approach as a coordinated crime prevention program in 
Canada, there are several points which came out of this chapter's 
assessment which will need to be carefully considered to ensure that the 
approach is effectively implemen:ed. The first relates to the problem of 
convincing relevant organizations that there is no hard-and-fast fO~lula 
for applying crime prevention programs, that considerable thought and 
effort is required to select those strategies which will be·S1: suit 
the particular problem and environment concerned. Even in the case ':If 
target-hardening, one of the simplest of the EOH strategies, the co~non 
perceptian that related performance criteria could easily be incorporated 
in the National Building Code is open to queHion (Harvey 1980). In fact, 
the Harvey study very neatly highl ignts the problems of developing broad 
guidelin@s even with regard to target-hardening, and although she concludes 
that such guidelines can be developed, she cautions against automatically 
assuming that target-hardening criteria can be incorporated easily into 
regulatory building codes, primarily because of their potential for' 
conflicting 'Nith other performance criteria . 

. 
Another point which comes out of this chapter's discussion relates to the 
extent to which Federal policies and programs, which appear at first 
glance to be unrelated to the issue of residential crime, may in fact have 
a considerable impact on the extef.t :0 which the EDH approach can be 
implemented. For example, if publ ic housing organi~ations had more 
cont,rol over the facilities which could ~e incorporated into new develop
ments which they eventually will have to administer, and if they had 
more discre~ion in al locating operating funds, their abil ity to institute 
EOH-related strategies, such as recreational pr"ogratmling, wouli:i be improved. 
In a similar vein, as long as various crime prevention programs (e.g. 
Operation Identification) are promoted at the ;:'ederal level without 
cautions as to their va;~. when used on an indiscriminate basis, police 
forces are likely to question the value of such crime prevention programs 
because, almost inevi~ably, there are no conclusive results which come 
out of such widespread us~ of what should be situation-specific strategie~, 

< 
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One other important finding which has come Out of this assessment, and 
which has not been directly mentioned until now, is that there seems to 
have been a notable lack of coordination between various organizations 
and ~etw:e~ diff:rent reg~ons 0: the country. particularly in regard tQ 
sharing Inrormatlon on which crime prevention programs have been effective 
and which have not, and on the lessons learned about how to implement 
various EOH strategies most effectively, It is our view that it is in 
this area ~hat the Federal government could playa particularly useful 
role in ensuring that such information was available and disseminated 
to those organizations that are interested, and in supporting the develop
ment and documentation of findings on the eff~ctiveness of individual 
EDH strategies and of the EOH approach as a whole. 
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.. Chapter 11 PART 4 

Summary Conclusions and Recommendations 



11. I I NTRODUCTI ON 

The broad purposes of this study were first, to investigate the 
nature and potential impact of the EDM approach to crime prevention, 
basically in order to determine whether the EDM approach makes sense; 
and, second, to examine the nature of residential crime in Canada and 
the relevant experience and interest regarding its prevention in 
order to develop conclusions on the need for implementing the EDM 
approach and recommendations on how it might be implemented. The two 
sections of this chapter summarize the findings and conclusions coming 
out of these areas of investigation, and present the recommendations 
that flow from those conclusions. 
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11.2 FINDINGS ANO CONCLUSIONS 

In our investigations regarding what is known about residential crime, 
we found that there are several social and physical Factors commonly 
associated with high residential crime rates. The population of 
high-crime areas is Frequently composed of low-income famil ies with 
substantial proportions of juveniles, often hous~d in multiple-family, 
particularly highrise. dwell ings. The social and physical character
istics of such environments are thought to make the resident population 
both more vulnerable to criminal victimization and more motivated to 
cornmi t crime. 

Rea~tive approaches to controlling crime, as are entailed in the 
judicial and correctional fields, have limited effectiveness, and 
proactive Crime prevention is now considered to be the best response 
to the problems of high-crime environments, largely because it can 
have an impact on a much larger prooortion of the offenders and victims 
involved in residential crime. Crime prevention efforts in the past 
have tended to focus on changing the ~tivations of potential offenders. 
Partly because this focus has had limited success, and partly because 
there is now more knowledge about why and how residential crime occurs, 
the current emphasis is on reducing the opportunities for crime which 
are presented by areas of vulnerabil ity in the social or physical 
character of residential environments. 

Initial efforts to prevent crime by altering the environment in which 
it occurs tended to focus onmodifying the physical factors considered 
to be related to the incidence of crime. However, it is now generally 
accepted that an effective crime prevention program must address both 
the physical and social criminogenic characteristics of an environment, 
and this concept forms the basic principle of the Environmental Design 
and Management approach. 

A second important principle of the EOM approach builds on the acknow
ledgment thOle every environment is unique in terms of its crime 
problem and contributing factors ~- therefore the selection and 
application of appropriate crime prevention strategies must vary from 
environment to environment. Thus, while the [OM approach includes a 
range of strategies aimed at improving the physical and social 
characteristics of an envirQnment for crime prevention purposes, it 
does not recommend universal application of anyone strategy. 

Following on these first two points, the third basic principle of the 
EDM approach to come out of our investigations is that effective 
appl ication of the approach is not a simple matter. First, it requires 
careful analysis of the existing or potential crime problem and of the 
relevant environmental factors. And second, it demands the involvement 
of a range of individu~:~ and organizations. most particularly the 
resIdents (when Chere are residents in place) and the pol ice. A 
corollary of ehis finding is tha~ there must be a perceived or 
anticipated need, whether because of crime rates of because of fear 
of crime levels, before the EOH approach can be properly appl ied iti 
a given env i ronmerl t:. 

Finally, the EDM approach -- most notably the design component -- need 
not imply high or even additional costs if it is implemented in the 
initial construction planning stage. However, many of the design 
strategies can be expensive to implement in existing structures. In 
the case of existing housing where there is a crime problem, it may 
therefore be necessary to depend largely on the management strategies. 

These findings structured our investigations regarding the need and 
potential for applying the EDt' approach in Canadian residential 
environments. With regard to need, We found that the occurrence 
rates of r,esidential crimes, particularly those of property crimes, 
are increasing in Canada. Whether this is a r~sult of improved 
reporting practices on the part of the police or individual citizens, 
Or of changes in a wide range of socia-economic factors, the direct 
and indirect costs of residential crime are of increasing concern to 
the public and to various organizations in the private and publ ic 
sectors. Although the common perception in Canada is that the need 
for extensive intervention to prevent crime in this country is not 
as serious as in the United States, the per capita rates of the 
EDM target property crimes in Canada are becoming comparable to those 
in the U.S. Many public and other agencies in the United States have 
considered these rates a serious enough problem to warrant intervention 
with various EDM strategies. 

There is a clear lack of detailed data on the occurrence of residential 
crime in Canada, and our findings on what particular environments might 
need the EDM approach are necessarily based on the perceptions of 
organizations involved in law enforcement and housing management. Their 
perceptions are that there is a need for crime prevention programs 
in some residential environments in their jurisdictions. We found 
that the social and physical environmental factors associated with 
high crime rates vary considerably, even within individual cities. 
Whi Ie low-income populations and multiple-family housing are frequently 
perceived to be criminogenic factors, there are also cases where high
crime areas are described as having predominantly middle- or high
income populations lilling in every possible typa of housing. 

To determine the potential for implementing the EOM approach in those 
residential envi'ronments in Canada perceived as having a crime problem. 
we investigated the EDM-related experience and attitudes of relevant 
national organizations and or law enforcement and housing organizations 
in major metropolitan are~s across the country. At the national level, 
there is a growing commitment to, and Interest in, crime prevention in 
general, and particularly in the comprehensive. community-based type 
of c:rime prevention program Mtailed in the EDM concept. In individual 
municipalities, we found that almost all of the individual EDM 
st~ate9ies have been, or are being implemented, although not ~Iways 
for direct crime pr~vention purposes. The greatest interest in EDM 
strategies -- particularly those rel~ted to design -- is evident in 
the western region of Canada, whe~e per capita crime rates suggest 
that the incidence of the EOM target crimes is most serious. 

~L~*=~ _______ , ____________________________ d ____ ~ __ 
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The conclusions derived from these findings had to answer two basic 
questions: (I) Is the EOH approach to crime prevention conceptually 
and practically worth considering For appl ication in Canadian 
residential environments? and (2) If so, under what conditions should 
the approach be implemented? The answer to the first question is a 
qual ified Iyes

l
, The answer to the second question is a spell ing out 

of the qual ifications in the answer ~o the first question. The~e 
qual ifications are as follows: 

(1) A mixture of design and management strategies is most 
likely to have the greatest impact in preventing crime. 

(2) The mixture of strategies employed in anyone environment 
should be determined through a detailed analysis of the 
existing or anticipated. ~rime problems and of the physical 
and social characteristics of that environment. Since no 
two residential environments are identical, it Follows 
that the mixtur6 of strategies required wil I vary in 
diFferent environments. 

(3) The effective implementation of the EDM approach in any 
residential environment requires the Full understanding, 
support and cooperation of residents, management and a 
variety of community-wide agencies (including pol ice, 
social service age~cies, municipal authorities, etc.). 
This requirement means that the EDM approach can only be 
implemented properly where the perceived need is serious 
enough to stimulate such widespread involvement, and further, 
that planning and implementing th~ approach as a whole in 
new residential environments would be a difficult matter 
since th~re is no existing population to provide the 
necessary support and Input. 

(4) Finally, some elements of che EDM approach, particularly 
the design component, can be costly to implement and may 
not be considered appropriaC0 or feasible unless the need 
is great enough to substantiate such expenditures in either 
cost-efFectiveness or socio-pol Itical terms. 

Overal J, we have concluded that the EOti target: crimes are not a majo,' 
problem in a substantial enough proportion of Canadian residential 
environments to justiFy the development and implementation of any 
national EDM policy or program aimed at all residential environments. 
However, we have also concluded that theToi1 target crimes ,-epresent 
a serious enough concern in some existing residenti",1 envirC:lnments, 
particularly (according to the perceptions of police) in low-income, 
publ ie rental environments, to justify consideration being given to 
applying EOH strategies For crime prevention. Somewhat less 
definitively, we have FUA"'ther concluded that some types of nl=W 
residential environments -- for (!xample, those Intended to hc~use 
Jow-income groups or highly transient populations -- could dl=velop 
rnto serious criminogenic situations in the future and chat ~OM-related 
steps, in particular the appropriate design 'tracegies, should be 
considered to prevent this From happening. These conclusion~ form 
the Foundatiorl for che recommendations presented in the next section. 

-
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11.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our recommendations regarding the implementation of the EDM approach 
in Canada include two broad recommendations and nine detailed 
recommendations aimed at achieving the broad objectives. AI I of the 
recommendations presentea here reflect one basic judgment reSUlting 
from our inv~stigations _ .• that although the EOM target crimes may 
nOt be a serious problem in every residential environment in Canada, 
the areas in which they are a concern are not restricted to one 
portion of the country and in that sense can be said to be a 
national concern. ,'herefore, it is at the level of the Federal 
Government that actions regarding the EOM approach should most 
appropriately be initiated ~rd coordinated. The Federal Government. 
through the Ministry of the Sol icitor General, has, in fact, a history 
of taking & coordinating role in cl'ime prevention efforts and the 
recommendations which follow assume that it will continue to do so 
with regard to the EOM approach, which in many respects is in 
particular agreement with the motto of "Working Together To Prevent 
Crime". Further, it is also at the Federal Government level, primari ly 
through the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, that standards 
have been establ ished for the effective design and operation of 
residential environments. Therefore, 

ll) It is recommended that the Federal Government 
SUppor~ crime prevention tr~ough the EDM 
approach by incorporating its underlying 
principles in the various Federal progran~ 
r~2ating to the design and management or 
residential environments. 

11.3.1 Determining Conditions 

There are nine specific actions recommended to achieve the overall 
objective of Recommendation #1. However I' before proceeding to describe 
thos~ specific actions, this section discusses the conditions or 
considerations that were taken into account in our determination of 
what types of actions are required. These conditions relate to: 
(1) the regulation of the design and management of residential 
environments; (2) the need to focus available resources; (3) the need 
for additional research; and (4) the impl ications of various ongoing 
and projected changes in the nature of residential environments. 

i. Regulation of the Design and Management of Residential Environments 

The issues discussed below are, with the exception of the last' 
point, concerned with the implementation of the design component 
(f the ~OM approach. In this regard, experience has shown that 
when the design of ce.'tain <!Ispects of residential environments 
15 deemed to be critical to the health, safety and well-being of 
residents, the immediate reaction of many is to look to the 
possibll ity or legislating or regulating the design and construction 
of these aspects through one or more or a variety of mechanisms, 
including local plans and zoning by-laws and national, provincial 
and local building codes. Some have suggested that many of the 
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(b) 

(c) 

design strategies discus~ed in this report should be treated in 
a similar way. With the exception of target-hardening security 
devices, we would argue strongly against this notion on a 
number of gf'ounds: 

(a) To begin wi th, the idea of regulating the design of resi
dential environments to achieve crime prevention objectives 
would have limited impact since it would only be really 
appl icable to Future housing or to existing housing that is 
uoldergoing major renovations. There is no feasible way (let 
alone acknowledged need) to compel owners of existing 
residential buildings to make physical changes to these 
buildings for crime prevention purposes. 

The housing provision and conservation/rehvbil it~tion 
processes in Canada are quite separa:e and involve quite 
different se:.;.v of government pol icies, programs and 
regulations as well as motives. Historically (over the past 
ten to fifteen years), governments in Canada have had a much 
more pronounced and del iberate role in the provision of new 
hOUSing than in ~he conservation/rehabil icacion of existing 
or older housing. The process involved in providing new 
housing is relatively easy to understand •. Governm~nt involvement 
exists at all stages in the process from the securing of funds 
through design and development to the operation of the finished 
product. Although there are opportunities in this process for 
further intervention to achieve specific objectives, ~he Over
all impaet of such intervention, e.g. to implement EDM 
strategies, would be limited. 

By comcarison, governments have tended t~ nogl~ct the 
conservation and rehabiJ itaeion of the existing housing stock 
and whatever government involveM~nt has occurred has focused 
primarily on the conservation/rehabil itation of ~ingie
detached forms of housing. This is in part understandable 
since the vast majority of multiple-Family accommodation in 
this country has been constructed in the last twenty years 
and its n~wness has precluded rehabil itation concerns. 

We are by no means con~inced that all existing or future. 
residential settings require or will require further deSign 
intervention for ~rime prevention purpo,es; therefore, to 
add another series of requirements to existing building 
regulations would be unwarran~ed In terms of cose-effectiveness. 

Even if it were determined that a significant propo~tion of 
future residential settings could have serious enough crime 
~roblems to warr~nt nation-wide intervention, the nature of 
che EDM approach would preclude the development of any 
standard set of regulations or guidel ines. The mixture of 
straecgies required in anyone environment sh~uld ~e ~etermined 
in respons~ to the specific problems and characteriStiC: of 
that environment. This would minimize the usefulness or the 
development and application of a uniForm set of Standards. 

: , 
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(d) Again, even if it w~re determir.ed that nation-wide inter
vention were required, given the wide range of deSign 
strategies that are involved in the EDM approach, we know 
of no single Suitable mechanism that Could be used for 
regulating all of these design issues. Some could be 
regulated through nati~nal or provincial building codes, 
Others could be dealt with as conditions of financing, and 
seill others would logically appear to be the Subject matter 
for municipal zoning by-laws and development a9 r eements. On 
this last point. it should ~e noted that what municipal ities 
can and cannot control, in regard to land use and development, 
is dictated by provincial governments through enabl ir.g 
1~9;slatton related to planning. Unfortunately, most 
provinces do not allow for municipal Control over a wjde 
enough Spectrum of deSign issues for such control to be much 
use in the regulation of deSign features for crime prevention pu rposes. 

(e) The final argument: against regulating .Jesign features for 
crime prevention relates to potential conflicts between design 
regulations for crime prevention purpOses and deSign regula
tions to achieve other objectives, such as fire safety. 
Identifying and resolving all such conflicts would be an 
extremely difficult task, and would be of questionable varue 
given the fact that the effectiveness of most of th~ deSign 
strategies to prevent crime has not been Substantiated. 

While there are cleal'" and long-standing mechanisms available for 
regulating the design and construction of buildings (such as 
building codes and by-laws), the mechanisms available in Canada to 
regulate the types of management strategies inVOlved in the EDM 
approach are limited. For example, there is no means currently 
available for controlling how and where recreational facil ities 
and programs are prOvided. In fact, implementing many of the 
management issues involved in the approach would generally fal I 
to the discretion of individual landlords and public agencies. 
Even iF mechanisms to regulate the management of residential 
enviro~ments did exist or Could be created, many of the arguments 
raised above with respect to the EDM design component would also 
apply to the man~gement strategies making it neither feasible nor 
desirable to follow Such a Course of action. 

Given the limitations a~Q difficulties noted above of regulating 
(or for that matter establishing uniform guidelines on) the aesign 
and management of housing for crime pre~ention purposes, we 
believe that the best way of ensuring that the PO~ential of the 
EDM app"o~ch is f'ealized in the most eFficient and effective 
manner possible (in those residential environments where it is 
most needed) Is by mounting programs to explain, promote and 
encourage the USe of the approach among the various Interest 
groups concerned with crime prevention and the provision and management of hOusing_ 

.. 
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ii. Need to Focus Resources 

The second condition affecti~g our recommendations has to do 
with the focus or emphasis of any programs that are developed 
to implement the EDM approach in Canada. We would argue that 
efforts be concenerated, but nOt eXClusively focused, on existing. 
housing in known righ-crimo areas for the foilowing reasons: 

(a) The crime p~oblems associated with existing residential 
environments either are known or can be identified, and 
relative concern for these problems can be measured. By 
comparison, one can only speculate On the crime problems 
that might be associated with future housing_ 

Many EDM strategies require the Support, cooperation and 
participation of the residents in order for these to be 
effective as crime prevention measures. Since new or 
future environments obviously do not have an existing 
population. it is difficult to ensure that ~he selected 
strategies will be agreeable to, and supported by the 
eventual residents. 

(b) If the Canadian rentd; housing market continues to show 
extremeiy low vacancy rates and mortgage rates continue to 
be high (thereby constraining current or prospective home
owners from changing their accommodation), it is Likely that 
residential mobility will decrease and thereby lead to a 
greater sense of community and a related commitment on the 
part of residents. This trend could provide greater 
opportunities for the effective implementation of EDM 
strategies that require resident sUppo,'t and cooperation. 

(c) Up until the late 1950's and early 1960's, the vast majority 
of housing across the country was of a single-detac~ed, 
owner-occupied nature. Since that time the housing stock 
profile (particularly in the larger urban centres) has 
changed dramatically with the advent of the highrise 
apartment building. As these buildings age during the 1980's 
and 1990's (many are already twenty year~ old), serious 
consideration will have to be given to major renovations to 
these bUildings. CMHC has established housing rehabil itation 
as one of its three ~~jor policy and program priorities for 
the 1980's. Given this coming need and commitment, there will 
be considerable opportunities in these necessary rehabil itation 
programs to make security changes to multiple-family housing 
that would not have been feasible five or ten years ago, 

Cd) Finally, and most: important, is the fact that the current 
housing stock in this count~y is projected to comprise at 
least 75% of the housing seo~k by the year 2000. In other 
words, ail else being equal, a focus on new/future housing 
would i ikely represent; a focus on a relatively small proportion 
of the crime problem. 

g , « 
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While the above arguments support an emphasis on existing housing, 
future housing should not be dis;nissed Ollt of hand. Continuing 
th~ trend notea above, multiple-family housing starts will likely 
continue to outnumber all other forms of housing starts over the 
next twenty years, and care should be taken to ensure that design 
and management features that have resulted in. opportunities for crime 
are not repeated. 
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iii. Need for Further Research 

The third condition to be considered in recommending actions 
regarding the EDM approach in Canada is that research is not 
necessary to justify implementing EOM programs. Our revie ... , of the 
extensive and costly EDM research undertaken in the United States 
has indicated that research undertaken 'for its Own sake' is un-
likely to provide definitive and universal answers on the effectiveness 
of specific EDM strategies or combinations of strategies. 

While there :5 certainly potential for incorporating research 
activities !n EDM ihlpleme:ntation programs (see Recomr.zendaeion #9), 
research findings are likely to be of more value in refining 
implementation programs than in altering their overall orientation. 

iv. Dynamics of Urban Environments 

In addition to the conditions noted above which affect o~r 
recommendations on the implementation of the EDH approach in 
Canada, we wo~ld lik~ to raise one further and over-riding 
general note of caution relating to the imp~ct ~f the fut~r7 
dynamics of Canadian urban areas on the need anc opportunltle~ 
for implementing EOM strat~gies. 

(a) What began in the lace .9uO's and early 1970's as a small 
movement to buy and renovate old houses into fashionable in
town residences, has now mushroomed in the major urban centres 
in Canada into a widespread interest in 1 iving downtown. 
These downtowns are now being seen as more attractive places 
to live than they were In the 1950's and 1960's, in par~ due 
to the savings in transportation costs that can be realIzed 
by moving closer to one's place of work and in part due to 
changing d~mographic characteristics. Fewer and smai ler 
family-type households are being formed and consequently less 
emphasis is being placedon the traditional falT!i1y-oriented 
amenities that are normally an important factor in the 
decision on residentl~l location. 

This trend Is having a dramatic impact o.n the physical 
charact'l!r of certain downtown areas. New luxury condominium 
apartment projects and small infil I residential projec~s are 
being built in areas which not too long ago were comprIsed 
of parking lots, warehouses, industrial and marginal 
commercial areas. Not surprisingly, this reStH'gence of the 
downtown is having dramatic social manifestations as well. 
Due primarily to rapidly escalating residential rea~ estate 
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values in the downtown, ~he lower-income groups are being 
forced to seek accommodation in the suburbs and peripheral 
areas. 

Two potential implications of this trend visma-vis crime 
patterns are as follows: first, the relocation of lower
income famil ies to suburban areas, in which the social 
services they rely on are not available or relatively 
accessible, could create further social and economic pressures 
that could result in higher incidences of crime, particIJlarly 
juvenile crime; second, the development of luxury condominium 
projects in downtown areas, sometimes close to high-crime' 
areas, could present ideal burglary targets for professional 
crimi na Is. 

(b) Another urba~ dynamic whl~h requires further consideration 
is the boom-and-bust growth cycle. Traditionally, various 
regions and cities of the country have grown at unequal 
rates. Certain parts of the Maritimes experienced rapid 
growth during the late 1960's while other centres in 
Canada were experiencing slower growth. Alberta and 
British Columbia have been the growth areas during the mid 
and late 1970's, while many Ontario. Quebec and Maritime 
cities have been displaying static or declining populations. 
These boom periods create tremendous community instabil ity 
due to population Changes. Because they make development of 
informal and formal mutual aid systems and community 
comnitment very difficult, ar~~s affected by booms would be 
a suitable focus for the implementation of the EOM approach. 

11.3.2 Detailed Recommendations 

We recommended above that the Federal Government take actions to ensure 
that the potential of the EDM approach to crime prevention is real ized 
in Canada. With tMe above four sets of conditions in ~jnd, these 
recommended actions are discussed below under four major groupings: 

i. The development 0' an information and education ptogram 
on the EDM approach to crime prevention. 

ii. The development of an EOM implementation program in 
selected residential environments across the country. 

iii. The establishment of a research and data development 
program relating to the EDH approach to crime prevention. 

iv. The regulation of target-hardening security features of 
new housing. 

i. InrornT<it ion and Educat ion Program 
Implementing the EOM approach through regulated standards or 
guidel ines is neither feasible nor desirable. The most logical 
way to proceed to ensure that the potential or the EOH approach 
to crime pr~ventior. is real ized, in those residential environments 

, 
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where it is required, is by dev~loping an information program 
to explain and encourage the use of the concept among those 
individuals and groups that are involved in crime prev't!I";,tion 
and the provision. conservation and management of resia~'~ial 
environments. The need for a program to explain the app,oach 
was confirmed in Chapter 10 which concluded that while a number 
of the types of groups referred to above have, in fact, had some 
experience with one or -more of the EDM strategies, there is a limited 
understanding of the interactive nature of these'strategies and 
the conditions necessary for them to be effective. 

In order to disseminate information on the EDM approach, we propose 
one broad recommendation and five more specific actions •. First, 

(2) It is recommeJ'lded that tbe Federal Governme.'lt 
develop an information transfer strategy for 
explaining and promoting ~~e EDM approach. 

That strategy will define the most appropriate means -- brochures, 
audio~visuals or other media -- for disseminating EOH-related 
information. For simpl icity's sake, the following recommendations 
on where and how such information should be directed refers to the 
means as 'information packages'. With regard to the markets which 
require this infonnation, it is recommended that t.~e Federal 
Goverr..ment: 

(3) Develop a gen~ral information package on the EDM 
~pproach for t.~ general public. This infor~ti0n 
package s;,ould be simple and should provide the 
essence of the EDM approach, discuss the general 
strategies involved. and the implementation issues 
which can affect its effectiveness. rurther, it 
should set out a general methodology for groups 
concerned with crime prevention to assist them to 
determine which, if any, EOM strategies are 
required, appropriate and feasible in whic~ 
residential environments. 

(4) Develop .. set of mre detailed infClr:nation packages I 
directed to specific groups, to be used in conjunc
tion with the general package. These i.~orrnaeion 
packages would address the EDH strategies relevant 
to the interests of eacb group, and the specific 
roles and responsibilities to be undertaken by 
such g.r:oups in applying the EDM approacb to crime 
p.revem:ic.llJ to tbeir relevant functions. J n pa rt 1-
cular we would suggest that specific information 
packages be developed for: police forces; private 
security agencies; tenant/ratepayer organizations; 
architects and planners (in~ludlng municipal 
planning ofFicials); developers (private, public 
and non-profit); and housing managers. 
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(5) Develop and conduct workshops and seminars on 
~~ EDM approach, again directed ae the spec~:ic 
groups identified in Recommendation 43, to 
Supplement the detailed infar~tion packages. 

In recommending the development of EDM-related information 
packages and workshops/seminars, we have made ~o explicit 
distinction between existing and new (future) housing. The 
Setting-specific nature of the EON approach; the importance 
plaCed on resident cooperation .lInd partiCipation; and the 
relative ne~d in existing and new housing environments would 
suggest tha~, in many respects, the opportunities for effective 
application of the EOM approach during th~ design and development 
of new housing are somewhat mo,re I imited than with existing 
housing. Nevertheless, we feel that these opportunities are 
important enough for the Government to take steps to see that 
EOM strategies which are related to the actual operation of the 
housing er.vironment are considered during th~ design and 
development of new housing in order to reduce the risk of these 
new environments becoming serious criminogenic situations. 1 Therefore, 

(6) It is recommended that t.ie Federal Government, 
under tbi! respansibili ty or C:!HC, consider ehe 
development and distribution or a detailed 
information package on the EDM approach to 
crime prevention specifically geared to those 
i."lvolved in t.J:e design and development of new 
housing. 

This package should not be as directive a document as the various 
advisory documents currently distributed or being developed by 
CMHC, but rather an information source which describes the 
different dl!signand management strategies which comprise eha Eu;~ 
approach, and the various conditions under which they could be 
appl ied in the design and management of new housing. The document 
should emphasize Chose EOM strategies (and sample techniques) 
which couid be most easily incorporated lnto design SOlutions and 
proposed building management systems with or without the partici
pation and support of residents. 

The impact and Success of such an approach are obViously dependent 
upon the interest and will ingness of those involved in the housing 
provision process to consider crime prevention issues and EDM 
strategies during the development process. While we have del iber
ately avoided recommending a mandatory approach, CMHC may wish eo 
cons i del'" some steps i t may wan t to take ,to ensu re a g rea C er I eve I 

The m3jor advantage Chat exists with regard to the implementation 
of the EOM approach in new housing, as compared to existing hOUSing, 
is thar: the incorporation of the roOM design strategies in new 
hou~jng is likely to be much cheaper and easier. 
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of interest in EDM. These additional steps could range from a 
series of promotional seminars/workshops with those groups 
involved in the provision process through to the establ ishment 
of Funding incentives. Zimilarly, CMHC may wish to consider 
trying to enl ist the support of the large private sector conven
tional mortgage lenders and insurers and the large home insurance 
companies in encouraging builders/developers to consider the EDM 
approach in new housing. 

Recommending the development of a detailed information package 
for arChitects, planners and developers that is specifcally 
geared to new housing raises the question of whether or not a 
speciFic package related to incorporating design strategies in 
existing housing snould also be developed for these same groups. 
The answer is 'yes'. Therefore, 

(7) It is also recommenced t.~t the Federal Government, 
under the reslxmsibili ty of C.'!.fiC, consider the 
develocment a~d distribution of a detailed 
infor~tion package on the EDM approach to crime 
prevention specifically geared to those inVOlved 
in the renovation and rehabilitation of existing 
housing. 

This document should pay particular attention to those physical 
features of existing buildings which can be most easily and cheaply 
altered for crime prevention purposes (e.g. target-hardening 
features, improved lighting and landscaping treatment, etc.). 

Implementation Program for Selected Environments 
In I leu or oeing able or neeoing to recommend enforcing the 
implementation of the EOM approach in all residential environments, 

we have recommended a national program to explain and promote 
the use of the approach in those environments where it may be 
needed. However, like any other pI"omotional program, there is 
no assurance that the information and educati~n programs 
recommended above will result in the efFective appl ication of 
the EDM approach in those areas where it is most seriously 
needed. Therefore, in order to further promote and demonstrate 
the approach and to ensure that its pot~ntial be~efi~s do accru~ 
to those residential environments most In need or crIme prevention 
assistanc.e, 

(8) It: is recommended t.iat the Federa.]. Government 
consider the establishment of a major program 
aimed at $etting up pilot projects whi.ch could 
~ovide guidance and financial assistance ror 
'" .. ' the implementation of the EDM approac .. .l.n 
residential environments where there is a 
demonstrated need, willingness and abil~tg 
eo develop and implement an EDM program for 
the purpose of reducing/preventing the target 
crimes. We would further reco~nd e.iae ~~s 
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program be resporH.ive and not dirl!:cti'l'e, because we 
do not bel~eve e.~~s any practical way ror gover~~ent, 
on its own accord, to det~rmine whee.~r a speci:ic 
env.ironmt!ilne needs the EDM approacb. to crime 
prevention. 

The first task entailed in this recommendation is to determine, in 
detail, the objectives and requirements of this EOM program. At 
this POint we can only describe Chis responsive program in general 
t~rms; the details would need to be fleshed out later and would 
need to reflect experiences gained in the i~formation dissemination 
efforts recommended above.' The responsible Government agency (or 
agencies) would inform relevant groups and organizations across 
the country of its intention and wil I ingness to provid~ ~uidance 
and financial assistance for the development and implementation 
of an [OM approach to preventing/reducing target crimes in those 
residential settings where it is warranted and feaSible. Interested 
groups and organizations would be invited to su~mit appl fcations 
for study grants to analyze and document the need For an EOM 
approach to crime prevention and to develop a program of strategies 
suitable to their Own particular settings. This appJ ication for 
a study grant would in itself require an initial documentation 
of the crime problem, a detailed description of the residential 
setting and a prel iminary assessment of Feasibil ity. In Other 
words, the ap~1 icant would have to provide sufficient informacion 
to convince i:;1e Government to support the undertaki n9 of a more 
detailed prob~2m analysis and planning study. 

The invitation or call for study grant applications should probably 
specify one ClOSing date. All appl iC~tions ~~uld then be able to 
be assessed together on a comparative basis and all study grants 
Would be awarded at roughly the same time. Similarly, the same 
deadl ine for submission of the study documents would apply to all 
SuccessFul applicants in order to raei! itate anoth~r comparative 
assessment for funding the implementation and evaluation of the proposed EOM programs. 

In general terms, the funded stUdies would need to inclUde: 

(a) an indepth assessment of need (prohl em deFin i cion); 

(b) a prel iminary review and e~alua~!cn of the various 
~OM strategies available and how they related to 
the prob I em; 

The description which follows clearly draws on the lessons learned 
in the development and implementation of the Urban Initiatives 
Anci·Crime Program in the United States. If the Federal Government 
agrees to proceed with the implementation of the EOM program 
recommended here, it should investigate ~he problems and benefits of 
the U.S. program in more detail than was po~sible in this present study. 
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(c) an assessment of the human resources available, 
including the will ingness of residents and various 
agencies to cooperate and participate in an 
implementation program; 

(d) a detailed description of the EDM program to be 
undertaken; the costs of undertaking it; an 
implementation schedule and a descripti,.,n of the 
management group and process that would ~~ set 
up to administer the implementation; and 

e) i description of the evaluation process to be 
undertaken to assess the implementation process 
and the overa 11 impact of the program. 

These Studies WOuld then be submitted to the Federal Government 
which would assess the results and award (cr not, as the case 
may be) the applicants monies to implement the proposed programs 
and to evaluate th~ir effectiveness in achieving the stated 
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objectives. While experience elsewhere would suggest that most 
appl icants for assistance under this program wil I have a geniune 
concern and interest in crime prevention, those assessing such 
applications should keep in mind that some appl icancs might view the 
program as just another I'>'ay of getting easy money to repair and upgrade 
housing projects without any direct concern for crime prevention. 

Obviously~ the above program description is extremely Simplified 
and lacks details on some very important issues that would have 
to be dealt with in the development of such a program. For 
example, if such a program is to be successful, the Government 
has an initial and critical job to do with regard to heightening 
the awareness and understanding of various individuals and groups 
in the crime prevention and housing sectors concerning the EDM 
approach to crime prevention. 

One could characterize the current state of the art in Canada 
regarding the EOM approach as being in its infancy and, as 
exper i ence in the Un i ted Sta tes has shown, a ) itt I.~ bit of 
knowledge in this area can be detrimental (in that the problems 
and proposed solutions are viewed in an overly simpl ified way). 
The above recommendations relating to the development of a 
program to explain and promote the EDM approach are therefore 
critical to the SUccess of the type of responsive impl~~ntation 
program being recommended here and must precede the announcement of this program. 

Further, by its very nature;, the EOM appr'oach to crime prevention 
will entail the involvement of different levels and departments 
of government in tMe implementation. and funding of various 
strategies. The Ministry of the Sol icitor General of Canada and 
the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation have, of course, major 
roles to play in the development and administration of an EOM 
approach to crime prevention in residential settings. There is 
also a case to b~ made for involvi~9 other Federal departments 
such as Health and ~elfare, and Employment and Immigration; 
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provincial governments, particularly those departments that have 
responsibil ity for municipal affairs, housing, community and 
socia~ services; ,and municipal planning departments, housing 
agenCies and pol Ice. By suggesting the possible involvement of 
the provincial g~vernments, we are of course raising the prospect 
that the responSive type of program we are proposing could be 
developed. administered and funded as a joint federal-provincial 
program. 

We raise the issua of involving tHher departments of the Federal 
Government and possibly the various provincial governments for a 
number of reasons. The EOM approach co crime prevention does 
not fall neatly into the jurisdictional responsibil ity of anyone 
level of government or anyone or two departments within the 
Federal Government. 'Intra-departmental and intra-governmental 
cooperation l is th~ operative phrase if the type of responsive 
program we are recommending is to be successful. This is not 
co say that one or two departments such as the Ministry of the 
Solicitor General and/or CMHC could not take the lead role in 
developing and administering the pro~ram. but that serious 
consideration should be given early on in Che development af chis 
program to the contributions and roles of other delpartments and 
oth~r levels of government. This cooperation issue becomes even 
more critical when one considers the amount of monl!Y that would 
be required to initiate such a program extensively and the need 
to explore the possible use of existing government funding 
programs, such as youth employment programs and the Residential 
Re~abil itation Assistance Program of CHHC, in the Funding of 
thiS new program. 

Whatever structure is evolved for the development and administration 
of the proposed program, it is essential that the program itself 
have a specific time frame anr. budget, detailed criteria and 
priorities for fundin~ and a built-in overall evaluation 
procedur-e. 

Two final points can be made in support of the importance ~~e 
attach to the program described above. First, residential 
crime i~ not.a problem whic~ is unique to anv o~e municipal ity 
or province In Canada. It IS or could be a national issue. 
However, :he :esponsibil it~ for crime prevention has traditionally 
been and IS likely to contInue to be, jurisdictionally divided. 
In fact, considering the variety of crime prevention strategies 
involved in the EDM approach (and the range of design and 
management issues these strategies are meant to resolve), 
e~perlence would suggest that one might encountEr some considerable 
disagreement among various crime prevention, social service 
housing agencies, etc. as to whose responsibil ity crime pre~ention 
really is. Fo~ this ~eason it is important that so~~ organization 
take a lead role in the early implementation of the EOM approach 
until its me~its nave been adequately demonstrated to ensure that 
those envjron~~nts most in need of assistance receive it. In our 
view; this lead role can best be taken by the F~deFal GOveFnment& 
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Second, and following on the above point, is the fact that 
Inothing succeeds 1 ike success' If successful. this program 
will create d minimal grass-roots understanding and appreciation 
of the nature and merits of the EDM approach to crime prevention 
which, if experience elsewhere is any indication, is not only 
a prerequisite to its successful implementation but is also the 
most effective way to increase awareness (through word-of-mouth 
promulgation among peer groups such as pol ice, planners. etc.). 

iii. Research and Data Development 
We dO not bel'ieve that there is any need or purpose for repl icating 
the same kind of extensive research projects undertaken during 
the last decade in the United States in order to implement the 
EDM approach in Canada through the activities recommended above. 
However, in concurrence with the programs we have recommended, 
there is certainly a potential for increasing the level of 
knowledge about those aspects of crime and the residential 
environment which are relevant to the EDM approach. This 
approach is still evolving and could benefit from further 
research. In pc!lrticular, we bel ieve that incorporat ing research 
activities into the responsive program which we have recommended 
would be much more likely to provide useful resuits than the 
more abstract arid general type of research stud ies undertaken 
prel,iously. OUf' reason for suggesting this type of approach is 
simple: the sit:e-specific nature of the many variables affecting 
the crime-environment relationship would tend to limit the 
appl i~abil ity of the findings derived from research which looked 
at an issue (displacement, for example) in the general sense. 
Therefore, 

(9) It is recommended tha t the aforementioned 
responsive program, t.~oug.h which the Feder~l 
Government would provide guidance and financial 
assistance to implement the EDM approach in 
existing residential environments, should allow 
participant:s in tr.at: program to undertake researc.'J 
on aspects of ~'Je crime-environment relations.~p 
which are particularly relevant to their specific 
problems and to tile EDM strategies that they 
propose to implement. 

Examples of some of the crime-environment issues which, in our 
view, need further research and which could be appropriately 
incorporated into Individual appl ications to the program include 
the fo! lowing: 

(a) displacement, whether spatial, temporal or 
technological~ 

(b) the extent to which particular crimes can 
be defined as I'ri~~s of o?portunitylj 

(c) the environmental stimul i that affect a 
potential offel1der 1 s perception of whether 
or not a particular environment Is vulnerable; 
and 
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(d) ~he ~~st ertective means of mainealnlng th __ 
interest and involvement of the residents and 
management of a residential environment in 
working to prevent crime in their communi~ie5. 

In addition to the above areas of research, there is a clear 
need for developing better data bases for determining more 
precisely the need for. and success of, th~ EOM approach to 
crime prevention. There is considerable rOOm For improvement 
with regard to the typ~ and extent of information collected by 
the relevant authorities across Canada (including pol ice and 
publ ic and private landlords). 

As an initial step in developing a better base, 

(10) Ie is recommended that ehe Ministrg of ~~e 
Solicitor General provide guidance and 
financial assistance to police :orces which 
indicate an interest ~n i~plementing the E~M 
approach ar4 in collecting the types off 
inEor~tion on cri~e occurrences which are 
relevant to that approach, with particular 
reference to specific locational characteristics 
of criminal acts in residential enviror4nents. 

Those pol ice forces which are developing computerized daea 
systems would, of course, be the most suitable and likely 
to receive assistance to undertake more det~iled data collecti~n 
of this type. With regard to the housing sector, we bel ieve that 
it is too early in the dev.elopment of the EOH approach in Canada 
Forehe Government to do more than suggest to housing agencies, 
public housing authorities in particular, that the maintenance 
of consistent re(;ords of cdme occurrences in their projects 
would be worthwhile. 

iv. ~egulation of Target-Hardening Security Features 
As we briefly ~~ntioned above, the one area in which the Government 
could usefully develop standards For implementing EOM strategies 
is in the area of target-hardening.! The provision ~f more secure 
locks, doors and windows is the only EOM strategy whi';h can be 
f~irly definitively judged as effective in preventing crime, ~nd is 
also a relatively simple and inexpensive process if undertaken 
during the construction of new housing rather than retroactively. 
ThElre is cons j derab I e :iUPPO rt among some po lice forces acros 5 the 
country for developing security codes for incorporation into their 

CMHC has developed a useful publication in this regard, ~ectjnQ 
Your Home Against Burglary (1981) which incorporates target
hareening and some OCner EDM strategies. This document has been 
made available to police crime prevention units. 
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respective muniCipal by-laws. However, it is I ikely that there 
would be some oppoSition to such a code among private sector 
groups involved in housing development, particularly since Our 
investigaeions indicated that the majority of these groups do 
not appear to consider crime prevention in residential environ
ments an importa~t issue. The codiFying of standards for 
secure locks, doors, and windows could also be seen by the 
general public as unwarranted government intervention which would 
tend to encourage ~Ihat is referred to as the Ifortres'.' mentalityl, 
especially by those who criticize crime prevention measures which 
they view as Iband-aid' treatments which ignore the rea) roots of crime • 

Nevertheless, there are sufficient examples of the successful 
development and implementation of security standards in building 
codes in the United States to justiFy serious consideration of 
this approach in Canada. An important lesson gained in ~he past 
development of security codes is that they should include specific 
performance standards rather than depend entirely on descriptions 
of the elements involved. Since there would I ikely be considerable 
duplication of efforts if individual municipalities were to develop 
separate security codes, and since it is at the Federal level that 
the best resources exist for developing the performance standards mentioned above, 

(11) It is recommended that the Federal GOvernment 
give serious consideration to incorporating 
a target-hardening section for cr.i,'ne prevention 
purposes in the National Building Code and to 
encouraging the National Research Council to 
Undertake the delineation or appropriate per=or~nce 
standards for locks, doors and windows in residential 
st.ruceures. Appropria te securi tg perfor:Ja.."2ce 
standards would need to address other user require
ments relating to safety, accessibility :or disabled, 
use by elderly, etc. 

_________________________ ,~~ ______ ~~L~~ __ ~~ __ 
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

To obcain information on th~ nature of residential crime and the eovironments in 
whi~h it occurs in Canada, a set of surveys was undertaken in the 23 Censu~ 
Metropolitan Areas, and in Fort McMurray, Alberta and Burnaby, British Colum~ia. 
The six types of agencies contacted in each city were: the police, the major 
private security agencies servicing residential properties. the publ ic housing 
authority, the major developers/managers of private sector rental' housing, the 
CMHC branch office, and the municipal planning department. In addition, general 
letters of inquiry were directed to each provincial pol ice commission and to 
the office of the provincial attorney and/or sol icitor general. 

Each agency receiving a questionnaire was first contacted by telephone, or in 
some cases by mail, to establish the agencyis willingness to participate in 
the survey. A total of 237 questionnaires and letters of inquiry were sent 
by mail. The most intensive information requests were directed to the pol ice; 
an example of the police questionnaire is included in this appendix. Prcgressively 
less detailed questionnaires, modeled on the pol ice questionnaire format, were 
sent to the private security agencies, landlord organizations and CMHC offices. 
The most general informat ion requests were di rected to the municipal. planning 
oHices. 

Follow-up discussions. by telephone or during the field visits, were also 
made in several cases to ensure that the most complete information possible 
was obtained. 

1 

~ .. t 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT (EDM) AP?ROACH TO CRIME PREVENTION PROJECT 

~UESTIONNAIRE TO MUNICIPAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

. Project undertaken 

for: The MInistry of the Solicitor Gener .. l of .Canada 

and 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Cor~oration 

by: Urban Design Consultants 

The Researc:h Group 

Dec:ember 1980 
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Before ~.9Inning the questionnaire. 9leas& read the documents enclosed 
separately. i.e.: 

the coverl~l letter 

the Introductory document on crIme prevention through 
EnvIronmental Design ind Management (EOM) 

The Introductory document outlines the m4jor prInciples. ~bjectlves 
and stricegies of the Environmental Oesign , ~an.geme~t (~OH) ippr~ch 
to crIme prevention. Vzrlous parts of th. questionnaire refer you to 
specific sections In the introductory document for an .Iibo~atlon of 
the terms being used withi~ the questIons, For your :onvenlence, • 
list of tM EOH "target crimes" Is Included here In FIgure I. 

Flour.,l! List of EDH Taroet Crimes 

CR CODES DESCRIPTION 

rOI , 006 

008 

009 , 010 

OJ3 

14 

018 

024 

026 

032 

033 

035 

060 

070 

071 

, 037 , 038 , 040 

, 072 

HCMICIOE (murder, manslaughter, infanticide) and ATTEMPTED 
MURDER 

WE 

INDECENT ASSAULT (female' male) 

OTHER ASSAULT 

.... oundlng 

Bodily Harm 

Pol ice 

Other PolIce/Public Officer 

Other 

ROS!£RY {Toul) 

RESIDEHTIAl BREAK' EHTER 

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 

THEFT OV~R AND UNDER S200 

Bicycles 

From a Motor Vehlcl. 

Other 

ARSON 

TRESPASS AT HIGHT 

WILFUL OAMAGE (Private' Public) 

1. The questlonnalr. has 'Ive Nln parts. Tha objectives of each part: are 
.IS follows: 

PART I:· to Identify ehe 51%0 of your departmellt and the ar .. ,·arvad. 

PART 2:· to Idontlfy the axtent 0' your department', awareness of, and 
axperlen~. with the various EOM strategies. 

• 

to obtaIn your department', judqment 0' the susceptibilIty ot 
the EDI1 Ulf'gae crimes to prevention or reduc:tlcn by tne EDI1 
straeegies. 

4 

• 1 

i 
i, 

PART 3~ - to IdentIfy the residentIal areas ~I~hin your jurisdictIon which 
have relitlvely high and relatIvely low r~tes of the EDM target 
crimes. 

PART ~: - to identify the extent to which the EOM target crimes oc~ur within 
residential settings and the degree of juvenile Involvement in 
these occurrences. 

PART 5: • to Identify the extent to which cert.ln types of Infonnation useful 
for EDM-r.l~ted plinning ind Implementation are collected on • 
regular basis by your department. 

3. You will orobably find It helofu! to brIefly skim through the entire 
Questionnaire before beginning to answer the Questions in ~~y oarticular 
£!Lt· Depending on the size of your department and Its administrative 
structure, you may find It useful to assign different parts of the 
questionnaire to a number of personnel whose responsIbilItIes and experience 
are pertinent to the questions being asked. For example: 

• Parts " ~ an~ 5. concerning th~ size and Jurisdiction of your department, 
the EOM target crImes, and Occurrence Records System, could be filled out 
by your Statistical Section; 

• Part 2, concernIng the EDM strategies and crime prevention programs, 
could be filled out by your Crime Prevention Unit; and 

• Part 3. concerning 'high and low crime are~IS, could be filled out by your 
CrIminal InvestIgations Branch. 

It NY be helpful tc review the completed qllllStionnaire In a lIleeting of the 
relevant personnel. Sinclll we are Interested In the views of your department 
rather than any particular member, It might also be appropriate for final 
responses to be reviewed by senior I'!ultmbers of the department: • 

~. The questions have been orderad in logical se~uence. If you have been 
aSSigned responsibility for answering only one part of the questionnaire, 
please review the que$tions (and your department's responses to those 
questions) In previous parts. 

5. If you h.veany questions. please conuct 011. of the following people: 

Lee Axon • (416) 968-2217 and (416) 922-201l 
Robert Hann - (416) 968-2217 

6. Since-we realize that a consider~ble lmount of work is required In resoonding 
tc t~l$ questionnaire, we thought that a return date of ~ebruary IS, 1981 
would allow adequate tIme for its completion. We sincerely appreciate your 
co-operation and assistance. 
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PART I - 9ASIC IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION ON RESPONDING OE?ARTXENT 

1.1 Name of poliee department: 

1.2 Size of departmel'lt:> 

a. N~r of sworn personnel (full-time equivalent) ---
b. Humber of eivlllan personnel (full-time equivalent) ---
c. Total number of personnel (full-time equivalent) ---d. Operating budget (for ealendar year 

$ 1980 or fiscal year 1980/81 - .~clud-
Ing capital Items) 

e. Size 0' geographl~JI jurisdictIon ;q. mi. 

f. Population within geographical jurl,~letion 
g. Municipalities within jurisdiction 

1·3 Person(s) responsible for ccmpleting questionnaire: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

~. 

5. 

AAHK , /WI! POSITION PHONE PRESENT DUTIES' 
BACKGROUNO 
EXPERIENCE 

_t! 

Q.IJES
TlON 

i 

I.~ Person to eont~t regar~ing qu.stionnaire r.~ponse. if dlfF.rent from aboV4. 

AAHK , /WIlE POSITION PHONE RESPONS I eLE 
FOR 

Q.UESTIONS I 

.. 
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PART 2 - EOM STRATEGIES 

Please r.ad the Introductory document before answering any of the following questions. 

This part of the questionnaire enquires about 

(i) the nature of your department's Involvement, If Iny, in 
ImplementIng Iny EOM strategies; Ind, 

(Ii) the flXten: to which the EOM appra.c:h to crime prevention has been 
impl'emented in your city; 

(Iii) your department's judgment on the "susceptibility" of the EOM 
target crimes to prevention by the EOM strategies 

The chart on p. 4 lists the major COM strategies according to the follOWing 
groupings: Hardware Strategies, Physieal Design Strategies, and Social Organization 
and Control Strategies (see pp. 5-12 in the introductory document for an 
elaboration of these strategies). 

2.1 a) We would !ike to knaft whether or not your department is directly or jointly 
responsible for tbe implementDtion of Iny programs that are related to 
any of the EOM strategies. In the first column of the ehart on p. 4, 
please eneck tnose strategies in whiCh your department is directly 
or jointly involved. 

2.1 b) If you have indicated thlt your department Is Ictively involved in any 
programs related to the EOM approach to crime prevention, pleas~: 
(I) brle'ly describe each program in the space below, 

and/or 

(ii) attach an existing description of the program(s) with your 
campleted questionnaire. 

-
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... 

2.2 If your department is involved in some ocher way (e.g. in an advisory or 
resource capacity) in EOM-related programs for whl~h other agen~ie5 or 
muni~ip.1 decartments are responsible, pl.ase write i~ nama of the 
agen~y bes;d. the rolevant strategy in the s.~ond ~olumn of tne chart on 
p. 4. 

2.3 Lastly, we wantad to know if you were aware of any other grQup (e.g. 
police d.partment. other municipal dep.rtment, citizen organization) in 
your seneral .rea ~hieh is implementing Iny ~rogrlm5 related eo the EOM 
approach to ~rime prevention indecendencly of your department's 
involvement. Plels8 list these groups, it any. and the programs they 
sponsor in tha space below. 

GROUP Olt AGENCY PROGlWI NAME Oft DESCRIPT!ON 

.. 

d 

, 
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AWARENESS OF AHD INVOLVEMENT IN EOM STRATEGIES - RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 2.1-2.2* 

or:: ... 
Q .... INVOl.VED IN SOME OTHER a:) 
>- -.... ,."" CAPACITY EOM STRATEGIES 1- .... :;: 
u>-c ... ::~ (NOTE AGENCY RESPONSIBLE) c-"" -c .... 
Q""ICI: 

(1) (2) 

1lA1!O\I .... [ 5TIllTEGIES 

I. t.,,., ~''''"ift' (e.g. IGCltJ ..... ,,) 

Z. Oet.~tion Har_,.. ie.g. h"l.r .1.,.... 
c~r.l. 

IIqYSICAL OESI'~ STAATECIES 
I. S:~t'¥e I I j anc. 

• 1 _UC:-:Joa oL ........ u...e oppoor:wuu .. 

-I ~ ,uvtl t.J1>9 

<:1 1101'11 .,.1 .. .1b1. lCC'.c.:on.r tor lraoor , oucdool" 
r.'ldent: •• t'Y.l<:W .nd ,tc-:.:.v::.·· .UfN~ 

III lru:nuft<d pede.:rJ..&II Qt .u· ... t :r~!J.c 

~'!'!"Lo' .Ace .. , , tt;~~. 

.1 u •• 01 alJ-d ...... = .. rw_e:J.t::." .c:... .... t 
~:.gur.£:Jotu! 

_I :OC:.c:.tM o/" ,...J.dll/tlCS' ••• 11 fZta t.'Jro\IfIII 
~MIJt: 

- _w 
- .. 

I <:1 r.,r'O'fIed :.yoac of ;ed •• CZJ.&n c.,n:ul.CJ.o., 
toue •• 

til Z4oIu~ .,...,.. fna """l.I~ to , ............. 

.1 eluJ.tj~t.lClt oL J.tu:1indod ~ •• ot 'PI#I:'e 

fl til. of NrzJ,.n le.'1. faACII •• ';'A.IIfU~"P"Itf • .. ""'" 
~I r~ .unel/!<:4CJ"" oL _lJl"rt W'I.It.I 

hi r.~ AC'C1ItJlI tor pgugt/ •• r::tUJ.c; per.cmn.." 

I· ~o,e."i"s: T .. ,.,.icof"ialit.,/Soci.' CC)t'I., i Qt\ . , C.!LUe.rll1V :J~ dw.llJn~ wuc: .. 

bl :..tcre.'1l19' !t.,,~ttc , '''%8 of d.wlop.nu --.. , DJ.3UI,,""U""1)f H~n lW .... <t.nc .-
~-r.s.:d.nt '94ce 

<II .lMuc::J.Qn o~ .u~pra~bJ. QC C'OI1ll.l.C1!J.,.., 

"' ••• of "Pic. 

SOtIA~ ORIUIIJlI.lTIC" ~~O ::nnOL snAT~:I£s 

I. -."d.nt 'St.raceSit, 

• 1 tdUt:.lClOn pl:'OlJr .... (e.,_ :;.aU ... 1MW.':.c::.nJ 

JJI .... .ld.nc or C=~:':J '.~l. '··17· .Y •• IL_rn""", "~e'f!I 

.. I S4ll-i'tfIJ, 6C"CJ.y:Lt-~. fe.f_ .'C'OI"C """atM • 
.""'c·l.l",. co jtr.t. .... r.. '.C'Ur1. :1/1 

I/J ... "dent or c.n.anc ...... OC"J..eJONf -- , ., 
.1 t .. ~ tKn'UCM.! fM:lllCJ •• , 

2!2!'''' ' ... :z.. ~:Jr :;aue.." 
f} l.~ .000".l '.",.lea 4 UJ,.l.. 

:ncl'.M'WItCJ.on 

1:.. "'atI42!,."t Serua!,., 

.1 U .. ot ... , ..... ey "",.ru 

bl r..,rr>!rM ~,,",U.tIf .. " ... ~ 

<:1 ... nw ••• 1 .. U'" ,..,u ..... 

l· La. [,./of"cllt"Itf't Scr.u!iet 

_I TIt_ At" .... Vt>loo ..... _ I'Ol.I"J.tIf' 

)1 I ....... av _yo "'" ."' ... cu .... profr ... 

<:1 Cper.bCltl rtl.Ilc..:.t.!cat..l.Oft 

41 c ..... uJUt.1 .... wa/l IJMIAJ./tf/M .... f>I 
... uorlt.1U -

* Please recurn to p. 2 for question 2.1 0) and 
p. 3 for question 2.3 .ftar completing this ch.rt. 



'378 EFFECTIVENE"SS OF THE EDM STRATEGIES - RESPONSES TO QUESTION 2.4 a)* 

2.4 a) ·w. are also interested in your department', opinion regarding the 
imoact each of the EOM strategies has had or Is likely ~o haVE on 
~ of'""'5i" t;arget crImes. Although we ",ppredate ChGt some of the 
strategi.s are only remotely applicable or gerhaps not at all approp. 
rlate to all of the EOM target crImes, w. hav., for the saKe of 
$implicicy, Ilstld all the E~H strategies a~d all of the target 
crimes in the ~'.rt on p. 6. 

Pleas. indlc.c •• hether or ~oc you think, on the ba5i~ of your 
department', exp.rien~e. the str.tegies listed in the cA.re would 
help reduce or prevent each of the target crimes bt ~r~ing with a 
ch.ck-mark only those 5critegies which your depart~nt consider} 
co b. promising. 

J f you think the strategy is ai ther inappropriate or un! Ikely to 
1:;. aFFective for the target crime in question, please ",ri ee '!I.A.' 
in the appropriate space. 

If, on the basI, of your department', experlenc~, you cannoc ~ake 
a judgm.nc as to the likely effectiveness of the strategy for any 
given crime, pleas. wrlce 'O.K.' (don't ~ncw) in cne appropriate 
spaca. 

2._ b) If you have tried any of the E~M scrategies a~d Found them to be 
particularly ineffectIve or counter-productive, please indicate 
below which strategies and why. 

c 
n 

.. ... 
!! .. 

STAATEGIES 
;: -;:, 
11/ OJ oJ - '" -U III :I - < 10 
.c '" >- V ... '" III .. ,.. ::- c < ... 

OJ ... CI '" - V ... ... u ... Q. C 
ell .a ... 0 U &I 11 '" 0 .. .a ,II .. "0 .c Q. u III 
:::I a! ;: ~ .: .. 1\1 \. .. 

CD Q a: ~" < 

iWIOWAAl STU.Tt~IU I I I. T &''11'" Hu"'; '" ( •• 1. IlICIlt • ..., .... ) 

z • o.cactlooo ~r_ ... C •• , • ... 'thor .1.,..... 
.-rlll 

""'''I:.l~ OUlf:Ij STUTtCIU. 
J. 5",.,.., ~ lanel . , RN...:c.11>4 ot _...a...c .. ",..rtwrJ.u •• ., ~U¢lw., 
<:1 JII>ft ..... aJ. l ..... U ..... to~ JDda:.I' , .... -.. J I I ~"Jfte. ._""" U74 ~1.te:v .r ••• -- --
~/ IfC" .. etl ;.d •• c.r.tM .r .c...-e.e cz41!J.c 

2. ("".rol 0' Ac .. " , hu .... 
al 11M .r cul-4_.~CII , ..... c.rJ"",.., Un<tC 

f:tMtij,4'UI'Jlc.LonJr 

III c.ic.u ... .r ..... ct.,..,.. -v t.- eJlrcufll 
Ud!!.t: 

<:1 r .. ...,.,. ~._c or ~.CI'i.M c:.Il"C"ILl.UOl ...... 
ell Z«tJ..., .~ ttr» ,...Ut: to ' .. 1" ......... 

e/ CJ .... UJc:.UCft ot In.edeot ..... of .~ 

fl UM 0/ ~rJ..n ( •• ,. /1Iftt:».~ lMd~c.lp.jtJl1, 

""lUI/ 

,1 l~ .dMt!.!Jt:4t.lOfl .,.1 ..... lJ.,., IIlU e. 

11.1 l.~ oc:ceu tor polJc./.<t<:Uruv PONOft'.' 

1· 'oHtr'"~ Torrl,orl.1I t!/5oc'.1 C~e'ion 

01 e:"".nJt>g 01 '-JlJ.nq IIlUU 

~/ :>o.:nuJ", MlglI: I .. ~ ot d.wIo_ne. 

<:1 lIJ.~$IU,.., b.btwoIIl'I rwa.Lden.c , 
l'lCft-,..l1dent IjWC"e 

41 .. od ...... ~"" 01 .nco..peC!JIJ. or c:ontlJ.c-rJ.t>g I LtS •• of.~ 

SOCIAl ORC~'U.T'ON AND c:oono~ nUnC'(~ 

l. "lift"' Scr,t4sie, 

.1 '~.JO/I ;.....,r ... (e.,. ULU. _.J ... w ... 1 

• 1 ..... JUn ..... C-...e, ,.czou (0., • 
".Jt!",.!)o..,rfttood ., .. *:::11' 

CI Salt-,.Z, .aC'tJ.W"ltJ. •• (0., •• U"CU't M,..,.u::wa. 
hoe-UIM ell ,r.l volte .1K'U~l ~y'-

III •• lId..,. n •• """" •• 6 ...... 4U ...... I 
_I 1.,,,,,,",, ....... ee!.ond ( ..... hU •• , 

...... r •• , ..... f"~ ..... eM 

t1 :._""" .""'J~ Un"'" ,,,rUJ. 
1 ItCel'W1iCJ.CI'I 

2. ,.art.C ..... "1 St,..ce!'.' 
./ U'. et 'fOCII"JcI/ ,....rU 
., r .. ~ »""1IIJ,., .u"",,,,,,,,,, 

<:/ __ "CAl , ..,,41.'1::'" ,..UcJ .. 

l .. _~"" rftlor ..... ..r 'I r.~.:li •• 

• 1 1Ir ....... /N",..,.,..._ ' • .lAd,., 

., s.nr: tV lur"..,. oM lnapoft .... ,........_ 

rl eo,.. ......... ld."fUUCAU .. 

<II C ..... IlJ • .u ..... W;C/I jI.I_ ... ..,/~ ... ..,t/ION'. Col ... 

• PII.s. return to p. 5 for question 2.4 b) .fter compleeing this chart. 
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PART 3 • IDENTIFICATION ANO DESCRIPTION OF HIGH AHD LOW CRI~E AREAS 

The pu~poses of this p.rt of ehe questionnaire .re: 

(il. to determine whether your depart:n.!nt can identi Fy particular 
residenti.1 .reas which exhibit relatively high and low incidences 
of the EOM target crime, and 

(ii) to obt.in descriptions of these hign an~ low crime .reas. 

> 

In iisking about "residential areiiS which exhibit r,lIlativllly high and low incidences 
of the EOI'I ciirget c:rimcs", we "Ie.n a nUlIlOer of thin~s. Firstly, residential iire. 
~~y be either an entirely residentiiil area or • ~ixed residenti.' areii li .e. 
commercial·residentiai or ind~strial·r~~:d~ntialr:--secondly, residential area 
may refer to a section of your city, • neighbourhood, a housing developmen~r, 
in some cases, a single residential bUilding (e.g. a highrise bui Iding). With 
regard to areas ... hic:h exhibit "high .nd lew incidences of the EOl'1 target crimes", 
.... mean areas whi~~ are known for their relatively (a) high and (b) lew incidences 
of .ny one or ~re of the target crimes. In some cases, an .re. may be considered 
to bo a-nTgn.;crime area ~ecause of the occurrence of several homicides or rapes. 
Alternativ~'Y, another area m4Y be known as • high-crime area because of a large 
numoer of motor vehicle theFts andlor Sand E's occurring in that iirea. In 
identifying high·crime .reas, therefore, you may choose to name either kinds of 
.reas 50 long as these areas exhibit any of the EO~ Ciirge:: crimes to such a 
degree that there is serious concern abouc these areas in your department. You 
will have an ocportunity for indicating the basis for identiFying any given .rea 
as • high·crime area in the ~~art on pp. 8.10. 

3.1 a) Can your department identify particular residential .reas within your 
jurisdiction .. hich are known For their relatively (a) high, ind (b) low 
incidences of any ono or more of the E~l'1 targ«t cri~7 Please check 
appropri.t~ boxes. 

(a) HIGH-C~iME AREAJ 

O NO, ~n't identify hign
crime residenti.1 areas 

c:J YES. can identiFy high-
crime residential areas 

o Don't know 

(b) LOW-CRIME AREAS 

O NO. can't r ,jan t i fy low
crime r'lsi':'.!:n!:ial ;area 

O YES, ~an identify low
crime residential .reas 

o Don't know 

3. I b) If you have answered 'NO' or 'Don't k.now' to both sections of the above 
question, pleas, 'kip to Part 4 of the questionnaire. 

3.2 If you have answered 'YES' in eieher section of question 3.: .), please list 
tne tnree resideneial (or mix~d residential areas) wieh t~e hi~nest incidences 
of EOI'I target crimes and the :Mree resideneial ~r mixed residenti.1 areas). with 
the lowest incidences OTC:OM target crimes in the table below. Please speci fy . 
tne name by whi~~ the area is commonly ~nown in your department, and indicate 
its lo~tion. for example by eh. nearest s~reet intersections. 

HIGH-CRIME AP.EAS 1.01J-CRIME AREAS 
HI Hame: LI Name: 

Location: Location: 
H2 Name: 1.2 Name: .. 

l.Q.C;a t i~)tI: Location: 
1i3 HalN! L3 Name: 

Location: l.ocation: 

3.3 To assist in d,tlrmining ... hel;/ler high and low crime residential or mixed 
residential areas in different Canadian cities exnibic simil.r c:haract.rlstl~, 
we .re ,sking each department :0 provide '.rea profIles' on chose residential 
(or mixed residential ~reas) with the 3 hignest and 3 lowest o~eurrenc. r.tes 
of EOl'1 target crimes (I.c. as are~s HI, H2, H3: .nd ~I. Ll, ~3 identified in 
question .3.2). 

Th« following ~~lrt (Pl'. a-let lists the mljor ~"ar.ct.rlst:l<:s of rasldcneiolll 
environmancs which ara relevant to :he EOl'1 .ppro~cn eo crime prevention. Pleas. 
describe .a~, of ehe thr •• hjaM-crime .re.s .ceordlng to tne cnaract.ristl~ 
li~t.d and .ny oCher ~et.ri$tjcs your department considers important. If 
y~~ do not hava the necessary infor~tion to fill In some of the charaeterlstles, 
please do not guess; Instead I.~va the box blank. 

rrtr < 

AREA 
CHARACTERISTICS 

I. PREOOMfI!ANT TYPES OF EOI1 
C R II" ES (j. e. B & E, 
RObbery, Theft, Motor 
Vehicle TheFt, Vandalism 
Arson, Trespass, 
Indecent Assault, Other 
Ass.ults, Rape, Homicide 
, Attempted Murder) 

3. APDROX. SIZE OF AREA 
(sq.mi.or number of 
blocks) (If area 15 
building, pl .. se give 
no. of dwellIng units) 

4. TYPE OF USES IN AREA 
(i.e. residentill or 
mixed residentl.1 _ 
~.g. commercial-res'I., 
Industrial-res'l: 
please specify mix) 

5. GENERAL INCOME LEVEL 
tJF AREA 
(i.e. lower, middle 
u~per or mixed; , 
please speciFy mix) 

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF AREA 

~. PREDOMINANT TYPE OF 
HOUSIHG (i.e. highrise 
(5 stories plu$), lowrise 
(und:r 5 stories). row 
hOUSing, semi·detached or 
dUplexes, singl •• detached 
~LJixed: please specify 

7. PREDOMINANT TENUREI 
MANAGEMENT CHARACTER. 
ISTleS (a.g. owner
oecupied. privati or 
public rental, Condom
inium, co-operatiVe 
non-proFic, etc.) • 

8. ~UALITY OF HOUSING 
MAIHT'E/iANCE ( •• ;. 
well-k.ept, In state 
of disrepair, etc.) 

381 

RESIDENTIAL AREA 

H3 
HI H2 

-------~----~--~----~ 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 HIGH-CRIME ~REA§ - ~~SPQ~S"S ':"0 ~~:f~-tl"'" ~ ~ • -RESIOENTIAl AREA -
AREA 
CHAMCTER I STI CS 

H! H2 Ii1 CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 HIGH"CRI"'E AREAS - RIOSP"II'1ll TO I)U,,"S-ICN < ~ 
AREA RESIDENTIAL AREA 9. POiENTIAL FOR CONCEAl- CHARACTER 1ST I CS MatT I N AND AROUNQ 

H1 H2 HOUSING (e.g. alleys, i snruobery, partitions, 16. Other Oescriptive parked eiirs, fences Characur i lit I cs bl ind paths ~eQrl"idors , 
H3 

inside buildings, etc. 

10. OniER AREA 
CHAMCTERISTICS (e.g. 
qU4lity of lightIng, • frequency or density r of pedestrian tra'fic, 
other activities in . 
are.,4·9· pub, youth 
hang-outs, etc.) 

II, FART1CULAR POLICING 
STRATEGI ES (e.g. footl 
car patrols, fixedl 
randCIII bea ts, team 
policing, saturation 
policing, specialty 
squads, ect:.) 

CHAMCTERISTleS OF 
RESICENTS 
12. PREDOMINANT EMPLOY- I /'1E/fT STATUS OF 

RESIDENTS (e"lIployed~ 
uaemployed,.mixed; . 

1 please specify ratio 
of mix) 

13. PREDOMINANT TYPE OF ! 
R.~CE OR ETHNICITY OF 
P·ESIDENTS (I.g. 

I British extraction, 
Asian, French, 
I tal ian, Native 
peoples, etc. or 
mixed; ~Iease specify 
ratio of mix) , _. 

14. PREDOMINANT FAMILY 
STRUCTURE OF RESIDENTS 
(i .•• s i n9 les , . 
Z-~arent Families 
wi th chi Idren, 

" I-parent families .,i th 
c:hi Idren, Ilder!y 
1 iving alene, or 

j mixld; pl.a,e specify · ratio of mix) 
I 

15. Pro~Qrtlon of 
Juvlni 1 es in Aru I 

. ; 
.' 

I . 
\ " 

I 
\ 
I · . : 

, 
\ 

, 

. 
· 

, 



, 

3.4 Simil~rly. pleas. us. the subsequent chart (PP. 12-14) to describe che t~~ee 
low-crime areas in terms of the ~'aracceristics li~ted and any other ch~er
iscics chat your dep~rtment con~ider' important. Again, please do not guess if 
your department does not have the informacion requested; simply leave the box 
blank.. 

3.5 If possibl., pleas. provide a map of the geographical area serviced by 
your depl~~ent, and circle and identify (i ••• as HI, H2. H3; ~nd 
Ll. L2. L3) ciCh area listed in tho Charts on the map. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 LOW-CIIII1E M~A'; • RESPONS!;5 TO !:lUI;<;-,mJ 1 l.t 

AIlEA 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Ll 

RESIDENTIAL AREA 

L2 L3 

I _____________________________________ ~ ____________________________________ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~~~ ____ ~~ _______ ~~. ~ __ ~~ 
.... .... « 
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CHARAC-ERISTICS OF J LCY eRI E .. - M JIIEAS - qeSP",Nill_ ICl...cJlllTII'lN ~ t.. 

AREA RESIDENTIAL AREA 
CHAAACiER I ST I CS 

1.1 L2 

9. POTENTIAL FOR CONCEAL-
MENT IN AND AROUND 
HOUSING (e.g. illeys, 
shruObel'Y, poll"titions, 
pOlt"ked eal'S, fenees 
bl ind pnhs ~eorl"idors 
inside buildings, etc. 

10. OTHER AREA 
CHARACTERISTICS (e.g. 
quality of lighting. 
frequency or density 
Q~ ped.strioln traffic, 
other ictivities Tn 
irei.e.g. pub, youth 
hang-outs, etc.) 

-- ~- r===-------"--~-~"~.~-- - - -"--~-- -"--------- -
11 • PARTICULAR POLICING 

STRATEGI ES (e.g. fcotl 
car patrols, flxedl 
r:.1nccm beats, teim 
pol iCing, s4IturaciOfl 
policing. specialty 
squads; etc.) . . 

CHARACTERISTICS OF . 
RESIDENTS 
12. PRE~OMINANT EMPLOY-

IiEUT STATUS OF 
RESIDENTS" (~~ployed~ 
unemployed, mixed; 
please specify ratio 
of mix) -13. I'RECOMINANT TYPE OF 
~ACE OR ETHNICITY OF 
R~SIOENTS (e.g. 
British extraction, 
ASian, rrench, 
I tal ian, Hu ive 
peeples, etc. Col' 
mixee; j:lluse spec:i fy 
ratio of mix) 

14. PREOOHINA~T FAMILY 
STRUCTURE OF RESIDENTS 
(i. e. s i rig les ,. 
2-parent families 
with c:hilclren, 
I-parent f.~illes with 
children, elderly 
living alon~, or 
lIIi xed; "I cas" spec i fy 
ratio of mix) -IS. FrOl=orl!ion of 
Juv.niles In Ar-ea 

- - --

I 

.. -._--

-

1.1 

-

II--

.: . : 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 LOY-CRIM~ AREAS - RESP~NS-S Tn ~ I~~_ 3 z. . II C d "I lOY 
AREA RE'S I DENT I AL AREA 
CHARACT£RISTICS 

16. Other D.scriptlve 
Characteristics 

-

J 
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EOM CftlME OCCURRENCES· RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 4.1 to 4~ 

PARi 4 - EOM TARGET CRIMES 

This part of the questionnaire solIcits Informetlon about the extent to which the 
EOI'I target erimes occur within residential settings -- i .e. ~ith.r inside or outside 
of residenti.l dwellings and their surroundings or in • property (a.g. park, 
vacant lot, parking loc) within a resIdential are,. 
(Hote th.t residential settings ~y refer to an entirely residential area or • 
mixed residential area e.g. commercIal-residential or indYstrial-residential.) 
~e are also interested in the degree of juvenile involvement in these kinds of 
occurrences. 

4.1 In the first ~Ium of the Following chart (p •. IEo), please indicate the number 
of' occurrences Fo,r each eri me type reported in the ent ire are. served by your 
dep.rtment during the 12 months of the last full calendar or Fiseal ye.r. 

4.2 In the second column, please record your best estimates of the pereentage of 
illl reported cccurrenees within each crime type that occured in a residential 
setting. --

4.3 In the third column, ;:Ileue indicate your :e51: estimate of the per~entage of 
juvenile involvement in eac:h of the target crimes in resi-dentiil $~ttin':l$. 

TYPE OF EDK 
TARGET CRIME (AND UCR CODE) 

Hemlc:lde (001) 

Attempted Murder (006) 
-" 
~pe (Uoa) 

Indecent Assault (f'em.le) (009) 

Indecent Assaul t (male) (010) 

Other Assau t ts : 
WoundIng (013) 

Boo ill' H.!!"!'!! (014) 

Police (01,) 

Other Puce/Pub I i c Officer (016) 

Other «(117) 

Robbery (Toul) (018) 

Residential Break' Enter (024) 

I'Iotor Vehicle Theft (026) 

Theft Over $200: 
Blcyeles (032) 

From I I'Iotor Vehicle (033) 

Other (035) 

Theft under S200: 
Bieyele (037) 

Frc:m I Motor Vehlc:le (038) -
Other (040) 

Arson (060) 
. 

-. 
Trespass It Hight (070) 

'0111 ful OMllge: 
Prlvau (07!) 

Pub I ! e (072) 

L-_______________________________ --'-, ___ ..... _____ -.:...~~~ _ __L# __ _"__. 

( I ) (2) 

NUMBER OF ,..~RCENT. IN 
OCCURREHC ES !~..::S I DENT IAL 
REPORTED SETTINGS 
LAST YEAR 

:; 

I 

I 

I 

I 

(3) 

PERCENT. 
JUVENILE 
I NVOLIJ EHENT 

~~. 

~ 

I 

I 
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PART 5 - AVAlLA81LITY OF ECM-RELATEO OCCURRENCE INFORMATION 

You m~y wish to send this part of :he qu.~tionnalre directly to your Statistic.1 
Sec: i on. 

From our review of efforts to implement th~ EOM ap~roach to cr~meldPr~:entotjod~V~70" 

" 
b 1 r tM,ft til. r i rst st~~ s"ou,,~ .. other jurisdictions, It u ecc;me c ea. :hill:: the ilPP"oaeh Is 

a fairly decalled understanding of. the crl~ ~I"oblem difficult this step .....ould 
supposed :~ alleviate. To as~ist In cetermlnlog how 
b. for Canadian cities, w~ need to know: 

- what types of E~M-related information are cur~ently being collected 
and stored by police departments, and 

",hether or :lOt that InfonNtlon Is stored In II m<1lnner that makes It 
accessible to computer-assisted analysis. 

A • cleated In the Introductory document (enclosed separately), only certain 
5<- In f resldentiail "target c:rlmes" are c:onsidered to b. susceptible to the 

~~~e:c~roaC:h. Thes~ target c:rlmes and their respec:tlve UCR codes are as 
follows: 

Fidure I: List of EDM Tarqet CriA~S 

-
UCR COOES OESCRIPTION 

001 '006 HOMICIDE (murder, ~n$lau9hter, Inf~ntlcide) ind ATTEMPTED 
MURDU 

008 RAPE 

009 ,010 INDECEHT ASSAULT (fem4le , male) 

OTHER ASSAULT 

013 

014 

015 

016 
017 

018 

024 

026 

032 , 037 
033 , 038 
035 , 040 

·060 

070 

071 , 072 

Wounding 

Bodily H .. rm 

PolIce 
Other Police/Public Offlc:er 

Other 

ROBBERY (Tou 1 ) 

RESIDENTIAL BREAK' ENTER 

MOTOR VEHICLE THEn 

THEFT OVER AHD UNDER S200 

Bic:ycles 

From a Motor Vehicle 

Other 

ARSON 

TRESPASS AT MIGHT 

WILFUL OAMAGE (Privlte , Public) 

d 

5.1 Do ~ach of your oc:currenc:e rec:ords identify the type of oc:currenc:e in 
sufFicient detai; to determine whether or not the occ:urrence is one of 
the EOM target crimes I isted in Figure l. (PlellSe C:hec:k al I appropriate 
boxes be low) • 

o 
o 
o 
o 

YES - Occurrences in eac:h of ene ED'" target crime c:ategories c:an 
be separately identified. 

YES or !Hiual Iy, however only the rnost serious offence is recorded 
in any oc:currenc:e file. 

NO, It is not possible to separately identify occurrenc:es within 
any of the EDM target c:rime c.tegories. 

Other comments (please specify). 

5.2 a) Rather than asking for spec:ific infonnation about each of the 
information items irc:luded in your Oc:currenc:e Re~rt, we thought it 
Reuld be simpler for your department to enc:lose a blank copy ~f your 
department's Oc:currenc:e Report. We Reuld also appreciate receiving a 
eopy of I filled-out Oc:currenc:e Report for each of the two mos~ 
frequent types of ED'" toJl'g~t c:rimes that oc:cu;' t" resid;;ntial sectings 
(plaase strike out any information identifying pertic:ular individuals). 
We would like you to send copies that, a5 f.ar IS po$sible, represent 
fairly typic:al examples of the kinds of information usually provided 
in c:ompleted Occurrenc:e Reports for those target crim~s. 

5.2 b) Please identiFy with an 'X' in the relevant spaces in the blank 
Oc:currenc:e Report, those items which, for a variety of reasons, are 
generally filled out ~ than 80% of the time For the EOM target 
crimes. 

5.3 We are partic:ularly interested in the kind of information which usually 
is inc:luded in Oc:currenc:e Reports to describe the LOCATION of the 
occurrenCe. In the following I ist of LOCATION c:huac:teristics. please 
c:hec:k those c:haracteristics whiCh are normally (more th.n 80% or tha 
timej recorded in the Oc:c:urrenc:e Reports (where appropriate) for the 
EOM target c:rimes. 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Specific Address (c.g. Street iodr.5s and number, ne~rest 
inter$.,c:tion or block face) 

Part of the City (e.g. patrol are .. , c:ensus tract, 
nei.~bourhood, etc.) 

Land Use (e.g. resideneial, ~ommercjal, industri,l; park, 
vw~~nt lot, etc:.) 

Type of Residence (e.g. single ~etac:h~d, s~~i-detached, 
highrise, lowrise, rowhou~ing, etc.) 

Tenure/Management Char~c:teristic:s (~.g. owner-oc:cupied, 
privati or public rent.I, condominium, c:ooperative, 
non-profit, ItC.) 

quality of M~intlnlnC:1 ( •• g. well kept, in disrepair, ete.) 

Part of Building or Lot ~nd/or Point of Penetration (e.g. 
lobby, 9.rage, roof, P4rkin9 lot, elevltor, stairwell, 
Alley, backdoor, basement window, etc:,) 

Physic:.1 SurroundIngs (e.g. placgs of conc:ealm~~t, i.e. 
parked cars, shrubbery) 

Question 5.3 contld 
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5.4 a) 

5.4 b) 

o 
CJ 

Surv.ill.n~. ~e~5ures in Operation (e.g. e~eras. privata 
security guard3, fr.quen~y of pol icy patrols, alarm sy5tet!ls) 

Other Locacion Characteriscic(s) (e.g. qual ity of lighting, 
frequen~y of ~ede5trian traffic, ocner uses in area). Please 
give e:tC"Allples. 

To det~rmin. t~e difficulty your depar~~ent wOuld have in extracting 
and analyz!~; :h~ =OH-related information From tour ~c=urrence ~ecords, 
it is also necessary to '"now whether or noe tnose records are accessible 
by manual met~ods only (i.e. are stored on ~aper or index cards in 
written or typed form). or are ac~eS5ibIG by c:tnputerizednethods 
(i ••• are stored on punched computer cards, magnetic tapes or discs). 
A~cordingly, would you pleas. indicate, oy writing in ~, C ~r F, beside 
each i tam on the blank. Occurrence Report .. hether that I ttm IS: 

H ~ regularly' collected and stored in a format accessible by 
~:nethods 

Or" 

C - regularly collected and stered i~ a Format accessible by 
comouterized :nethods 

or 

F - will be regularly collected and stored in the ~ 
(i .e. the next 2 years) in i Format accessible Qy 
computeri:ed methods. 

If your re~ords system is currently computerized, please provide a 
list. if possible, of the variables cQntained in YO'Jr department's 
comouterized files. 

- c 

t. 

,. 

, , 

We would lIke to thank you for your cooperation In completIng the questionnaire. 
As a last reminder, we ask you to che~k that you have completed and enclosed 
all fIve plrts of the questIonnaire and any addItIonal documents whIch are 
ralavant, such .5: 

axiselng descrIptions of the EOM-related progr~s which 
your department Is actively Involved In; 

I map IndIcating the 3 high Ind 3 low EOM crIme Ireas; 

the Occurrence Reports: I blank (with appropriate comments} 
and 2 ex&mple Reports; and 

a list of the variables contained In your department's 
computerized flIes. 

Think you. 
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